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Abstract
Whilst Indigenous female leadership studies have been undertaken previously, they have most
commonly been in specific areas of politics, education and health. Located predominantly
within the discipline of leadership studies, the aim of this strategic research project is to
investigate the under-researched field of leadership for Indigenous Australian women. The
thesis aims to address the question: ‘What does it mean to be an Indigenous woman leader
today’? To achieve this aim, three spheres are identified in which Indigenous women exist and
lead: in community, in public areas, and institutionally. The problem described by this study is
the lack of public acknowledgement in Australia for the accomplishment of Indigenous women
leaders in any of these three spheres. To address this problem, the research design adopts a
qualitative inductive approach – further contextualised through an Indigenous construct – to
capture qualitative information from 20 Indigenous women leaders living in Canberra, Sydney,
Taree, and Melbourne. Yarning and Dadirri were used as the main research methods to enable
the individual experiences of the participants to highlight an Indigenous women’s standpoint.
A key finding from analysis of qualitative knowledge was the difficulty that participants
experience in naming themselves as a ‘leader,’ since the connotations of the word for
Indigenous women have become intermingled with historical contexts of Colonisation and
modern-day contexts of adhering to ‘mainstream success’. In short, the term ‘leader’ is in itself
perceived as a barrier to leadership.
This study makes two main contributions: (a) it reveals a range of new sites at which Indigenous
women’s leadership continues to emerge and expand across Australia; (b) it identifies the
growing leadership capacity of both Indigenous women and men that is weakly acknowledged
and hence poorly promoted beyond the Indigenous arena. The findings of this study will
contribute to leadership literature by providing researchers with insights into best practice
Indigenous leadership and provide a platform for future research. If we are to make headway
xiii

in creating lasting change for Indigenous Australia, then the representation of effective and
informal leadership needs to be witnessed.
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Prologue
I have always had strong Aboriginal women around me. Throughout my childhood, my mother
was determined, loyal, feisty and loving, and my Aboriginal aunts were the same. My mother’s
story has had a great influence over mine. Having moved away from most of her siblings to
start a family in Brisbane in the late sixties, my mother was at times disconnected from the rest
of her family, and this was evident during her moments of sadness. I believe this began long
ago for her though, as her family were often silent to the history that loomed around them. This
has been something I have struggled with in connecting the dots to my Identity, and something
that has encouraged me to write, ponder and research. So here begins my story.
My mother, Ruth Owna Yarnold was born on July 31st, 1948 in Taree, New South Wales. She
is descended from Biripi country, connected to the Buggs and Bloomfields, with a Chinese
connection added to the mix from Xiamen, formerly known as Amoy, China. One of nine
children (eight of which survived and with one still born), her father Henry (known as Harry)
worked as a fisherman and later, on building the Sydney Harbour bridge. Her mother, Ivy (nee
Bloomfield) was a homemaker. When I have asked Ruth about her childhood, it has often been
difficult to get information from her, and it has come from snippets I have had to piece together.
My father’s heritage goes back to Tipperary, County Cork, Ireland, where his grandfather was
a Connaught ranger. The Irish connection in my life has also been strong, but I digress.
Ruth lived for the first seven years of her life in a house which had hessian bags and newspapers
on the walls. Her mother Ivy would wash clothes on a pontoon and get fresh water from the
waterhole to boil the sheets up. Her oldest sister Carmen had to look after her when she travelled
into Taree, and she remembers a time when having chicken was a luxury but eating seafood
was a daily part of her diet. Ruth describes this time as challenging, but happy.
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Her father Harry couldn’t read, and her mother would read the paper to him. Ruth knows, that
regardless of his illiteracy, Harry was still smart enough to see that continuing to live near Taree
was becoming dangerous due to the protection policies of the Stolen Generation. Children were
being forcibly removed from their families and ultimately Harry decided to move them to the
city. Ivy had to leave the rest of her family behind and eventually lost contact with them due to
the dislocation.
Ruth can’t remember school in Taree, and whether that suggests she didn’t go or simply has no
recollection is unknown. The earliest memory my mother has of schooling, is attending
Waterloo Public School in Sydney. She felt like she was treated differently in school and was
very quiet. She remembers one moment when she got the cane for making noise in the library
when she wasn’t there at the time and believed that the teacher just didn’t like black people.
Ruth doesn’t remember any darker-skinned children at school and says that she was the darkest
there.
My mother cannot remember any serious health issues as a child, but remembers her mother
relying on Asian medicine to keep the family healthy due to a distrust of most doctors. As my
Great Grandfather was Chinese, it seems that these beliefs were handed down through my
family. Ruth recalls that there were moments growing up where everyone in the family were
frightened; firstly, in Taree where there was a greater threat of removal, and later in Sydney due
to being the only Aboriginal family within the area. Fear was a dull ache and constant reminder
in their daily lives; not in an all-pervading manner but rather something expected for Aboriginal
people as a result of the potential for forcible removal or application of unwanted government
policies. Harry used to tell them to say they were either of Maori or Indian origin, and to not go
outside without shoes on. This suggests he was in fear of people making assumptions as to the
care of his children and informing the authorities to investigate their care.
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Ruth’s fondest memories of growing up were of outings with the family to Narrabeen Lake,
hiring a little boat and taking picnics. Later, whilst the family were living in Moruya, New
South Wales, Ruth thought about getting married and possibly becoming a school teacher.
Although the Yarnold upbringing had times of struggle and fear, there were also great elements
of laughter, togetherness and love.
It is a brief history I know, and one that I am still trying to harvest from my mother as she is
getting older. At times, I feel quite the existential and cultural detective, of both her life and
through that my own, as I gain snippets of information and decipher them through the lens I
now contain. That lens is one of a complex identity, of overcoming difficulties and of the gift
of education which I have acquired as a result of having been born in this age. I can look back
and think of what my mother, her sisters, and all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people
had to do to achieve whilst dealing with overwhelming discrimination and ‘othering’ from the
rest of the world.
There is the added importance in this story of the knowledge and education that is required for
my connection to culture, and it is one I will forever be focused on. For both my mother and
myself, the path back towards a stronger culture is like all of us in Indigenous Australia – both
a shared, collective ideal and a specific and largely individual expedition full of philosophical
terrain and re-questioning of place, context and time. It is one I gladly embarked on, and a
destination I may never reach.
The women in my life feature heavily because the Aboriginal men in my life were mythical,
unreal creatures I saw from afar. Sadly, all the men are gone now, suggesting deep seated issues
that reverberate through our communities drawn from such things as removal, dislocation and
trauma. Some of my uncles I have never met; one died in a car crash whilst been driven by
another uncle, charged on alcohol. One went to jail for vehicular manslaughter and was
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essentially ‘forgotten’ or only discussed in hushed tones or anecdotes of his life before the
‘event’ that led to his incarceration. One was the epitome of the lovable rogue – sweet natured,
gentle and full of love. Uncle Kimbo was love personified and died early following years of
alcohol abuse. I feel an immense sense of longing for my Aboriginal men, my uncles and
grandfather that have left our family. The only thing that abates this feeling is knowing the
Aboriginal women I have are remaining strong, loving and defiant. The poem I wrote when
thinking about these men in my history also tells a story of many Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander men.
All the men are gone
All the men are gone
They left, over the hill
Towards the river
Not gentle flowing glisten
But raging, tumult of tears.
All the men are gone
And when they were there
They were already ghosts
Dark reflections of strength
But faded in significance
All the men are gone
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He who fought and he who ran to cells
They who drank to quell
Ringing bells of past pain.
All the men. They have gone.
(Ryan, 2016)
We have since found our Uncle, Glenn Yarnold, who was lost to us for decades and has come
back to us. We had thought he had died, possibly in prison, and his ghost is real to the past
stories we have not yet uncovered. We may never know the extent to which his experiences
shaped him, and the sorrow at those losses is a shared experience of countless Indigenous
Australians who have been removed, discarded by the system and then found again. All we can
do is move forward with a degree of strength and belief that there is a healing life ahead of us.
The women are left, or they were left due to all these factors. The women had to carry on, often
burdened by all these traumas and yet determined to live a life. These women – my mother Ruth
and her sisters (Carmen, Maria and Paula) – are not famous, in high-level positions of influence,
or recognised as having done amazing things. They have instead led their children and created
meaningful lives despite having had limited educational or employment opportunities. They
have taught lessons that reach far beyond that of theory or the attainment of a degree. Their
lessons are those of love, loyalty, overcoming of obstacles and living a full life. This for me has
been the very best teaching of all, as these lessons have driven my ways of being from long
before I decided to undertake University studies. Their lessons made me claw in the dirt to
prevent myself from entering a spiral of deficit that in many ways appeared destined for me.
That determination to not willingly surrender into an abyss of unrealised potential catapulted
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me towards where I am now and will continue to do so beyond this project. For that I am forever
thankful.
Another part of my motivation came from a real turning point in my life before I came to
University. I was working in out-of-home care, and inevitably taking on cases of Indigenous
children coming in to foster care and working with Indigenous foster carers. I had a chronic
illness with resulting complications and was quickly burning out. After another stint in hospital,
I realised I had to change something. I became unemployed as a way of trying to get my health
and life together, but there was more I needed to do to effect some change. I could see that I
was ticking boxes off in the criteria that stood for Indigenous disadvantage in this country.
Single parent – tick. Chronic health issues – tick. Unemployed – tick. Emerging from a
domestically violent situation – tick. I was becoming the statistic so often heard when
Indigenous people are discussed, and it was not my reality – I was not the crisis, and I didn’t
want my life to become the crisis. Plus, I had the access and opportunity to change it. I began a
foundation course at The University of Canberra and for the first two months of that program,
my early-teen daughter and I were homeless and couch surfing. But we survived, unlike many
others undertaking this process. University became my full-time job and I worked hard, and my
success or resolve has come from this desire to not only change the crisis for myself, but for
anyone else who may feel their path is destined to tick those deficit boxes. As Aboriginal people,
we are regularly told to stay in a particular lane in life; work only in Indigenous-specific areas
or be happy with the status quo of your families’ existence because we should just recognise
how lucky we are to still be a culture. We have accepted this for too long, and from my personal
experience I know that we have skills and abilities with which to create more change for our
families into the future. This is essential to my path in writing academically, and in writing
about Indigenous women and leadership.
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The Indigenous Community
Often throughout my life, I have heard people discuss freely this notion of community. It can
be specific or generalised, individual or collective, and has almost mythical qualities when
connected to Aboriginal Australia. For my grandparents in Taree, community was there, but
the fear of removal of their children was stronger than the bonds binding them to their ancestral
community. So community for them became a somewhat fluid and complex dance, moving
from place to place, living on the fringes and not being sure of whether one place will accept
‘blow-ins’ or not.
Later in my own life, community began to mean something much more to me. When I first
attended University, I was not expecting to feel such a sense of belonging as I did. At first, I
was fearful – I had very little experience with young Aboriginal men but for my cousins who I
only saw intermittently, and as a young girl I had had a traumatic experience with an Aboriginal
man – so this issue of overriding fear again. Fear of coming into my own cultural identity, fear
of beginning at university, and fear of how my life would turn out was suffocating. In time I
felt that easing, and it was the unknown that had been the biggest obstacle for me. This was the
same with my academic work. Prior to coming to University, I had done many different jobs in
the personal care industry such as health care and aged care. I did not believe I was smart, or
resilient or capable. My parents had always told me I was intelligent, but there exists something
in our culture that hinders our self-belief, or at least in my family there was. I often think that
it was this lack of Indigenous community which encouraged that, and since joining a
community of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people interested in higher education, I
have felt my ability to believe in myself grow stronger, as is my attachment to the wider
Indigenous community with which I belong to. I feel a connection to the Indigenous community
in Canberra through work completed there also.
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Indigenous Women in the Community
My mother and I are on a similar path, one that is about reconnection and reclamation of our
culture and heritage. For her it is about the past, the fear, and a sense of coming home. For me
it is about understanding of the self, in order to understand the place I hold in the world and
how I am meant to be within it. This means everything to me, this is why I write. I have spent
many years, long before academia, where I have questioned my Identity. Am I Aboriginal
enough? Does my Irish and Chinese ancestry mean I am less Aboriginal, or some kind of hybrid
that fits nowhere and therefore does not have the right to pontificate on Aboriginal issues? I
have achieved many things through studying and writing about my culture – my Honours thesis
on Indigenous political representation won me my University Medal in 2013 – yet through this
there is always a sense of loss, a wondering if it is enough. ENOUGH is something I struggle
with every day, and in connection to my Aboriginality, my hybridity and my ability to represent
a degree of Aboriginal contemporary culture, this is a never-ending philosophical question.
Would having a community, or being connected to my country change that?
I have also had the good fortune to witness various strong Aboriginal women who work in the
‘community’. This type of community has a broad and variable definition: the community that
is of place, the community that exists within an educational setting whereby the common thread
which holds us is that we are Aboriginal from many different countries, communities which
can be multifaceted and unique in their design and function. The community of Aboriginal
women within academia, is overflowing with innovative ideas interspersed with traditional
ways and knowledge.
These women invariably have one thing in common; an unwavering desire for change, and a
passion to make things different from what they have seen or observed in the past. Some may
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consider them hard, however that is born from continually fighting to create a positive impact
on the lives of other Aboriginal Australians, and to Australian society itself.
This may sound a lofty ideal and could be viewed as far too idealistic for post-modern Australia.
I ask, why should we not want this for the country we live in? For what our ancestors have had
to endure and what they have overcome? For the non-Indigenous people who were not told of
the hidden histories that appear to have been silenced or forgotten? Our early education has told
us that the British came to this country in 1788, and we celebrate Australia day every year to
commemorate this, completely disregarding the First Nations Peoples who inhabited here, the
frontier wars fought to keep their way of life, and the resilience of Aboriginal people to survive?
This is also why I have chosen to write about Aboriginal women – throughout history there
have been strong women fighting to survive and many of them have gone unnoticed. And for
every woman we know of who has led in ways that have been celebrated or discussed, there are
more women who have contributed to this survival and have gone undocumented. They may
have raised strong children to carry on further and create change, instilling in them confidence
and determination. They may have mobilised a community to build on small differences to
empower and drive their region to a stronger future or become a leader of a large organisation
that delivers outcomes for the whole of Australia. All these women are leaders, they all manage
change, inspire, give opportunity and assist in creating a different narrative for Indigenous
Australia.
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Background
My background in Indigenous leadership has not been something I had planned, and my
motivation to research this issue was due in part to my own journey of discovery as to where
leadership begins, how it is cultivated, and how Indigenous women such as myself fit in. I have
worked in minor leadership roles within government, non-government out-of-home foster care,
and mentoring of Indigenous people in a nationally run company. Connected with this, my
academic life has been filled with opportunities where I have been told I was leading younger
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students towards understanding the value of further
education and showing them the way. This statement often had me perplexed as I wasn’t really
sure what I was doing in this unofficial leadership capacity. Was it simply leading by example?
Were those who followed me doing so because of how I carried myself, or how I was
performing in this role? Did I see myself as assuming that role, or having any impact as a
supposed leader? These questions therefore drove me to want to create an understanding of
leadership for other Indigenous women as well as for myself, and the investigation which
follows will endeavour to reflect that. My own personal and individual understanding of
Identity and culture also drove my desire to write this research project.
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A Final Dedication
To the Indigenous women I have had the pleasure of knowing throughout my life, to the ones I
haven’t met who are getting shit done without fanfare, acknowledgement, praise, without
getting paid or noticed. To those who impact on people, on communities, who change
conversations from sadness to hope, from statistics to relationships, to the strong, silent, loud
and ‘aggressive’. This is for you. This is not for men to debunk, to label, to categorise. This is
for women.
This is for Nay, a beautiful young woman when I met her full of spark, culture, determination
and promise. Her identity was strong, and she taught me many things. Her leaving was one of
the biggest shocks of my life because I knew she would work. She would get the shit done when
others would not, this I knew of her. Losing touch with her will be a large regret, reconnecting
with her before she left was a touching reminder. It is also for Stephen, a young man I had
mentored many years ago who did not make it through and left when he shouldn’t due to failures
in systems which should have protected him. It is in these stories that we recognise the women
who work to change things, make things better and attempt to give others more of a chance. It
is here that we see true leadership emerge.
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Clarification of Terms
Throughout this research both terms ‘Aboriginal’ and ‘Indigenous’ are used interchangeably
when referring to Aboriginal people of Australia. Congruent with various texts that have been
used when discussing these participants, the terms ‘Aboriginal ‘and ‘Indigenous’ have been
predominantly used in both independent Indigenous texts and mainstream texts. The word
Indigenous has different meaning in national and international contexts, in law, in politics and
in our communities. The Social Justice Commissioners models of the terms ‘Indigenous’ and
‘Aboriginal’ state:
An Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander is a person of Aboriginal or Torres Strait
Islander descent who identifies as an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander and is
accepted as such by the community in which he (she) lives. (Australian
Government, 1981)
I am also providing a brief list of key terms that are regularly stated within the thesis, to assist
in the wide terminology that is included to cover the disciplines of leadership, feminist and
Indigenous studies.
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Key Terms
Individualist leadership - Individualist models of leadership are commonly founded upon the
notion that to lead is to be in front, to guide, to influence and to persuade.
Culturalist leadership – Leadership practice within different cultural contexts, whereby local
knowledge, community consensus and adhering to specific cultural ideas is important.
Makarrata - Yolngu term that has been used as one way to describe a treaty. It has many
meanings, but in this instance, it represents a restoration of peace after a dispute.
Coolamon – A cultural tool historically used to carry foods and babies by many Indigenous
women.
Gulaman – A Coolamon, as spoke in the Gathang/Kattang language, the language of the
Woromi and Biripi people.
Crithi – A large Coolamon, as spoken in the Gathang/Kattang language.
Dadirri – A term to describe deep and active listening and non-intrusive observation, as spoken
by the Ngangikurungkurr people of the Northern Territory.
Yarning – A term describing informal and relaxed discussion through which both parties
journey together visiting places and topics of interest, building a relationship that is accountable
to Indigenous people.
Imagery is also an important aspect of this thesis, as I use graphic images such as graphs and
diagrams to explain terms and concepts used throughout the project as one way to visualise
these ideas.
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I. Introduction and Context
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1 Introduction
1.1 Aims
The aim of this strategic research project is to investigate the neglected field of leadership for
Indigenous women. This aim necessitates a reframing of what the term ‘leadership’ entails for
Indigenous women, and what leading or influencing others means from a culturalist position.

1.2 Research Parameters
To achieve this aim, this study identifies three spheres in which Indigenous women exist and
lead:
a) Indigenous women in community: women who work in roles where a community focus
is prominent such as within medical services for the Indigenous community.
b) Indigenous women leading in public areas: women who work and lead within visible
and identifiable spaces. These women are in representative roles and public
commentary about their performance is often highly visible.
c) Indigenous women leading institutionally: women leading in areas such as government
departments or educational institutions.
By investigating the perspectives of 20 Indigenous women who work in leading roles within
Australia, various elements and themes in relation to leadership emerge and are examined in
further detail. The Indigenous women mentioned throughout the thesis are drawn from different
geographical locations within urban settings, and some are inevitably able to position
themselves across different spheres.
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1.3 Disciplinary Approach
Whilst this research project has multidisciplinary elements, it is predominantly located within
the discipline of leadership studies. Feminist studies, Indigenous narrative studies,
communication and political studies also feature as components of the research project.
Within leadership studies, attention has been given to studies discussing this topic within a
cultural context (Ivory, 2009; Fredericks, 2014; Evans, 2008), as well as some foundational
texts on leadership that focus on individualist and rationalist leadership models.
The disciplinary approach for this project is influenced by subjectivism (Gergen, 2001), using
a qualitative inductive analysis perspective, contextualised through an Indigenous construct.
Yarning (Bessarab & Ng'andu, 2010) and Dadirri (Atkinson, 2002; Ungunmerr-Baumann,
2002); are both employed as methods to enable the women’s experiences to highlight an
Indigenous women’s standpoint (Moreton-Robinson, 2000).

Problem Description and Research Question
The strategic problem identified by this research is the lack of public acknowledgement for the
accomplishment of Indigenous women leaders in any of the three spheres identified in the
section 1.2mentioned above. In response to this problem, the primary research question posed
by this study is: What does it mean to be an Indigenous woman leader in the present day?
To address this question, this thesis contends that Western constructs of leadership do not fit
the ideas of leading within a culturalist framework and therefore these ideas must be broadened
to fit with the current context of time and circumstance.
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Positioning and Structure
As the Prologue to this thesis explains, I am positioning myself as an Indigenous woman who
is of mixed heritage and has connections to both Indigenous and Western cultural constructs.
In doing so, I am also positioning more mainstream models of research as part of my research
paradigm due to the hybridity I inhabit as a mixed heritage woman of Indigenous, Irish and
Chinese ancestry that has grown up largely within an Anglo-Australian context.
I am also positioning Western models of research as part of my research paradigm due to the
hybridity I inhabit as a mixed heritage woman of Indigenous, Irish and Chinese ancestry who
has grown up largely within an Anglo-Australian context. My subjective positioning is one of
being educated within a Western education system, and at times having to translate my
understandings of this through the hybridity I hold.
The thesis begins with a chapter that outlines the issues faced within contemporary Australian
Indigenous society, thereby illustrating why the need for strong and effective leadership is
necessary to address these issues. Disparities between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
Australians are demonstrated in areas of health, education and employment. Domestic and
family violence issues are of concern with regards to Indigenous women, for whom the statistics
are high for affected individuals.
The context of colonisation, power and race within Australia is explored to situate the trajectory
of Indigenous Australia from conflict and resistance, towards advocacy, governance and
leadership.
The Theoretical Approaches to Leadership chapter discusses the many iterations of what
leadership studies can offer, from a foundational base investigating individualist and rationalist
models of leadership within a US-centred perspective, towards more contemporary notions and
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explanations including feminist approaches. It explores the underpinning theoretical approach
of culturalist leadership, to provide a view of what contemporary leadership may look like.
The Research Methodology chapter includes an overview of Indigenist research and knowledge,
and the history of Indigenous research from its evolution as something performed on Indigenous
people towards research being performed with and by Indigenous people.
The thesis then analyses the information collected from interviewing Indigenous women
performing leadership roles. The numerous themes derived from these interviews are delineated
by the headings of each theme chapter.
The Conclusion details my overall understanding of Indigenous women’s leadership within
contemporary Australia as determined from this research alongside potential insights for the
future.

Significance of Study
The importance of leadership is ever-present when discussing issues within an Indigenous
context. From colonisation through to the early years of activism and onwards to a
contemporary setting, pivotal actors have played a huge role in leading and changing the milieu
for Aboriginal people. Joyce Clague and the late Eleanor Harding (1934-1996) for example
were part of the 1967 Referendum that enabled the removal of two instances of discriminatory
language from the Australian Constitution. Without people such as Clague and Harding
campaigning forcefully for better rights for Indigenous people, one wonders where Australia
would be today in its discourse on culture and rights.
Whilst Indigenous female leadership studies have been undertaken previously in Australia, they
have most commonly been in specific areas of politics (Maddison, 2009), education (Fredericks,
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2014) and health. This study provides a more comprehensive insight into the many complexities,
negotiation, performance and maintenance that exists across the spheres identified in this
chapter, as well as certain areas of business, community, media and cultural heritage.
Congruently, this study contributes to our knowledge of resonance and followership – how
these women leaders inspire, motivate, mentor and guide others through their leadership.
The study of leadership is important for many other reasons: it can be a tool to motivate
individuals to move past indifference to substantial development in both tangible and intangible
transformation; it can also be a tool to inspire those who may not have seen or believed they
can be agents for that change. It is in this sense that leadership for Aboriginal Australia holds
specific importance. For non-Indigenous Australia, the presence of that leadership and the
visibility of Aboriginal women can create change in the overall perceptions of society and begin
a discourse that is not based in deficit; rather it becomes almost commonplace and therefore
accepted.

Approach, Research Design and Methods
The research project uses a Qualitative inductive analysis approach and is influenced by
Subjectivism and Phenomenology. An Indigenist construct embodies the methodological
framework, with Yarning and Dadirri as the methods utilised for the project. Fieldwork was
conducted from mid-2015 to 2017 and was based upon interviews and shared stories with
Indigenous women leaders (n=20) living in Canberra, Sydney, Taree, and Melbourne who
discussed their experiences of leadership and their indigeneity.

Contribution to New Knowledge
Firstly, the investigation has revealed new sites at which Indigenous women’s leadership
continues to emerge and expand across Australia. This expansion resonates with other
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Indigenous women watching, following and aspiring to take on the kind of roles that the
participants in this study already hold. The concept of culturalist leadership is therefore
introduced as a different approach to understanding Indigenous leadership (Evans, 2008;
Maddison, 2009; Ivory, 2009). It is not the intention to provide an essentialised view of cultural
leadership however, but instead broaden our understandings of Indigenous leadership in
Australia by using this approach.
Secondly this study also finds that the growing leadership capacity of both Indigenous women
and men is weakly acknowledged and hence poorly promoted beyond the Indigenous arena.
The apparent silence surrounding the expansion of Indigenous women’s leadership seems
incongruous with the amount of grass roots and front-line work many Aboriginal women
perform every day, and which is simply not being highlighted or further encouraged. Whether
it be in overcoming disadvantage in a community, creating a sounding board for other
Indigenous women or shepherding non-Indigenous audiences towards better understanding, a
stronger comprehension of Indigenous women and how they lead can be further used to
encourage greater dialogue within Indigenous Australia. Providing a framework with which to
begin to understand Indigenous women’s leadership within a present-day context allows further
work to be encouraged in leadership studies and Indigeneity. In so doing, it is anticipated that
the findings of this study will contribute to leadership literature by providing non-Indigenous
researchers with an insight into best practices for working with Indigenous Australians.

***
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2 Profiles of Indigenous Women
2.1 Women Leading in Community
The women in this section were chosen because of their continual work across numerous areas
to affect change within Indigenous communities, both urban and regional.

Val Cooms
Dr Valerie Cooms is a Nunukul woman of North Stradbroke Island with extensive experience
leading Indigenous organisations in the community and government sectors. She has previously
been a Director of Indigenous Business Australia and the Chief Executive Officer of both
Queensland South Representative Body Aboriginal Corporation and Queensland South Native
Title Services. Dr Cooms has also managed the WA Native Title Unit within the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Commission (ATSIC) and is the Chairperson of the Quandamooka
Yoolooburabee Registered Native Title Body Corporate for Quandamooka people. Dr Cooms
is the President of the Board of Directors for the Aboriginal and Islander community school in
Brisbane, Queensland. Ms Cooms was identified through her work across numerous spheres,
including her work within community environments such as The Aboriginal and Islander
Community School Board in Brisbane, and her work in government areas such as ATSIC,
Indigenous Business Australia, and associated areas of Native Title.

Eugenia Flynn
Eugenia Flynn’s cultural heritage ranges from Larrakia and the Tiwi Islands to Teo Chew
Chinese from Malaysia. Closely identifying with both Chinese and Aboriginal culture,
Eugenia’s faith identifies her as Muslim. She has worked previously as the operations
coordinator at the Wilin Centre for Indigenous Arts and Cultural Development and is working
towards a graduate diploma in arts, majoring in creative writing. Eugenia has also worked as
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the Treasurer of the Islamic Council of Victoria. She is passionate about her anti-racism and
social justice work and heavily involved with Refugees, Survivors and Ex-Detainees (RISE)
where she is on their advisory group. Currently Eugenia works at The Social Studio, a social
enterprise working with refugees and new migrant communities around fashion and hospitality.
Ms Flynn was selected to demonstrate a young, emerging voice of leadership across various
identified spheres, including her strong connection to her Indigenous identity.

Hayley Maguire
Hayley is a Darumbul and South Sea Islander from Rockhampton, Central Queensland.
Hayley has worked as a capacity support and advocacy adviser with the Asia South Pacific
Association for Basic and Adult Education (ASPPBAE). At the time of the interview, Hayley
was working on The National Indigenous Workshop on Education Advocacy and Global
Citizenship Education with the hope of establishing a National Indigenous Youth Alliance for
education to continue education advocacy. Ms Maguire was identified for her leadership work
with The United nations and is recognised as an emerging leader.

Elsie Hiess
Elsie Hiess is a Wiradjuri Nations woman who spent most of her formative years in Cowra
and Griffith, New South Wales. Elsie has a long affiliation with the Catholic Church, including
joining the Aboriginal Catholic Ministry in 1989 and as the National Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Catholic Councillor since 1999. Elsie is a highly respected Aboriginal Elder and
in 2003 she was awarded the NAIDOC community award for her work with the church and
health programs in the community. Elsie championed the establishment of ACM’s Church of
Reconciliation at La Perouse and is a board member of various organisations including The
Sydney Harbour Federation Trust. Mother of Indigenous author, Anita Hiess, and with other
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family members involved in education, Elsie has had a long-standing connection to Indigenous
Australian issues and is greatly admired by many. It is due to her enduring leadership that she
was chosen for this project.

Krystal Hurst
Krystal Hurst is a Woromi woman from Taree, New South Wales. The daughter of Woromi
Elder and author, the late Patricia Davis-Hurst AO, Krystal is a student at the University of
Canberra and artist with a focus on traditional jewellery, paintings and cultural heritage
concerns. Krystal is currently gaining academic qualifications and continuing in her art so that
she may carry on the lineage of leadership taught to her by her mother, and her father Uncle
Ray Hurst who is also an artist. In 2006, her mother Aunty Pat became an Officer of the Order
of Australia (AO) for her service to the community by promoting awareness of reconciliation,
Indigenous culture and history, and land rights; and by advising, mentoring and assisting
Indigenous people. Krystal has recently been active in the preservation of Ruprecht
Park/Browns Hill, a significant place for the Woromi and Biripi people of Taree, and is steadily
carrying on a strong family leadership lineage. She currently runs her own art initiative, entitled
Gillawarra Arts, specialising in ethically sourced and produced Aboriginal Arts and Design
pieces. Ms Hurst was identified for her early work in establishing leadership style steeped in
community work, and her connection to her late mother (Patricia Davis Hurst) in her work in a
leadership capacity within her community in Taree.

Natasha Davis
Natasha Davis is a Woromi woman from Taree in New South Wales. Her work began in
Centrelink many years ago where she began to see many issues for Aboriginal people in her
community. She then worked for the Purfleet Aboriginal Land council with their Community
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Development Program (CDP), working in areas of cultural heritage and then as a property
manager for the Aboriginal houses listed with the council. Natasha then went on to co-found
her own organisation, Taree Indigenous Development and Employment (TIDE) which then
dealt with the CDP program and employment programs for Aboriginal people in the community.
TIDE then also ran the PACE program for parental engagement in schools, assisting Aboriginal
parents through navigating the education system for their children. Ms Davis has been selected
for her quiet and unofficial leadership in her community.

Celeste Liddle
Celeste is an Arrernte woman living in Melbourne, Australia. She was born in 1978 in
Canberra and moved to Melbourne in 1992. Celeste is the current National Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Indigenous Organiser for the National Tertiary Education Union (NTEU) and a
freelance opinion writer, social commentator and public speaker. She began the blog, Rantings
of an Aboriginal Feminist, after speaking to a couple of good, strong black women who
encouraged her. In 2015, Celeste appeared at the All About Women Festival at the Sydney
Opera House, the Bendigo Writers’ Festival, WOW Fest in Brisbane, She Leads in Adelaide,
Cherchez La Femme, and her online presence has grown steadily over the years, with works
published both online and in print. Ms Liddle was identified for her efforts with the NTEU, and
her outspoken representation of Indigenous issues through her online commentary.

Summer May Finlay
Summer May Finlay is a Yorta Yorta woman who grew up in Lake Macquarie, New South
Wales. She works across many areas, including her emerging work within the University of
South Australia as a PhD candidate and her advocacy-based work in areas of Indigenous health
and incarceration. Ms Finlay has worked in Aboriginal policy for the National Congress of
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Australia’s First Peoples and tobacco control for the Aboriginal Health and Medical Research
Council of NSW, as well as the Victorian Aboriginal Community Controlled Health
Organisation. May Finlay works intensely with social media, writing for Croakey, a media blog
which focuses on social justice issues. The emerging leadership the Miss Finlay demonstrates
has gone across numerous areas such as her work with online media outlet Croakey and her
work in various campaigns including JustJustice. It is in this way that Ms Finlay is building on
the foundations of leadership.

***

2.2 Women Leading in Public Areas
Women chosen in this area have been publicised, and can be seen within visible public spaces,
such as news stories, politics and social media.

Professor Marcia Langton AM
Professor Marcia Langton AM originates from the Yiman and Bidjara Nations and grew up in
Queensland. Professor Langton’s scholarly career is varied, with roles as an academic with The
Melbourne School of Population and Global Health with The University of Melbourne,
focusing on Aboriginal Health and Well-being, Health, Alcohol Management Plans (Harm
Minimisation), Anthropology and Australian Indigenous Studies (Australian land tenure, land
rights, native title, resource extraction industry and corporate social responsibility). She has
written several publications and in 1993 was made a Member of the Order of Australia for her
work in anthropology and the advocacy of Aboriginal rights. Professor Marcia Langton is a
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Fellow of the Academy of Social Sciences in Australia, a Fellow of Trinity College, Melbourne
and is an Honorary Fellow of Emmanuel College at The University of Queensland. In 2016
Professor Langton was honoured as a University of Melbourne Redmond Barry Distinguished
Professor. Professor Langton’s long career has spanned decades and has extensively ranged
from community, activism, government and non-government organisations, and the university
academy. It is for this long service of leadership that she was identified and selected for this
research project.

Linda Burney MP
Linda Burney, a Wiradjuri woman, grew up in Whitton. One of the ‘Stolen Generation’ of
Aboriginal children, she first met her father when she was 28 years old. Linda Burney became
the first Aboriginal person elected to the New South Wales (NSW) Parliament in 2003, and
only the fourth Aboriginal woman elected anywhere in Australia.
In the mid-1980s she became involved in the New South Wales Aboriginal Education
Consultative Group (AECG) and helped set up the national body, the Australian Federation of
AECG’s, in 1990-91. She was also instrumental in the development and implementation of the
first Aboriginal education policy in Australia for the state’s education department. She has been
a Member of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission National Social Justice
Task-force and an Executive Member of the Council for Aboriginal Reconciliation. Linda
Burney is the first Aboriginal woman to be elected into Federal Parliament in the House of
Representatives. Ms Burney’s extensive career in politics and government demonstrates strong
leadership that goes across identity, having to represent not only her culture but also the
numerous constituents within her electorate. Her leadership is also demonstrated in her strong
stance taken on political issues involving social justice and Indigenous peoples. For these
reasons she was selected as a participant in this project.
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Pat Anderson AO
Pat Anderson AO is an Alyawarre woman from the Northern Territory. She has worked
tirelessly for many years in the areas of Indigenous health and has been voted by The Australian
Financial Review and Westpac as one of the most influential women in Australia due to her
work in public policy. Currently she works as the chair of the Lowitja Institute, which
researches Indigenous health issues in Australia. Pat works to lead a reform agenda in the effort
to close the gap in health outcomes between Indigenous and other Australians.
Pat Anderson AO has spoken before the United Nations regarding Indigenous people, worked
as CEO of Danila Dilba Health Service in Darwin and was Chair of the National Aboriginal
Community Controlled Health Organisation. In 2016 Ms Anderson was awarded the prestigious
Human Rights Medal for her work in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander affairs, and currently
sits on the Referendum Council to discuss issues related to the recognition of Indigenous people
into the Australian Constitution. Ms Anderson has given decades of service to Indigenous
Australia, from early days in community-based activism and leadership towards high profile
roles in negotiating with government and community combined. Her selection as a participant
for the project was due to her years of leadership work.

Nova Peris OAM
Recognising as a Gidja, Yawuru and Iwatja woman, Ms Peris was born in Darwin in the
Northern Territory. Ms Peris has been in the public view for many years, having been the first
Aboriginal woman to win an Olympic gold medal. After her Olympic career, Ms Peris moved
into Australian politics, and became the first Aboriginal woman to be elected into the Australian
Federal Parliament in a senate seat. Ms Peris sat in parliament for three years and retired in
2016. Ms Peris now works as part of the Victorian Government in the promotion of sport for
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young Indigenous Australians. The selection of Ms Peris as a research participant was due to
her work in both politics and sport, demonstrating that leadership can occur across a variety of
domains.

Deborah Cheetham
Deborah is a Yorta woman who has worked as a composer, opera singer, and educator. She
has performed internationally as a soprano and has been awarded two fellowships from the
Torres Strait Islander Board of the Australia Council for the Arts. In 2010, she performed Pecan
Summer, an operatic piece full of Indigenous performers from across the country. Deborah then
set up the Short Black Opera company which has assisted many Indigenous performers to find
their voice.
She started her career as an Aboriginal health worker at the Purfleet Baby Health Clinic and
went on to be director of the Redfern Aboriginal Legal Service, president of the Purfleet Ladies
Auxiliary and board member of the Housing Commission of NSW. Ms Cheetham’s work in
changing representation of Indigenous people in the arts, her stance on choosing not to sing the
Australian national anthem, and her work in building the aspiration of young Indigenous people
in the Dungala choir all demonstrate her selection to participate in this research project.

***

2.3 Women Leading Institutionally
The women chosen for this section work in areas of public policy, administration and university
environments.
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Associate Professor Bronwyn Carlson
Associate Professor Bronwyn Carlson is a Dharawal woman from the South Coast of New
South Wales. Her work within the University of Wollongong, New South Wales focused on
Aboriginal Identity, which has led her towards concentrating on identity-based issues for
Aboriginal people and more recently Aboriginal spaces in the social media sphere. Associate
Professor Carlson works extensively in the support of other Indigenous early career scholars,
providing study programs and other capacity building initiatives for them to build their research
trajectories upon. She has also established the Forum for Indigenous Research Excellence
(FIRE) within the University of Wollongong which began in 2013 and focuses on Indigenous
Research activity. Associate Professor Carlson now works at Macquarie University in Sydney.
Associate Professor Carlson has worked to build pathways for Indigenous students towards
postgraduate careers, as well as building online communities where commentary on Indigenous
issues has flourished. This has assisted in her selection to be a research participant.

Associate Professor Tracey Bunda
Professor Tracey Bunda, a Ngugi/Wakka woman, has worked in senior positions at centres in
the Australian Catholic University, Newcastle University, Gippsland Institute, University of
Canberra, Flinders University, Deakin University and, most recently, Victoria University (as
Senior Research Fellow). In 2012, Professor Bunda received an Office for Learning and
Teaching Citation and then in 2013 was awarded the Indigenous Researchers Award by the
Australian Association of Research in Education for her leadership of the ‘Tellin’ the Stories
of Teachers; Tellin’ the Stories of Teaching’ project. Her long history in the academy and
Indigenous issues makes her an ideal participant for this project.
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Anne Martin
Anne Martin is a Yuin woman of the New South Wales South Coast, and currently holds the
position of Director of the Tjabal Indigenous Higher Education Centre at The Australian
National University. Anne has been the co-chair of the National NAIDOC Committee since
2006 and is also an advocate for Cystic Fibrosis research and support. Anne’s passion is
education, as she sees it as being the key to change for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people. It is for this she has been selected as a participant.

Dr Chelsea Bond
Dr Chelsea Bond (nee Watego) is a Munanjahli and South Sea Islander Australian. Born and
raised in Brisbane, Dr Bond has worked as an Aboriginal health worker and researcher in
communities across south-east Queensland in both urban and rural settings. Dr Bond’s work
has focused on interpreting and privileging Indigenous experiences and understandings of
health and the health care system. She is particularly interested in the role of Aboriginal health
workers, narratives of Indigeneity produced within public health, and advocating for strengthbased community development approaches to Indigenous health promotion practice. Dr Bond
was identified as a participant for this project due to her work in the academy and for her use
in social media commentary. Her insights on various online media outlets greatly contribute to
the discourse regarding indigenous Australia, and therefore contribute largely towards the
building of Indigenous leadership.

Katrina Fanning
A Wiradjuri woman from Junee, New South Wales, Katrina has worked as a Public Servant
for over 20 years, beginning as a young trainee. She has also played Rugby League for over ten
years, including playing in 24 Test matches for Australia (including two World Cups and the
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inaugural Test in 1995). She has also coached with the Boomanulla Rugby League Club juniors
and was President of the Canberra and Australian Women’s Rugby League, lending her
contribution to the first female Indigenous Test between Australia and NZ Maori in 2003.
Katrina volunteers her time to local community through her membership of the Canberra
NAIDOC Committee and as the ACT representative on the National Aboriginal Justice
Advisory Committee. At the time of the interview, Katrina was the Operations Manager of
Aboriginal Hostels Limited, and has since left her role to take on her own business venture. In
2014 Ms Fanning was named Canberra’s Woman of the Year. Ms Fanning was selected for this
research project for her representative work as an Indigenous woman in sport, and her work
within government departments over many years.

Jo Chivers
A member of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Elected Body of the ACT government,
Jo is a Palawa woman from Tasmania who has resided and worked in Canberra for many years.
Currently her role lies in the Education Department, where she works as an Assistant Director.
Jo has also been the Chairperson of the Canberra and District NAIDOC Aboriginal Corporation
and a member of the Australian Capital Territory Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Elected
Body (ATSIEB). Jo has been employed with the Australian Public Service for the past 21 years
and currently works in childcare policy. She is also the Director of the Indigenous Reading
Project. Ms Chivers has worked over numerous years within Australian government
departments and exemplifies great leadership. She has also been an elected member of the ACT
Indigenous Elected Body, and as such was identified throughout this research project.
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Robyn Forester
Robyn Forester, is the Director of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Affairs in the ACT. She
has lived in Canberra for over 29 years, with previous roles in the Department of Families,
Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs (FaHCSIA) and the Department of
Education and Workforce Relations (DEWR) and with the Australian Federal Police. Robyn
also works as an entrepreneur for travel. Ms Forrester has worked within government
departments in the Australian Capital Territory, and her role as the CEO of the Australian
Indigenous Leadership Centre (2018) has assisted in her identification concerning leadership
and Indigenous women in this dissertation.

Rachelle Towart
Rachelle is a Wonnarura woman (Singleton, New South Wales) who has lived in Canberra for
several years as a public servant, having worked for Centrelink and other government
departments. She has been with The Australian Indigenous Leadership Centre since 2004, and
in 2009 the board had asked her if she would be the CEO of the organisation. At the time of the
interview Rachelle sat on a board in the Pilbara as the east coast director, and in the ACT on
the Minister’s advisory panel for women as well as for the Gandel Philanthropic foundation.
Rachelle has since left the Australian Indigenous Leadership Centre and has moved on to her
own private enterprise. It is for these reasons that she was selected as a participant for this
research project.

***
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3 Problem Description
Indigenous Australian women have long been the backbone of their communities, leading the
way by nurturing their children and empowering others to create change. Within a larger
perspective, many of these women are also leading in non-Indigenous areas, not only changing
ideas within mainstream Australia but effectively shifting notions of identity and best practice
for Indigenous people. However, there seems to be little in the way of acknowledgement for
what Indigenous women accomplish, and few are given high regard in public or private spheres.
An investigation into the understandings and experiences of Indigenous Australian women,
from a variety of areas, forms the basis of a study that compares what modes of leadership work
and in what way. Women as identities, women in community and those as part of institutional
and mainstream structures will be explored and this thesis will ask, ‘What does it mean to be
an Indigenous woman leading in the current era?
This chapter details the myriad of issues that are involved in Indigenous contemporary society
and how these matters influence the need for strong leadership within Indigenous Australia.

3.1 Leadership and Eldership
Before entering discussion of the background of this issue, one must make clear that there is a
strong distinction between the terms ‘Leadership’ and ‘Eldership.’ Frances Morphy discusses
leadership within the Yolngu community, stating:
Ultimately a Yolngu leader is someone to whom other people listen, a person who
can create consensus… Thus, leadership is only conferred conditionally, and has
to be constantly earned. It is a process rather than an ascribed position in a
hierarchy. Clan leaders in Yolngu society are not called Mulkurr ‘head’: they are
not the ‘heads’ of their clan. Rather, they are called Ngurru, ‘nose’, and in Ngurru21

X… the English metaphor implies a view of the leader as the apex of a vertical
hierarchy, the Yolngu metaphor characterises a leader as being on the same
horizontal plane as those who confer authority on him through consensus. (2007,
p. 4)
Eldership can be handed down through generations, but also given through great teaching,
mentoring and communicating the needs of others from within that community. Leaders on the
other hand, can be created from one’s own journey, and follow an intentional path which has
no connection to the handing down of any cultural knowledge. Leadership within Indigenous
communities can also be constructed from bearing witness to what the Elders show as their
leading – the keepers of the knowledge and stories of culture give Elders a power which can
surpass the leader of that community.
It is important to make this distinction for the purposes of this thesis, as it is not my intention
to discuss the spiritual and familial connections to land and country when debating matters of
leadership. Eldership should be discussed on its own, for too often these vastly different terms
become intertwined and misconstrued as interchangeable. The connection to land creates a
greater understanding of the Eldership process. Kenny posits:
A sense of place brings coherence to Aboriginal people and suggest an aesthetic
engagement with the land – an intimate spiritual commitment to relationships with
all living things (Kenny, 1998, p. 79). As we create more virtual spaces, this
intimate relationship with the land becomes even more important because we have
to work harder to accomplish it. (2012, p. 3)
Uncle Bob Anderson, a Quandamooka, Ngugi Elder discusses Eldership here:
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Introducing our young to country is a responsibility of adults, particularly the
women towards the child, but it is also a responsibility we fulfil for ourselves in
expanding our relations. Age does not denote Eldership. There are no application
forms posted when a certain age is reached. People are observed, and their
activities noted in much the same fashion as when children are undergoing their
transition to maturity. Later in life when it is felt that their minds are receptive to
understanding their role in adult society, they will be invited to become a member
of the Elders group, not an Elder in their own individual right but for what they
can contribute to society as a group. (1998, as cited in Martin, 2003, p. 10)
Other scholars have covered Eldership more comprehensively, such as Ivory (2009) and Braun
et al (2013). As a mixed heritage, Aboriginal woman who was not born on country, and as
stated in my prologue, I am currently on a learning path of cultural knowledge and personal
familial history, therefore I have specifically eliminated Eldership from this leadership study.
While it can be said that some of the participants interviewed have connections to familial
leadership and Eldership, I felt that to incorporate Eldership into the project would complicate
the already multi-faceted topic that is leadership.

3.2 Face of Aboriginal Australia in a Contemporary Context
To comprehensively explore Indigenous women in leadership roles, one must first set
Indigenous women, and Indigenous society overall, within a contemporary context in
Australian society. This includes looking at the current discourse around health, education and
that of capacity building for Indigenous Australians to understand why Indigenous leadership
is so important. Australia is multicultural and sees varied forms of ‘cultural leadership’ in the
public sphere and community representations. Just how far does that diversity extend, and is
there a proliferation of leadership from our Nation’s first peoples seen within mainstream
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Australian society? What are the specific contexts in which Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander women enact leadership?

3.3 Initial Standpoint and narratives of Disadvantage and Deficit
One cannot ignore that contemporary Indigenous Australian society contends with the notion
of disadvantage and deficit on a regular basis. Since the implementation of the Australian
Government’s Closing the Gap report in 2008 (closingthegap.pmc.gov), there has been a push
to identify and address the disparity between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians in
areas of education, health, employment and housing. The language used in connection to
policies around Indigenous Australians has not changed. As Indigenous people, we feel the
impact of these policies and the disparities in the everyday, as it is part of our lived experience.
This standpoint of deficit however, must be initial for the continued survival of Indigenous
Australians, as this disadvantage narrative neglects a large part of the history of Aboriginal
people. It disregards the countless stories regarding individuals and groups, movements and
agents of change who have worked throughout the years to ‘close the gap’ between Indigenous
and non-Indigenous Australians. It also eradicates the processes of continued empowerment
and recognition needed to better understand how Indigenous people have lived with
colonisation.
There is a narrative in how deficit of Indigenous Australians are represented, and a standpoint
that occurs in situating Indigenous people before the conversation begins. By situating
Indigenous people as in deficit, it paints a picture easily filled in with stereotypes and narratives
(Fforde, 2013). This deficit framing is an important element in the understanding Indigenous
women’s leadership, as the often-neglected acknowledgement of these women is yet another
way of denying a voice and presence of strong Indigenous female representation in Australian
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society. The patriarchal systems that exist in broader society play a role in undermining women
overall. However, the issue of Indigenous women being downplayed, ignored and at times
omitted from theoretical texts, and the perpetuation of women as domicile victims in visual
mediums suggests that more must be done to bring the concept of women’s leadership into the
light.

3.4 Capacity Building
The concept of capacity building reverberates throughout the discussion of Indigenous
leadership due to the issues connected with apparent Indigenous disadvantage. Capacity
building/development is defined by The United Nations as:
The process by which individuals, groups, organisations, institutions, societies and
countries develop their abilities, individually and collectively, to perform functions,
solve problems, set and achieve objectives, and understand and deal with their
development needs in a broader context and in a sustainable manner. (1997, p. 7)
Yaruwu man and former Australian of the Year, Mick Dodson, posits:
Capacity building is about regeneration of our communities from the inside out —
communities renewing themselves by identifying, appreciating and using their
assets… Each individual and organisation is a resource on which to build. (2007,
p. 65)
This is of great importance when considering an Indigenous spokesperson or leader to represent
other Indigenous people in any capacity, whether it be within a community, or as an individual
in the public profile setting. The beginnings of this development stem from a strong cultural
identity centre, as Dodson highlights:
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Imbuing young people with a strong sense of their culture and identity gives them
the best chance of finding their way in the world. Embedding culture in
communities and young people is a form of Indigenous investment. [Indigenous]
people… invest their knowledge, time and resources in young people because they
know no one else, not teachers, or social workers or governments, can give what
they give. (2012, p. 11)
To this day there still exists a culture of disadvantage, together with poor policy outcomes for
many of Australia’s First Nation peoples. McMullen recently brought this into perspective:
The OECD said for the third year in a row we have top of the rank quality of life
for most Australians, that in our midst of those half million Indigenous citizens,
that we have this extraordinary poverty, the gaps in life expectancy that we are
mesmerised by. We have an incarceration rate… that is getting worse. We have
teenage Aboriginal suicide that is absolutely tragic that this is occurring at a time
when our nation is celebrating this glorious prosperity… None of the money
directed through a whole era of assimilation government has really focused or
empowered Aboriginal people to be able to take the steps towards making the
changes that only Aboriginal communities can do. We have to shift trust,
investment and confidence to Aboriginal people themselves. (2013, p. 14)
There are multitudes of statistics on Indigenous health issues within Australia. Data taken from
The Australian Bureau of Statistics show a ‘disproportionate percentage of chronic health issues
for Indigenous Australians’ (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2013). These chronic health
conditions that are over represented for Indigenous people are all further influenced by factors
affecting individual’s well-being such as mental health issues. To a degree, these issues can
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also be attributed to a disruptive history of European settlement, as well as policies regarding
the forcible removal of children.

Figure 1 Indigenous Life Expectancy Disparity (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 2014)

There are also social determinants to health and one of most significant is the ‘central
importance of country and connection to country’ (Ganesharajah, 2009). Mental health and
well-being concerns such as suicide, have also been contributed to by The Stolen Generation
policies under which many Indigenous Australians have suffered. Issues such as these, along
with detrimental lifestyle choices have all been noted as contributing social determinants to
overall Indigenous health matters. The cultural impact of disconnection to country is more
difficult to measure, however many Indigenous Australians who have lost connection to culture
are surely anecdotal evidence of such an impact. One tangible cultural impact is that of land
dispossession. In a paper discussing poverty within Indigenous Australia, Peterson documents
the interconnected effects of loss of land, culture and subsequent income viability of individuals:
“The effect of dispossession as reflected in the ability to recognise homelands and whether or
not people were allowed to visit homelands was an issue for both high and low income
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households” (Peterson, 1996). This suggests that even with organisations set up to assist
individuals in tracing their country, family and community, there are other obstacles to them
being able to return home. Social problems such as incarceration also highlight the gap between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians. This thesis acknowledges that such statistical
representation positions Indigenous women from a deficit perspective, but positions Indigenous
women at the centre of the moves to redress disadvantage.

Figure 2 Indigenous Imprisonment Ratio compared to non-Indigenous (Australian Bureau of Statistics,
2012)

The gap is further evidenced by the disparity in professional employment figures between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians.
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Figure 3 Aboriginal Managers and Professionals (New South Wales Government, 2011)

The table above shows the differences between Indigenous and non-Indigenous professionals
and managers in the workforce. Professional employment figures for Indigenous women sit at
approximately 10% lower than for non-Indigenous women. Indigenous men employed
professionally at an overall rate of 10% overall. The Australian Public Service Commission
states, “The proportion of Indigenous women in the APS is higher than the proportion of women
in the general APS population (68% compared with 58%)” (2009, p. 1) The proportion of
Indigenous women in the APS is up by 3% from the 2005 Indigenous Census. There are certain
considerations one must make when discussing the many hurdles that these women must jump
over to attain these positions, but it is crucial to examine why this disparity occurs, and what to
do to overcome this disparity needs much further investigation. White states:
For Indigenous women, there are many questions about their lack of participation
in the labour market and in the wider community, their current position in society
and their need for appropriate training and education to overcome career obstacles.
(2009, p. 54)
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The disparity between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people taking on high level roles in
management shows yet again the need for greater discussion on Leadership and Indigenous
communities. What is interesting is that there are more professional Aboriginal females than
Aboriginal males as a percentage, yet there are more managerial Aboriginal males than
Aboriginal females (as a percentage). For the women in these communities, the ability to
achieve a career at all, at any professional level, is very difficult. White notes:
The development of Indigenous women’s careers is impacted by their place in
Australian society and the socio-historical influences of the past 200 years of
European domination. There is sufficient evidence in the literature to conclude that
prior to the coming of the Europeans, Aboriginal women were economically secure
and played important roles within traditional Aboriginal society. They were
acknowledged to be the main food providers through their gathering skill, they
cared for their kin, taught the children, practiced healing and contributed to the
spiritual lives of their communities. As such, they were valued members of their
groups. (2009, p. 35)
Pearson deliberates at length Aboriginal Australia’s need to get out from under the constraints
of poverty, which leaves individuals feeling disenfranchised and without power:
We still haven’t got out of a mindset of, you know, of Aboriginal people being the
poor benighted victims of Australian society and we haven’t got onto the story of
striving and success that Marcia (Langton) is talking about. As a country, we’ve
gotta embrace Aboriginal success. Money and materialism shouldn’t be seen as
anathema to Aboriginal identity. Because it’s not anathema to the rest of Australia,
so why should it be anathema to the identity of Indigenous people? And there’s
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still a lot of resistance to the idea of Aboriginal success. On the one hand we say
we want it, but on the other hand there’s a kind of strong cultural and social
resistance to it. (2013, p. 1)

Figure 4 Indigenous Median Income Disparity (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2006)

Suicide amongst the Australia Indigenous youth of is currently at epidemic proportions with
reports stating the rate of young Indigenous men committing suicide is the highest in the world
(Fogarty, 2016). This issue, like many others is one which requires role modelling and
leadership to diminish the numbers of disenfranchised young Indigenous people who are
suffering mental health, drug and criminality issues and taking their own life. Tatz has discussed
the intergenerational trauma that many families feel connected with The Stolen Generations.
He highlights, “There is a documented ‘propensity for suicide, to past and continuing
colonialism, racism, oppression, landlessness, population relocation, and the destruction of
cultures and environments” (Tatz, 2005).
This propensity has also been connected to the abandonment of role models, notably in males
within the Indigenous population, which has a flow on effect from protection policies in the
past. Role models do exist for women however, yet there appears to be no visibility of these
women to the mainstream of Australian society.
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3.5 The Face of Contemporary Indigenous Women in the Australian
Context
For Indigenous women, there is a statistical reality concerning family and domestic violence
that pervades the discussion regarding disparity. Statistics state that Indigenous women were
34 times more likely to be victims of domestic violence than that of non-Indigenous women
(Boserio, 2015). There are a myriad of issues as to why this occurs and various organisations
that are attempting to stem the tide towards this propensity. The women who work within these
organisations are frontline leaders who have often come from the very situations they are
attempting to change, and on creating agency for themselves are now endeavouring to do that
for others also.
There are many Aboriginal people setting up their own community-based organisations to deal
with such issues as these and help build capacity for families to overcome these
intergenerational effects. These people demonstrate that, in part, the need of leadership roles is
endeavouring to be met.
It is apparent within these various issues facing Indigenous Australia that strong leadership is
needed. To overcome or minimise these statistics, more education, training and employment is
needed. Predominantly women have held nurturing leader roles within their community to
empower people to make better choices for their future. The continued cultivating of leadership
within Indigenous Australia is therefore required to build capacity and change these outcomes
for a more strengthened and empowered First Nations Peoples of Australia.
Recent public discussion highlights the strong need for a study such as this. It has been noted
that during the 2013 Federal Election very little was heard from Indigenous women regarding
political issues relating to Indigenous Australia. Taylor writing for The Guardian notes:
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Noel Pearson. Warren Mundine. Mick Gooda. Mick Dodson. Patrick Dodson.
Where are the women? When Rudd and Abbott speak of their Indigenous “mates”,
they always name men. There are many competent and capable Indigenous women
who are thinking innovatively and deeply about solutions for their communities.
Do we see or hear from them? (2013, p. 5)
It is critical as part of this project to spell out the domains explored within a leadership space.
The areas of institutional leadership which embody governmental department workers and
those who lead within higher educational arenas allow the project to investigate how leading
within these areas contains an insider and outsider perspective. Community-based leadership
permit an investigation into the grass roots, micro levels of leadership and the ways in which
they resonate with individuals for them to follow in the same direction. Visible leadership gives
the perspective of the macro levels of leadership and aspiration and help unpack understandings
of Indigeneity and performance. Overall it appears that women simply carry on with the
business of leading within these domains without acknowledgement or fanfare and are often
relegated to domains deemed more relevant for women by Indigenous men’s in most instances.
However there has been a paradigm shift in recent years, with organisations like National
Congress of Australia’s First Peoples positioning gender equity in their constitution, more push
for equal representation and for growing women’s leadership in the political space. The 2016
Federal Election saw two Indigenous women enter parliament with Malarndirri McCarthy and
Linda Burney MP sitting in seats, and several Indigenous women enter politics in the Northern
Territory election of the same year.
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There have also been calls in reference to encouraging female leadership in Aboriginal
Australia. ABC News online reported a story from Indigenous PhD scholar Michelle DeShong,
calling on more Indigenous women to become involved in politics. DeShong states:
Research obviously shows that women’s issues are put on the agenda much more
prominently when there are actually women prominent in these roles…
particularly I think as a nation we need to be encouraging formal representation of
Indigenous people across a whole range of spectrums. (2013, p. 3)
DeShong, a scholar of Indigenous women’s leadership within the political sphere, highlights
two issues within this statement; one of the empowerment as agents of change that Indigenous
women can hold when in leadership positions, and the other of more overall representation and
visible presences of Indigenous Australians in leadership modes. Whilst this is not indicative
of other areas of interest within Indigenous Australia, such as in the areas of health, education,
justice, and overall within community, the minimal involvement for Indigenous women within
public arenas is of note. Mention of the few Indigenous women in high profile positions has
been lacking, and often only heard when discussing matters relating to disadvantage or
connected to low socioeconomic areas that need a concentrated effort of debate and discussion.
To understand leadership studies, one must first deconstruct foundational texts, as well as
dissecting one’s own experiences and background concerning leading. Without strong female
leadership from a political communication perspective in the public sphere, there appears little
motivation for Indigenous women to enter politics. Furthermore, whilst there are strong females
in community leadership roles, quiet achievers and fighters for justice and in keeping with a
strong cultural identity, these leaders are not portrayed by media agencies regularly, nor are
their styles of leadership discussed. A study of this ilk will benefit and contribute to
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understanding leadership in the larger community of Australia, as well as creating further
discussion regarding the way forward for female Indigenous leadership. The Theoretical
Approaches to Leadership chapter details leadership literature from varying disciplines
including business and community organisations, politics and areas of health and education.
Indigenous Australian women have long been the backbone of their communities, leading the
way by nurturing their children and empowering others to create change. Within a wider
perspective, many of these women are also leading in other non-Indigenous areas, not only
changing ideas within mainstream Australia but effectively shifting notions of identity and best
practice for Indigenous people. One must only look at previous Australia Day awards
ceremonies to see several Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander women who have been
nominated for their contribution to Australian society. At the 2015 NAIDOC ball, numerous
awards were given for a range of achievements across diverse sectors of work and service.
Every recipient gave thanks to the women in their community – aunts, mothers and
grandmothers – for helping them achieve these accolades. This strong leadership, this support
and guidance reverberates throughout the lives of many Indigenous Australians.

Truganini – A Historical Reflection on Indigenous Women and Leadership
Throughout this thesis, vignettes of Truganini will be used to introduce various leadership
topics. While Truganini’s life has become legendary, and taken on mythical qualities, we can
only glean what her existence must have been from colonial records of the past. Though this
story cannot be completely factual in its telling, the narratives which can be drawn of
Truganini’s life also tell us about identity, and to a degree, shed light on leadership qualities of
Indigenous women leaders in Australia that emerge through this research project.
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A Contemporary Example of Indigenous Female Leadership
Together with the narrative thread of Truganini’s life, I felt it important to include a more
contemporary example of an Indigenous woman who throughout her life displayed many
leadership qualities. I selected one interesting story of leadership to highlight how and where
female Indigenous leadership can begin. Patricia Hurst’s story illustrates how the absence of
leadership, due to Elders passing, can cause ripple effects for Indigenous communities in
Australia.
Patricia Davis Hurst was born on Sunrise station (commonly known as Purfleet Mission), Taree
in a Humpy, delivered by her aunt, Kate Dumas. Her mother, Margaret Maher was a proud
Woromi woman, and was a strong and proud activist for her community, as well as a consistent
role-model for her daughter.
Patricia grew up strong in culture due to her mother and the Elders at Sunrise. Her mother had
raised money for the hospital at a time when institutional racism determined that Aboriginal
patients were set aside from other patients in a back section on the grounds. She fought City
council officials over land, and changed the policy at the local theatre, whereby Aboriginals
had to sit in the first five rows, the two bob seats, with a fence around it.
It is in this role modelling, this gentle and subtle production of cultural knowledge, wisdom and
strength that the seeds of leading are formed. Some leadership is born from adversity, however
that does not mean all leadership comes from sadness or disadvantage.
During Patricia’s life she has been an activist for her community, worked as an Aboriginal
Health Worker, assisted in creating an Aboriginal Medical centre, was a director of an
Aboriginal Legal Service, worked for the Department of Health, gained a doctorate of letters
with The University of Newcastle, contributed to the formation of the Wonmai community
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committee to promote and teach Aboriginal art and education, and in the formation of the
Gillawara Aboriginal Media Service, assisted in having Saltwater National Park declared an
Aboriginal place, and organised protests to have The Aboriginal Flag flown outside council
chambers.
Patricia Davis Hurst could be the most decorated Indigenous person in Australia, with an Order
of Australia Medal, a Telecom ‘Silent Achiever Award, and an Australian of the year NSW
Regional Local Hero’ award. She is also listed in three editions of ‘Australia’s Who's Who
books’ and a 2009 edition of ‘World book of Women’ (Davis-Hurst & Nield, 1996).
Since Aunty Pat's passing, it appears there is a void in the community in Taree. I had asked
several people “who would come close to resembling the type of leadership, to such greatness
that she possessed?” The answer I received was no one, not really. Issues relating to housing,
unemployment, youth in a small town having nothing to do, and the town’s old people are not
being met in the way that they had been in the past.
It is not so much that there is no one to fill that space; rather it is that Aunty Pat’s long list of
achievements evolved over many years. It was not something she set out to do, not for the
awards, the recognition or accolades. It was a form of accidental leadership, derived out of a
simple desire to DO SOMETHING for her community. Many of the women I have spoken to
do not consider themselves leaders. They just have a burning passion to change things, create
action, contribute to learning, and help raise others into the same areas of industry or assistance
that they have risen in. They are simply ‘Getting things done’.
Paradoxically, there seems to be little in the way of acknowledgement in academic literature
for what Indigenous women have accomplished, and few are given high regard in public or
private spheres. An investigation into several Indigenous Australian women discussing their
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experience of leadership from a variety of occupations, with specific obligations and
responsibilities, shall be highlighted in order to compare and contrast what modes of leadership
work for them in their circumstance. Women as publicly recognised identities, women in
community and those as part of government and institutional structures shall be explored and
this thesis will ask, ‘What does it mean to be an Indigenous woman leading in the current era?’
Leadership can be described in many faceted ways, and Indigenous women’s leadership
contains a multitude of meanings which can be attached. Therefore, an understanding of what
my thesis clarifies in matters of Indigenous women and leadership is important. In a
contemporary context, the past 50 years has seen women’s roles having evolved from domestic
and therapeutic domains towards positions in executive environments, and there has been a
blurring of distinction between these roles. One could contest that leadership within an
Indigenous context is embodied within heads of single parent families who are holding those
families together at all costs. This micro level of leadership contains many characteristics found
in other models of leadership, whereby individuals must run households while gaining an
income, managing access to childcare and caring for children. These responsibilities which
come with micro leadership also make it difficult in matters of further training to be able to
progress through to other positions where their leadership may move into a more macro level.

3.6 Summary
Paradoxically, there seems to be little in the way of acknowledgement in academic literature of
what Indigenous women have accomplished, and few are given high regard in public or private
spheres. Women as publicly recognised identities, women in community and those as part of
government and institutional structures shall be explored and this thesis will ask, ‘What does it
mean to be an Indigenous woman leader in the present day?’ This study of Indigenous
Australian women discussing their experiences of leadership in a variety of occupations, with
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specific obligations and responsibilities, will compare what modes of leadership work for them
in their circumstances.
The need for strong leadership in Indigenous communities is ever-present. Within
contemporary Australian society, there exist disparities between Indigenous and nonindigenous people, due to issues involving health, education, and other low socio-economic
concerns. Indigenous women are under-represented in leading roles, although many work
tirelessly behind the scenes to create and inspire other young men and women to achieve their
goals. An investigation into where Indigenous women lead, how they lead and what their
leadership displays to both Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities must be undertaken.
This investigation will assist in the scholarship of leadership studies, as well as Indigenous
Australia.

***
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4 Colonisation, Resistance and Structures of Power in Australia
Before examining the literature on leadership studies and Indigenous women, it is important to
provide an overview of the historical events which have shaped Australian society today,
including that of Indigenous Australians. The literature within this chapter differs from
Theoretical Approaches to Leadership chapter due to its context of historical information as an
overview. The historical analysis of literature provides a standpoint for the reader to understand
the story of Indigenous Australia since colonisation and the power structures that have driven
Indigenous leadership for change. It also draws on the knowledge of Indigenous historians
where possible. The relevance of this chapter to the thesis lies in its underpinning drive for
leadership, and the necessity of this leadership to deal with power dynamics in Australia. This
helps situate the Indigenous governance required for such leadership, which is an important
theme revealed in this thesis.
This chapter will first highlight the phenomenon of colonisation throughout the world,
specifically that of European colonisation of the 17th and 18th centuries, illustrating how these
dynamics of power destroyed numerous Indigenous societies. Secondly, the chapter will discuss
the tools of colonisation and power, focusing mainly on the relentless and persistent
dispossession and discrimination that continually inflict on Indigenous Australians, and
responses and resistance by Indigenous people. This overview provides the context from which
contemporary Indigenous leadership has emerged, including initial resistance and advocacy,
towards an understanding of how contemporary institutions work to make positive change in
the areas of governance in Indigenous Australian society.
Colonial government policies in each state have shaped the way Australian citizens have lived
their lives. For Indigenous peoples these policies have had lasting negative effects, with
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structural controls persisting into the modern era. This has controlled the ways Indigenous
people have had to live their lives in comparison to non-Indigenous citizens. Watson has
previously highlighted this, asserting:
There is almost no space in which Aboriginal culture remains unaffected by the
inroads of colonialism, and attempts by the state to accommodate Aboriginal law
and culture do so in a way which fails to accommodate the real position of
Aboriginal peoples. (2009, p. 5)
Watson’s assertion here makes clear that the positioning of Aboriginal culture, and Indigenous
people in general, has had no influence in Australian governance structures. The subsequent
desire to create change for the lives of Indigenous Australians, particularly for significant
Indigenous roles in Australian power relations, therefore, has led to the formation of advocacy
groups, committees, campaigns and organisations designed to impact greatly on government
policy and better outcomes for all Indigenous people of this country. The formalisation of nongovernment, Indigenous community controlled organisations, for example, has evolved into a
complex set of governance procedures and processes, and ultimately, Indigenous-specific
leadership (Hunt & Smith, 2007).

4.1 The Phenomenon of Colonisation
Indigenous Australia has a difficult history with colonisation, or what is regularly discussed as
‘settlement’. The word ‘settlement’ is contested and many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people prefer to use the term ‘invasion’ (Maddison, 2013).
The colonisation of Australia in 1788 was part of a worldwide occurrence. The phenomenon of
colonisation throughout the world brought with it acts of oppression, trauma and dispossession
that has had long lasting ramifications for First Nation’s Peoples. The connection each
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Indigenous person feels for each other is testament to the shared experiences which have been
endured. This can be viewed also as a phenomenon that should be further investigated by the
academy. The diagram below demonstrates the majority of countries who have colonised others
in the modern ‘Colonial Era,’ and of some of the events that have contributed to the
encouragement and the disruption of the colonisation process.
There has been a continual push for people to progressively colonise areas and expand their
borders since the introduction of farming practices in ancient times, if not earlier. The Ottoman
Empire marks a transition of colonisation in the Middle Ages where expansion was into
neighbouring territories, to the Modern “Colonial Era” where expansion was into lands that
were oceans away that Portugal initiated. Throughout Europe, Asia, the Americas and the
Pacific, colonisation has spread, and is still arguably occurring in parts of the world.
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Figure 5 Colonial Era Timelines

Notable events in world history, such as The Atlantic African slave trade that began in the 15th
Century, the Abolition of Slavery laws that began to be enacted from the 18th century and the
American War of Independence within the same era are signposted to reflect the changing
processes of colonisation and resistance towards it. The American War of Independence also
precipitated the British colonisation of Australia. The American Civil War, a war that was
predominantly over slavery, heralded an ongoing shift in the evolution of human rights and
marked the beginning of the end of the Atlantic slave trade which by this time was an illegal

1

“Colonial Era Timelines” by Andrew Arch and Tess Ryan is licensed under CC BY 4.0

(Adapted from Colley, 2010; Curtin, 1972; F. Wong, 2004; Foley, 2016; Gallego & Woodberry, 2010; Goldewijk, 2001;
Harris, 2003a; McKeown, 2011; Roberts, 2008; Seed, 1995; Weaver, 2003; Ziltener & Künzler, 2013)
The graphics in this chapter have been developed as part of this research project by Andrew Arch and Tess Ryan, 2017
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trade (Curtin, 1972). This brief overview of events regarding colonisation displays the thread
of power and dominance, and some of the disruptions that have occurred over recent history.
The arrival of the First Fleet in 1788 and Federation are important, and at times, unrecognised,
signposts in Australia’s history, for they signal disruptive and catastrophic change for the
country’s First Nations people. Despite a warring resistance against the invaders, the
Indigenous population were pushed to the brink of extinction. Out of those ashes emerged a
political movement of resistance.
The introduction of the vote for women in Australia was a significant event in terms of women
having the ability to use their voice, however Indigenous women were not afforded the same
opportunity. Indigenous peoples suffered discrimination in the granting of citizenship rights,
such as having the right to vote. Indigenous Australians were not considered in the Census until
1967, and therefore not counted as being contributory to the nation’s population. In 1962 the
Indigenous vote was given in federal elections, allowing all Indigenous Australians the
opportunity to have a say in the way Australia is governed (Foley, 2016).

Unpacking the Impacts of Colonisation on Indigenous Australians
The impacts of colonisation on Indigenous people have long been documented by Indigenous
and non-Indigenous academics (Watson, 2009; Manne, 2007). While some of this
documentation has relied on archival ‘evidence’ from non-Indigenous individuals, there has
been a steady push back from Indigenous academics working to decolonise data, ensuring
Indigenous voices be heard. The diagram below briefly outlines some of the forms of oppressive
power and trauma that has been brought upon by colonisation within Australia (Harris, 2003a;
Moses, 2000). It also demonstrates the collapse of the Australian Indigenous population due to
the impact of colonisation.
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Figure 6 Impact of Colonisation

There has been a complex history of Indigenous Australian culture and government policy
colliding. From the establishment of the colony of News South Wales in 1788, to the Protection
Board policy in the 1900s, that created the Stolen Generations. Manne notes:
During the first half of the twentieth century, government policies towards
Aboriginal people prevented them from voting, and restricted where they could
work and live. Discrimination was entrenched not only in legislation, but also in
the Constitution, which provided until 1967 that Aboriginal people should not be
counted in the census. Most government officials expected the Aboriginal people

“Impact of Colonisation” by Andrew Arch and Tess Ryan is licensed under CC BY 4.0. (Adapted from Australian Institute
of Health and Welfare, 2014; Harris, 2003a; Moses, 2000).
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to die out, and hence embarked upon a policy of assimilation – through which
Aboriginal children were taken from their parents and placed in foster homes. Over
the period between 1910 – 1970, between 20,000 and 25,000 Aboriginal children
– perhaps 1 in 10 – were separated from their parents. (Manne, 2001, p. 27)
Manne’s assertion regarding the erasure of Indigenous voice is the epitome of the colonising
processes. Denial, oppression and control of First Nation’s people was legislated, and the hope
was for total annihilation to trickle down, from lack of citizenship to the removal of children
from their parents, and therefore from Indigenous identity.

Conflict and Violence
The conflict between the First Nation’s peoples and the British was ongoing throughout
‘settlement’, and the disruption to life was severe from the moment colonisation commenced.
Reynolds noted:
The violence was not one sided. Aboriginal people, forced off their land, employed
guerrilla tactics… taking advantage of their superior knowledge of local conditions
to mount surprise attacks on unwary settlers. Many whites lived in a state of
perpetual suspense and in particular, “terror of the night.” This speaks to
engagement as resistance. (1999, p. 143)
Even before the arrival of the First Fleet in 1788, it was apparent that Aboriginal people did not
wish to make newcomers welcome. As Reynolds alluded to, resistance occurred thereafter, with
the first conflict occurring near Rushcutter’s Bay (Bostock, 1990).
Between 1804 and 1926 violence was enacted upon Indigenous people through several
massacres, aptly titled The Frontier Wars (Australians Together). As the recording of these
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conflicts was only made episodically and not all that were made have survived, the size and
distribution of the Indigenous population was unknown. However, a recent study by The
University of Newcastle has produced an online map, detailing locations of up to 150 individual
massacres perpetrated on Indigenous Australians since colonisation (University of Newcastle,
2017). Indigenous academic Larissa Berendt states, “Massacres of Indigenous people often took
the form of mass shootings or driving groups of people off cliffs. There are also numerous
accounts of colonists offering Indigenous people food laced with arsenic and other poisons”
(2012, p. 274).
One of the greatest traumas suffered from colonisation in Australia has been in history’s denial
of these events. Though documented in most Australian mainstream history books and history
plaques however, in most cases, it is at best a sentence making vague reference to the original
Indigenous population that mysteriously and conveniently disappeared to the benefit of the
colonisers. Indigenous resistance fighters are rarely commemorated outside of Indigenous
specific campaigns or protests. When ANZAC day is remembered each year, the chorus of
numerous groups of Indigenous people advocating for a unique commemoration of the frontier
wars is heard (Maguire, 2015), much to the sounds of dismissal from such organisations as the
Returned Servicemen’s League (RSL) and the general non-Indigenous public. Maguire states:
It’s the war that Australia doesn’t like to remember, but that has never deterred the
group of Aboriginal people who have walked behind the official ANZAC Day
march in Canberra each year since 2012, calling on the nation to remember the
first people who fell in defence of country. (2015)
At the time of such atrocities, Edward Wilson stated that:
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In less than twenty years we have nearly swept them off the face of the earth. We
have shot them down like dogs. In the guise of friendship, we have issued corrosive
sublimate in their damper and consigned whole tribes to the agonies of an
excruciating death. We have made them drunkards, and infected them with
diseases which have rotted the bones of their adults, and made such few children
as are born amongst them a sorrow and a torture from the very instant of their birth.
We have made them outcasts on their own land, and are rapidly consigning them
to entire annihilation. (1856, as cited in Harris, 2003b)
The Frontier Wars have had reverberating effects on Indigenous Australians, with little
acknowledgement or genuine acceptance of these events done by non-Indigenous people. The
last known officially sanctioned massacre was the Conniston massacre of 1926. The number of
massacres recorded since the beginnings of colonisation is unknown, with no accurate figure
documented. This erasure of history and (and therefore identity) is an issue that in the modern
era, Indigenous scholars are attempting to resolve. Indigenous academic Genevieve Grieves
work is of note in her curated exhibit ‘Black Day, Sun Rises, Blood Runs’, included in the
Melbourne Museums Bunjilaka Aboriginal Cultural Centre. Of the exhibit, Grieve highlights:
Largely these stories are unrecognised. A lot of people know that violence did
occur as part of invasion but they don't know the details of that. These places aren't
memorialised generally, so a lot more work needs to be done in terms of sharing,
acknowledging and recognising these histories. (ABC, 2017)
Grieve displays in her as yet unfinished PhD on this subject, young Indigenous leadership in
action, and an artistic response to memorialising past atrocities of Indigenous peoples.
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Annihilation also occurred through the poisoning of Indigenous Australians during the First
Settlement era (1851-1900). Wilson noted, “We have issued corrosive sublimate in their
damper and consigned whole tribes to the agonies of an excruciating death” (1856, as cited in
LaSpina, 2003). The introduction of flour, tobacco and alcohol also proved poisonous to the
health of Indigenous populations. Harris asserts:
In Alice Springs recently, simply because I mentioned I was writing this paper, I
learned from local Aboriginal people of yet another massacre at Epenarra and some
more about the missing people of Whistleduck Creek, who had disappeared
between the decision to open a mission there and the arrival of the missionaries.
Food or drink laced with poison was provided to Aboriginal people in Alice
Springs as recently as 1980. The whole subject of poisoning is one that
Windschuttle ignores. It was a widespread practice but no longer provable by
Windschuttle’s forensic demands. Some monuments remain, as in Australia’s Mt
Arsenics and Poison Water Hole near Narrandera, but most poisonings have not
even left behind such mute testimony as a revealing colonial place-name. (2003b,
p. 94)
It is through the storytelling narrative that these tragic stories are being told (and retold), and it
is the legitimisation of these narratives that demonstrates leadership in changing the
conversation heard so stridently through archives of British colonialists.

Environmental Impact
British settlement also brought with it disease, with the smallpox in epidemic proportions
killing off many Indigenous inhabitants from areas of Sydney and taking hold inland and along
coastal areas. It is estimated that half of the Indigenous population of Sydney was wiped out
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due to smallpox during the settlement era (Harris, 2003a). There are indications that up to 50%
or more of the Indigenous populations of Queensland, New South Wales, and Victoria died of
smallpox epidemics even before Europeans began to move inland from Sydney (Butlin, 1983).
With dispossession of land, and the introduction of livestock not native to the country, yet
another removal had occurred. Wesleyan missionary Francis Tuckfield stated at the time:
The Government is fast disposing of the land occupied by the natives from time
immemorial. In addition to which settlers under the sanction of government may
establish themselves in any part of this extensive territory and since the
introduction of the numerous flocks and herds... a serious loss has been sustained
by the natives without an equivalent being rendered. Their territory is not only
invaded, but their game is driven back, their marnong and other valuable roots are
eaten by the white man’s sheep and their deprivation, abuse and miseries are daily
increasing. (Tuckfield, as cited in Brown, 1996)
The sheep and cattle that the colonisers brought with them displaced existing fauna, eroded the
soil, polluted water supplies and depleted the local flora on which the Indigenous people had
lived off, contributing to displacement and starvation. The new animals spread newly
introduced weeds through the country. The livestock also contributed to conflicts erupting over
the killing of the coloniser’s livestock by the Indigenous people who did not understand the
concept of property and ownership or who were driven to do so out of hunger. Additionally,
livestock such as cattle brought with them additional diseases such as Tuberculosis. The
introduction of agriculture caused the clearing of vast tracts of land and the subsequent
vanishing of much of the original food sources along with the forced dispossession of those
Indigenous people remaining on or adjacent to the newly cleared land (Harris, 2003a).
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Widespread clearing of land by squatters, pastoralists, settlers, and miners impacted on the
environment. Dispossession, loss of habitat, degradation of land, poor farming practices,
destruction of water holes, and reduced bio-diversity all took their toll. Droughts, which in
Australia occur every 11-14 years with severe droughts occurring on average every 18 years
(Anderson, 2014), combined with the degraded environment, contributed to Indigenous lives
lost, and the displacement onto missions and reserves when there was nowhere else to go.
In addition to livestock, Europeans brought with them animals that went feral. These feral
animals further depleted the local flora and fauna through competition, disease and predation
(environment.gov). These animals were introduced progressively from 1788 through to the 20th
century with herbivorous livestock such as horses and pigs going feral almost from the
beginning, then the introduction of carnivorous animals of the likes of fish, cats and foxes
through the mid-19th century and subsequently the introduction of supposed bio control animals
such as various birds and then the cane toad in the 20th century. The introduction of feral animals
and the consequent collapse of native species and habitats added to the difficulties faced by the
Indigenous populations.
The impact of religion and cultural assimilation has also been seen in the erosion of cultural
heritage, as oral histories have been decimated due to further impacts of Colonisation. Robert
Manne has highlighted this, positing:
Aborigines who had survived the initial onslaught were segregated, either
voluntarily on government stations, Christian missions and reserves or
involuntarily, in detention camps, and protected by an ever-tightening net of
special laws that controlled movement, marriage, sexual behaviour, the fate of
children, employment, savings and the consumption of alcohol. (2007, p. 30)
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Cultural Erosion
It is estimated that there were around 800,000 Indigenous Australians at the time of
Colonisation and around 260 distinct languages with an additional number of dialects. A
language can be considered as a measure of a cultural group signifying an Indigenous Nation.
Within less than 100 years of invasion, there were less than 200,000 Indigenous Australians
alive and at least 100 Indigenous languages and cultures permanently lost. While there are some
120 Indigenous languages still spoken today, there are now only around 18 Indigenous
languages and their corresponding cultures that are not at risk of disappearing in the next
generation or two (Dudgeon, Wright, Paradies, Garvey, & Walker, 2010).
While the Indigenous population has begun recovering, self-identifying Census figures state
that of the Indigenous population:
649,200 people who reported being of Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander
origin in 2016, 91 per cent were of Aboriginal origin, 5 per cent were of Torres
Strait Islander origin, and 4.1 per cent reported being of both Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander origin. (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2017)
The introduction by the British government from the late 1700s of missions, reserves and
stations set up to relocate Aboriginals from their traditional lands brought about another
exercise in power over the countries First Nations people. Largely in the control of churches
and government, remarkably the records of numbers involved are patchy (Manne, 2001). The
impacts felt by survivors of missions and reserves have been severe. Moving people off their
lands enabled containment via an internment of sorts, as better control could be had over the
‘natives’. The practice of missions through The Aboriginal Protection Board in New South
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Wales went on for many years and all were disbanded in the late 1960s. In ‘Sunrise Station
revisited’, Elder Patricia Davis-Hurst stated:
In 1932, the protection Board formed a new policy and a Manager was appointed
to the station. The new powers enabled the manager to take people of Aboriginal
descent from the surrounding district and place them on Sunrise Station. The
Aboriginal people were now not allowed to leave the Mission boundaries without
the manager’s permission. In the same year the Department of Family endowment
paid money into the Aboriginal Protection Board, which in turn was to go to
Aboriginal families for food and clothing, which they never saw, only a few rations
were supplied. (1996, p. 15)
Racism and discrimination has moved throughout the years to include institutional and casual
forms that are deeply embedded into Australian society. The brutal and overt racism that was
endured since Colonisation has travelled through scientific racism such as the eugenics era of
1910-1930s (Cawte, 1986), the depiction of the ‘noble savage’ (Peters-Little, 2003) seen within
anthropological studies and the segregation displayed in such places as pool baths and cinemas
(Davis-Hurst & Nield, 1996; Foley, 2017). As this thesis will attest within the subsequent
findings chapters, forms of racism are still occurring in Australian contemporary society, with
recent reports of Indigenous individuals being denied access due to race, or improper treatment
within institutional environments (Davidson, 2016; Galvin, 2013).

4.2 Structures of Power in an Australian Context
The overarching structures of power through Australian government policies pervaded into
Indigenous Australian’s lives. The response from Aboriginal people to such structures has
evolved, showing resistance to power and dispossession in various ways. Throughout different
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eras in Australian history, the emergence of Indigenous power has been embodied in varying
representations, moving towards contemporary times where Indigenous Australians lead and
run their own structures of power and governance (Hunt & Smith, 2007). The structures and
institutions of power in Australia are important to discuss in this research project, as they begin
to shape the story of not only Indigenous responses to such, but to the structures within which
Indigenous women lead.
Settlement from Europeans, Federation and subsequent governments have built structures of
power and dominance within Australia to create overarching systems of our everyday life. For
Australia’s Indigenous people, our interactions with these structures have determined how we
live, where we live and what we choose to do to navigate through our lived experiences.
Conflict, resistance, advocacy and the building of our own governance structures have all
stemmed from gaining knowledge and understanding of these power dynamics.

4.3 Fighting Back – Indigenous Responses to Power
The numerous government policies and directives placed upon Indigenous Australians since
Colonisation have not occurred without a strong impact to, and response from its original
inhabitants.
The history of Indigenous response to these policies can be seen in 1938, when a Day of
Mourning held by the Aborigines League (1932) and the Aborigines Progressive Association
(1937) was held. Several grassroots milestones occurred during the 30s and 40s, including the
formation of what is now called the NAIDOC (National Aboriginal and Islander Day of
Commemoration) committee, and the 1967 Referendum to count Indigenous people in the
census.
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From the 1960s onwards, a shift came about in the politics of Indigenous people. As Leigh
states:
Changes in Australia’s racial policies came slowly. In 1965, Charles Perkins led
‘The Freedom Rides’ – a busload of 30 students from the University of Sydney
who travelled to rural New South Wales, exposing racial segregation in swimming
pools, restaurants and theatres – and focusing international media attention on
racism in Australia (Read, 1990; Shoemaker, 2013). The following year, a group
of Aboriginal stockmen at Wave Hill cattle station went on strike, and were
supported by Aboriginal communities and unions nationwide. (2002, p. 136)
During the 1970s an ideology of social constructionism came into Australian society, enabling
groups to see the world through their own lived realities. These groups also began to protest
over more equal rights. In terms of practices of resistance, Indigenous-based movements began
to vehemently push for greater recognition during this time, with the eventual establishment of
Aboriginal Medical Centres and the Aboriginal Tent Embassy in 1972. The White Australia
policy was abolished in the same year and self-determination was adopted for Indigenous
people. This appears to be the first time that the Australian Government began to become aware
of the politicisation of Indigenous groups and the need to meet them halfway.
The election of the Whitlam government in 1972 brought with it a new focus on Indigenous
rights. During the 1970s and 1980s more government policies and directives were announced,
including The Aboriginal Land Rights Act (NT and NSW), the handing back of Uluru to
traditional owners (1985) and The Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody. In
1991, the Bringing Them Home Report on the Royal Commission was handed down, which
recommended a formal process of reconciliation be undertaken between Indigenous and non56

Indigenous Australians. Most significant was the establishment by the Hawke government of
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission (ATSIC) in 1991. Government policy
that enabled the establishment of Indigenous community controlled organizations, and ATSIC,
are significant policy-driven structural changes in Australian society that fundamentally
impacted on women’s leadership. Later described as an ‘experiment’ in Indigenous affairs,
ATSIC remains Australia’s only formal and comprehensive system of Indigenous political and
bureaucratic representation, and its legacy is evident throughout the narratives of the women
leaders interviewed for this project.
With other important milestones such as the Mabo decision in 1992, Paul Keating’s Redfern
Speech (antar.org, 1992) and the Native Title Act, the 1990s became yet another pivotal
moment in Indigenous history, and in the history of grassroots social movements. The Labor
government was also beginning to see a strong faction of tough educated Aboriginal players
that not only stayed strong in their identity but could communicate with policy makers and
create change within the Australian political psyche. The activism was strong, passionate, and
at times, violent during these years when those who yelled the loudest were the ones heard. It
was later on that a more reserved activism was taking place, a ‘new wave’ of protest that lent
more to negotiation than a list of demands to create a better understanding of both identities in
a postmodern world, and the art of politics and persuasion (Foley, 2001).
Concerning Indigenous grassroots movements (or what I would call an Indigenous sphere of
political movement); there has been a long history of meaningful campaigning for better rights
and living conditions. From the Aboriginal Progressive Association in 1937 and the Aboriginal
League forming in 1932, and establishing a Day of Mourning in 1938, protesting for equal
rights in Australia has grown and contributed greatly towards the political and societal fabric.
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During the 1990s there were other forms of Indigenous resistance and social movements,
including the Mabo decision in the High court in 1992. In the same year, the then Prime Minister
Paul Keating made an important speech for Indigenous Australia in Redfern. Keating said:
By doing away with the bizarre conceit that this continent had no owners prior to
the settlement of Europeans, Mabo establishes a fundamental truth and lays the
basis for justice. It will be much easier to work from that basis than has ever been
the case in the past. For that reason alone we should ignore the isolated outbreaks
of hysteria and hostility of the past few months. Mabo is an historic decision – we
can make it an historic turning point, the basis of a new relationship between
indigenous and non-aboriginal Australians. The message should be that there is
nothing to fear or to lose in the recognition of historical truth, or the extension of
social justice, or the deepening of Australian social democracy to include
indigenous Australians. (1992)
The period of conservative government since 1996 saw a ‘backslide’ in Indigenous policy
towards paternalistic and coercive policy, culminating in the 2007 Northern Territory
Emergency Response (McCallum & Waller, 2017; Turner, 2017). There has since been growing
interest concentrated within this area, and individuals have become more politically focused,
aware and interested in the Australian political system.

4.4 Summary
This chapter aimed to provide a context regarding structures and impacts of power. A brief
history was given, including the worldwide phenomenon of colonisation, its impact on
Indigenous people in Australia, and the burgeoning leadership that has been born of that. From
the resistance that was shown since the First Fleet’s arrival, towards the strength shown from
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The Aboriginal Progressives Association, towards numerous campaigns to include and change
living conditions for Indigenous people, resistance became advocacy, and advocacy became
leadership.
The governance that was needed to enable this leadership is paramount to understanding not
only where Australia is now in its relationship to Aboriginal people, but also in its connection
to its dark, disturbing past. The push for autonomy has been pivotal to changing many things
in Indigenous Australia, such as Native Title and the development of Indigenous-specific health
and legal services. Without rights-based ideas forming into action, and the organisation of such
action as a way of circumventing existing dominant structures of power, the evolving leadership
of Indigenous people may not have been possible. This chapter has been imperative in
contextualising power, and in the location of governance as a driver for Indigenous women’s
leadership in an Australian context.

***
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II. Theory and Methodology
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5 Theoretical Approaches to Leadership
5.1 Introduction
Calls for leadership need to be read as belonging to periods of history and reflective
of dominant political ideologies (Czarniawska-Joerges & Wolff, 1991; Sinclair &
Marriott, 1990). The revival of interest in leadership, which has occurred since the
early 1980s and been dominated by American research, is not neutral but reflects
the economic agenda, cultural preoccupations and insecurities of that nation, with
its belief in the power of individualism and conquest. (Sinclair, 2005, p. 390)
Traditional views of leadership have placed importance on the role of individuals (Sergiovanni,
1992), the organisation (Senge & Sterman, 1992) and notions of excellence and individual
success (Glatter, 1999). The importance has also been placed predominantly on the dominance
of male-centric concepts of leadership behaviour. Ways in which women exercise leadership
(Blackmore, 1999) and the interplay of gender and ethnicity have not been fully considered
(Henry & Pringle, 1996) – (Fitzgerald, 2003, p. 15).
A review of leadership literate by House and Aditya et al (1997) found that 98 per cent of
theories empirical evidence at that time were distinctly US based in character, such as
individualistic rather than collectivistic, stressing follower responsibilities rather than rights,
assuming hedonism rather than commitment to duty or altruistic motivation and assuming
centrality of work, and emphasising assumptions of rationality rather than asceticism or religion
(1997, p. 282).
This chapter distinguishes between US-centred and ‘culturalist’ forms of leadership (Bass, 1985,
1990, 1997; Burns, 1978; Heifetz, 1994; Sinclair, 2005; Evans, 2008). It is not my intention to
give a definitive meaning of the word ‘culturalist’ in unpacking an Indigenous view of
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leadership, but rather, demonstrate understandings of Indigenous women’s leadership that
incorporate traditional leadership ideas with that of a cultural framework. Indigenous women’s
leadership that regularly goes unnamed or dismissed in theory as less legitimate than leadership
of organisations will be further discussed as part of this research project. Investigations into
concepts of identity, the public sphere, hybridity and followership are also considered, along
with investigations into media representation of Indigenous leaders and the burgeoning era of
new media which is bringing about new leadership concepts for Indigenous women.
This chapter then considers power and its impact on leadership before discussing Indigenist
approaches of Indigenous leading. This builds on the previous chapter that set the context of
structures of power within Australia, demonstrating the colonial influences and dominance
juxtaposed with the burgeoning resistance, reaction and leadership that has come in response
from Indigenous individuals and groups. Governance structures that have arisen from this
complicated history are also investigated as are the roles that Indigenous women have played
within this context.

5.2 Eldership in a Leadership Context
Throughout this research project, the focus remains on models of leadership which are not
directly connected with Eldership or familial connection. Theorists discussing Eldership have
provided insight into cultural learnings and responsibility to kinship. Ivory (2009) and Braun et
al (2013) have used these understandings in relation to leadership contexts; however there also
needs to be a distinction between (and an overlapping of) the two terminologies (i.e. Eldership
and kinship) as they relate to Indigenous Australian women. Without this distinction, a deficit
in the reading of Indigenous women leading in numerous domains outside of that Eldership can
occur, with leaders being overlooked. Identity constructions based solely on Eldership can
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overlook the contribution of women holding leading roles within urban settings, ignoring their
contribution to shaping change.
Within Australian Indigenous society, there is great conjecture regarding who are the most
culturally appropriate individuals to hold leadership positions (Carlson, 2016; 2009).
Understanding the traditional modes of leadership in connection to kinship and the difficult
concepts that they employ demonstrates examples of where the term ‘leadership’ becomes so
problematised for Indigenous Australians. From a US management perspective, it is suggested
that a leader wishing to stand up as a representative of a multifaceted group requires certain
abilities in persuasion, as Ivory (2009) states:
Leaders, in order to appeal to a wider group, have to acquire special qualities and
knowledge. Leaders have power that can make change and create action, but they
need to relate to their followers. Leaders can make a difference and when they
have departed, leave behind some kind of conviction and legacy. (2009, p. 30)
Aboriginal people themselves hold strong and contested views on whom and what makes a
leader and the specific constraints and challenges that exist for an Aboriginal leader. As
Aboriginal Elder Harry Hall highlighted:
So-called leaders in our communities are just there to answer the questions that the
government doesn’t want to answer. And those leaders can’t win, they can’t please
blackfellas, they can’t please the government. You’re enemies with everyone,
glory without power. If you had any brains you wouldn’t get into the jobs, as
window dressers. All the money is taken up by just running the organisations like
cars, photocopiers etc. It’s just about running the organisations, so they look like
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they’re doing a lot of work but they are spending most of the money on just running
the organisation and not the services. (as cited in Peters-Little, 2004, p. 189)

5.3 Leadership Models
This section discusses established academic models of leadership, making the distinction
between leadership in the ‘mainstream’ versus leadership as it has existed for Indigenous people
both internationally and in Australia. Predominantly one might investigate leadership within
the domains of management studies and view military history as a starting point to unpack such
a multifaceted concept. Individualist models of leadership are commonly founded upon the
notion that to lead is to be in front, to guide, to influence and to persuade. The individualist
leadership model is used regularly in foundational texts and differs from culturalist ideas of
leadership. Nevertheless, it is important for these texts to be examined to provide a broader
context of what it means to lead. For example, US theoretician James Burns, whose 1978 work
on transactional and transformational leadership remains influential, argued that leadership:
Is exercised when persons with certain motives and purposes mobilise, in
competition or conflict with others, institutional, political, psychological, and other
resources so as to arouse, engage, and satisfy the motives of the followers. (1978,
p. 18)
This raises the question as to whether leadership belongs to the individual traits of the person
in power, or do these individuals simply become leaders through their own personal agency?
Drath et al (2008) suggest that perhaps a better way of looking at leadership would be in terms
of alignment, commitment and direction instead of those concerning followership and
persuasion as described by Burns above. As Bolden et al highlight, “Leadership is not
something that resides within leaders, ready to be unleashed at the opportune moment, but is a
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collective endeavour that can only be made sense of within the context at which it occurs” (2011,
p. 19).
US models of leadership, with some outliers, tend towards the individualist and authoritarian.
In contrast, culturalist models of leadership tend to be more participatory and less inclined
towards personal gain of the leader. This can contribute to a language impedance, causing a
mismatch between the two worlds, with very different understandings of what is meant when
the word ‘leadership’ is referenced. For example, transformational leadership works to lead by
engaging and mobilizing others to change (Bass, 1985, 1990, 1997; Burns, 1978). In UScentred models, this is usually seen as a style where the means justify the ends, to transform an
organisation for the health of the organisation, often at great cost to many of the individuals in
the organisation.
While the field of leadership studies has been advanced by the pioneering leadership research
of American management studies theorists, it is important to note their limitations. The model
of transactional vs. transformational leadership established by (Bass, 1985, 1990, 1997) and
Burns (1978), remains well-established within Westernised business environments. Karl-Erik
Svieby (2010), however, contends that many of these kinds of studies follow a distinct
individualist approach to leadership based on a US-centred paradigm (Bass, 1985, 1990, 1997;
Burns, 1978, Fielder, 1967). Svieby (2010) argues that the dominance of a distinctly
individualist approach to leadership demonstrates the need to for approaches that take a
multicultural lens. He argues that a need exists to move towards leadership models that are
more appropriate for a multicultural global society.
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Figure 7 Leadership Models

The graph above compares various leadership models against the degree of follower’s
participation as elicited from the leader, and the degree of individualist motivation of the leader.
Models of leadership span a wide range, from US-centred models and concepts towards other
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models pertaining to other theories internationally. In this diagram, the US-centred models have
been positioned subjectively relative to each other as interpreted from the relevant research, and
only occupy a point on the graph.
Within leadership studies, the following of leaders and the follower’s behaviours runs
concurrently within the discipline. The leader’s self-motivation ranges from selfless dedication
and duty through Altruism through to being motivated purely for personal gain at the
individualist end of the spectrum.
Follower participation ranges from full autonomy in Laissez-faire leadership (non-authoritarian)
styles, through to fully interactive in Democratic (participative) leadership styles, towards no
interaction with followers in Authoritarian styles of leadership.

5.4 Followership
Even writing in 1978, Burns contended that one of the most serious disappointments in the field
of leadership study has been “the bifurcation between the literature on leadership and the
literature on followership” (1978, p. 3). The individualist leader model has largely ignored
followership, however theorists such as Collinson (2006) have spoken at length on
followership's many attributes. The study of followership in the leadership discipline is one of
the drivers within this research project. Hollander posits that “Both leadership and followership
have active roles, given the reality that organisational functions require them at every level. The
usual expectation of the leader role as active and the follower role as passive is misconceived
even in traditional hierarchies” (1992, p. 71). This can be applied to the context of Indigenous
leadership, where it is important to attend to the related body of literature on followership.
To some extent the idea of an active followership is intrinsic to Hersey & Blanchard’s (1977)
situational model of leadership which is concerned with the interplay among the amount of
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direction a leader gives, the amount of socio-emotional support a leader provides, and the
‘readiness’ level that followers exhibit on a specific task, function, activity, or objective that
the leader is attempting to accomplish (1977). Hollander makes further points which are
relevant to Indigenous leadership and followership:
Leaders do command greater attention and influence, but followers can affect and
even constrain leaders’ activity in more than passing ways, as has been shown in
a variety of studies. The role of follower can therefore be seen as holding within it
potential for both assessing and taking on leadership functions… including
decision making, goal setting, communicating, adjudicating conflict, and
otherwise maintaining the enterprise. (1992, p. 71)
Leader roles that exist for Indigenous Australians, or have Indigenous Australians as a factor,
derive their followership from numerous areas. The Aboriginal community within Australia is
not a homogenous group in relation to matters of how to create change in their communities.
The desire to view communities as different from this collective position exists in the ways in
which various cultural countries are displayed in everyday conversation. As a researcher who
identifies herself as Indigenous originating from Biripi country in Taree, I epitomise this. A
collective idea counteracts the specificity of Indigenous peoples, which makes understanding
Indigenous leadership more difficult. However certain tropes are embedded within the cultural
mentality of the community that very few members stray from. Indigenous leaders that discuss
and advocate for autonomy, self-determination and sovereignty will have an active followership,
an almost ‘preaching to the converted’ arena with which to continue in the campaign for social
justice and rights.
This point is consistent with Indigenous leadership. Throughout Indigenous society, certain
values pertaining to culture are continually reinforced including concepts of connectedness,
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shared history of failed policy directives and ties to land and customs. If an Indigenous leader
goes against the grain of these customs and speaks towards changes that interfere with this, the
same leader may lose followers. This is reminiscent to some extent of the shared leadership
model (Svieby, 2010, p. 302) in which both leaders and followers connect strongly within
democratic societies; this model is also applicable to an Indigenous framework, albeit as an
unstated concept that either encourages or undermines a healthy outcome for Indigenous
leadership. Yet followership remains a difficult task for a leader to achieve, with ever-changing
values and attitudes amongst one’s audience. One may ask how the followership, or audience,
of past Indigenous leaders may have been affected in more contemporary times given current
societal issues (e.g. economics, health, globalisation etc) and the mobilisation of public opinion
through social and traditional media outlets.

5.5 Adaptive Leadership
Perhaps the closest US-centric model in leadership that best maps to an Indigenist design is that
of Adaptive leadership from Heifetz et al (1994). Heifetz & Laurie provided somewhat of a
challenge to the individualist approach by suggesting that:
Adaptive work is required when our deeply held beliefs are challenged, when the
values that made us successful become less relevant, and when legitimate yet
competing perspectives emerge. We see adaptive challenges every day at every
level of the workplace – when companies restructure or reengineer, develop or
implement strategy, or merge businesses. We see adaptive challenges when
marketing has difficulty working with operations, when cross-functional teams
don’t work well, or when senior executives complain, “We don’t seem to be able
to execute effectively.” Adaptive problems are often systematic problems with no
ready answers. (1997, p. 46)
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Adaptive work can be seen in relation to Indigenous Australians in dealing with the everyday
struggles of adjusting to ever-changing policy implementation, and the need to respond to it.
These concepts challenge the individualist model of leadership found in much of the literature
regarding leadership in management. To some extent adaptive leadership acknowledges the
need to bring forward people to share in that leading – something which shall be further
explored within this research project.
There are negative considerations in leadership regarding perceptions around what a leader can
do, and what they represent for any group. Bass & Steidlmeier suggest; “For many moral
analysts, leadership is a many-headed hydra that alternatively shows the faces of Saddam
Hussein and Pol Pot as well as those of Nelson Mandela and Mother Theresa” (1999, p. 1).
Leadership does not necessarily come from purely altruistic desires, and as the above states,
being a leader does not always translate to performing leadership for purely unselfish means.

5.6 Culturalist Leadership
Bolden, Hawkins, Gosling and Taylor suggest that “Leadership is a malleable lexicon; socially
constructed between those negotiating the idea and experience of leadership” (Bolden et al.,
2011). In the context of this research project, it is important to see the social construction that
is leadership with Indigenous Australians. The culturalist ideas spoken of previously in this
chapter are the most useful for understanding leadership for Indigenous women, though it is
important to not essentialise culture specifically within this field (Ivory, 2009; Evans, 2008;
Heifetz, 1994). The experiences of leadership of Indigenous women needs to be discussed to
understand whether these experiences differ from notions of both the US-centred theories and
those that that are traditionally understood to exist within a cultural frame. US-centred models
of what leadership entails focus on discussions of altruistic behaviours, individualist ideas and
of people born to lead. However, the experiences of Indigenous women shape what they do;
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their everyday dealings with identity navigation, the adaptability needed in walking between
differing worlds and the drive to simply make things better for families and community. These
everyday experiences drive leadership for Indigenous women, and there is little room for
thought on the idea of what leadership entails from a theoretical frame.

5.7 Leadership as Mobilisation
Heifetz presents leadership in terms of “not persuasion or vision-setting, but mobilising people
to deal with difficult problems on their own terms” (1994). Similarly Wills states that “The
leader is one who mobilises others to a goal shared by leader and follower… Leadership is
mobilisation toward a common good” (1994). Wills’ definition aligns with those theorists who
discuss leadership in terms of followers and leaders sharing similar values and motivations. The
idea of leadership as ‘mobilisation for a common goal’ drives this discussion of Indigenous
leadership. It describes a shared model of leadership which can sit outside more mainstream
views of leading being of an individualistic nature. To lead is to be in front, to guide, to
influence and persuade. To lead is also to bring forward people and share in that leading –
something which shall be further explored within this research project. The concept of leaderas-mobiliser can certainly be applied to Indigenous leaders attempting to garner support whilst
dealing with complex issues that the community are endeavouring to overcome. The
mobilisation of others must be negotiated through the lenses of Indigenous identity behaviours
and the varying boundaries within institutional environments, to influence those following them.

5.8 Feminist Approaches to Leadership
Feminist leadership studies made a crucial contribution to understanding leadership in the
Indigenous Australian context. The negative connotations relating to Indigenous women leaders
and their cohorts has been discussed theoretically from a feminist perspective. An example of
this can be found between black and white feminism and in such seminal texts such as bell
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hook’s (Gloria Watkins) ‘Feminist Theory from margin to center’ (1984). In discussing theorist
Betty Friedan’s work, ‘The feminine mystique’ (1963), she posits that Friedan, “ignored the
existence of all non-white women and poor white women. She did not tell readers whether it
was more fulfilling to be a maid, a babysitter, a factory worker, a clerk, or a prostitute, than to
be a leisure class housewife” (1984, p. 1). The argument that black women’s voices are often
ignored within feminism has been discussed openly by Indigenous Australian academic Dr
Aileen Moreton-Robinson in her book ‘Talkin up to the White Woman’ (2000), and this
inability of white dominant culture to see black women’s struggle and resilience is an issue that
carries itself over to leadership and power positions. bell hooks echoes this sentiment, stating,
“white women who dominate feminist discourse today rarely question if their perspective on
women's reality is true to the lived experiences of women as a collective group. Nor are they
aware of the extent to which their perspectives reflect race and class biases” (1984, p. 3).
Indigenous women and leadership cannot be theorised without discussing feminism and its
contribution towards powerful and empowered black women showing guidance and direction
for their people. Fitzgerald (2003) has suggested:
Discourses that universalise the complex participation of women and “women’s
leadership” have produced universal and somewhat troublesome narratives that
privilege “feminine” values. In this way categories of “woman” and “educational
leader” have become fixed and the possibility for substantive diversity among and
between women does not appear possible. And in particular, whiteness becomes a
privileging construct that is played out differently across gender roles. (2003, p.
10)
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Fitzgerald is highlighting how the concepts of women, race and leadership somehow become
confusing in the face of whiteness and construction of leader rolls. The position of women
within these roles, and the ways in which they perform them, is also uncertain and unfixed.
There has been a desire for more literature on leadership that talks of both women and men
without the need to determine specificity of gender, as Fitzgerald suggests, “What is being
called for is a discourse of leadership that does not seek to privilege gender but opens up
opportunities for women and men to exercise leadership in non-exclusive ways” (2003, p. 12).
However, the discourse has concentrated so effectively on male traits of leadership that this has
become the norm. Research considering women, and more specifically, women of a deeply
embedded culture, within the varied leadership models needs to be explored, and new traits
may then be discovered through this exhaustive process. How Indigenous women lead within
more mainstream leadership environments, and how hybridity is therefore implemented into
their leadership behaviours, must also be considered.
Feminist leadership approaches are discussed within the constructs of Indigenous women
internationally, as Rousell & Giles highlight within Canadian First Nations women (2011).
Their examination through story of Dene women in Ottawa concluded that the Native women
displayed egalitarian, relational and informal leadership styles, building relationships for
change in their communities. This aligns with non-Indigenous feminist modes of leadership
(Hassan and Silong, 2008; Nichols, 2004) as being collaborative and altruistic, as well as
connects to my argument that the informal leadership Indigenous women display is a critical
component of Indigenous women’s leadership study.
Henry and Pringle (1996) offer insight into the intersectionality of gender, ethnicity and race,
examining Maori and Pakeha (Non-Maori) women when running organisations in Aotearoa
New Zealand. They focus on the building of strength from the feminist movement of the 1970s,
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and suggest experiences from lesbian, Maori and Pacific Islander women has become more
prevalent.
These forms of leadership are now converging into more official arenas, and as Voyageur
explains, their impact is apparent:
There has been a change in the First Nations community’s political and social
structure because women are regaining some of the authority, power, and prestige
they had before European contact. They are moving increasingly into elected
positions as chiefs and councillors and becoming the decision makers in the
community”. (2011, p 77)

5.9 Indigenous Australian Leadership and Indigenous Women
The many ways in which an individual may become a leader is yet another complex issue when
connected to Aboriginal people in Australia. Ivory (2009) posits:
There were two main thoughts on the issue of Aboriginal leadership: that
Aboriginal people’s notions of leadership clash with white concepts of leadership,
and that conflict will always arise when Aboriginal people are expected to conform
to the latter. Examples of this can be seen in communities like Walgett, where
‘experts’ in their fields cannot always act in accordance with the wishes of ‘natural
leaders’ or Elders, and vice versa. So, they are faced with the impossible task of
trying to take everyone’s interests into account. Who becomes a leader is a highly
vexing question, and being one is a laborious task. (2009, p. 28)
This clash of leadership approaches is exhibited in both complex and simplistic forms.
Opposition to the constructions of conformity within dominant white frameworks contributes
to the notion that ‘everything Indigenous is special and different’, thereby positioning
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Indigenous leadership as falling into the same dangerous category. What makes Indigenous
leadership unlike more US-centred approaches such as the ones previously listed above, are the
nuances relating to the issues Indigenous people may find themselves in, the structures of power
that restrict them from making change and the complexities of cultural identity processes.
Indigenous women within community hold many pivotal positions incorporating leadership and
strength that heavily contribute to further empowerment of Indigenous people. Specific areas
of interest include that of educational leadership, health and well-being and those within the
public and political sphere. The fact that Indigenous women have been able to strive for these
roles in spite of the issues they have faced is something to be heralded, as Sanders & Evans
state, “Black women’s survival, cultural retention and ownership of their histories in spite of
the humiliations and cruelties which have dogged them down the generations, are ultimately a
cause for quiet pride and endured strength” (Saunders & Evans, 1992, p. 6).
Whilst this era of advocacy spurred many Indigenous activists to create great change, it appears
that the momentum did not last. The representation of Indigenous people, and more specifically
women, within universities and other public institutions is another factor in the discussion
regarding why leadership is of such high importance. Fredericks et al (2014, p. 1) posit:
Indigenous people in general are underrepresented in higher education in Australia,
both as students and staff (Asmar, Mercier, & Page, 2009). Less than 1% of
Australian academic teaching and research staff are Indigenous – a clear
population disparity when Indigenous people make up 2.5% of the total Australian
population. (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2008)
Educational leadership is vital to changing the face of academia that includes Indigenous
women. Fitzgerald (2003) is another scholar at the forefront of leadership studies, particularly
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in connection with education. The desire for building Indigenous women's development in
academia highlights the need for more leadership and development within Indigenous
communities, as well as further initiatives for pathway programs and mentoring for Indigenous
students.
The disparity however is closing, as seen from the proportion of black women within the
academy that essentially pave the way for younger women to journey through. There now exists
a list of Indigenous female academics within the university space, from those highlighted within
this dissertation, to those coming up through the ranks in Associate Professor roles. Such
luminaries as Aileen Moreton-Robinson and Linda Tuhiwai Smith have created further
inspirational opportunities within their academic leadership, and organisations such as
NIRAKN (National Indigenous Research and Knowledges Network) bring both ideas and
Indigenous academics together to create a space of belonging and understanding for both black
men and women within the academy.
However, one issue has been noted by Anderson (2006) of the pressures facing Indigenous
leaders in the community. This often leads to the demise of leaders in Aboriginal communities,
as Anderson highlights:
True leaders in the Aboriginal community are often burnt out through the pressures
of doing all with nothing… Leaders in the Aboriginal community have to be strong,
resilient, moral and highly skilled in both Aboriginal and mainstream politics. It
also doesn’t hurt to have the ability to sell ice to Eskimos, as you have to get
support from both the community and government to get things done. (2006, p. 3)
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There appears to be an assumption that qualities such as nurturing and caring, or somewhat of
a therapeutic form of leadership, are what is expected with women taking on higher positional
roles. Fitzgerald states:
These power dynamics have created assumptions regarding the normative role and
position of the male leader and reinforced causal hegemonic links between
masculinity, hierarchy and leadership. The ‘other’ side of the picture is the
inference that qualities such as nurturing and caring are necessarily feminine and
that these qualities are in some way inferior to normal leadership traits. (2003, p.
12)
With regards to Indigenous women, this seems not to be the case. Throughout many years,
Indigenous Australia has cultivated strong, warrior-like leaders and women have played a huge
part in that. ‘Mission aunties’ is a term used to situate black women as tough, forthright and not
ashamed to put people in their place when it is deemed necessary. These strong women however
are not exercising their leadership to emulate men.
For women leaders, the emphasis on hierarchical leadership that is embedded within a
managerial framework creates tensions and uncertainties about what constitutes effective
leadership. As Jill Blackmore (1999) has argued, unitary theories that explain ways in which
women lead and experience leadership are problematic; women leaders are neither the binary
opposite of male leaders nor can there be a model of the “natural and strong” female leader.

5.10 Informal and Accidental Leadership for Indigenous Women
A central element to this research project lies in the discussion around informal, unofficial or
accidental forms of leadership for Indigenous women. The spheres of Indigenous women’s
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leadership contain roles in both prominent positions in government, commentary and within
community.
Forster, Palmer & Barnett (2015) highlight that mana wahine research (which acknowledges
Maori women’s important and authoritative place in society) assists in creating visibility in their
involvement to leadership. Maori women’s leadership contains varied archetypes, including
mother, grandmother and protector. This reinforces the argument that Indigenous women’s
leadership exists in numerous ways, including that of less formal structures that hold great
brevity in connection to Indigenous identity.
Gambrell’s study of Lakota women in South Dakota (‘Lakota women leaders: getting things
done quietly’, 2016) has discovered themes embodying and impacting on their leadership:
‘Lakota way of life’, ‘Get educated’, ‘Bicultural’ and ‘Women held back’. These four themes
correlate to themes found within this research project, also contributing to the space of quiet
leadership. The modest stillness of many Indigenous women leaders appears to be disregarded
within an Australian context, yet theorists such as Badarcco have situated this in leadership
research, stating, “quiet leaders are not inclined to think they are changing the world… their
aim is simply to do their bit” (2002, p 173).
The domains where Indigenous women lead are numerous, and what is written within this
discipline discusses such domains as those that lead in community arenas, within representative
and institutional spaces, and in high profile and publicly visible positions. We must investigate
other spheres to fully understand this over-arching context in society. In discussing other
spheres and spaces, one must also highlight the sense of place one must determine for
themselves to then conceptualise a sphere or space. Hess notes, “Sense of place” helps to
conceptualise individuals’ physical, psychological and/or social connections to particular
geographic spaces without assuming they are located within such physical spaces (2013, p. 57).
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A sense of place can be a spiritual or emotional space, even an unspoken community within a
community.
Within public office, there has been an insurgence of Indigenous women holding valuable roles
and leading not just constituents from within their own culture, but also representing those
within the mainstream.
Political representation for Indigenous Australians can be a complex journey whereby
individuals deal with the dilemma of representing their communities whilst also representing
non-Indigenous people within a political party process (Hunt & Smith, 2007). The choice of
whether to engage in political action for an Indigenous Australian can be a contentious one. In
the fight for political issues concerning land, living conditions and community, this may appear
a simple practice; however, the constructed nature of Indigeneity makes these decisions difficult.
Maddison (2009) has investigated Indigenous representation in Parliament, and this point is of
interest when exploring the leadership arena for Indigenous women, as never before has there
been so much active and visible representation of these women in official parliamentary roles.
The decision to lead within the political arena is made more difficult when in the process of
representing both the mainstream populace and that of one’s own Aboriginal community. The
differences that often occur between mainstream opinions of leadership and that of leading
Indigenous people is a debate between individualism and collectivism, as Maddison notes:
Mainstream political culture understands leadership and success in individual
terms. Many Aboriginal people, however, have a very different world view.
Aboriginal value systems are often at odds with liberal democratic philosophy,
creating tension between those assimilated to ideas of individual political equality
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and those who maintain that the foundation unit of society is the Aboriginal group
or community. (2009, p. 83)
The National Congress of Australia’s First Peoples, Australia’s only representative Indigenous
body, has specific gender equity requirements listed within their constitution, illustrating that
organisations with Indigenous focus see the need for women to be included for equal
representation and for growing women’s leadership in the political space.
The public and private leadership displayed by Indigenous women is important in the leadership
discipline, as the recognition of both areas as legitimate differs between Indigenous and nonIndigenous cultures. As Indigenous leaders in the public eye are relatively rare, one would
imagine this unique space be connected and be somehow interweaved between both the public
and the private. Sanders highlights these spheres, positing that these spheres interchange from
political, administrative and civic forms of leadership. In discussing a leader such as Noel
Pearson, he explores the notions of insider and outsider leadership in Indigenous Australia,
suggesting:
Pearson seems to be arguing that more Indigenous leaders need to become ‘insiders’
of Australian political processes who engage strategically with whatever political
circumstances emerge and whoever is in government. Conversely he seems to
suggest that, psychologically, many Indigenous leaders are locked into an ‘outsider’
position of inflexible stand-taking, on the basis of history, identity or philosophical
commitment. (2009b, p. 145)
The global context of First Nations and leadership holds many interesting facets. Across the
Tasman, Maori women of New Zealand historically have had some warrior-like roles within
community, although this was not prevalent, as Smith states:
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Maori women were perceived either in family terms as wives and children, or in
sexual terms as easy partners. Women who had ’chiefly’ roles were considered the
exception to the rule, not the norm… Maori women were considered attractive in
the absence of a pool of white women. (1992, pp. 48–49)
Maori women held roles that, within a white construct may not have been deemed leader roles;
however, these roles contributed greatly to the connectedness of cultural life. “In traditional
Maori society both men and women were necessary components of the collective whole and
both formed part of the link through whakapapa (genealogy) to the past, the present and the
future (Fitzgerald, 2003, p. 16). This is an important point, as these ideas of leadership within
white society do not consider Indigenous women’s roles as leading in any legitimate capacity.

5.11 Identity and Performativity
Identity Processes and Agency in Leadership
To perform one’s Aboriginal identity as a ‘Leader’ willing to engage with both community and
government agency requires a strong will and determination to succeed. Maddison (2009)
analyses the issues arising from leadership roles noting, “National leadership is important to
ensure that Aboriginal people can deal with the federal government on issues of national policy.
But leaders must have the respect of other Aboriginal people who are prepared to support rather
than undermine them in their interface with government” (2009, p. 96).
The Social Justice Report 2006 suggested, “Leaders have to juggle Aboriginal and nonAboriginal demands with their cultural obligations and responsibilities to immediate and
external family while attempting to achieve consensus outcomes in all areas of their work life”
(ATSIC, 2007). Whilst ATSIC contributed largely to the empowerment of Aboriginal people,
and created strong leadership within its ranks, it became defunct in 2004 amid allegations of
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fraud, corruption and misuse of power. Some of this was brought on in part by the in-fighting
of high level employees and the complex conundrum of dealing with black issues, surrounded
by a white power structure. This difficult dance that has a footprint in two lands is commonplace
when dealing with competing issues both inside a community and that of out in a broader
environment. Ultimately the ability of such a leader to weather the storm of these competing
priorities is what differentiates the strong and passionate from those that find the weather all
too turbulent.
Michelle Evans’ scholarship regarding Indigenous Arts Leadership theorises a more creative
approach, highlighting what she considers ‘three understandings which shape leading within an
arts framework – living with change, living with ambiguity and living with a commitment to
articulating during the process of creating’ (2008, p. 4). Considering those who work in this
field, including artists, festival organisers, and managers, having to adapt, communicate and
negotiate with people, organisations and communities, one can comprehend how a flexible and
creative approach would be vital when attempting to lead. The element of change figures
heavily when discussing great leadership, as Evans posits:
Embracing the transformative power of change is… a powerful way to build a
dynamic organisation and work. How do leaders enact the skill of working with
change? Perhaps by remaining open to options, seeking to delay judgement,
listening to intuition and noticing what you project into an environment. (2008, p.
5)
Whilst this ‘transformation’ Evans highlights seems reminiscent of Burns and Bass in their
concepts of transformative leadership, the element missing from their interpretations lie in the
unpacking of Indigenous identity. This nuance is integral to the research project being
undertaken.
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Evans has written about leadership within arts contexts, extending her ideas beyond this and
towards transforming practice that has happened within the process of Indigenous arts
leadership. As a model of Indigenous leadership, the principles that exist within her scholarship
remain strong; however, one element that her initial thesis did not focus on was of the complex
nature of leading as an Indigenous person from within institutional structures where policy can
seem to work actively against the Indigenous community itself.
Whilst Indigenous leaders regularly accept and adapt to the movement of policy in government,
they must also, be it in subtle or overt terms, adhere to community and individual concerns from
a cultural perspective as well. This complex shift in the performance of leading within a cultural
framework is what makes this form of leadership stand out from the likes of Burns, Bass and
more mainstream endeavours. The more individualist approaches to leadership demonstrated
previously in this chapter display an inward focus specific to what that one person can achieve,
whilst the Indigenist approaches regularly display a more collective ideology of considering
impacts on the wider Indigenous community.
Identity and leadership are intertwined when connected to Indigenous Australia. In the
leadership space, an Indigenous person must contend with a constant negotiation and
construction of their own Indigeneity and how that construction affects the way in which they
lead those who follow.
Taylor highlights the changing nature of Indigeneity, stating, “Much more recently, Indigenous
people have begun to mark out our own discursive space in which to debate the meaning of
Indigeneity in contemporary Australia” (2001, p. 123). Langton also adds that the
understanding of Indigeneity involves both Indigenous and non-Indigenous people in “a process
of dialogue, of imagination, of representation and interpretation” (1993, p. 33). In a wider arena,
this is ever present when Indigenous actors are portrayed as leaders.
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Without following a tenet of ideas as an Indigenous Australian, some individuals may lose
connection with culture as Davis explains:
When an individual is denied a collective identity, there is a separation from an
authentic unity which could provide a meaningful existence. The individual is
socially and psychologically incomplete and politically irrelevant when there is no
sense of belonging. (1991, p. 33)
Amidst the growing chorus of empowerment and rights-based movements, a brief exploration
into attributed agency must be considered. Lerch et al discussed the beginnings of human
agency as such:
In the last half of the twentieth century… liberal lines of thought became dominant
cultural ideologies, increasingly locating purposive action in the individual, and
human agency became central to understanding societal processes (Meyer &
Jepperson, 2000). Agency was increasingly seen, especially with the rise of
neoliberalism, as ultimately located in individuals… individual agency is a core
cultural ideological theme in today’s world. (Lerch, Bromley, Ramirez, & Meyer,
2017, p. 39)
Through Meyer and Jepperson and Lerch et al.’s theorisations, we see that modern democracies
have moved through rights-based movements towards an age where individualised rights-based
practices have become commonplace. Individual agency has arisen throughout time due to
better ideological understandings of neoliberalist ideas, and an evolution from oppressive
practices towards greater comprehensions of basic human rights overall. Indigenous peoples
have seen their rights be discussed and considered through collective principles, assisting and
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reverberating in First Nations societies. The consequence of individualist rights can be seen as
a move away from altruism and towards self-centeredness.
Elliot posits that, “Rights tend to inhere in members of these groups as individuals, contrasting
for example to rights associated with Indigenous peoples or workers seen as acting collectively”
(2007, p. 2011). Within an Indigenous Australian lens, we see both a collective rights movement
and an individualised one. When we witness these rights inhibited, Indigenous Australians
move to create change. Lerch et al contends “the rights-bearing entitlement, empowerment,
rationality, and capacity of individual persons – becomes a central account of society and social
change” (Lerch et al., 2017, p. 40). The change aspect of this discussion is at the forefront of
Indigenous women who work within varying leadership domains.
It is important to contemplate the term ‘hybridity’, as today’s society demonstrates several
different identity processes interplaying with different contexts in leadership, thereby creating
a hybrid of leadership modes and patterns. Hutnyk describes hybridity as ‘an evocative term
for the formation of identity’ (2005, p. 81), whilst Bhabha talks of it as being ‘how newness
enters the world’ (1994, p. 227). In contemporary society, Aboriginal Australia has come to be
identified in different ways. Mixed heritage Australians are beginning to recognise and identify
their Indigenous heritage, creating a new wave of Indigenous Australians who have a complexly
constructed identity. With this comes values and ideals that create a hybrid identity. As Paradies
highlights:
The powerful tropes of Indigeneity… interpellate every Indigenous person,
without regard to their individual characteristics, through a plethora of stereotyped
images that coalesce around specific fantasies of exclusivity, cultural alterity,
marginality, physicality and morality. (2006, p. 357)
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Altman discusses hybridity in a different way, that of an economic strategy that incorporates
Indigenous tradition, the market, and the public domain. He highlights:
The key analytical concept of hybridity that I use is applied not just to the
Indigenous economy, but also to emerging institutions and new forms of property
in post-native title law in Australia. This different approach seeks to blend
developed world and Indigenous perspectives. (2004, p. 514)
Altman may be discussing economic development; however, this analogy of hybridity is
compatible with other matters concerning a new way of being for some of Indigenous Australia.
Essentially, Altman is stating that there must be a form of convergence when it comes to
Indigenous and non-Indigenous individuals, for certain areas of society to move forward.
Economic development needs to be for all and not the few, and in areas of under-development
such as those within Indigenous communities, this hybrid model enables that.
For the model to succeed however, it requires a melding of black and white. It is my belief that
for some mixed heritage Indigenous Australians, this is already occurring. For those that are
somewhere in the middle, that space where our identity sits in a blended form of black culture
and white Anglo-Australia, we already feel the complexities of our Indigeneity and interacting
within a white world, as we do being somehow ‘more white’ in an Indigenous world. For leaders
managing this, the way in which they lead is heavily constructed, and continually reimagined
and reaffirmed depending on who is essentially following them. Hutnyk posits:
The hybrid is a usefully slippery category, purposefully contested and deployed to
claim change. Strange then that the term can be so productive, from its origins in
biology and botany, it’s interlude as the more weighty syncretism to its reclamation
in work on diaspora by authors as different as Paul Gilroy, Stuart Hall, Iain
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Chambers, Homi Bhabha and James Clifford. It is in the to and fro of these works
especially that hybridity has come to mean all sorts of things to do with mixing
and combination in the moment of cultural exchange. (2005, p. 80)
These concepts that encompass hybridity lead to what I call ‘balancing’. The complex
construction that occurs regularly for mixed identity individuals who must maintain a balance
between their cultural identity and ensuring that identity works effectively in other areas of
everyday life. Kenny (2012) iterates this concept when writing on Native American issues:
There is plenty of leadership work to do in order to walk between Indian country
and the mainstream societies we find ourselves in today. Each context is different.
In addition to walking between two worlds, we must now walk among many
worlds. The global context and the virtual context offer even more complexities.
Many stories… describe these dilemmas and reflect the specific circumstances,
thoughts and feelings of Aboriginal people who experience dualities that are
incomparable in terms of values, beliefs, lifestyle choices, governance systems,
child-rearing practices, educational pedagogies and much more. (2012, p. 5)
As an Indigenous leader, there is a difficult conundrum over these conflicting ‘ways of being’.
To adapt to the constraints that mainstream society have placed upon an individual, based on
values and beliefs that run counter-productive to those of one’s culture a leader must be in a
constant space of balance, negotiation and construction. An example of this may be found with
Indigenous people working within government or institutional frameworks. Policy directives
that sit favourably within a mainstream value framework may contradict values that are
imperative to Indigenous culture even in the smallest of ways. This however, still brings
attention to a hybrid argument of mediating between these two ideological notions of ‘culture’
and ‘mainstream’.
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Representations of Indigenous Women and Impact on Leadership
There appears minimal discussion within the media of Indigenous women in general, other than
deficit-based stories that frame Indigenous women in a negative way. The overall representation
of Indigenous women in the media impacts largely on Indigenous women’s leadership, as news
framing of those more positive stories appears to get lost in the deficit quagmire. The strong
Indigenous women that are reported on come from various domains. Professor Marcia Langton,
an academic outspoken in her ideas and often representing somewhat of a staunch conservative
view, can be seen in The Australian newspaper. Bess Price, a community leader and now
politician herself, is also discussed (Gorey, 2017). One might be forgiven for assuming that
these women, and a handful of others such as Pat Anderson and Linda Burney MP, appear to
be the only strong female, Indigenous leaders we have in Australia, if you were judging
‘leadership’ by the media coverage that agencies give individual Indigenous female leaders.
Said posits:
Flaubert’s encounter with an Egyptian courtesan produced a widely influential
model of the Oriental woman; she never spoke of herself, she never represented
her emotions, presence, or history. He spoke for and represented her. He was
foreign, comparatively wealthy, male and these were the historical facts of
domination that allowed him not only to possess Kuchuk Hanem physically but to
speak for her and tell his readers in what way she was “typically oriental”. (Said,
1979, p. 6)
The concept surrounding that of the Oriental “other” woman is evidenced through the
limitations of Aboriginal women being seen and heard within the mainstream. There is no doubt
these women are there, however these appear to be seen only in campaigning media such as
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NITV (National Indigenous Television) or the print media around Aboriginal Australia. 2017
has also seen occasional highlights of Indigenous women’s stories on ABC programs, The
Drum and QandA (2017). The reporting of Indigenous women’s stories is seen through issues
relating to matters of crime, child protection, abuse, alcoholism and sexual or behavioural
misconduct rather than focus on the strength, knowledge and wisdom. Here, Humphreys
suggests, “colonial discourses have persisted in the media, but for the same ideological purpose;
to highlight their vulnerability and promiscuity” (2008, p. 33).
Demonstrations to this point are varied, including Minister Gary John’s comments regarding
Aboriginal women, welfare and ‘cash cows’ (2015). This didn’t rate much of a mention
elsewhere, but in the eyes of many notable Indigenous Australians, Mr John’s comments were
offensive and stereotypical. Aboriginal academic Dr Chelsea Bond wrote a piece for New
Matilda magazine, stating:
Aboriginal people have long been depicted as animalistic, not quite human, and
accordingly were counted among the flora and fauna up until the 1960s. The
depiction of Aboriginal women as cows more specifically suggests that we are not
just animals, but that we are the most docile creature lacking agency over our own
lives. (2015)
Depictions from cartoonist, the late Bill Leaks follow along the same lines, and whilst he was
no newcomer to controversy around his images, images of Aboriginal women being beaten by
males, have a great detrimental impact with the recent domestic violence news stories seen in
Australia.
When media agencies report on Indigenous people, there is a propensity towards the use of
words such as “Aboriginal activist’, ‘leader’ and ‘spokesperson’. These terms can define people
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and categorise them in roles that can be misconstrued or misinterpreted. It is a difficult
conundrum for Aboriginal people, as on the one hand the media output for Indigenous Australia
often represents one of disadvantage, sports heroes, artists or activists. These representations
have both positive and negative connotations. Therefore, when an Indigenous individual is
reported as a leader, should we simply be happy for there to be anything reported at all?
Amongst the setting of Indigenous disadvantage we so often view as part of our media digest,
there are countless stories of family and domestic violence, troubled community dealings with
alcohol and so on (McCallum, Waller, & Meadows, 2012). When we do see or read about
Indigenous women in a more positive light, it is often in the frame within mainstream media
agencies as women in art, sport or areas of health. Whilst these are mostly positive messages
communicated to a wider audience, there is an element of media agencies missing vital
information on Indigenous women, such as stories of Indigenous women building economies
through business achievements as witnessed with Supply Nation (supplynation.org, 2017).
This creates a sense of injustice for Indigenous women of Australia. To only see part of the
story through the eyes of the media creates a major impediment to acceptance within the wider
community, but also disempowers younger black women who are unable to see a healthy
example of leadership through the media with which they can aspire to.

News Framing in Representation
The frame of disadvantage and hardship within news coverage of Indigenous Australia saturates
print and television reportage, leaving little room for discussion around strong women working
tirelessly. Reese has discussed framing as “structures that draw boundaries, set up categories,
deﬁne some ideas as out and others in, and generally operate to snag related ideas in their net
in an active process” (2007, p 150). The media framing of Aboriginal Australia is saturated
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with violence and endemic trauma, giving mainstream Australia a view that nothing
constructive occurs in Aboriginal society (Meadows, 2001; Maguire, 2015). Schudson states:
The focus of the news media on events, rather than trends and structures; the
fixation of the press on conflict whenever and wherever it erupts; the cynicism of
journalists with respect to politics and politicians; and the alienation of journalists
from the communities they cover make the media hard for people to love but hard
for democracies to do without. (2008, p. 50)
In the age of the 24-hour news cycle, reality television and editorial versions of reportage that
border on ‘infotainment’, the frame of strong, intelligent and passionate Indigenous women
leading a charge or cause is barely seen. The negative frames and stereotypical images that
abound are far too prevalent, and to report something else would go against what is expected.
The setting of an agenda in media agencies occurs prevalently in today’s media landscape, and
this agenda setting is seen frequently when connected to Indigenous Australia. Cook illustrates
this perfectly by adding, “This ‘negotiation’ between… the media and the public is a constant
in contemporary life, and the continual result is”, as Cook states, “a political colouration to the
news that consistently favours only certain approaches and outcomes” (2005).
This media framing of Indigenous Australian issues overall has been written of previously
(McCallum, Waller, & Meadows, 2012). The matter of the media’s reporting of Indigenous
women plays directly into the leadership discipline, as it situates the disadvantage and trauma
with the more prominent women leading as being somehow different from the norm. The reality
within Indigenous Australia is different, as this research project demonstrates many Indigenous
women, in both public and private domains, doing leadership. As Weaver, McComb and Shaw
state, being able to “present only a few aspects of any object in the news” (2004) hinders other
aspects to thrive. When Indigenous women are shown in media, they do not appear to hold any
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positions of power or influence. “Journalism is an event-centred discourse, more responsive to
accidents and explosions to the external world than to fashions in ideas among cultural elites”
(Schudson, 2008, p. 55). It is with this statement that we can better understand why there is
little in the way of substantive cultural and political discourse from many of the news agencies
who report on cultural issues, and the general public are also time poor and more interested in
grabbing the story from a soundbite with media buzz over the story that contains ongoing
analysis.
Seeking alternative media as a way of disrupting a white dominant frame has been an innovative
way of dispersing information and affecting the ideas of those in Australian society who may
not see the reality of Aboriginal life. However, it appears this is not an unusual occurrence, and
many young and upcoming Indigenous players are rising through the ranks to create their own
space within the public sphere. Avison & Meadows states:
Aboriginal communication systems existed on the North American and Australian
continents for tens of thousands of years before white invasion. As the power and
influence of non-Aboriginal media has transformed the wider public sphere,
Aboriginal people have continued to seek access to their own media for political,
educational, and cultural reasons. (2000, p. 1)

Discourse and Representation in Identity and Leadership
Foundational media studies theorist Stuart Hall’s work is highly relevant to this thesis, as it
unpacks the nature of representation and culture in a contemporary era. Hall’s views on
discourse stem from Foucault’s definition, which Hall elaborates as:
A group of statements which provide a language for talking about a way of
representing the knowledge about – a particular topic at a particular historical
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moment… discourse is about the production of knowledge through language.
But… since all social practices entail meaning, and meanings shape and influence
what we do – our conduct – all have a discursive aspect. (1992, p. 291)
Discourse is a central concept when unpacking how representation in different forms can work
for and against individuals. For Indigenous people, the discourses we often see portrayed are of
a negative nature, such as the previously mentioned report of Aboriginal women and ‘cash
cows’. For Indigenous women undertaking leading roles, this can alter the ways in which they
apply themselves to those roles, or even whether they enter those roles. The discourses around
the word ‘leader’ have connotations and connections to it that turn Indigenous women away
from identifying that leading is what they do.
From a representation perspective, the ‘self-representation’ seen through this lens is once again
multifaceted. When an Indigenous person proclaims themselves as leading, they are actively
engaging in a negotiation between these discourses, the connotations that have evolved
throughout history in connection to ‘leader’ and the identity issues that come with speaking for
a group of people. The self as a representative aspect is individual, but within cultural processes,
also suggests they are working to cultivate a representation of a collective nature. Foucault
suggests the subject’s relation to the self is, “to create a history of the different modes by which,
in our culture, human beings are made subjects”. (1982, p. 7)
The representative aspects of identity and how these processes relate to leading can become a
process of competing identities, as one must wear different cloaks within differing spaces while
still pertaining to a common idea that illustrates shared beliefs of a group. Hall once again
highlights this by adding:
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Identification is in the end self-hiding inside the many other, more superficial or
artificially imposed ‘selves’ which a people with shared history and ancestry hold
in common and which can stabilise, fix and guarantee and unchanging ‘oneness’
or cultural belongingness underlying all other superficial differences. It accepts
that identities are never unified and in late modern times, increasingly fragmented
and fractured: never singular but multiply constructed across different, often
intersecting and antagonistic, discourse, practices and positions. They are subject
to a radical historicisation, and are constantly in the process of change and
transformation. (Hall, 1996, pp. 3–4)
The representation of Indigenous women is connected to this statement, and in the way in which
Indigenous women lead. The apparent representation of a fixed and stabilizing collective
identity can regularly interface with any leadership. For Indigenous women, going against the
collective while trying to represent leadership for change creates a challenge that appears both
cultural and gendered. This will be discussed further in this research project.

Performativity in Leadership Roles
An important element of leadership is the ability to perform it in a way that a person’s followers,
or their audience, are attracted to, and can therefore be persuaded into the actions that the leader
desires. Within this performance, the bodily representation of such is of high importance.
Sinclair posits, “Leadership is a bodily practice, a physical performance in addition to a triumph
of mental or motivational mastery in leadership where bodies are gendered and racialized”.
(2005, p. 387)
When looking at Indigenous Australians, there appears in both women and men a strong sense
of performance of their identity as well as that of an almost warrior-like performance in
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leadership. Sinclair also posits that the research previously done on leading seems to prefer to
discuss it without discussing elements of race or gender. She states, “Much writing colludes
with the lionisation of leadership as a normative performance. Research behaves as if leadership
was degendered and disembodied” (2005, p. 388). Butler’s theory of performativity states:
Performativity is neither free-play nor theatrical self-presentation; nor can it
simply be equated with performance. Performativity cannot be understood outside
a process of iterability, a regularised and constrained repetition of norms. And this
repetition is not performed by a subject; this repetition is what enables a subject
and constitutes the temporal condition for a subject. (1990, p. 95)
The subject, i.e. an Indigenous woman within a leader role, does not just perform a role in
leading. She is iterating norms that exist in many arenas, including that of being Indigenous, of
being a female, of being a leader. As a leader, this subject is repeatedly practising these socalled norms, which in turn creates a performative act within her leadership. Butler continues:
The subject is not determined by the rules through which it is generated because
signification is not a founding act, but rather a regulated process of repetition that
both conceals itself and enforces its rules precisely through the production of
substantialising effects. (1990, p. 145)
In the debate around the discourse and study of leadership, there exists an argument regarding
both leadership as performance, and leadership is performance. Peck et al discusses this
argument within the setting of an organisation:
In relation to leadership ‘is’ performance, the central research question seems to
concern ways of characterising the organisational settings in which ritual
performances take place and the opportunities and constraints these settings
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determine; that is, what sorts of more formal performances can be given in which
settings and to what effect? In terms of leadership ‘as’ performance, whilst
explicitly recognising the constraints that the predominant institutional forms
engender, this aspect of the research would seek to explore the performative
repertoires – the nature of the speech, text and action – with which individual
leaders attempt to (re)-cite and (re)-iterate the images and stories that are deployed
to create or maintain the commitment of those around them. (2009, p. 32)
Sinclair adds that the bodily performance that presents within the leader has to manifest a
symbolic stance of strength and capability:
It is also imperative that the performance of… leaders are adulated for their very
capacity to be single-minded, invincible and immortal. In these examples and
many others, the body is a powerful player in the construction of leadership as
God-like, resolute and often to be heard because of apparent claims to conquer
mortality. (2005, p. 389)
These ‘God-like’ stances in leader performance are seen to be incongruous in contemporary
Indigenous society, where the notion of ‘big-noting’ is prevalent when witnessing leadership.
Placing leadership within the context of environment, time and place however resonates with
Indigenous community. Illustrations of such are found in the social movements of the 1970s in
Australia, and in the ATSIC years, where these performances held weight and strength that in
this current era seem lacking.

5.12 Summary
In the context of this research project, it is important to see the social construction that is
leadership for Indigenous Australians. The experiences of leadership of Indigenous women
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needs to be discussed to understand whether these experiences differ from notions of both the
US-centred theories and those that exist within a cultural frame. As Bolden et al (2011) suggest,
“Leadership is a malleable lexicon; socially constructed between those negotiating the idea and
experience of leadership” (Bolden et al., 2011). Notions of what leadership entails vary from
discussions on altruistic behaviours, individualist ideas and of people born to lead. However,
the experiences of Indigenous women shape what they do; their everyday dealings with identity
navigation, the adaptability needed in walking between differing worlds and the drive to simply
make things better for families and community. A strong component of culturalist forms of
leadership is the connection to local expert knowledge and building of a consensus as vital to
the leadership process. These everyday experiences drive leadership for Indigenous women,
and there is little room for thought on the idea of what leadership entails from a theoretical
frame.
Previous literature pertaining to Indigenous women’s leadership has been seen within the
sectors of education, the arts and health promotion. Internationally, leading from an Indigenous
perspective has been researched by Fitzgerald (2003) in connection with educational leadership.
In response, this research will tackle leadership from several angles; from looking at forms of
leadership seen in the sectors of education and health, to looking at more visible leaders in areas
concerning politics, the media, and the public sphere. How these different spheres and spaces
where Indigenous women lead will be investigated, as will how some of these women move
from one sphere to another. The question of leading and following is of interest, as is the matter
of identity and how one performs their leadership within public, private and cultural spheres
that exist for Indigenous women in Australia.
***
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6 Research Methodology
6.1 Introduction
This chapter outlines the theoretical perspectives and research methodology that underpin the
thesis, including the evolution of Indigenist research and the theoretical perspectives used
within the project. While the use of Qualitative inductive analysis has enabled the women to
give their experiences of leadership freely, and their knowledge has uncovered and revealed
information relating to Indigenous women’s leadership and Indigeneity within an Indigenist
construct and standpoint.
This chapter is separated into two sections. Firstly, it situates Indigenous research and
knowledges as the foundation to build upon my research ideas, discussing the decolonising
methodologies that have developed within research and examples of Indigenous research
agendas. Indigenous Standpoint theory is explored as a focal point in the research paradigm.
This section of the research chapter is significant, as it connects strongly to the previous
chapters regarding Indigenous peoples struggle towards owning space within various structures
of power and displaying our lived realities within research knowledges and ways of being.
The chapter focuses on the specific methodologies used for this research project, featuring the
design I have used to gather data from participants. It is my intention throughout this project to
meld the two research ideals –in other words a ‘western’ approach to Indigenous-based research
practice –to create the best-rounded model of the analysis of Indigenous women’s leadership.
As Winch & Hayward highlighted:
Indigenous researchers have sought to move debate beyond the notion of research
guidelines by seeking to treat ‘Western research’ traditions as a ‘tool box’ from
which they can take whatever methods are deemed appropriate to Aboriginal
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knowledge production and insisting on the development of new paradigms of
research governed by ‘Aboriginal Terms of Reference’. (1998, p. 7)
Indigenist epistemologies will be investigated, incorporating understandings of Native studies
and the process of decolonising methodologies for Indigenous peoples internationally. My
research conceptualisation is built from the desire for new ways of research leadership for
Indigenous women.
Subjectivism is highlighted within this section, as my connections to my Indigeneity and the
research I have undertaken with the women is an embedded element of my research design.
Yarning as the research method process, along with the qualitative inductive analysis approach
demonstrates a hybrid model of research; one that is connected to both my Indigenist ways of
being with a more western approach to the academy. This enables me to conduct research
regarding Indigenous women’s leadership in a way that privileges their knowledge, empowers
them and myself as the Indigenous researcher, and adheres to western academic views of
research.

Indigenist Research and Knowledges
This study takes Indigenist research as a guiding framework for its research design. It combines
both the western methods and Indigenous ways of knowing in a new way of conducting research
for leadership studies.
As an Indigenous woman beginning my career in research, I have often found it difficult to
relate to terminologies and structures that felt unfamiliar to me. This is due in part to my culture
playing a large and at one-time unnoticed part in my understanding of being and knowing.
Through the acknowledgement of Indigenous knowledge and Indigenist research methods, my
ability to properly research facets of my own culture have become much more relatable and
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comprehensive. I see things through a different lens, of an interplay between compliance to
more mainstream research ideas and of a resistance to it also. It is with this hybrid perspective
that I will explore in my continued research career.
A brief introduction of the highly contested term ‘Indigenous knowledges’ must first be given
to fully deconstruct the nature of Indigenist Research Methods (Shahjahan, 2011). This resource,
as Freire and Faundez have stated (1989, p. 46) draws upon research about, for and by
Indigenous peoples from around the world. Indigenous knowledge is not a static entity but
rather something vast, varied and multifaceted. These methods have proven to be highly
significant within this research project and will be explained further in this chapter. As
Henderson and Battiste (2000) state, this form of research is highly faceted:
Indigenous knowledge is not a uniform concept across all Indigenous peoples; it
is a diverse body of knowledge that is spread throughout different peoples in many
layers. Those who are possessors of this knowledge often cannot categorize it in
Eurocentric thought, partly because the processes of categorizations are not part of
Indigenous thought. (2000, p. 35)
This Eurocentric model in research is one that I adhere to within the academy, however my
Indigenous way of being propels me to incorporate a meld of both worlds (Indigenous and
mainstream) in order to explain my research design. It is also my call to research in terms of
my own hybridity and my standpoint of walking in two worlds.
If ‘categorization is not part of Indigenous thought’, then this statement also contributes to my
choice of methodology for my research. Attempting not to make static the categories of
Indigenous women’s leadership, I have employed a mixture of both Indigenist and Eurocentric
ideas within my research paradigm.
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Dei, Hall and Rosenberg (2000) conceptualise Indigenous knowledge as containing levels of
tradition, culture and values that determine the construction of the research as an accumulative
experience:
We conceptualize an ‘Indigenous knowledge’ as a body of knowledge associated
with the long-term occupancy of a certain place. This knowledge refers to
traditional norms and social values, as well as to mental constructs that guide,
organize, and regulate the people’s ways of living and making sense of their world.
It is the sum of the experience and knowledge of a given social group, and forms
the basis of decision making in the face of challenges both familiar and unfamiliar.
It is accumulated by the social group through both historical and current experience.
This body of knowledge is diverse and complex given the histories, cultures, and
lived realities of peoples. (2000, p. 6)
Without the understanding of this alternative to more conventional ideas of research, there have
been suggestions that research done on Indigenous people from non-Indigenous academics has
proven problematic. In his extensive work in anthropology, Elkin (1954) clearly stated the
disservice that has been done previously by researching culture without understanding the need
for some focus on mutuality:
We have done them (Aborigines) much wrong and injury... through ignorance even
more than through callousness and indifference. Our great need therefore is to
understand them and the cultural problems, which confront them and ourselves.
Our task is not merely to understand the Aborigines themselves, but also in relation
to ourselves, and indeed, also ourselves in relation to them. (Elkin, 1954, p. 321)
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As one of the perpetrators of the type of Indigenous research performed about its subjects, Elkin
appears to have reflected on his prior work, and evolved into an understanding that Indigenous
research should be performed with its subjects, creating more collaborative outcomes. It is
interesting to note that Elkin had begun to understand the consequences of the actions of such
research practice and stands as a cautionary tale for those outsiders choosing to investigate
Indigenous peoples. The responsibility is not lost on myself as an Indigenous woman and
researcher, who in many ways is sharing the journey of Indigenous research with the
participants.
The argument for Indigenous scholars to perform Indigenous-specific research has been greatly
encouraged by other forms of research ‘done’ on Indigenous people, rather than with them. The
eugenics research performed by such academics as Richard Berry in Australia from the early
1900s is an example of this. This dark history of conducting research based on the science of
improving race involved elites (including university environments and parliament) condoning
and accepting research conducted on a race of people vulnerable to the compliance that was
asked of them.
Indigenist research was facilitated by academic movements such as the re-interpretation of
Indigenous research by the anthropology profession’s contribution to post-positivism
epistemologies. Previous anthropological methods employed techniques such as cross-cultural
comparison and observation based on the researcher’s value systems that have served little
within Indigenous societies. Understanding epistemological issues from a western perspective
is commonplace in academia. However, within Indigenist constructs epistemology must be
further clarified to the western view for it to be further legitimised.
There is a long tradition of researching Aboriginal cultures in Western science and arts (see for
example, Smith (1907), placing Indigenous peoples and cultures as the subjects of research
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rather than ‘the initiator, manager or co-investigator of the research’ (Rigney, 2006, p. 32).
Rigney explains Indigenism, the epistemology behind Indigenist methods, as having three
principles:
1) Resistance as the emancipatory imperative;
2) Political integrity; and
3) Privileging Indigenous voices. (Rigney, 2006, p. 42)
He demands that:
Indigenist research focuses on the struggles of Indigenous peoples, and examine
‘the lived, historical experiences, ideas, traditions, dreams, interests, aspirations
and struggles of Indigenous Australians. (Rigney, 2006, p. 43)
This push for recognition is necessary not only for capacity building of Indigenous peoples, but
also for non-Indigenous peoples to realise how vital Indigenous voices are towards a more equal
society. Foley elaborates that his research was undertaken:
As part of Indigenous Australia’s struggle for recognition and self-determination, to research
survival and celebration of Indigenous Australian’s resistance struggle and to uncover and stop
the continuing forms of oppression against Indigenous Australia (Foley, 2003, p. 48).
Indigenous peoples that have been colonised over many years recognised the acquiescence
given throughout the process of colonisation, especially in connection to positivist research.
The Colonisation, Resistance and Structures of Power in Australia chapter spoke of the ongoing
colonisation that our original inhabitants experienced, including the resistance that has been
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employed throughout history to respond to this. There has been a compliance also, as continual
oppression over time has created a sense of exhaustion and reluctance to engage in conflict.
This form of research also propagated the colonising process, by making Indigenous peoples
the subject and discounting their values, and ways of being and knowing (Martin, 2003;
Sherwood, 2010; Smith, 1999); the practices and theories embedded within western knowledge
traditions legitimise only the assumptions of their own paradigm (Saunders, West, & Usher,
2010; cf Sprat, 1722). Indigenous knowledge was seen as inferior (Foley, 2003), with a
scientific ‘reality’ embedded in scientific discourse that had no Indigenous input and was
presented in non-Indigenous languages for non-Indigenous audiences (Budby, 2001).
Traditional leadership research sits within a positivist epistemological framework. Positivism
in research focuses on deterministic and mechanistic views with the use of methods of inquiry.
In its empiricist conception, positivist research only measures what is known and is devoid of
embedded value and inferred knowledge.
This thesis rejects positivism and seeks to challenge and contribute to the rich but still
developing realm of qualitative, interpretivist and Indigenist leadership studies, moving away
from the dominant positivist research approach in leadership studies.
The critique often made about more mainstream research on Indigenous peoples in contrast to
Indigenous research is that for too long this research has been conducted with little participation
and ownership given to those that are being researched. A tide began to shift in forms of
research during the 1990s, and Flick noted, “Indigenous Australians have strengthened their
attacks on the inadequacies of medical research and contemporary scientific studies, such as
that of the Human Genome Diversity Project” (1994, pp. 94–105).
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Indigenist Research
This impression of inferiority however, appears to be changing in the face of numerous
Indigenous academics and theorists investing heavily in Indigenous ‘Native’ studies. In the
United States, Canada and New Zealand, Native studies have gained prominence with the
emergence of a stronger understanding of rights and ownership for Indigenous peoples. From
Native studies, several theoretical approaches have become the norm when discussing First
Nation’s people.
An Indigenist construct enables the researcher and the participants a degree of mutual
relatedness to culture, and a similar way of being, knowing and doing (Martin, 2003).
Information regarding Indigenist research has previously been iterated in this chapter.
Indigenist constructs of knowledge are not an all-in-one approach however. Whilst there are
similarities between First Nation’s cultural viewpoints, Teaiwa (2014, p. 43) posits there must
be a distinction made between Native studies (predominantly Native American) and Pacific
Studies (Pacific Islands, Timor Leste, New Zealand etc). It stands to reason that Indigenous
Australia also has commonalities and distinctions between it and other Indigenous nations.
There are significant issues with regards to Indigenous research ethics and theory, relating to
the merging of pan-Indigenous knowledges (what I call the Indigenous vibe) and a
homogenisation of Indigeneity to align with western based ideas of research. The antidote to
this homogenisation can best be seen in Kaupapa Maori research, is as Smith states, “An attempt
to retrieve that space and to achieve those personal gains… to engage a dialogue about getting
new directions for the priorities, policies and practices of research on Indigenous terms” (1999,
p. 185). Kaupapa Maori research work attempts to select “what counts, and what does not count”
in Indigenous research (1999, p. 186).
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Decolonising Methodologies
While not positioning myself wholeheartedly within this research paradigm, the decolonising
of methodologies has assisted in part to the way in which I have conducted my research. Within
the constructs of this decolonisation, there are some strident examples that have given
ownership and empowerment to many Indigenous peoples.
Kaupapa Maori research was highlighted within Linda Tuhiwai Smith’s seminal work
‘Decolonising methodologies’ (1999); a pivotal work in understanding processes of
colonisation (or imperialism as she puts it) and fragmentation. She iterates that:
Fragmentation known under its older guise of colonisation is well known to
Indigenous peoples. We can talk about the fragmentation of lands and cultures. We
know what it is like to have our identities regulated by laws and our languages and
customs removed from our lives. Fragmentation is not an Indigenous project; it is
something we are recovering from. While shifts are occurring in the ways in which
we Indigenous peoples put ourselves back together again, the greater project is
about re-centering Indigenous identities on a larger scale. (1999, p. 101)
This is what we as Indigenous researchers are attempting to do – to Indigenise the space that
has felt exclusionary, fragmented, colonised. By focusing on the efforts we employ to have a
seat at the table we are asserting our identities, not to override others, but to share not only
space but knowledge and transfer how we construct our ideas into a broader perspective.
My approach within this research project is one of a hybrid design, as it is my belief we can
only decolonise within the constraints of a contemporary combining of institutions, paradigms
and individuals to arrive at the constructivist research conclusions of the present day. Indigenist
methodologies of the 20th century recognise the benefits and trials of cross-cultural research
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and recommend that each researcher treads carefully with their research needs to find the best
model to fit the research question. When considering the community, the research is based in
for example, ensuring that the intellectual property rights of the Indigenous people are
conserved, and all knowledges protected from mismanagement is imperative. What is also
paramount is using the subject’s own voice when telling their stories. Results of the research
should be returned to the owners of the knowledge as soon as possible. Removing any
objectification of Indigenous peoples will be emancipatory, and will strengthen Indigenous
people’s identity (Porsanger, 2011).
The socially constructed world, and the fluid and static ways in which this society has evolved,
is of significance in discussing Indigenous research, as it is in Indigenous society. Using a
particular lens or perspective for this is related Indigenous Standpoint theory. Indigenous
Standpoint theory is heavily utilised when Indigenous researchers perform investigations on
their communities all of whom have individual perspectives on politics and different levels of
social and emotional wellbeing. Martin Nakata provides a quintessential definition of
Indigenous standpoint theory:
A distinct form of analysis, and itself both a discursive construction and an
intellectual device to persuade others and elevate what might not have been a focus
of attention by others. It is not deterministic of any truth but it lays open a basis
from which to launch a range of possible arguments for a range of possible
purposes. (2007, p. 214)
An Indigenous standpoint theory requires I as the researcher to consider and reflect on the
cultural interface I engage in every day, and specifically in the interactions between myself and
my interviewees. As Indigenous people, we are constantly shifting in our focus as a colonized
group, with similar but different experiences. The tension that runs between Indigenous
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standpoint is in the complicity we face in the processes of colonization. It lies also in the urgent
significance which can cloud what should be confronted, rendering ourselves visible, thereby
objectifying ‘Indigenous’ rather than discursively engaging in meaningful research engagement.
My own perspective is unique in that it is my own – and as I engage with other Indigenous
participants with their own cultural interfaces it then is shaped further through the engagement
between the researcher and respondent. I also take away from this engagement, some deeper
philosophical arguments and understandings as I question where I sit within the ‘corpus of
knowledge’ that is Indigeneity (Nakata, 2007).
This perspective then becomes the basis of my interpretations stated within the theme chapters
within this project. Rather than simply allowing participants to hold conversations and relay
them in the literature, Indigenous Standpoint Theory requires the ability to think beyond
conversation towards ways of knowing that reverberate throughout Indigenous community.
Nakata notes:
This stresses the need for critical thinking about the process of research, to gain
knowledge produced by those in the everyday world; those individuals who have
the knowledge that reflect the everyday world’s values. Therefore Standpoint
theory suggests a comprehension of knowledge as a relationship between the
‘knower’ and society. (2007, p. 214)
Other research focused on resistance has been performed in the disciplines of feminist studies,
disabilities and minority groups. The collaborative aspects of research between Indigenous and
non-Indigenous academics also allows a fresh approach towards knowledge sharing. Dei et al
state:
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Different forms of knowledge (e.g., knowledge acting as superstition, or a belief
in the invisible order of things, or knowledge serving mediation and intervention
processes and purposes, and the question of what is perceived to be ‘science’) are
all built upon one another in support of the idea of Indigenous knowledges as
cumulative. Through daily social practice, human societies freely ‘import’ and
‘adapt’ customs and ideas from the ‘outside’ to enrich their accumulated bodies of
knowledge. (2000, p. 11)
Indigenist researchers are now beginning to develop their own agendas or tools with which to
further understand how to better transpose western jargon into ways of knowing and being
within the research field. Along with this, they are also developing stronger methods that
encapsulate more of these Indigenous philosophies.

Examples of Indigenist Research Agenda
There have been numerous models of Indigenist research that work to embody underpinning
ideas and concepts prevalent throughout the Indigenous populations of the world. As many of
these cultures have suffered at the hands of colonisation, they regularly contain a decolonising
aspect in their model, as well as that of a holistic idea of healing, resilience and survival.
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6.1.4.1 Tuhiwai Smith’s Research Agenda

Figure 8 Tuhiwai Smith's Research Agenda (Smith, 1999, p. 117)

Linda Tuhiwai Smith’s research agenda is just one example of this, containing elements
encompassing political action, healing and ultimately self-determination. The decolonisation
aspects are a strong element of her agenda and are significant as a part of her overall ideology
encompassing Indigenous research performed by and with Indigenous peoples. Ultimately
Smith’s research agenda endeavours to provide a holistic approach that is strengths-based and
focuses on the continued development of Indigenous research development. Using a metaphor
of ocean tides, the sea provides life and sets time and movement (1999). The four movements
represent directions to the Maori and processes in the western world. Smith relates that they are
not goals or ends, but rather connected and informative clarifications between the local, regional
and global tensions of the world.
6.1.4.2 Crazy Bull’s Research Agenda
Other scholars such as Crazy Bull (1997) create a simpler version for Indigenous studies, one
that sets apart aspirational goals and attributes. These goals incorporate strong elements of
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nationhood, governance, connectedness and cultural heritage. While both models contain some
common traits within, there also exist some differences in their approach. Smiths and Crazy
Bull have both included ideas around the need to heal from past hurts from the colonising
process, however Smith’s model contains some other ideas that layer over this from the health
and well-being region in both models. With self-determination at its core, Smith suggest that
the combination of a decolonising process, healing and development can transform Indigenous
people towards a decolonisation. Crazy Bull does not mention the term, yet has a focus on
governance, nationhood, sovereignty and traditional knowledges.

Figure 9 Crazy Bull's Research Agenda (Crazy Bull, 1997)

Indigenous Women’s Standpoint Theory
Indigenous Women’s Standpoint Theory is an imperative element within my research
framework. Out of the second wave of the feminist movement which sprung from the 1960s
came the modern version of Standpoint theory. Women’s Standpoint theory was modified by
Moreton-Robinson (2000) into an Indigenous feminist-based standpoint, but mostly used by
Indigenous women researchers (Foley, 2003). These theories, which in part seem to match the
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needs of Indigenous research and researchers, still do not satisfy all the requirements for
culturally proficient research in Indigenous worlds, and Indigenous scholars recognised the
need for an Indigenist methodology (Foley, 2003, p. 46).
Aboriginal women and feminism have been strange bedfellows in the discourse regarding the
strong women littered throughout the history of Aboriginal Australia. Behrendt (1993) brings
focus to the ‘white lies’ of feminism in Aboriginal Australia and Lucashenko (1994) discusses
in depth the assumption of learnt racism inherent in early feminist ideology. However, it is
Aileen Moreton-Robinson’s work (2000) that deeply scrutinises the whiteness (and the inherent
power instilled within it) around the feminist discourse of the second and third waves of
feminism. Moreton-Robinson argues for an integrationist approach, where all women
everywhere are invited to consider the practices of ‘othering’, and to challenge the dominance
of white privilege. Women’s Standpoint theory from an Indigenist perspective fits well within
this research as it allows the women interviewed to own their story and hold the power which
lies within it.
The structures of academia make Indigenist research methods a square peg in a round hole.
While Indigenous individuals performing research may understand ways of knowing and being
as something organic, it is the ability to transpose that knowledge into the prism of more
Eurocentric ideas of research that can be difficult. All Indigenous research must adhere to these
mainstream structures and present a valid method of inquiry to the academy that is considered
‘evidence’.
This requires a demonstrated understanding of the methods and theories that underpin research,
lest irresponsible methods and actors masquerade as ‘Indigenous’. These alternative
epistemologies of research values have introduced changes in research methodologies and
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methods, “shaped by the interests and positionality of the researchers who use them” (HesseBiber & Yaiser, 2004, p. 117).

6.2 Methodology
Below is a conceptualisation of my research from its initial influence through to its final
interpretation. This is another way of demonstrating the conceptual framework of my
methodological practice. As I am influenced by subjectivism in my work, I interpret the
research through a Qualitative inductive analysis approach that is combined with an Indigenous
construct. The information I have captured has been collected by using the Yarning method and
Dadirri. Phenomenology is used as a methodology and is filtered by an Indigenous women’s
Standpoint.

4

Figure 10 Methodological positioning of frameworks used
4

“Methodological positioning of frameworks used” by Andrew Arch and Tess Ryan is licensed under CC BY 4.0
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Research Design
6.2.1.1 Epistemology
Within Indigenous research, the lived realities of Indigenous peoples provide rich qualitative
data demonstrating cultural knowledge and practice. Social Constructionism has been used as
the epistemological approach of this study and accords with the culturalist and feminist
approaches to leadership that guide its analysis. Social reality – the ways in which we see the
world – is created and made into the norms of everyday life. Alvesson (2009) elaborates on the
ways social construction unveils itself throughout research, suggesting, “the focus is rather on
the ‘disclosure’ of how social phenomena are socially constructed”. Previous mention of
Rigney’s work on Indigenist epistemologies, resistance and the privileging of voice connects
to the socially constructed world…
Theoretical frameworks of discourse and power developed by Foucault have influenced the
approach and perspective of this research. It is at this point that a brief discussion around
Foucault and Phenomenology must be considered. Social constructionism has its foundations
planted within phenomenology, a first-person perspective of the world around oneself.
Phenomenology is considered in both a philosophical lens and under a component within
research approaches. Finlay (2009) explains that in terms of research, Phenomenology is the
study of the phenomena and the nature and meanings of such. Foucault’s criticism of
Phenomenology is that the study of the subject in isolation does not account for the historical
context within which the subject is framed. Foucault’s ideas on genealogy suggested that the
subject brings with them the history, or histories of the past towards their everyday experience.
The phenomenon of Indigenous women’s leadership strongly connects to history, as discussed
in the previous chapter on Colonisation, Resistance and Structures of Power in Australia.
Foucault’s argument regarding genealogy also aligns, in that Indigenous women’s shared
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experiences of resisting colonising power and working to make change for their communities
creates a driver for leadership to flourish. The understanding of the women’s experiences of
leadership from their own standpoints contains both a phenomenological and a genealogical
perspective. Working with them using the Yarning method created a shared reality that reflected
these perspectives.
One could see the connection between these terms and that of Standpoint theory, as the
commonality that lies within these terms is one of a point of view. Therefore, Indigenous
Standpoint theory and Indigenous Feminist Standpoint theory are appropriate for the
exploration into the understandings of Indigenous women and leadership. While the
participants interviewed for this project spoke of their everyday experiences of leadership in its
current context, there was also an unstated connection to history and how that history has also
been brought into present day motivations.
6.2.1.2 Subjectivism and the Yarning Method
This research project is best described through a subjective, or socially constructed ontology.
The subjective positioning employed within this research project is integral to the processes of
Indigenising and decolonising academic responses to more mainstream theory. Sium and
Ritskes (2013) uphold that Indigenous stories “affirm that the subjectivity of Indigenous
peoples is both politically and intellectually valid. Indigenous stories place Indigenous peoples
at the center of our/their research and its consequences,” (2013, p 4). If subjectivism suggests
that social phenomena is created from perceptions and consequent actions (Becker, Bryman, &
Ferguson, 2012), and positivism states that a rejection of that metaphysical notion is necessary
for real facts to be interpreted, then the philosophical stances they embody sit opposed to one
another in research. What is considered knowledge can be nuanced and varied; from a positivist
approach where observation and measurable facts are paramount, to a subjective idea that states
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that reality is socially constructed, one must adhere to a specific stance that encapsulates how
one views knowledge.
My positioning throughout the project allows me to fully immerse myself into the Yarning
method with the women interviewed also. This further enables reflections from myself and my
standpoints as an Indigenous woman interfacing with the reflections from the women
interviewed in this project. Through the research yarning discussions with participants, it was
apparent that their reflexivity became a part of their unpacking and further understanding of
leadership within an Indigenous construct.
Davies and Harre highlight of subjectivity:
A subject position incorporates both a conceptual repertoire and a location for
persons within the structure of rights for those that use that repertoire. Once having
taken up a particular position as one’s own, a person inevitably sees the world from
the vantage point of that position and in terms of the particular images, metaphors,
story lines and concepts which are made relevant within the particular discursive
practice in which they are positioned. (1990, p46)
It appears within the hybrid research paradigm undertaken with this research project, that
subjectivism and social constructionist approaches meld well with and Indigenist epistemology
as it combines the lived realities and yarning styles of Indigenous women from a subjective
position and constructs a socially cohesive way of being in matters concerning Indigenous
women’s leadership.
6.2.1.3 Qualitative Indicative Analysis
The fundamental theoretical perspective and epistemological framework described above led
me to a qualitative, inductive research methodology that allowed Indigenous women leaders to
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theorise what leadership means for them. The approach I have taken to capture the knowledge
uses the Yarning method and Dadirri methodologies.
Qualitative inductive analysis helps to further explain a process by acquainting oneself with the
literature concerning the domains of Indigenous women, and leadership, whilst also assisting
as a foundation to understand more over-arching concepts of Indigenous Standpoint and
Indigenous women’s Standpoint theories. The overall theory then emerges from within, as
purposive sampling has been utilised and the information collected has assisted to further
inform the analysis of the project. The element of constant comparison has also been a basic
tenet of the process of this project; therefore, Qualitative inductive analysis is considered a
strong starting point for the other Indigenist theories to be built upon. I see it as being a
Qualitative inductive analysis approach in layers – by asking participants to explain in their
own words their experiences through an Indigenous women’s standpoint.
The other element of my methodology lies in my own Indigenist construct, which includes a
reflective and descriptive narrative that is my standpoint in Indigeneity and ways of being. As
the participants are essentially relating their story, and I am relating to them and filtering
through my own descriptive lens, this element of my research is important as I am both
preserving oral history and valuing storytelling and narrative as part of our shared Indigenous
journey.
Modification of existing methods by Indigenist researchers can also occur. McCalman et al.
(2013) are just one example of those who advocate for the use of a Qualitative inductive analysis
based on Glaser and Strauss (1967). Preferring this qualitative approach to Indigenous research,
her team claim the ethics of care and responsibility embedded in this method fits well with
Aboriginal Australian social processes.
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Individualised models of research for Indigenous researchers are considered contextually
topical. Smith (1999) contemplates that this is part of the decolonising process. Rigney (2006)
states each Indigenous researcher will bring his/her own flavour to their research. This
authorises Indigenous researchers such as Bessarab and Ng’andu (2010), Walter and Anderson
(2013), and West, Stuart, Foster & Usher (2012) to tailor a research methodology to meet the
needs of both the project and the community, as well as the academy. This also has the
advantage of meeting requirements to adapt critical theory to participants, thereby avoiding the
risk of having those participants “unable to speak for him or herself” (Vicary & Bishop, 2005).
Therefore, I have created my own model, with McCalman et al.’s (2013) suggestion that an
Indigenous perspective be a core component to any research.
This form of analysis has been predominantly used in the areas of cultural studies,
communication, sociology, media studies and philosophy. Political studies have also used this
analytical framework. It has been largely successful in studies around cultural domains and
political operations concerning groups such as feminists and others that may be seen as
minorities by the dominant force.
Qualitative methodologies are not a single research approach, but different epistemological
perspectives and pluralism have created a range of “approaches” such as Qualitative inductive
analysis theory, phenomenology, ethnography, action research, narrative analysis, and
discourse analysis (Vaismoradi, Turunen, & Bondas, 2013, p. 398).
6.2.1.4 Selection of Participants
The participants for this research project were selected due to factors such as personal
leadership traits, longevity in the Indigenous public domain and contribution to community and
government processes. They were purposively sampled to address the aims of the research.
They were also chosen in connection to the underlying epistemology of this project; to combine
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research approaches and environments where Indigenous women mobilised, influenced and
lead.
6.2.1.5 Sampling
The women involved in the research were recruited from predominantly urban settings on the
East Coast of Australia, who were working in diverse spaces. These women of varying ages,
representation, work histories and education allowed a variety of perspectives of Indigenous
women’s leadership to be revealed through them sharing their experiences through the yarning
process. It was important to capture data from both younger women where their leadership may
be just beginning, towards more senior Indigenous women whose leadership career has spanned
decades. Through the collation of literature for the Theoretical Approaches to Leadership, three
spheres were identified that pertained directly to Indigenous women in leading spaces:
1. Women in community
2. Women leading visibly
3. Women leading institutionally
Similar to Habermas’ public sphere, these incorporate many roles or positions that Indigenous
women may inhabit, yet are not specific to that of, for example, a leader in sport, art, health or
politics. By investigating the participants within these three spheres, it could be seen that many
of these women move from one to another and inhabit cultural spaces that are not defined by
title.
6.2.1.6 Women Leading in Community
For the women in community zone, women were chosen from those that have worked with the
Aboriginal community services in Taree, The Aboriginal Catholic Ministry in Sydney and
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women in community organisations within Canberra. This was due to levels of access and a
degree of theoretical sampling throughout the process of arranging interviews for the research
project. Having a community sphere enables the research to be grounded in a grassroots
framework. Other forms of research with women in the community have previously been in the
sectors of health and education or surrounding social issues such as family violence and
incarceration. This research however, seeks to explore the participants journeys towards
leadership, and how this can be of benefit to a wider community.
The decision to interview ‘women who lead within community’ aims to investigate issues
surrounding the problem of leading those you may know intimately. These women may work
at a community health centre, where confidentiality is paramount and issues surrounding
conflict may arise. What has been noticeable in this research is that these spheres of interest are
related and intertwined, as Indigenous women invariably work across these different spheres
and therefore have to adapt to the positions they find themselves in.
6.2.1.7 Women Leading Visibly
Included in the ‘women leading visibly’ sphere, are prominent women such as Linda Burney
MP and former Senator Nova Peris. Identifiable Indigenous women discussing leadership
provides research material in connection to how Indigenous women, and their representation
impacts largely on both First Nations people and those of mainstream culture.
6.2.1.8 Women Leading Institutionally
The ‘women who lead institutionally’ section seeks to explore Indigenous women who work as
part of a government or institutional structure. This will aid in examining the complexities of
walking in two worlds. As Kenny (2012) has suggested, being an Indigenous woman working
within a predominantly non-Indigenous environment requires a unique construction of
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performance of identity and leading within these roles is yet another added complexity that
requires investigation.
Through the review of the literature pertaining to Indigenous women and leadership studies,
the importance of these groups of women and their representative roles became apparent. As
stated previously, the lack of acknowledgement for these women across a variety of areas seems
to ignore the ways in which Indigenous women are attempting to make change.
6.2.1.9 Yarning Method
This thesis uses Yarning as an approach to the interview method. By using techniques that focus
on Indigenous concepts, the Indigenist researcher can fully situate themselves within the
research. Using specific Indigenous-based research agendas is another way of immersing
oneself into the overarching models that allow meaningful and ethical processes in research.
Bessarab & Ng’andu define Yarning as:
A semi-structured interview is an informal and relaxed discussion through which
both the researcher and participant journey together visiting places and topics of
interest relevant to the research study. Yarning is a process that requires the
researcher to develop and build a relationship that is accountable to Indigenous
people participating in the research. (2010, p. 37)
As an Indigenous researcher, I find this approach to be how many of my counterparts interact
in daily life; an organic form of what could be described as a combination of engagement and
interviewing to access knowledge with a more western construct of research. However, the
added element in Yarning as a method is the shared experiential learning that comes from
relational conversation, the interfaces of our unique and collective cultural ways of being, and
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the relationship building through Yarning that gives our interactions something that resonates
beyond a question and answer reciprocal action.
By examining the women’s stories of leadership and followership, an in-depth understanding
of what it means for Indigenous female leadership in Australia can occur. Using the methods
of interviewing, relating stories of their leadership experiences and actively listening to the
respondents share their knowledge, I have collated various threads that relate to leadership and
Indigeneity in an Australian context. The respondent’s oral history is also of interest, as their
stories are given and used as artefacts of past and present Indigenous society. These histories
are as legitimate as other theoretical knowledge and archival documentation and is the
foundation upon which Indigenous knowledge has been built upon.
Within the lens of an Indigenist construct, these approaches are similar to the ‘Yarning’ method,
whereby social yarning (rapport building through conversation), research topic yarning (a
relaxed but purposeful conversation regarding the research topic) and collaborative yarning
(information sharing, developing new ideas and creating new understandings) can occur
(Bessarab & Ng'andu, 2010, p. 40). The interviews are supported through textual analyses of
the participant’s representation in media and through their written works. The use of research
yarning as a method has been utilised in a unique way in determining leadership studies of
Indigenous women. In yarning with the participants about their journeys and trajectories into
leadership, their accidental forms of leading that then moved into something named leadership
became clear as conversation with the women continued.
The research explores various leadership models of Indigenous women in Australia. Interviews
were conducted of twenty women, from three distinct areas of interest. Semi-structured
interviews were held, to give the participants ownership of the information being shared. The
narratives that are created within the yarning process are fundamental to understanding lived
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experiences and relatedness, further embedding the comprehension of Indigenous knowledge
and legitimating shared histories through creative and interpretive means.
6.2.1.10 The Interview
The participants were interviewed for a period of approximately one hour to an hour and a half.
Interviewing in a research capacity has been utilised heavily in Indigenous research and allows
the researcher to garner vast amounts of raw material with which to work. Marshall & Rossman
state, “Interviewing – is a useful method of gaining large amounts of data quickly” (1995; 1999).
What begins as a semi-structured format of open questions becomes over the course of time a
dialogue between the researcher and the participant. Taylor & Bogdan suggest that interviewing
is ‘how people construct their realities, how they view, define, and experience the world’ (1998,
p. 1). Interviewing of participants also allows ‘access to people’s ideas, thoughts and memories
in their own words rather than in the words of the researcher’ (Reinharz & Davidman, 1992, p.
18). There was also scope for follow up interviews with the participants.
Once the interview was transcribed, themes were drawn from it that assisted in directing the
research. This included noting the commonalities among participants’ experiences, differences,
and the difficulties that may have arisen from their journey to leadership. This was used to
nurture groupings which could then be conceptualised into subjects for analysis. The subjects
were categorised into three stages: “journey, commonalities, and performance into a theme”
(Jain & Ogden, 1999, p. 1597).
Within the traditions of Qualitative inductive analysis, exploring what the data is a study of,
assists in the discovery of the ‘core category’ (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). This core category then
allows for certain other categories, then themes, to arise. This is how I have developed my
analysis and findings in the research.
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Interview Analysis
A variety of components (listed below) were identified that characterised effective female
leadership, and an original analysis tool was developed to measure leadership values. These
components reveal some analytical lenses that arose from my literature review and informed
my analyses of the women’s interviews. Indigenous women lead in both similar and dissimilar
ways, and therefore these components should be investigated (see Figure 11).
Listening – The listening component is demonstrated using the Dadirri model. Active listening
is a vital component of the research. The Dadirri model is a vehicle of humanisation of
Indigenous peoples ‘whose continued struggle against losing humanity because of colonization
and oppression might be thwarted by dehumanizing western research methodologies’ (West et
al., 2012). West et al (2012) use Dadirri, the language of the Ngangikurungkurr people of the
Northern Territory, to connect it to other relevant political and critical methodologies such as
Freire’s (1972) transformative education process and Habermas’ (1984) theory of
communicative action. As Dadirri is also a theoretical perspective for this research project, it
was important to include the overarching concept of deep and active listening as a component
of the connectedness of culture through the interviewing process, and in the understandings of
Indigenous ideas of leading.
West et al. (2012, p. 77) state the principles and functions of Dadirri below:
a) Dadirri involves knowledge and consideration of the community and the
diversity and uniqueness each individual brings to the community;
b) it encompasses ways of relating and acting within the community;
c) it is a nonintrusive observation, or quiet, aware, watching;
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d) it is deeply listening;
e) it is a reflective, nonjudgmental consideration of what is, and what is heard; and
f) based on what is learned from listening, it is a purposeful plan to act informed
by wisdom and the responsibility that comes with knowledge.
Adapting – Adaptability is required for effective leadership to occur. Within Indigenous
communities, the ability to adapt to varying objectives and deal with conflicting responsibilities
is of high importance.
Acting – Taking action in leading roles should be used as a measurement due to the high need
for leadership to actually create change, and for leaders to be the creators of such. Performance
would also fall into this category.
Relating – Relatedness is a common construct in discussing Aboriginal Australia. Karen Martin
discusses relatedness within her scholarship, suggesting the interconnectedness of Aboriginal
culture and the connection to land is strong, however the connection between people is
something that needs to be further discussed in regards to leadership studies (2003).
Representing – The act of representation is forefront in Indigenous Australian society. Within
a cultural framework, Hall discusses representation as “shared meanings… language is the
privileged medium in which we make sense of things, in which meaning is produced and
exchanged” (1997, p. xvii). With Indigenous women in leading roles, it is evident that effective
representing on behalf of a community, be it an individual community or Indigenous Australia
as a whole, is paramount and a highly complex attribute to master.
Speaking – Speaking up, at times in the face of insurmountable obstacles is a vital skill when
negotiating with numerous people and representing a consensus.
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Figure 11 Measuring Leadership for Indigenous Australians

One could interpret ‘listening’ as the Dadirri model, ‘adapting’ as a framework encapsulating
hybridity and the ‘representing’ being about identity. The ‘speaking’ function could be
translated into a framework of performativity, and ‘relating’ is similar to that of Martin’s work
on relatedness in Aboriginal research (2003). The active listening aspect of this tool encourages
communication to be still, respectful and intent on its purpose of gathering knowledge.
‘Adapting’ can be seen through a lens of the adaptive leadership theories mentioned in the
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Literature review (Heifetz & Laurie, 1997) as flexibility is required by Indigenous women to
work across different arenas and adapt their leading accordingly. Representing as a function is
heavily embedded in how Indigenous society is viewed, and in the perspective of leadership is
regularly scrutinized in relation to authenticity and appropriateness. Speaking up and out about
particular issues is an element that requires specific skill and navigation in determining time
and place. The relationships that we as Indigenous people cultivate therefore are integral to the
leadership process.

Thematic Analysis6
The data was collected, and themes were derived from the women’s experiences of leadership.
Thematic analysis allows for data to be discussed under various classifications or elements, and
from the yarning with participants it appeared that some specific themes were revealed
regarding their pathways, barriers and enablers to leadership.
The use of narrative to explain and reflect on data was pertinent for me as a way of reflecting
on the information gained from participants yarning. Narrative writing enables me to creatively
explore the ideas of leadership by exploring my path in developing as a beginning scholar. In
‘Speaking truth to power: Indigenous storytelling as an act of living resistance’ (2013), Sium
and Ritskes suggest that “These stories are resurgent moments, which reclaim epistemic ground
that was erased by colonialism and, in the process, these stories also lay a framework and
foundation for the resurgence of Indigenous sovereignty and the reclamation of material
ground,” (p 3).

6

This research project, designed to investigate Indigenous women and leadership, has been approved by the University of
Canberra Committee for Human Ethics (HREC 14-215, 21 October 2015).
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Ford-Smith, as cited in Sistren (1987) proclaims that, “The tale-telling tradition contains what
is most poetically true about our struggles. The tales are one place where the most subversive
elements of our history can be safely lodged...” (p. 3).
The graphic elements utilised within this research project are also imperative in me building
my understandings as a scholar. Due to my visual interpretations of information gathered, I can
better reflect on the participants stories. Some of those visualisations have been specifically
used throughout the research project in graph or diagram form.
In line with the overarching qualitative inductive approach, raw data from the research was
transcribed and analysed comprehensively by examining the interviews and collating recurring
themes that come from participant responses. Taylor & Bogdan describe data analysis as a
“dynamic ad creative process” whereby investigators attempt to glean a greater perception of
their study (1998, p. 14). Interview transcripts are read and the researcher familiarises
themselves in an intimate way with the interview subject (Bryman & Burgess, 1994; Marshall
& Rossman, 1995). Through listening using the Dadirri model to the subject’s words and
immersing themselves within their stories, the researcher begins to draw themes, including
commonalities between the women’s stories as well as their differences with regards to
leadership experiences. From the data collected these specific functions have emerged and have
been considered when unpacking the respondent’s stories of leadership.
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7

Figure 12 Distillation of Themes for analysis

The example listed above illustrates the way in which I came by my themes for the following
chapters. For the theme of Identity and Agency, it was noted that the participants located
themselves first and foremost within their own story by explaining as their cultural country and
heritage, the background to how they have realised values from childhood and the trajectory to
where they are now. This was then determined to come under the concepts of Identity and
Agency. In other themes where the themes were not as apparent within the participant’s
interviews, I sub-coded for the space that existed if certain elements were not there. Through
further yarning with participants, various statements were further elaborated upon which
aligned with other themes. I then looked at various extracts which proved this coding formula
and derived from that the theme.

7
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Some information from the participants has been used in this project more than once, due to the
information given connecting to multiple themes within the research.

6.3 Limitations of the Study
The limitations of the study are primarily concerned with the interview participants and their
specific standpoints. Whilst themes have been drawn from the women’s overall experiences
with leadership, one could not say that performing the research again would achieve precisely
the same results. However, it is the researcher’s belief that by providing women’s narratives
from a broad range of varied spheres, including identifiable leading roles, community leading
roles and those in government departments or institutions, a cross-section of Indigenous women
and leading roles has been well represented. Another limitation lies in the differing lives and
experiences of Indigenous women, and how they viewed themselves in Indigenous society.
There are numerous women that could have been interviewed relating to this subject, however
as some individuals do not see themselves as leading in this sense, it made the process of
interviewing some women difficult. Therefore, the sample itself is not representative of every
Indigenous woman within a leadership role, but the sample size still allows for the co-creation
of knowledge.

6.4 Summary
A detailed chapter regarding research methods has been presented. Within this chapter,
Indigenous Research Methods have been discussed, including Indigenous knowledge, a brief
history of Indigenous research, positivism and post-positivist theory and feminist theory. There
have also been several models of Indigenous and Indigenist research agendas presented. The
second part of this chapter focused on Western understandings of research methods, including
how the participants were sampled, and the theoretical approach taken, and the procedures
involved in the research. A basic tool for measuring characteristics of Indigenous women in
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leading roles was demonstrated, and an overall table of the research design given. Melding the
traditions of qualitative, inductive research from the social sciences with traditional knowledges
and understandings allows for a strong and rich picture of what it means to be an Indigenous
woman leader in the present day.

***
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III. Findings and Conclusion
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7 Identity and Agency
Truganini was born on Bruny Island off the coast of Tasmania in 1812, daughter of Mangana,
Chief of the Bruny Island people. Traditional culture was everyday life for Truganini and her
identity would have been steeped in the knowledge handed down from her Elders. European
colonisation altered this existence with Lieutenant-Governor George Arthur’s arrival in Van
Diemen’s land in 1824. Historical references to the conflict that ensued between the original
inhabitants and the Europeans has been widely documented, however it was less in the Bruny
Island area than elsewhere on the main Island. Truganini met George Augustus Robinson
(protector of Aboriginals) in 1829, after numerous family traumas including the murder of her
mother by seaman, her uncle shot by soldiers, her sister abducted, and her fiancé brutally
attacked and killed by timber-cutters. She was sexually assaulted by those same timber-cutters
at the same time. Truganini would no doubt have been a broken remnant of her former self
upon meeting Robinson (Ryan, 1976).
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7.1 Introduction
The twin themes of Identity and Agency emerged strongly in women’s conversations about
leadership. This chapter firstly details the theories discussed within the Theoretical Approaches
to Leadership chapter and intersperses the participants’ responses to the issue of identity,
agency and background in leadership. The similar ways participants constructed the themes in
their interviews emerged as they spent time locating themselves through their background and
highlighted their trajectory towards current leading positions. This theme and the subsequent
themes in this project emerged throughout the yarning process and shaped what it means to be
an Indigenous woman leader in the present day.
This chapter reveals the women’s recollections of family and community connection, and how
these recollections have informed their decisions in moving towards particular roles in leading.
This contextual genealogy captures elements of Indigenous identity, community, family and
historical moments that have contributed to the participants witnessing leadership and change.
It also discusses how describing their histories and their roles in society provided powerful
insights about their sense of identity and agency. These women have actively sought out
solutions and created autonomy and empowerment throughout their lives. This theme is one of
the strongest and most evident within my research, and centres on values and beliefs of the
participants as a way of inheriting the seeds of their leadership or transferring knowledge and
intrinsic significance from the women’s upbringing towards the roles they play in leading today.
The theme of agency emerged as a continuation of the identity process; however, there were
distinctions that separated each theme. Agency can be described as something that is both
individual or personal, and yet also of a collective nature. For individual agency, it is defined
as thoughts and actions individuals take expressing individual power (Cole, 2017). The
unpacking of what participants meant when detailing agency is important and will be discussed
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further throughout this chapter. As an underpinning and foundational construct in Indigenous
Australian society, this theme provides a strong basis from which leadership can evolve and
further develop.
Agency emerged through the interviews where deep and active listening to the women occurred;
hearing them first locate themselves strongly within how they got to where they are today –
their lives growing up, the beliefs they attributed to that upbringing, and the sense of identity
that has come with their culture. As conveyed in Figure 12 Distillation of Themes for analysis
in the Research Methodology chapter, the theme of Indigenous identity arose when women
began their yarning by situating themselves with regards to their identity, e.g. “I am a Woromi
woman” and “I grew up in…”.
The theme of identity emerged from the way the women described themselves. The subjective
positioning of their individual stories tells us many things, including the reference to the dark
history mentioned in the chapters Colonisation, Resistance and Structures of Power in Australia
and Research Methodology. Not only do these stories tell of an individual life history, but one
of a collective history also. Participants discussed throughout the interview process that identity
was a central feature to how they lead. The participants located themselves first and foremost
within their own story by explaining such things as cultural country and heritage, and their
background and values from childhood. Examining the women’s experiences and knowledge
and acknowledging recurring themes that were apparent from participant responses, an analysis
was undertaken. Through listening using the Dadirri model to the subject’s words and
immersing myself within their stories, the themes emerged, including commonalities across the
women’s stories.
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It is important to locate oneself within the writing of Indigenous-based research as I, an
Indigenous woman, have my own unique perspective when writing this. My own Indigeneity
and mixed heritage background provided a standpoint that was embedded in the ‘walking
between two worlds’ discussion that is littered throughout this research project. This too can be
said of the women participants who were interviewed. The participant’s views drove the
analysis and were garnered from the individual’s location of their Indigeneity. This directly
relates to the Indigenous methodologies that were discussed in the Research Methodology
chapter and is an important element for this project as it further embodied the understandings
of both individual and collective identity. Academics such as Nerida White (2009) and Karen
Martin (2003) have spoken of this matter, and in discussing the participants’ experiences of
leadership, the women interviewed first situated themselves within their own story.
Each participant was identified in line with the University of Canberra ethics approval, as who
they were, and their experiences, were integral to the interview process. They did this first by
stating their cultural country or discussing how they came to be in their current role. The
participants mentioned their familial background or history to affirm themselves strongly within
the context of Indigenous Australian society and what it means to be part of ‘the mob’.
These connections to cultural identity encourage Indigenous people to lead, as it nurtures
understandings of social justice and of what was commonly referred to in interviews as ‘the
struggle’ – the act of working towards changing the disparities between Indigenous and nonIndigenous people. Without investigating what lies between fighting the two dichotomies – that
of being a ‘grass-roots’ community minded individual or that of an individual working outside
of community within a ‘Western world’ – one cannot truly understand the nuances of identity
within the construct of Indigenous women’s leadership. This diminishes us towards a simplistic
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belief that we should all form that collective identity, rather than share traits but embody
specific ideals also.

7.2 Understanding Identity
The theme of identity runs heavily throughout discussions with Indigenous women on
leadership. Participant interviews were semi-structured around what the participants thought of
Indigenous leadership, and their trajectory in this space. As the participants located their
background at the beginning of the interviews, it became apparent that identity was going to be
a driving factor in the research. Throughout the interviews, conversation around who the
participants were regularly came back into focus. Participants also discussed how they came to
be in the positions they were in at the time of the interview. This enabled me as the researcher
to build rapport and understanding and allowed the participant to begin to view themselves as
travelling a path of multiple levels of leadership. A particular focus was the strong connection
to the participants identifying as an Aboriginal person, memories of family and background,
and passing on the responsibility of leading which appeared to reverberate with many
participant’s. This connected them directly to both the physical role they were undertaking and
to a powerful sense of self belief and emotional well-being.
Post modernity has enabled deeper understandings of Indigeneity as both a collective and an
individualistic process, allowing the removal of an ‘all or nothing’ approach. The theories
discussed on identity mentioned within this chapter such as Tajfel (1991), Paradies (2006) and
Bolden et al (2011), were driven by a deep reading of a broad range of Indigenous and cultural
studies literature and correlate to the experiences of the Indigenous women who were
interviewed for this project.
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Competing with what is expected by Indigenous communities and sharing in that collective
identity can work counter-productively to what may be expected of them outside of that
community. For Indigenous women in leading roles this becomes more prevalent. Here I
reiterate the literature from The Social Justice Report 2006 which states, “Leaders have to
juggle Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal demands with their cultural obligations and
responsibilities to immediate and external family while attempting to achieve consensus
outcomes in all areas of their work life” (HEROC, 2007a). This was particularly apparent
among women working within government and institutional systems.
Identity invariably comes into question at times when it appears you, as a leader, are going
against a belief long held within a collective society. Yet these ideas about singular or universal
Indigenous identities, as experienced from within and as viewed from without, can be
misleading for Indigenous Australians, contributing in part to an ongoing issue of lateral
violence or cultural biases within Indigenous Australian culture.
Carlson’s work regarding who gets to define Indigenous identity is pertinent here (2016). In
detailing the complexities surrounding identifying as an Indigenous Australian, Carlson opens
a conversation that can at times be uncomfortable. This would seem counter-productive to
forms of collaboration and transformational leadership patterns that some Indigenous women
encapsulate in their leadership. Hence the complexities that inhabit this collective identity
contribute to who chooses to lead, where their leadership takes form and ultimately how they
lead.
Indigenous women lead within macro and micro levels, from the shadows without
acknowledgement or recognition, and at times with conflict regarding community expectations
of how their leadership should occur. Tajfel’s comment therefore holds great resonance in the
understandings of identity.
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Practices Around Identifying as Indigenous
The tension between discussing Indigeneity as a communal process, whilst also discussing
cultural specificity according to a specific country can be a difficult process. Yet to bring the
argument to one notion that encapsulates identity is far too simplistic for a post-modern
construction of Indigenous society. As stated previously, one must investigate what exists
between these two dichotomies to begin to unpack identity. Understandings of what it means
to be Aboriginal have broadened from narrow definitions constructed by governments of the
past. From the blood quotum definitions held in New South Wales in the 1830s, through to the
1960s – 1970s definitions of race. Though possibly an improvement on ‘blood-quotum’
definitions, the utility of this ‘Aboriginal race’ definition can still be questioned, not least of all
on the grounds that there is no such thing as an Aboriginal race (Gardiner-Garden, 2003).
From the 1980s Australia held a three-part definition which stated:
An Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander is a person of Aboriginal or Torres Strait
Islander descent who identifies as an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander and is
accepted as such by the community in which he (she) lives”. (Australian
Government, 1981)
In the 1990s the three-part definition continued to be used administratively and continued to be
used by the courts to give meaning to the legislative expression ‘person of the Aboriginal race’
e.g. Justice Brennan’s 1992 Mabo (No. 2) judgement:
Membership of the Indigenous people depends on biological descent from the
Indigenous people and on mutual recognition of a particular person’s membership
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by that person and by the elders or other persons enjoying traditional authority
among those people. ("Mab v Queensland (No.2)," 1992)
Whilst this definition remains and is used nation-wide by land councils and organisations in
demonstrating Aboriginality, there is much discussion regarding the nature of Indigenous
identity, and the advent of social media commentary regarding the complexities of this identity
group has generated further debate as to who is and who isn’t ‘Black enough’ (Carlson, 2016;
Hiess, 2012). The current practice in identifying Indigenous Australians is to gain official
documentation from land councils, corporations and organisations that have specific powers to
provide that documentation and is essentially a government practice evolved from several
different definitions over time. Listed in the preface of this project, these definitions have
moved from blood quotum to three-part definitions.
This process regarding identification is problematic due to issues of belonging within
communities where individuals’ expectations of other Indigenous members influence decision
making and acceptance into the community. Deciding what is authentic in racial identity is a
complex combination of past ancient knowledges and ways of being interspersed with
perceived values of what is true black and what is not. The term lateral violence regards
“organised, harmful behaviours that we do to each other collectively as part of an oppressed
group: within our families; within our organisations and; within our communities” (Franklin,
2011). This not only impacts on our self-identity, but on the overall perceptions of Indigenous
Australians. It can also impact on who becomes a leader, and who decides what Indigenous
leadership is.
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Community Identity
The identity that is built from belonging to a community can create a strong sense of feeling
part of something; a collective ideal that feels supportive and a shared experience that is being
part of the mob. When discussing identity with Minister of Parliament, Linda Burney
community identity was highlighted as a vital component of her work in public office, as it
builds up a currency of trust and social capital. This creates legitimacy in both her culture and
in her work as a parliamentary representative. She posits:
I think my legitimacy comes from one thing. And that is that I have always stayed
close and connected to community. And I see sometimes in what is perceived to
be the Aboriginal leadership is that there is not always that connection to
community. When I go to a funeral or when I go to a community event I don’t
expect anything. I expect to be treated exactly the way others are treated and that’s
what happens. I do not put myself above people. I would not dare to even think
that I could be considered something other than who I am as an Aboriginal person,
and that is the key. (L. Burney, personal yarn, August 20, 2015)
This quote from Ms Burney is a defining quote regarding identity. While the Indigenous
community relies upon individuals to be immersed within that community to legitimise their
identity, it is not as simple as belonging to a minority group. The community itself must accept
you and witness your investment into the support you give to people around you. It cannot be
forced or performed, but rather is organic and relationship building. However, it can regularly
be misconstrued and poorly constructed by parties that are involved for other motivations than
belonging. This legitimacy as Burney states also connects to notions of authenticity in
Indigeneity.
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The identity that comes from living in a close community, and the influences you have as your
identity grows, are of immense importance to Indigenous women who see with eyes wide open
the good and the bad of the community. The resonance felt from others helps build community
and family ties, but also a deep core value with which to carry on, as young Indigenous woman
Hayley Maguire stated:
I guess in our family we’re close, but we have a lot of internal family issues like I
guess most family does, but I think a lot of how I carry myself is from the influence
of my father and my mother. Especially with my father, my Uncles would say he’s
one of those people that no one could ever say a bad word about. So, growing up
we’ve always been involved in a lot of community efforts. (H. Maguire, personal
yarn, March15, 2015)
Those community efforts, and the resonance that someone carries with them whilst addressing
community concerns, builds a strong sense of identity for those that watch and follow. It also
connects strongly to the cultural integrity that is prefaced when individuals talk about their
Indigeneity.
Participant Dr Val Cooms discussed a facet of Indigenous women’s identity that she feels is
often confused with leadership:
All the grannies, who look after their grandkids and even take them on the
weekends, so their daughters or sons can have a rest, are they leaders? They are
just grannies and they are teaching their kids to fish and hunt or cook and whatever
you teach your grandkids to do for your kids, that is not leadership, that is how we
parent, that is how we care. So, we don’t use that language, or I don’t anyway, I
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don’t know of any woman that I know that does. (V. Cooms, personal yarn, March
15, 2017)
While Dr Cooms goes to great lengths to suggest this, there is an element missing in her
statement that needs to be discussed. This may, as Cooms suggests, be simple parenting,
stepping in when there is no one else to cover this role. However, with the added layer of
Indigeneity what is not discussed is that from these points, Indigenous women are helping
community. They are rearing children and teaching them cultural heritage, but they are also
fulfilling a need that had it not been there, those children may go into the child protection system.
If they are assisting a family member who is homeless, they are eliminating another Indigenous
statistic in homelessness. Some of these women are building on ‘parenting,’ from helping out
and standing up, to creating services, advocating on behalf of others, and creating strong
community networks with which to overcome these issues. Ivory has highlighted:
Bell (1983, p. 23) argued that it was not just a man’s world that women also were
able to maintain ‘gender-specific power bases’. Strong women within community
lead by nurturing and teaching the children, including the young boys before
initiation. In more contemporary times, women grew to hold more positions of
leadership in areas of social and political justice and areas of health and education.
(2009, p. 18)
Another element of Cooms’ statement is that of the language used in Indigenous community.
The term ‘leader’ is so fraught in Indigenous society that it can be rarely used due to the
connotations it brings. The term ‘volunteer’ or ‘mentor’ is not prevalent either, as these words
contain ways of being that Indigenous people consider organic to being Indigenous. They do
not need to be said, because they just are.
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Krystal Hurst mentioned that bearing witness to her mother (the late Patricia Davis Hurst) being
a part of the Taree community taught her how these identity processes are integral to the
building of leadership, as well as teaching her the responsibility that comes with this community
identity:
Growing up and seeing her heavily involved in community – she was always going
to community meetings, Elders meetings, there was always people over at her
house always in contact. I guess I felt a huge sense of responsibility to try and
continue that and fill humongous shoes that I’ll never be able to fill I don’t think.
But that’s the journey that I’m going to take and see where that takes me, but I
think being a blackfella and growing up in a family unit there is a huge
responsibility to continue on the legacy that’s left for you. (K. Hurst, personal yarn,
June 10, 2015)
The community identity can actively work against you however, should you state something
regarding that community that appears to be contentious. One example of this can be found in
news reports of Indigenous town councillor Jacinta Price publicly criticising other Indigenous
people for advocating a change of date process for Australia Day. In an article for The Canberra
Times (2017), Ms Price spoke of ‘professional mourners’ who need to stop complaining about
such a symbolic issue as the date of settlement/invasion and begin to focus on tangible issues
such as protection of children and domestic violence in communities. She states, “I want to pull
my people out of the crippling state of mourning and I don’t want anyone to feel guilty or bad
for feeling joy and celebrating a country we love” (Gorey, 2017).
Price, who resides in Alice Springs, is the daughter of former Northern Territory MP Bess Price,
another polarising individual within the Indigenous sphere. Much has been said since Jacinta’s
commentary, notably on social media in response to her claims and her motivations for publicly
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discussing such matters (welcometocountry.org, 2017). While Price’s stance on domestic
violence and Indigenous education are warranted, framing this around the notion that changing
the date for Australia Day is a smoke screen for empty symbolic gestures to stop real outcomes
occurring illustrates different approaches in identity politics, and in leadership. The
misconceptions that then form around such an act work against Price feeling a sense of
belonging in her community and has ostracised her from some in the overall Indigenous
community.
In those instances, there are often calls in Indigenous community that the individual in question
has ‘sold out’ or is a ‘turncoat’. References to these comments have been seen in the various
commentaries towards Indigenous leaders such as Warren Mundine and Noel Pearson (Foley,
2013; Sheehan, 2014). Maddison has noted, “Both non-Aboriginal politicians, and at times,
other Aboriginal people will question an Aboriginal leader’s racial credentials on the suspicion
that they may not be ‘Indigenous enough’” (2009, p. 104).
Participant Eugenia Flynn spoke of her mixed identity and community connections,
highlighting the effort required to be accepted into Indigenous community:
I practise my leadership across a number of different spheres, so not just
Aboriginal but also because of my Chinese heritage… I work across multiple
communities that aren’t explicitly Aboriginal, but I think implicitly people don’t
think that I have as much traction in the community as other people who do this
same work or even less work than I do and that is a just a fact. It is something that
I have to deal with all of the time and is not as easy for me. (E. Flynn, personal
yarn, April 6, 2017)
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The ‘traction’ Flynn mentions is a genuine concern when coming into an Indigenous
community from another area and establishing connections with those that will accept you. For
those attempting to move into leadership roles, this is made even more problematic if those
relationships are not strengthened and legitimacy gained from these processes.
There is also an argument that suggests leadership not having connection with the individual’s
identity, referring to what Drath et al (2008) discuss as more regarding alignment, commitment
and direction. A question was asked within the Theoretical Approaches to Leadership – does
leadership belong to the individual traits of the person in power, or do these individuals simply
become leaders through agency? There is a strong case for a sense of situational leadership for
Indigenous women in the current era and environment we are in. Situational leadership (Fielder,
1967; Hersey & Blanchard, 1977) suggest that time, place and context can impact on the
different types of leaders utilised. These ideas are some of the driving points of my research.
7.2.2.1 Negotiating Identity
In negotiating what Ashmore, Deaux & McLaughlin-Volpe investigate as multiple, possibly
competing, norms (2004, p. 121), the choices that are made can set in play belief in others that
the individual is somehow going against a tide. There have been occasions where an Indigenous
leader may support a policy directive, or a conservative ideology that is different from a
seemingly majority rule. For participants that work with policy or institutional frameworks, this
is evident. Participant Katrina Fanning who has worked in both community and government
environments, was involved in Centrelink’s implementation of the income management
initiative stemming from the Northern Territory Emergency Response (NTER). Of that time,
she states, “Being a Public servant delivering for the government of the day which, regardless
of your own personal views, that was a particularly testing time for a range of reasons (K.
Fanning, personal yarn, February 7, 2015).
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Motivations connected to leadership are also strongly determined by identity processes. Once
again, Tajfel (1991) alludes to this as suggesting that the answers to why things are done can
be found in existing (and sometimes acute) intergroup relations. Berndt’s (1988) theorising
about identity was explored in the Theoretical Approaches to Leadership. The interconnection
of identity within a political group (and I would strongly argue that Indigenous people seem
inherently political) provides a sense of camaraderie and belonging to something bigger than
one individual, an ideal or shared belief that enables a strong foundation with which to then
provide a sense of self within that identity. For those standing outside of these group relations,
one must understand the nuances of this, including a common linkage to struggle for equality
and a sense of belonging, whereby a positive identity becomes an underpinning for building
further capacity within communities (Berndt & Berndt, 1988, pp. 528–529).
The theoretical questions that surround Indigenous identity are complex, yet exist as a way of
reaffirming an emotional connection to culture that is a positive and shared experience, as
Berndt continues:
That identity must be seen in a dual sense, as having something to do with struggle
for equality, against what often appears to be insurmountable odds, such as identity
providing an underpinning for emotional security and a sense of belonging which,
outside the traditional Aboriginal scene, has been sadly lacking. (1988, pp. 528–
529)
The belonging component of Indigenous identity can be the foundation from which leadership
also flourishes, as this struggle for equality often begins the trajectory from grass roots activism,
towards stronger and more institutional based leadership experiences. A fluid identity can
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waver between what is a dominating view of a collective identity and one which may seem to
stray from the norm. This relates to what Tajfel has suggested:
Members of dominating groups are often capable of imposing a view of the world
in which the norm or the point of reference in relation to which other people are
defined comes from the centre where the power resides. (2010, p. 5)
These dominating groups should not be relegated into notions that they are the majority
however, a smaller minority group such as Indigenous Australia can also have impact on
determining norms, and power bases from which the collective view is expected to be seen. The
power can shift as the norm of the group also moves, and as Indigenous women find their voices
in leadership, they begin to shift norms and set new parameters for Indigenous society. Within
government structures, the navigating of one’s Indigenous identity is fraught with comments
from community such as those that someone such as Price has been subjected to. Whilst there
are those in the Indigenous community that feel that working for government is somehow
betraying their communities, others feel it is where they can make the greatest impact and
ultimately influence representation, identity and policies for the future.
Participant Katrina Fanning has attempted to see this battle and negotiation in a different way:
I was working in Centrelink at the time and was taken offline to basically
coordinate Centrelink’s involvement in the intervention, which predominately was
about income management. I did that for about nearly 18 months, which was quite
demanding in a lot of ways. Government doesn’t make policy and big sweeping
decisions like that very often, and for such a large scale and for long periods of
time. So it was, it was interesting in that sense because you got to think outside the
box and really spend a lot of time putting to one side the things that I couldn’t
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change and thinking about what else our mob need out there. (K. Fanning, personal
yarn, February 7, 2015)
Policy directives that sit favourably within a mainstream value framework may contradict
values that are connected to Indigenous culture even in the smallest of ways. This however,
brings attention to a hybrid argument of mediating between these two ideological notions of
‘culture’ and ‘mainstream’, as Rachelle Towart states:
I went to the board and said to them “Look, I think I really need to restructure,”
and I got some advice from people in my networks and got some legal advice
before I went to the board to say, you know, can I actually do it, can I restructure?
And for me, I got one firm, one point of advice from one of my directors. He said,
“Rochelle, be kind to yourself through this process because it’s not going to be
nice, it’s not going to be easy, you know people running you down every which
way you can. And especially because you’re Aboriginal and you live in an
Aboriginal community, how hard this is going to be for you. I want you to be really
prepared, that people are going to run you down, people are going to talk about
you, people are just going to”, you know, which they did. (R. Towart, personal
yarn, March 5, 2015)
This goes further to the discussion regarding a collective identity process with Indigenous
Australians. Those women leading from within institutions must carry an extra burden when
conveying messages that those outside of that institution disagree with. If the collective identity
process is that institutions are against ‘us’ from the start, how does one as an Aboriginal leader
work constructively for both the institution itself, and for the outside community? This is the
main theme when considering Indigenous women leading within these particular domains. With
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the participants interviewed for this project, these women regularly mentioned the navigation
of tension between existing in the Indigenous community and being known as a representative
of an institution.
Pat Anderson AO, who was voted as one of Australia’s 100 most influential women of 2015,
has an enduring history of holding pivotal institutional positions within high profile arenas,
such as ATSIC and currently as the Chair of The Lowitja Institute. In 2016 Ms Anderson was
awarded the Australian Human Rights Medal for her work with Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander rights. She is recognisable as a driving force behind Indigenous health advocacy and
has built a strong career on building health campaigns and beneficial relationships between
Indigenous communities and policy makers within the health sector. Her insight regarding the
issue of identity pertains to having multiple roles and functions that stem from growing up in
an Indigenous community:
I think growing up where I did – and it’s not – it’s fairly typical of Aboriginal
families. It’s not extraordinary, but it’s only now that I’m getting older that I really
understand the significance of those early childhood years. I think what started me
– well, first of all, what starts you on this trajectory of leadership roles, it actually
doesn’t start out as assuming that you think – it’s not a conscious thing. (P.
Anderson, personal yarn, May 27, 2016)
Ms Anderson’s comment illustrates the accidental forms of leadership that occur for Indigenous
women, deriving initially from those multiple roles learnt in childhood and moving towards
leading in ways that are natural rather than strategic. It is important to also note that Ms
Anderson is at the forefront of current discussions around constitutional recognition of
Indigenous people. Ms Anderson is the Co-chair of the Referendum Council, advising the
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Australian Government on the next steps forward towards a referendum to recognise
Indigenous people into the Australian Constitution.
Not only does identity play a large and underpinning role in Indigenous women and leadership
processes, but what is learnt from their identity influences the ways in which they lead – in
accidental, informal functions that do not follow trajectories or planning. This differs from nonIndigenous women and their leadership pathways.
An Indigenous woman leading in visible roles creates a different perspective with identity and
agency. Taylor’s (2001) suggestion of the discursive space in which Indigenous people are
openly discussing Indigeneity is no more prevalent than here within the ‘Indigenous public
sphere’. Mention of this sphere was made in the Theoretical Approaches to Leadership,
whereby particular Indigenous individuals are part of the larger public sphere, the intersection
between standing within Indigenous society, and standing or profile within the more
mainstream arena.
Professor Marcia Langton highlights this throughout her work, and political representatives
such as Linda Burney MP and Nova Peris have on occasion discussed the nature of their own
personal identity whilst in public office. These women were chosen due to their prevalence in
media reportage and public sphere conversations held online. They are significant in this study
as sections of the media get to make some people ‘public’ and ignore others. A component
exists of the media, communications and the digital media spheres that choose to either see
these women or ignore their input into Australian contemporary life.
The issue of visible Indigenous females within the public sphere of society is one discussed
throughout the Theoretical Approaches to Leadership. When visibility of Indigenous women is
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scarce within, for example, mainstream media agencies, this can impact significantly on
leadership of Indigenous women in Australia. More so, the negative reportage of Indigenous
women overall impacts largely on the identity and self-determination of many women who
ultimately decide to lead quietly, without promotion and in limited capacities due to this very
issue.
Some high profile Indigenous women must deal with constant misinformation regarding their
identity and whether it fits into the collective ideal that does not exist for Indigenous Australia.
This has emerged from the insights provided by the women who participated in the research
project. Professor Marcia Langton is one example of an Indigenous woman, often seen and
reported on within institutional media agencies, who must contend with a barrage of views that
infer she is not following a belief held by a majority of the Indigenous population. Professor
Langton has highlighted this, stating:
I grew up in humpies. A lot of other blackfellas think I grew up with a silver spoon
in my mouth because I am a Professor, but no, I grew up in a humpy and a tent,
briefly I lived in a car, a car body, and I did it the hard, old fashioned way. So…
and I grew up in the 50s and 60s in Queensland, in rural Queensland and in
Brisbane when there wasn’t just racism, there was formal legislated racism and
separatism and I’m far more resilient to racism than the present young generation
because I survived a system they can’t even imagine. (M. Langton, personal yarn,
February 20, 2016)
Referring to the Theoretical Approaches to Leadership previously, the overall representations
of Indigenous women in the media is one of negative frames, and those more positive
representations that exist within the leadership space remain scarce. It appears therefore that
the women working heavily within the public sphere regularly lead from the shadows and are
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often unrecognised for the work that they do via commercial news media reportage. Those that
have a higher profile, such as those in public office, weather a tighter scrutiny than other nonIndigenous people do due to these overall representations. I suggest that it is no surprise that
Indigenous women are reluctant to take on visible leadership roles due to this.
To perpetuate the belief that we as Aboriginal women are compliant victims, vulnerable to any
form of abuse, exploitation or self-destruction, contributes to the continual parentification by
government to fix the ‘Aboriginal problem’. It undermines the reality of these women’s lives,
that Aboriginal women may lead with any tangible impact within Australian society (Ryan,
2016).
For the participants interviewed that had some form of visible profile, their experiences of
identity and agency within this context illustrate how leading becomes a true act of resistance,
regardless of the way in which that leadership is performed. To stand in the face of persistent
reporting within a deficit frame and hold strong to an ideal while the connotations surrounding
that individual are either that of disadvantage or somehow aggressive towards mainstream
endeavours is to be truly resistant to hegemonic beliefs and stereotypes.
Taylor suggests there are many competent and capable Indigenous women who are thinking
innovatively and deeply about solutions for their communities, who seem to remain hidden
from public view (2013, p. 5). There is an apparent blindness in Australian communications
and media that needs to be addressed. Indigenous women are less evident in reporting about
Indigenous issues, whilst many of these women are in high level roles within important areas
of industry – the very areas that are being reported on. The reconciliation debate is one example
of this.
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Kirstie Parker, Co-Chair of the National Congress of Australia’s First Peoples, is heavily
involved in Reconciliation Australia. From a journalistic background herself, it is rare that Ms
Parker’s face is seen on television, or her commentary read within broadsheet newspapers. Dr
Jackie Huggins, another Co-Chair, has a strong voice when discussing matters relating to the
health and wellbeing of Indigenous Australians, and was recently present at the 2016 Closing
the Gap Report announcement at Canberra’s Parliament House (closingthegap.pmc.gov), yet
there was no coverage regarding her input by major Australian media.
Professor Langton’s rise as a public intellectual began in her early years of activism and study.
Her knowledge of history, anthropology and social issues is extensive due to her many years in
the academy, and during the 70s Langton was vocal within the women’s liberation movement.
She has also performed in dramatic productions and contemporary art installations and played
a pivotal role in the Wik Land rights negotiations of the later 1990s. Her statement above
asserting identity is something often overlooked when criticisms of Professor Langton are
discussed. In the above statement, Langton also demonstrates a strong sense of agency by
suggesting that which she has built from these beginnings, and the work she has accomplished
since. Fredericks states:
Part of the strength of this re empowerment has been the reclamation of power by
Australian Aboriginal women (Fredericks, 2008). As Aboriginal identity, along
with all that is involved in being an Aboriginal woman in Australia, has been
threatened with eradication through power, it can be reformulated or regained only
by taking power back. More Aboriginal people are naming what Aboriginal
identity is to them, how it manifests itself, and the experiences, rights, roles, and
responsibilities of Aboriginality. There are those who are undertaking this through
the legal and political rights arenas both nationally and internationally, those who
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write about it through analytically researched academic papers challenging the
status quo, and others who do so through creative narrative prose and pieces of art.
(2010, p. 548)

7.3 Agency for Indigenous Women
Agency has been defined within sociology from as early as the Enlightenment period and has
since been regularly discussed as thoughts and actions individuals take expressing individual
power (Cole, 2017). Having the power to think for oneself and act accordingly is an important
element of the process of Indigenous women creating change and enacting leadership.
When exploring why agentic behaviour is so important in leadership, and in Indigenous women,
one must first look at matters relating to why this is needed and how the building of this capacity
is at the forefront of this issue. To change the discourse surrounding Indigenous people, an
initial standpoint of deficit typically gets cast. Regrettably, the statistics are evident and cannot
be ignored. Mortality rates, chronic illness, mental health issues and family violence matters all
permeate through the conversation regarding various First Nations’ people. However, many are
constructively working to take these very statistics and alter them, in both individual and
combined efforts. Creating agency for Aboriginal people is paramount to these efforts, and
therefore transposes to the matter of leadership.
Evans posits that the transformative power related to change can be strong, and this connects
to women having or creating agency within their own lives and the lives of the community
around them. She suggests embracing this power as one way to build a dynamic organisation
and work. I posit that agentic change and behaviour in women creates strong leaders at both
macro and micro levels as Evans iterates that working with this change effectively occurs when
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those leaders remain open to options, delay judgement, and listen to intuition surrounding them
(2008, p. 5).
Fredericks draws on the historical research of Huggins (1998) and the theorising of MoretonRobinson (2008) to posit the long history of the ways in which agency can occur and by more
subversive ways that can be expected:
Jackie Huggins outlines the ways in which Australian Aboriginal women were
placed in a “maid service position” to “help [non-Indigenous women] unlearn
[their] racism” (1998, p. 61). Similarly, Aileen Moreton-Robinson states that such
a service relationship also positions our Aboriginality “as an epistemological
possession to service what it is not” and to obscure “the more complex way that
white possession functions socio-discursively through subjectivity and knowledge
production”. (2008, p. 86)
For Indigenous women, creating agency within their lives and for the lives of those in their
communities can be a process by which different representations can take place. Fredericks
positions this by adding that dissenting Aboriginal women’s voices are marginalised and
seemingly silenced, and the Aboriginal women who raise concerns are positioned as angry or
as aggressors (2010, p. 547). One example of this is that of Indigenous activists who regularly
must combat the call of being angry in their attempts to create change.
Many examples of Indigenous women and leadership fall into the concept of agency, almost
accidentally by nature. The individual agency brought on by circumstances one individual may
feel compelled to act upon, builds to a collective agency for the greater community. This
accidental leadership by using local knowledge and passion regularly goes unnoticed.
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Aboriginal women have shown particular leadership regarding community-led solutions in
many communities (Homel, Lincoln, & Herd, 1999, p. 189).
Within the lens of agency, ones sees that standing up, or self-declaration of leadership can
regularly be misconstrued. Participant Krystal Hurst claims:
There’s a whole range of issues that come with it I suppose… If one person stands
up and even if they proclaim that they themselves are a leader or if others see them
as a leader, they don’t necessarily see that they are or feel that they are. But I think
it does come from a good place. It’s standing up I guess. It’s really hard to find
that balance, if you don’t stand up and have your voice then you won’t get heard
and you’ll just let everyone else drive the conversation. But in terms of seeing what
other people are doing, I find that inspiring and it’s good to look up to someone I
guess, I think that starts with your own family, and seeing what they do. You see
what everyone else is doing and it gives you motivation to keep going. (K. Hurst,
personal yarn, June 10, 2015)
For some of the women interviewed, it was this strong sense of Aboriginal identity,
circumstances they had seen growing up and with a strong background of Elders showing
strength in their views, which has catapulted them into roles that assist Indigenous communities.
These roles include that of assisting in government and policy making and wanting to affect
change from within a government system, to working within small community-based areas,
grassroots movements and front-line services that dealt with real time issues facing Indigenous
Australia. In my interview with Indigenous academic, Dr Chelsea Bond, she discussed the
foundations of her identity forming her desire to create change by stating:
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I’ve always had a strong point of view from a young age and I’d love to have quite
intense conversations with my father about that, I was opinionated let’s say and so
I’ve always been driven by sort of ‘there is something wrong there and I actually
want to, I want to do something about it.’ So, I’ve not been satisfied with just not
doing anything about stuff. (C. Bond, personal yarn, July 16, 2015)
Statements such as the one above reiterates Ms Bond’s desire to build strong Indigenous
leadership, supporting the literature highlighted within the Theoretical Approaches to
Leadership chapter. The desire to create action and not sit idly by is heavily highlighted through
the interviews with these participants, as well as the connection to family that instilled in them
the drive, and the identity needed, to do so.
Bond was one of five women interviewed for the project who held leadership positions within
the tertiary education sector. Participants such as Dr Bond, Professor Marcia Langton, ViceChancellor Bronwyn Fredericks and Associate Professor Bronwyn Carlson contribute
significantly to the current discourse within Australia, focusing on issues relating to Aboriginal
identity, racism, capacity building, research pathways and health promotion. Their participation
in this study is important for bringing together an amazing array of women academic leaders
who are at a forefront of knowledge production and Indigenous-specific discourse within this
country.
The academy as an institution has its own unique history and structure, with the origins of
Universities excluding women and minority groups. It was not until the late nineteenth century
that those barriers slowly eroded, though universities attempt to still maintain their cultural
origins through proud traditions, those barriers of exclusivity have now largely disappeared.
This is evidenced through the current over-representation of females in general and more
specifically of Indigenous females within the academic compared to other areas of the
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workforce. This transition is in itself a subject worthy of further analysis and research, as is
exploring the reasons why women now occupy the academic space in greater numbers than
men.

Indigenous Women and Agency: “Someone’s got to step up”
Indigenous people working without a community focus are somewhat of a misnomer in
Australia. Of the twenty women interviewed, all of them are engaged in various capacities with
the communities they belong to. An understanding of leadership in broader terms allows the
research to be expanded to include those women working within roles where they may not be
the CEO of an organisation, however, the work that they do within their communities indicates
strong levels of grass-roots leadership. With these strong levels, comes a degree of identity and
agency to take on the challenging tasks that need to be done, or may be asked of them. Referring
to Behrendt’s (1993) work on the basis of Indigenous identity pertaining to belonging, the
actions that are then undertaken to understand the shared experience of that identity, and the
activism that creates, drives agentic behaviours and builds leadership characteristics that form
within a context over time.
Coupled with the concept of leadership and all its loaded connotations for Indigenous
Australians, being recognised as someone in a community setting that is attempting to find
solutions to issues and ‘get things done’ can be troubled. On one hand engagement with
community is an intrinsic component of Indigenous society, a concept we simply don’t need a
term for, and on the other the terminology itself raises issues connected to colonialism, ‘big
noting’ and thoughts of the wrong representative being catapulted into specific roles.
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Education is another factor that appears regularly in participant interviews and is just one way
that Indigenous women are moving forward into leadership roles. Talking about “Creating
Parity – the Forrest review”, launched in 2014, Langton went on to say:
I think you can see it emerging in some of the statistics so for instance this is in
the Forrest review report, Aboriginal women or Indigenous women who get the
same standard of education or of a high standard of education actually, exceed the
statistics for employment for women, so their rates of employment are higher than
for other Australian women, so isn’t that interesting? You know, not only do they
close the gap by becoming educated, they actually do better than everybody else.
So we’re starting to see in Universities, the second and third generations come
through from the first generation of Aboriginal people to go to University you
know back in the 60s and 70s, well we’re seeing their children and grandchildren
coming into Universities in larger and larger numbers. (M. Langton, personal yarn,
February 20, 2016)
This statement is significant in the study of Indigenous women’s leadership. Professor Langton
is illustrating how Indigenous women are evolving into leadership, creating strong agency for
themselves in their desire to change, but also to assist in community also. Another visible
individual who sits at the opposite end of the political/ideological spectrum is that of Celeste
Liddle, who writes the blog ‘Rantings of an Aboriginal Feminist’. Regarding the issue of
visibility and identity she highlights:
I started this little blog after speaking to a couple of good, strong black women
who encouraged me. I also started it because I had just finished uni (for the second
time) and didn’t want to become disengaged from the ideas I had investigated
whilst there. I had no idea when I started it that firstly; anyone would want to read
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it and secondly; that anyone would want to publish it anywhere. Both things never
actually occurred to me. It was an incredibly pleasant surprise though when this
did happen and it’s fair to say that since then I have been busy. (2017)
Liddle came to prominence as a member of the National Tertiary Education Union, which led
to her starting her blog, Twitter and Facebook page. Through her work discussing issues of
social justice including racism, domestic and family violence and criminal justice matters, her
profile has steadily risen. Her social media advocacy has now moved towards social
commentary, and Liddle is regularly asked to speak on Indigenous-specific issues.
Both Langton and Liddle are interesting subjects of this study and sit diametrically opposite
each other on numerous issues. However, both individuals are attempting to achieve the same
goals; both women are feminist in their approaches and value the strength of women and their
rights, both have come from strong histories where social justice was at the forefront of their
ideological understandings, and both now hold a presence in the public sphere. The question of
whether these two women are leaders can be debated at length, however, one cannot deny that
these two differing voices resonate forms of leadership in their scope and influence.
Pat Anderson also highlights this, commenting on the differences between Indigenous and nonIndigenous leadership:
Often non-Aboriginal women have a plan or a career path, what they’d like to do
and how they’re going to do it and some idea of – very successful high achievers,
they kind of have some consciousness about in which direction they’re heading.
Now, for Aboriginal women as opposed to that it more is out of necessity. (P.
Anderson, personal yarn, May 27, 2016)
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Another young leader, Krystal Hurst stated that the term leadership often becomes an issue and
how the strength of Indigenous women’s identity creates a sense of agency that evolves into
leadership:
I think the word leadership is really… I think it’s used really loosely and I guess
it’s a really funny term to use to describe our mob who are doing great things and
have been great role models in our communities. So it’s really… like you want to
use that word but what does that really mean? I don’t know how to describe it in a
cultural way but I guess I think it’s just about women being strong and being a
kind of support network for their family and kind of just standing up and speaking
their minds because they have that strong sense of identity and who they are. And
because of history of struggle and justice and recognition, there’s still that
continuation of that, that we all should continue. And I’m not too sure of the word
leadership. (K. Hurst, personal yarn, June 10, 2015)
The problematic aspect of leadership for Indigenous women is not simply in the term itself, nor
is it in the gendered ways in which leadership can occur. The myriad of elements to this issue
show an ever-present tension between self-proclamation, holding a voice, and carrying a
tradition of leadership.
Dr Chelsea Bond also recognises that moving towards leadership for some Indigenous women
can be due to no one else in community ‘standing up’. This issue reverberates within smaller
communities:
I think there are some women leading on their own cause there’s no choice cause
there’s no one else doing anything so they are just getting it done. I look at my
own geographical community. I see an Aboriginal woman who has single handily
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kept our local football club alive and has been there every Saturday cleaning out
the toilets and running the canteen but none of her kids play football anymore. She
always says ‘I hate how our kids have to go play for other clubs. I hate cheering
for other clubs, I only cheer for Inala’ you know, and because of that not wanting
our parents to have to send their kids outside of our community to play football,
and that place is the hub of the community, it does so much and it’s that
unrecognised leadership issue that women are engaged in. (C. Bond, personal yarn,
July 16, 2015)
There is an element of responsibility felt within Indigenous communities and the identity
processes around that move across the spectrum of positive caring towards duty and obligation.
When these communities are dealing with serious and often endemic issues, the obligation to
do something is higher than usual. The other concept Chelsea recognises here is one of keeping
things within the community itself. This is not a unique concept to Indigenous Australia,
however it is important to note that without these community-specific bonds, the community
itself can disintegrate, as too can the collective and individualised concepts of identity.

Agentic Change and Advocacy
It comes as no surprise that health and education hold a specific interest with Aboriginal women
to a point where academic leadership is so prevalent. From the beginnings of The Aboriginal
Medical Service in Redfern, where Mum Shirl advocated strongly for an Aboriginal run
organisation to assist with the health and well-being of Indigenous people, there has been a long
tradition of women trying to fill holes in areas of need for their communities. With the steady
growth of Indigenous Australians gaining education and working towards university degrees,
came opportunities for people to think beyond full time employment in the direction of post
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graduate achievements. These achievements enable individuals to research and theorise,
creating tangible solutions and innovation for new ideas within the Aboriginal sphere. Change
has also come in the way of employment. Such new innovations include that of Supply Nation
which was established in 2009 to provide diversity in business supply and connect Indigenous
businesses and employees to corporate environments, thereby improving an Indigenousspecific economy. In their most recent annual report taken in 2014, the growth of Certified
Employers providing full time employment grew from 136 to 405.5 over five years (2014, p.
9).
The desire to influence change and build capacity for Indigenous people is ever present when
investigating leadership and Indigenous Australia. This agentic behaviour stems from having
little control over the situations that have occurred and the push for self-determination within
communities. One must only look at the phrasing used for such programs as ‘Close the Gap’
and ‘Stronger, smarter’ to envision how this discourse propels people towards having agency
over their lives. And when for example, an Indigenous woman in her community is faced with
undeniable truths regarding youth suicides, family violence and poor education outcomes, the
motivation to create change is powerfully enabled. This was echoed in the participant interviews,
where respondents such as Val Cooms stated, “I don’t want my grandkids going to jail and I
want them to be happy. I don’t want them to be singled out at school because they haven’t got
everything, that is about where I am sitting” (V. Cooms, personal yarn, March 15, 2017).
For Indigenous women working within departmental areas of government, one must navigate
the workings of policy that can directly affect their communities, whilst also living within them
and bearing any ramifications that may cause. As Maddison (2009) suggested the gaining of
that respect is vital for policy directives to be encouraged and supported. These individuals
however, must also accept that the challenges faced in being a recognised government official
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and being Indigenous creates a walking in two world’s perspective similar to what Kenny (2012)
has posited.
Whilst there are those in the Indigenous community that feel that working for government is
somehow betraying their communities, others feel it is where they can make the greatest impact
and ultimately influence representation, identity and policies for the future. Participant Rachelle
Towart suggests:
The reason my father tells that he moved to Canberra to get all the kids to become
public servants because he seen that that was the secure place to be… did I see
myself being here? Absolutely not, but once I got in, it was sort of like a bit of a
drug for me, that I saw that what we were doing was making a real difference to
the lives of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. (R. Towart, personal yarn,
March 5, 2015)
Sanders (2009b) discussion around insider and outsider traits in civic, psychological and
administrative arms of leadership adapt well in the context of Rachelle’s statement. If we are
to work from the inside out – i.e. inhabiting space within policy directives and decision making
– then this often makes it difficult to adopt an outsider stance – that being of the fringe dweller
opposing such directives. Invariably Indigenous individuals are to make a choice between being
one or the other. However, I posit that being an ‘all or nothing blackfella’ is a construct that
suffocates our lived realities.
Professor Langton asserts there has been a shift towards greater agency for Indigenous women
in a statistical sense, which impacts greatly on Indigenous women and leadership:
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Well I think we know from the global literature that there’s a general agreement
that the best investment for development and capability building is to educate
women because the inevitable outcome is that, that leads to their children being
educated, and so that hastens development. A lack of education exacerbates
substandard conditions. (M. Langton, personal yarn, February 20, 2016)
Educating and empowering women to build on their agency allows for greater community
development also. The term ‘leader’ however is one that appears to not sit comfortably with
Indigenous individuals, creating numerous issues in attempting to recognise leadership within
Indigenous society. Academic Dr Chelsea Bond works with her local community in controlled
health environments, and discusses the multiplicity of issues here:
I think black people… sometimes they cringe at the term, the concept of leadership
because it has a different… I often talk about this idea of volunteering.
Volunteering is a ‘whitefellas’ term and there this thing about “Oh black people
don’t volunteer”, or you know all this kind of stuff – no we do, but we don’t give
it a name. It’s just how, how you’re raised, you have an obligation to your family,
your mob and if someone hasn’t got you, you’ve just gotta’ chip in. (C. Bond,
personal yarn, July 16, 2015)
Bond’s comments quintessentially summarises the themes in the chapter of Identity and Agency,
as well as how leadership works within our communities. Obligation to family and community
is a strong component of Indigenous identity, as it reinforces the concept of respect within
Indigenous society. Within a non-Indigenous perspective volunteering is regularly a prescribed
idea whereby choosing to assist within an organisation is different from the obligatory processes
that many Indigenous Australians feel from their own communities. Out of respect for the
family members that have done tireless work in community before them and fought hard for
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services, an Indigenous individual will carry on that work despite outside factors and while
dealing with other familial and social issues. Bond continues to highlight how the term ‘leader’
can easily be translated into fulfilling everyday tasks that need to be done for communities to
survive, stating, “people who just get up every day and push through and you go, well if they
can do that then I should be doing something too” (C. Bond, personal yarn, July 16, 2015).
Bearing witness to this ‘standing up’ from some of the participants has given them initial
insights into what they determine Indigenous female leadership should look like, as participant
Val Cooms discussed:
My old Aunty used to round up all the drunks from Musgrave Park every year and
take them home to her house for Christmas dinner. They used to get all the clothes
from St Vinnies and they would have a shower and get dressed. They would have
their Christmas dinner and then go back. Finally, there was another Murri woman
working at St Vincent’s De Paul who would organise for a food hamper for that
woman every year. Now both those women, I would think are true leaders in the
true sense of the word, but I don’t know if they get on the scale of that woman of
that board of Rio Tinto do you know? (V. Cooms, personal yarn, March 15, 2017)
Dr Bond asserts that identity and agency are intertwined and have far reaching ramifications,
including that of disconnection from family due to leaders passing on early. This in turn pushes
subsequent leaders on further to change the health statistics for Indigenous Australians:
Sometimes that leadership responsibility is not something that we put our hand up
and say we want to do it, there’s no choice cause someone’s got to step up in the
absence of someone else. You know you lose people in all kinds of different ways,
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but that’s the one challenging part around looking at our health statistics is that we
lose people who are culturally recognised as leaders far too early. I’ve got four
sons and one daughter, and they don’t know a grandfather… (C. Bond, personal
yarn, July 16, 2015)
When investigating the mortality and chronic illness rates of many Indigenous people in
Australia, the disparity illustrates not simply a gap in life expectancy and a failure of appropriate
service delivery, but another compounded issue that relates to the over-burdening of some
Indigenous Australians to solve Indigenous issues. Concerning leaders within this population,
the requirement to do everything and fix everything, whilst also avoiding ‘burnout’ and illness
can contribute greatly to some voids of leadership within communities.

7.4 Summary
In this chapter, I have explored the theme of identity and agency with Indigenous women and
leadership in Australia. A sense of identity appears to be a foundation with which leadership is
built upon for these participants. That identity can manifest in numerous ways such as of a
collective nature, an individual motivation or from a multiplicity of sources to draw from.
Indigenous women that lead from within community adhere to identity processes that have huge
expectations placed upon them, from being connected to country to knowing confidential
information regarding family members which can impact largely on the community roles they
inhabit. For the Indigenous women working as part of government or institutional structures,
they are regularly required to make a conflicting choice between being one or the other.
However, I posit that being an ‘all or nothing blackfella’ is a construct that suffocates our lived
realities. That without investigating what lies between fighting these two dichotomies
diminishes us towards a simplistic belief that we should all form that collective identity, rather
than share traits but embody specific ideals also.
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Agency, empowerment or re-empowerment runs concurrently with identity in matters relating
to Indigenous women leading. Their desire to change, create, overcome, or impact stems from
this identity focus and builds a strong base for which leadership, capacity and followership is
created.

***
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8 Governance
She chose to throw in her lot with the whiteman, taking on the role of bell-weather, betrayer of
her own people, and becoming in turn, chief protector of the Chief Protector, George Augustus
Robinson... Everyone who knew her agreed that she was a highly intelligent girl. She must have
been fully aware that whitemen were assuming leadership of the island. The black race was
fading fast and the native, stripped of the dignity of tribal life, had little to offer a beautiful girl
(Ellis, 1976).
By 1840, Truganini was engaged in acts of resistance, stealing from settlers and shooting at
them with guns. After an eventual move to Cape Patterson the group was captured after the
murder of two whalers had occurred.
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8.1 Introduction
The chapter on Identity and Agency discussed the foundation of identity as being essential to
Indigenous women in Australia, and the agency they express in ‘getting things done’ as
imperative to their trajectories of leadership. In this chapter, I will examine issues related to
Governance and demonstrate how these important structures assist in the further development
of leadership for Indigenous women.
This chapter will investigate the theme of Governance, unveiled throughout the participant
interviews. It demonstrates one of the key facets of leadership identified in this study, as strong
Indigenous women’s leadership requires effective understandings of governance to create
meaningful change in Australia. While the term ‘governance’ was not overtly or extensively
discussed within the interview process, the theme was, however, uncovered within the deeper
understandings of Indigenous women’s conversations around their leading work, and the
overall educational requirements needed to further build upon that work for others within the
community. A clear definition of governance within this project relates to “the frameworks of
rules, relationships, systems and process by which an enterprise is directed, controlled and held
to account,” (Standard, 2003). An investigation into matters regarding governance (both at a
mainstream or institutional level and that of smaller community governance) will be given,
followed by participant’s statements that further encapsulate these concepts.
Discussion of the overarching structures of governance required to enable Indigenous women’s
leadership addresses the thesis’ research question, and builds on the background to the wider
historical, political and social structures within which Indigenous women live and lead,
provided in the chapter on Colonisation, Resistance and Structures of Power in Australia.
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While some of the participant’s interviewed did not emphatically state the words ‘governance’
within their interviews, there were however references of these concepts which could be drawn
from such statements as “What we need for better futures is our ways employed in the process”.
The ways things work was also discussed, and how to better the processes by educating oneself
in the space was also mentioned.

8.2 Governance Structure and Development
The matter of governance within Indigenous Australian society developed from early days of
political organisations in the 1930s, towards the beginnings of social services such as The
Aboriginal Health Service in the 1970s and beyond. The era of ATSIC (1990-2005) brought
about an understanding that community controlled organisations offering more autonomy for
Indigenous Australians brought about better solutions within communities. The principle of
self-determination has been debated and contested throughout Indigenous communities
worldwide and is a large component of the United Nations Declaration of the Rights of
Indigenous peoples (The United Nations, 2007). In more recent times, a hybrid of Indigenous
governance supported by the mainstream government has been attempting to create a model
that works. Hunt (2007) states:
Indigenous leaders bemoan their people’s continued low socio-economic status
and the fragmented nature of government policies and programs to meet their
communities’ needs. At the end of the decade of Reconciliation, Australian
governments also recognised that past efforts had met with mixed success.
Consequently, in 2000 the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) initiated
a new process to collaborate in addressing Indigenous disadvantage through
initiatives in community leadership, improved services to families, and promotion
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of economic independence … By November 2002 COAG had established
nationally agreed priority outcomes and indicators against which progress could
be periodically assessed. (Hunt, 2007, p. 155)
These processes, some of which were established over ten years ago, have gone through various
reforms since their initial inception. This highlights the urgent need for such processes. Whilst
Hunt suggests the bemoaning of Indigenous people is in the disjointed function of government
and the services they provide, what is also highlighted is that Indigenous leadership through the
formation and continuation of governance systems within Australia has been evolving over
decades.
‘Structuration’ as defined by Giddens (Giddens & Giddens, 1973, pp. 104–107), impacts on
Indigenous cultures and behaviours from within. The rules and resources involved in
Indigenous society and the agency of both individuals and the group perform through memories
of the struggle against oppression. This influences behaviours and “knowledgeability” within
and towards Indigenous people.
The development of governance structures has morphed from nascent beginnings, at a time
when governments first determined the Aboriginal issue to be problematic, through to selfdetermination advances and beyond. In the modern era, we now have Indigenous governance
within a greater governance, such as the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Elected Body
(ATSIEB) within the ACT government. Indigenous consultation on government policy
directives is one contested way in which Indigenous people are effecting change, and within
this particular body Indigenous women are represented to a larger degree than men. It is
contested in the sense that a proportion of the Canberra Indigenous community do not witness
the work that the ATSIEB do, or that their work does not effect change as fast as people
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expected it to. However, it should be noted that without it, there may be little consultation that
genuinely contributes to lasting change within the greater government.
In 2017 a Referendum Council was set up to have dialogues with other Indigenous people
regarding whether the Australian Constitution should be changed, culminating in a summit held
at Uluru in May of 2017. Much opposition was voiced in the lead up to this summit from people
opposing constitutional recognition, and ultimately it was decided that rather than changes be
made to include and recognise Indigenous Australians into this document, other ideas for selfdetermination should be considered. The Uluru statement declares:
We call for the establishment of a First Nations Voice enshrined into the
Constitution. Makarratas8 is the culmination of our agenda; the coming together
after a struggle. It captures our aspirations for a fair and truthful relationship with
the people of Australia and a better future for our children based on justice and
self-determination. We seek a Makarrata Commission to supervise a process of
agreement making between governments and First Nations and truth-telling about
our history. (Referendum Council, 2017)
The numerous governance structures that are needed to undertake the mammoth task of
implementing this agenda is daunting. For the various organisational structures that exist to
improve parity for the population, there still appears to be more structures yet required to be
implemented to push for this change. This will require not only the backing of Indigenous

8

A Yolngu term that has been used as one way to describe a treaty. It has many meanings, but in this instance it represents a
restoration of peace after a dispute.
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Australians, but also public opinion in the wider Australian audience for such endeavours and
bipartisan support within Parliament.
The main spokespeople in the debate over recognising Indigenous Australians into the
constitution have been numerous, including Noel Pearson and Patrick Dodson. However, at the
time of the announcement of the Uluru statement, two strong and determined Indigenous
women were in front of the cameras. Pat Anderson, a participant in this research project, and
lawyer and academic Megan Davis held the attention of news agencies when they heralded this
statement. Both women have endured through this process the pros and cons of Indigenous
women’s leadership, on the one hand being praised for their histories of strong and forthright
advocacy, and on the other, being labelled as ‘sell-outs’ and attacked for the work that they
have done in relation to the Referendum process. Their example demonstrates the elements
existing within the discussion regarding what it means to be an Indigenous woman leading in
the present day.

8.3 Education
A degree of procedures involved within the structures of governance requires education to
succeed. The further education investment in Indigenous Australia can only contribute to a
positive outcome in overall Australian society. Indigenous female leadership requires further
investment in education and governance for the continued development of programs to
encourage Indigenous women to participate. Building stronger foundations for Indigenous
women to build upon their inherent skills, and education in governance are vital components to
the Indigenous female leadership discussion. While the concept of governance has been
discussed within other chapters, it is important that governance (and the education to create that
governance) be further elaborated on as an imperative function of Indigenous women’s
leadership, as well as a tool to build upon for future leadership development. Education as a
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component of Indigenous women’s leadership is an integral and ongoing conversation. Its
connection therefore to governance in this area is also of high importance, as it is in the
development of Indigenous women’s knowledge that greatly contributes to the work across a
number of areas where governance and leadership intersect.

The Need for Stronger and More Effective Education
As stated in the Theoretical Approaches to Leadership, Indigenous people in general are
underrepresented in higher education in Australia, both as students and staff (Asmar et al.,
2009). While University education shows disparity between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
Australians, there is a greater issue outside of higher education whereby Indigenous individuals
are attempting to change the narrative of their lives by building stronger understandings of what
they may need to add to the governance structures that exist in their communities. The lack of
Indigenous women in academia highlights that more work must be done in building stronger
pathways for women to attend universities and go beyond undergraduate towards post graduate
aspirations. Education can also address the need for more leadership and development within
Indigenous communities.
The Australian Indigenous Leadership centre is one area where the push for more education on
governance and leadership programs exist. Other programs such as one with the Indigenous
Education Leadership Institute and through The Office of the Register of Indigenous
Corporations (ORIC) works specifically to train Indigenous Australians in stronger
understandings of how leadership, governance and education work together, and how best to
support them through the difficulties that this can create. The Australian Indigenous
Governance Institute (Australian Indigenous Governance Institute) is another organisation that
assists Indigenous groups and individuals to best practice in governance procedures and
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knowledge and is largely Indigenous-led with partnerships from some government and
corporate funding provided. As well as this, there appears to be numerous Indigenous
workshops and conferences that specifically deal with women entering these roles. Educating
Indigenous women in community through the processes of governance has been structured to
incorporate the nuances involved in such and requires the comprehension of often competing
ideas to give a more complete picture of Indigenous governance within their own communities.
Conversation between Indigenous people regarding education, disadvantage and success is
evolving, as the push for discourse around Indigenous success has grown momentum in recent
years. Stan Grant has used his public profile recently to highlight this. In his Quarterly Essay
titled ‘The Australian Dream’ Grant (2017). Grant asserts:
When you talk to people in the Northern Territory and West Australia who are
showing real leadership around that, who are looking at ways where you can take
land and create an economic base, give children a choice, children going away to
school, they come back to their communities – you open the world up to them…
Where people are empowered and make a difference to their lives, we need to
focus on the empowerment, I think. (2017)
Grant’s comment also connects strongly to the previous chapter on Identity and Agency, as it
is through education that the empowerment of Indigenous people has been building and gives
individuals more opportunities to engage further in changing the disparities for Indigenous
Australians. Agency too, fits into this concept of governance, as the structures of such provide
a process by which these individuals can rise to the challenge.
Professor Ian Anderson, former Pro Vice Chancellor of the University of Melbourne, has also
discussed Indigenous success in the areas of education. He posits:
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If Universities are to build better programs, they will need to bring together
students from a range of disciplines. An Indigenous student undertaking a PhD in
mathematics, for example, needs opportunities to meet other Indigenous students
studying anthropology, philosophy and medicine. Although their research interests
are different, their family and cultural obligations are often similar. Universities
need to provide spaces in which Indigenous students can discuss issues and share
ideas about what it means for them to be Indigenous and part of an intellectual
elite. (2016)
This elite comes from strong advocacy in allowing Indigenous students a seat at the table in
Universities, something that was hard fought for and now regularly encouraged as part of
various Reconciliation Action Plans and Strategic frameworks embedded into these
Universities. It has also emerged out of a changing discourse around Indigenous success, and
the ability to combine both Indigenous and Western models to create parity.
As White has suggested, there is a ‘walking in both worlds’ component of this form of training
that encompasses Aboriginal culture, ways of being, and a unique sense of humour whilst
functioning successfully in a predominantly white world (2007, p. 19).

Institutional Leading, Governance and Education
For the women interviewed working within government departments and other institutions,
their experiences of governance from one perspective assist them in understanding the
governance needed within an Indigenous construct. Discussing her involvement with
Centrelink during the implementation of the Northern Territory Emergency Response (NTER),
participant Katrina Fanning stated:
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Government doesn’t make policy and big sweeping decisions like that very often.
So it was interesting in that sense because you got to think outside the box and
really spend a lot of time putting to one side the things that I couldn’t change and
thinking about the things, what else do our mob need out there. (K. Fanning,
personal yarn, February 7, 2015)
Leading from an institutional level to other positions where the understanding of ground level
assistance and community issues required great organisation and strong governance, Ms
Fanning stated:
I got to live in Auckland for a year and I worked on two big projects there; one
which is about a community service centre where you only have to tell your stories
once and you get all the services that you need and the other was working for the
gang family in South Auckland to address some significant issues they were having
around youth suicide, so that was interesting as well. (K. Fanning, personal yarn,
February 7, 2015)
Ms Fanning demonstrates how these forms of community governance can deliver services from
an understanding of issues and a shared experience across community. This also demonstrates
a community led, so-called ‘grass-roots’ movement (and leadership thereof). Grassroots
governance within small community-based organisations have been employed by Indigenous
Australians over many years and was essentially born out of community minded individuals
who wanted to impact on social and political change through humble beginnings of ‘helping
out the mob’.
The various domains that utilise governance involving Indigenous women range from
parliament, government departments, representative bodies and community-controlled health
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organisations. These domains require effective governance structures and controls to provide
the delivery of service needed, however, the outcomes of these varying domains can be different.
The chapter on Colonisation, Resistance and Structures of Power in Australia demonstrated the
historical connection to power structures that have impacted on Indigenous people. The
Indigenous responses to those structures creating advocacy and leadership has been ongoing,
and Indigenous women have greatly contributed to the areas of governance needed to create
that leadership. These domains also impact on Indigenous women’s opportunities for
development, as well as creating some constraints that hinder the processes of governance. The
strong women who work within these areas approach the task of leading in an all-inclusive
manner, as Ms Cheetham highlights:
Women who are achieving outcomes for a community, whether it be a local
Indigenous community, the community they belong to, or the broader Indigenous
community, or, in fact, the broader Australian community, I think that there’s an
inclusiveness to the way in which women set out to include and approach each task
in a holistic way, but that’s not always possible either. I think the women that I
admire in the public space that are working for their community, whichever
community that happens to be. They show an incredible resilience and strength.
(D. Cheetham, personal yarn, October 3, 2016)
In matters of leadership, this inclusion is highly effective in creating stronger areas of
governance across a variety of sectors. Ms Cheetham also discusses one example of an
Indigenous women who has pushed forward and demonstrated great resilience in educating
herself and others towards stronger governance and greater outcomes for Indigenous
Australians:
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Lowitja (O’Donoghue) is a perfect example of that. An eloquent educated woman
who doesn’t take a backwards step or hasn’t taken a backwards step. She’s just
through her own resilience and strength has powered on, and people have followed
her. I have a lot of admiration for Lowitja. (D. Cheetham, personal yarn, October
3, 2016)
Lowitja O’Donoghue is just one of many Indigenous women who came from difficult
beginnings to move towards great leadership, gaining an education and obtaining success
during her lifetime. With such accolades as the first Aboriginal woman to receive the Order of
Australia in 1976, and the founding chairperson of The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Commission in 1990, Ms O’Donoghue remains a quintessential representation of Indigenous
Women’s Leadership in this country, and it appears that those who have come after, see this
strength and endeavour to follow in her footsteps.
Concerning matters of strength, some trajectories towards leadership have not come easily.
Many Indigenous women have had to effectively design ways to build their own strength in
education and development when there were very few structures to assist, as Tracy Bunda has
highlighted:
I started at a time when the notion of professional development was very much at
its infancy and so the notion of professional development training towards
leadership and management skills has only occurred within the last decade, two
decades or something, and hit its strides I suppose in the latter part of the ‘90s and
then that’s forced Aboriginal people and communities to think about leadership as
well, particularly outside of the university context linking leadership and
governance together and efficacy within Aboriginal community organisations.
There wasn’t necessarily a model of leadership to be able to look forward, and
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there certainly wasn’t a model or models of what you could call Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander leadership. So because we constitute such a minority within
the organisation you look to try and find those good models of leadership around
you. In terms of being able to maintain your identity as an Aboriginal person those
models are found wanting and I mean, they may have been – they may have had
efficacy for the white institution because they themselves were white but that
doesn’t necessarily mean it translates well or easily into Aboriginal context and
often times too, the leadership that you were responsible to within the university
had no idea about the peculiarities or the particularities of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander higher education. (T Bunda, personal yarn, February 12, 2016)
This statement goes to the notion of Indigenous leadership being somehow the same in
foundation, yet nuanced and different in its construct. Indigenous individuals must cherry pick
from various modes of institutional leadership, finding characteristics from all to combine these
with the specific lenses placed upon Indigenous Australia such as identity, tradition, modernity,
community and a sense of place. It must also incorporate a degree of responsibility to not only
the past grass roots organisations that were born out of resistance, but also towards the
development of Indigenous communities within communities, such as the Indigenous
community that exists within a university environment. This connects to the concept of
Indigenous women incorporating leadership within a carry-all, pulling out the various modes
and concepts of leadership and using them depending on the domain in which they lead.
Ms Bunda adds that within a university environment, there are different governance structures,
each with multiple levels of access that make it hard to penetrate:
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Often times the Aboriginal leadership doesn’t necessarily get access to the
appropriate leadership within the university. So if you want to make the argument
at the executive level sometimes you don’t get access at that particular level. So
that means that you don’t necessarily have the power to be able to call meetings,
to go and have a discussion, that the hierarchy actually works against you. The
other thing too is that I’ve seen white leadership be very inflexible, particularly at
a time when the discourse of compliance has come to rest within university
governance and so there was this – I saw it as very punitive actually from the
government. (T Bunda, personal yarn, February 12, 2016)
The statement regarding the inflexibility of so-called ‘white leadership’ suggest that in
contrasting Indigenous leadership, inflexibility is just one way that it differs. Fielder (1967),
Hersey & Blanchard’s (1977) previous discussion on situational leadership is therefore utilised
in this statement, whereby adaptation towards specific conditions determines the leading
behaviours of the leader.
However, these binaries of ‘fixed’ or ‘static’ and ‘fluid’ or ‘flexible’ can work counter to their
intentions, creating hegemonic beliefs to the structures of leadership, and the structures of
identity processes. The ideas that Indigenous cultural identity is somehow both collective in its
nature and containing specific norms and beliefs, and yet also individualised within a modern
context of multiple meanings would suggest that the leadership deployed by its population be
of a similar nature. Conversely the recognition of such also highlights that Indigenous
leadership is situational in that it may move depending on the individual’s cultural standpoint
and interface with others.
That interface must be recognised as part of the Indigenous leadership process. For Indigenous
academic Dr Chelsea Bond, the inherent need for working with community governance arenas
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as part of an embedded and ongoing knowledge production process is a vital part of her
understandings of work and culture as they coincide:
I did it based in the community that I live in, at Inala, and did a whole lot of
community work at the same time because that was part of my methodology. And
at that time, I was approached to try and start up a new community organisation at
the same time because one had fallen down there, so I got involved and I felt that
was my obligation that I had some skills and expertise and that that need to be used.
And it was part of being a health worker that to be a board member of a community
organisation you should be a member and all that kind of stuff. (C. Bond, personal
yarn, July 16, 2015)
It regularly occurs that Indigenous people in leadership positions often perform these positions
over a variety of areas. Of the participants interviewed for this research project, it was not
uncommon for the Indigenous women interviewed to be working in both community driven
arenas such as non-government organisations, health centres and employment services, but also
be working within more mainstream or institutional environments such as government bodies
and universities. Concerning governance, this element of Indigenous women leading seems
imperative to the understandings of Indigenous leadership and the overriding component
appears to be that of adhering to community controlled work that further invests in the building
of services around them.
Too often there are distinctions made between community governance structures and those that
exist within more institutional frameworks, and the Indigenous Australians that work within
each. These distinctions are often made into false binaries whereby you appear to be on one
team or another, further contributing to the ideology that there are specific ‘ways of being’
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Indigenous. The reality is that many Indigenous individuals work within both governance areas,
and there is no clear distinction between the two. Robyn Forrester posits that within institutional
or mainstream forms of governance, she believed she could contribute to change:
I’d always had that kind of mentality to want to get up and make a difference and
lead and support people. I think that has just carried on in my life. My first
organised job was really with the Education Consultative Group, and after being
in Canberra for a while I actually discovered what the public service was and what
it was all about. I made my first step into the government doing the contract with
industrial relations in the Public Affairs unit just for six months. I did my public
service exam. The week later they rang me in, said, “We’ve got a potential job for
you. It’s at the tax office, so you need to go and see this person on this day.” At
the time I was a bit excited because I was thinking, “Oh, the tax office. That’s got
to be working with accountants and around figures and numbers and money,”
which I had a bit of an interest in. (R. Forrester, personal yarn, April 11, 2015)
Ms Forrester went on into other areas of the public service and further cemented her knowledge
of governance from this structure. This education created not only knowledge, but capacity to
both be mentored and then lead in areas where previously she had not felt the capacity to do so:
I came into Social Security on the contract for six months, and I had a really good
opportunity to learn some really good things and to be mentored really well, and I
think if I didn’t have such a great friend and mentor my career may have been a
little bit different, but she challenged me to actually step up and make a difference
and do a lot. Then in Foreign affairs work – I was just really nervous about it
because it was the work that I was going to do, if I was successful for the job, was
around the development work, then what was the draft Declaration on the Rights
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of Indigenous Peoples and working in that international arena, so I knew it was
really important work. Foreign Affairs to me was like, just right up there. It’s
something really flash and you’ve got to be a diplomat and in suits and all that sort
of stuff. (R. Forrester, personal yarn, April 11, 2015)
Forrester highlights a pivotal time for Indigenous people worldwide to witness the United
Nations Declaration, whereby specific ideas were put into an aspirational document for the
Indigenous people of the world to connect to. Whilst sadly, this document has remained
aspirational and not legislated as such, principles such as cultural consultation and autonomy
have emerged from this that have enabled Indigenous people to build upon their governance
work.

8.4 Compliance, Resistance and their Interactions with Governance
Compliance and resistance is also important to unpack within the structures of governance, and
in the understandings of Indigenous women and leadership within Australia. Compliance to
systems of power, constructions around what is deemed Indigenous within a broader context in
the workplace, and active resistance towards these elements creates patterns of leadership that
Indigenous women use in choosing how they engage with a leadership space. The concepts of
compliance and resistance are seen within the participant interviews where discussion on their
specific role within the leadership perspective was demonstrated. They are also seen when
discussing matters of identity, or challenges and opportunities and of performativity and
representation.
The long history of strong warriors, spokespeople and leaders within Indigenous Australia have
shown great resistance and brought about social change through that resistance. Dodson’s (2003)
statement within the Theoretical Approaches to Leadership that Indigenous heroes and heroines
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such as Pemulwuy, Janadamurra, Dundalli and Yagan created forms of protest attest to the fact
that when considering leadership for Indigenous people, one must explore the long history of
resistance and how it has moved from colonisation towards the modern era.
I would argue that these warriors of change were displaying resistance in the overt ways in
which they exhibited opposition towards control of their lands. As time has carried on the shifts
in resistant behaviour have moved from war-like combat, to protests and commemorations in
the 1930’s, letters to the protection board from women pleading for their children to be returned
and the more fervent political campaigns for social change within the 70s. Campaigns around
this time included the Wave Hill walk off in 1966 and the 1967 Referendum to count Aboriginal
people in the census continued to further empower Indigenous Australians. The introduction
and development of Aboriginal Medical Services was another area where resistance and a want
for great social change was greatly assisted by Indigenous women to build not only the physical
spaces where these services exist, but also a strong commitment to social capital, service
delivery and holistic well-being for all First Australians. Mum Shirl (Shirley Cohen Smith,
1924-1998) was a strong Aboriginal woman who led the way for the first Aboriginal Medical
Service in Redfern in July 1971. Mum Shirl also advocated for an Aboriginal Tent Embassy,
the Children’s Aboriginal Service and the Aboriginal Housing Company in the inner-city
suburb in Sydney.
Within a more modern construct, governance comes in different forms that act for and against
more institutional structures, adding a complexity for Indigenous Australians that needs to be
further explored. Resistance may be exhibited from within – those with ‘skin in the game’
working in government, policy and institutions because they believe that the only way to make
sweeping changes within a society is to work from within these structures. The leadership that
must therefore be witnessed must be one of great complexity when dealing with other
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Indigenous people who believe they have turned away from resistant forms of protests and have
somehow ‘sold out’.
The choices of whether to resist or comply occur in macro and micro levels at every turn of an
Indigenous person’s life, as the interactions with overriding government policy are interspersed
within our understandings of our own identity. Whilst it could be argued that all citizens
regardless of cultural background share these interactions, for some it is not due in large part to
their heritage. One example of this could be with the Closing the Gap policy brought about by
the Federal Government in 2008 in conjunction with the national Apology to Indigenous
Australians for the ‘Stolen Generations’ in the same year (closingthegap.pmc.gov).
This is not to say that the choices of compliance or resistance are new however, as countless
policy decisions over Indigenous Australians have been announced over decades, attempting to
fix issues and yet in many ways contributing to them further.
There is true leadership in the stances of both resistant natures and that of compliance, in that
one may initially appear to be the opposite of the other. The choices in how best to lead within
those frames therefore becomes imperative to what outcomes emerge from that choice.
As Saunders & Evans (1992, p. 6) suggest in the Theoretical Approaches to Leadership, that
black women’s survival and ownership of their histories despite years of humiliations are a
cause for quiet pride and strength, these ideas around what is ‘compliant’ and what is ‘resistant’
are once again not fixed, but rather fluid in their nature. The notion therefore that compliance
only occurs when an Indigenous individual goes against culture is a fallacy based on a
perpetuation of culture as static. Resistance can also occur when an Individual actively chooses
to resist the dominant homogenisation of Indigenous culture.
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Pat Anderson sees resistance to be overall and doesn’t engage in the discussions around insider
or outsider adherence to culture being a factor. She mentions that the change that is required
for this modern era differs from the one her counterparts were engaged in during the 60s and
70s:
The struggle still needs to occur. It’s changing and it’s different. You weren’t in
the – you weren’t at the 1967 referendum. You weren’t in the land rights marching
down the streets in Redfern and camping outside Parliament House here in
Canberra demanding land rights. That’s not your experience. You weren’t living
in – weren’t brought up in a camp or a fringe dwelling place. Your experience is
different and the journey – the job rather – that terrible word – the job that you
guys have and all of your generation, those that are – who are here now, your
challenge is to not bemoan the past and say we can’t do that anymore and so
therefore everything’s been done. (P. Anderson, personal yarn, May 27, 2016)
In demonstrating what is different from past struggles, Ms Anderson alludes to the new
challenges that lie before all Indigenous Australians, but also what may be opportunities for the
Indigenous women choosing to lead within these arenas:
Your role is to shape the struggle and it’s a very 1960’s word. We used to write –
end our letters to each other in capital letters, capital I, in the struggle, capital ‘S’.
That’s how we used to write to each other. This is before everything digital. So
your job now is to understand all about that, but you’ve got to create the struggle
based on your own experience. You are healthier. You are better educated. You’re
more accessible to mainstream Australians. You live in the suburbs. It’s just as
important, if not more important because if you guys stuff up I don’t know where
we’re going to be 50 years from now. You guys got to really – it’s much more
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complicated and if we go ahead and we get a yes vote that just complicates the
struggle even more for you. (P. Anderson, personal yarn, May 27, 2016)

8.5 Community Women and Governance Structures
Community governance is regularly born out of the remnants of policy failure from government
service delivery. Participant Natasha Davis highlighted that through working within these
institutional frameworks came a greater understanding of how best to make community run
governance work. This also demonstrates how leadership can be enabled and enacted:
I worked for Centrelink for seven and a half years since I was eighteen and that is
how I got involved in what is happening in the Community because people were
coming in and were not wanting to see non-Indigenous people at Centrelink and
always asking to see myself or another Indigenous person that we have there. From
there I realised that the issues that were going on in the Community and I ended
up leaving Centrelink and went to work out at Purfleet at the Land Council under
CDP. (N. Davis, personal yarn, August 3, 2015)
Ms Davis highlights the need for more Indigenous-specific service delivery in her statement,
alluding to why the overall issue of governance is so important for the Indigenous Australian
community. The leadership that needs to therefore be shown is one whereby the knowledge and
insight gained from working within these government departments informs the individual in
such a way as to then adapt this knowledge towards more Indigenous-specific areas. It also
suggests that the ways in which one performs their leadership and management must be
different, adapting to different situations and with different groups of people. Ms Davis
continues to highlight several issues, including the decrease in funding of programs from
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mainstream government, which therefore suggests the even greater need for community
controlled organisations and further governance and leadership training:
They removed CDP from the Land Council and so then myself and John Clark
who was a CEO, we formed our own organisation called TIDE – Taree Indigenous
Development and Employment. The Government then gave CDP over to TIDE to
run because they were removing them all, unlinking them from the Land Councils,
we still got to keep it for another 12 months after that, because most of the CDP’s
got abolished and we were one of the lucky ones that got to keep it for another 12
months, so we opened TIDE and ran CDP out of there and then we also started up
as a Job Network as well, so we could have the Indigenous people coming in to
see us instead of going to like – Wesley, because they were not really good with
dealing with Indigenous people I suppose in the mainstream. So it was a lot better
for us to have our own little Aboriginal Organisation where they could come and
do their Job Network stuff and help with their Centrelink stuff as well. (N. Davis,
personal yarn, August 3, 2015)
This is the epitome of Indigenous community-based leadership, as it demonstrates many key
elements in the process of filling gaps where policy has either failed or funding has been
removed from a program that specifically addresses an Indigenous issue. It therefore holds
components of social justice and resistance, as well as creating a hybrid model of both
mainstream and community governance procedures.
When casting a critical eye over the countless initiatives and programs the Federal, State and
Territory governments employ to address disparity in Indigenous communities, there is regular
mention of consultation with Indigenous groups before embarking on such policies. Without
strong governance protocols in place for these groups, and without effective leadership, this
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consultation may fall institutionally on deaf ears, or be side-lined in a midst of hidden agendas
from parties more concerned with self-interest than the interests of community. Professor
Marcia Langton states in her interview that it makes sense to enhance Indigenous individuals
understanding of these processes so they be better informed and able to distinguish between
what is effective service delivery from government agencies, and what is not:
I think it’s a very good idea to empower ordinary Aboriginal folk who are the
ostensible recipients of all these government services that wouldn’t have a clue
what is being said about them or how they’re being represented in the public
service sector. The real issue to tackle is actual evidence leadership which is
potentially very helpful for Indigenous futures. (M. Langton, personal yarn,
February 20, 2016)
Professor Langton gets to the essential issue of Indigenous leadership in this statement
regarding actual evidence monitoring. The outcomes, be they successes or failures, allow policy
delivery to change if those that have some input and control are the recipients of that success
or failure. This is the core function of any effective governance and leadership and in addition
to transparency and accountability, goes a long way towards identifying why many government
policies have failed or been ineffectual, as they have lacked the appropriate feedback loops
from the recipients to the providers. This is why Indigenous leadership within these areas is so
vital, in order to implement more effective policy for the future. Indigenous women are the
individuals who lead that charge, both in the community work they do to advocate for change,
and in the more mainstream areas of governance to work from the inside out. Professor
Langton’s next statement demonstrates how Indigenous women are constructively questioning
governance and speaking up on the matters that need better service delivery. Indigenous women
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specifically, are the individuals who are independently setting up organisations with which to
affect these services:
I’ve been to bush meetings many years ago where people setting up their
outstations, and the men’s meeting, what did they want to talk about? They wanted
to talk about the vehicles, the windmills for the water, and tanks and roads. And
what did the women want to talk about? They wanted to talk about getting the
health services in for the kids, getting a teacher to stop in their community and
teaching the kids or even getting a teacher, and more women would talk about
housing rather than the men. You’ve got your various attempts to set up birthing
centres or Aboriginal birthing centres like Olagra in Alice Springs, you’ve got the
NPY Women’s Council which is a very successful major Aboriginal Corporation.
(M. Langton, personal yarn, February 20, 2016)
This statement is not to deny that Indigenous men do also work tirelessly in their efforts to
assist in the implementation of services needed. Rather, it suggests that in a gendered fashion,
men and women consider priorities of the community differently. This also contributes to a
further call to action for the Indigenous women to be placed more at the forefront of leadership
roles, as they provide insight and contribution that may appear lacking otherwise.
Val Cooms discussed that her leadership and the recognition of such seemed to appear without
her knowledge of it happening, an almost organic and informal process:
Being on a board of an organisation, people coming up to me saying to step up and
be on the board, that was probably leadership, when you didn’t even realise that it
was leadership. With our board, you don’t get paid, because you were incorporated
under ORIC and because that was the only way to get funded because there were
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organisations everywhere and they needed people who were honest and grass roots
sorts of people for want of a better word to be on the board. So being on the board’s
sort of gave me another level of insight even though I didn’t get onto the board for
that purpose. (V. Cooms, personal yarn, March 15, 2017)
These realisations of leadership are important for Indigenous women, as the regular ‘un-naming’
(i.e. wanting to distance themselves from the term) and claiming of oneself as a leader impacts
greatly on the further development of leadership in Indigenous society. Ms Cooms elaborates
further on the leadership of Indigenous women:
When I speak affectionately to someone, I don’t say that you are a wonderful
leader. We always get the dirt done, we are already working. You don’t do
leadership because you want to be a leader, you do what they call leadership
because you want to make sure that you get the best deal possible with the money
that is there. (V. Cooms, personal yarn, March 15, 2017)

High Profile Indigenous Women, Governance and Education
The participants interviewed who worked in areas where there was a high-profile focus placed
upon them discussed the theme of governance in broad terms. Some detailed how the
beginnings of leadership begin through effective education, and the need for stronger education
was paramount to building capacity for all Indigenous Australians.
Deborah Cheetham suggests that the low expectations of Indigenous children in school has
created a much larger problem in matters of future empowerment of Indigenous Australians,
stating, “There was a really… A deliberately low bar was being set, in terms of Indigenous
children’s participation in school” (D. Cheetham, personal yarn, October 3, 2016). These low
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expectations that women such as Ms Cheetham experienced in childhood are not isolated. This
only adds credence to the resilient aspect of individuals who have overcome those expectations
and reinvented ways in which leadership occurs holistically.
The matters that arise when discussing Indigenous governance can be multifaceted, including
the many leadership and governance models existing and often competing against each other
for a top position, the quintessential ideal for the perfect leader or the perfect style of governance.
Professor Langton illuminates this further, adding:
I think what we see in Aboriginal corporations is far too much male authoritarian
hierarchical structures and I think that’s contributing to the very poor standards of
governance. You know I don’t think we’re seeing enough collaboration and
enough transformational leadership, and that’s why I’m suggesting that one of the
motivations for the government’s funding, especially federal government’s
funding leadership programs is to move the Indigenous sector away from that poor
style of leadership, that dysfunctional style of leadership – you know power for
power’s sake – there are better styles of leadership that lead to better outcomes. So
leadership training is, there’s a sense in which it’s really management training, and
change management training, as opposed to leadership training but everyone uses
the rubric of leadership. (M. Langton, personal yarn, February 20, 2016)
The highlighting of transformational leadership as a model is pertinent to the conversation
regarding governance. If Burns’ model of transformational leadership (1978) is employed here
within these Indigenous constructs, then the education then becomes key in determining how
best to transform Indigenous communities into strongly governed and empowered environs.
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As the educational aspects trickle down towards the children, and they bear further witness to
the growing strengths-based outcomes of this education, it appears the combined efforts of both
traditional and culture-focused knowledge with more European based educational aspects can
create a hybrid economy built on Indigenous and non-Indigenous ways and structured learning
that can benefit all of the community.
With increased education and knowledge comes the ability to form one’s own ways of thinking
and doing. Deborah Cheetham highlighted that in matters of leadership, positions can be
learning experiences whereby they can become a calling or simply a moment that galvanises a
change into another area:
Now leadership is all about, “Okay, so I’m here for X number of years. That’s a
stepping stone to the next thing.” Or you might decide, “oh my god, I cannot work
for this organisation anymore, because they just don’t get it.” This is why I have
my own company. I’m never going to leave that company. That company is
completely devoted to the ideal that there is enough opportunity out there for
everyone, but not everyone is getting the opportunity. There’s enough for everyone,
and everyone should have enough. That’s completely the philosophy behind every
single thing I do. (D. Cheetham, personal yarn, October 3, 2016)
Ms Cheetham also demonstrates in this statement the notion that we as individuals can embed
strong philosophies into our learning and our leadership, such as one where opportunities exist
for many.
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8.6 Institutional Domains, Compliance and Resistance
The participants interviewed that worked with government departments or institutions spoke at
length of their roles within the structures and the governance that was needed to fulfil those
roles. What was more interesting was their statements around how they best work within these
structures and whether they are complying with institutions or acting from the inside out to
change them.
In matters relating to compliance, Deborah Cheetham discusses Indigenous Australia as having
to choose between complying with the dominant culture as a group, but choosing how best to
engage with that compliance as an individual representative:
Well, we’re being forced to give up our systems of government. As Aboriginal
people of this continent. I don’t even fully understand what our systems of
government would be, but I can tell you this, we’re the longest continuing culture
in the world, we must have been getting something right. There’s no fall of the
Roman Empire for us. We are 70 thousand, 80 thousand, 90 thousand years into
systems of government and knowledge transfer. The interruption to that in the last
200 and something years, that’s one thing. We are being forced to comply with the
absolute lowest possible aspiration. This is something I refuse to do. If I’ve walked
away from places, and people will see where my career trajectory has been in all
sorts of different areas. If I’ve walked away from a place, you can absolutely
believe that there lies a culture of compliance as the destination. You see,
compliance is a departure point. (D. Cheetham, personal yarn, October 3, 2016)
I believe that this is where these notions of compliance, resistance, and leadership all intersect,
and one can make a choice in relation to themselves that whilst it is not about their culture as a
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group (and therefore shouldn’t be seen as acting against them), it is actively engaging in a more
constructive discussion about honouring identity as well as being an individual. This ultimately
is of benefit to the understandings of Indigeneity in that it broadens the discussion beyond
binaries of with or against.
Ms Cheetham continues to highlight these apparent choices as something which you actively
decide upon as either a calling, a call to action, or simply something you get paid for:
Where compliance becomes a destination, and you sometimes have people who
are professional Aboriginals, I’ve heard it described, you have to make a choice
for yourself whether you are willing to simply have that as your job, or whether
that’s who you are, and it’s your job. Whether it’s who you are, and the job has to
raise to your level of thinking and aspiration, this is what we battle against every
single day. Big institutions that will pay a lot of lip service... You’re at Uni
Melbourne at the moment. Their reconciliation action plan has given them until
2050 to reach parity. (D. Cheetham, personal yarn, October 3, 2016)
Whilst regular attempts from others suggest that Indigenous people working within these
institutional frames are somehow going against norms and values within culture and identity,
the women working in this coalface are actively engaging in a resistant struggle on a number
of fronts – both the struggle to ultimately affect policy from the inside out, and also in a resistant
fashion to those that criticise them for not adhering to these aforementioned norms. Ms
Cheetham continues:
That may not play out when you’re in the broader Australian landscape. Whether
that’s academic, or arts community, whatever it happens to be, because other
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people are not playing by those rules. As much as I can provide an experience, an
opportunity, training, education, development, that is for every single person who
comes and says, “This is what I’d like to do”. (D. Cheetham, personal yarn,
October 3, 2016)
When Indigenous women move into areas whereby they themselves can influence, educate and
provide more developing opportunities for further education and governance, they appear to
actively engage in giving back so that those who previously were unable to attain such goals
can do so.
For Indigenous PhD candidate and social media activist Summer May Finlay, the beginnings
of her resistance and her activism began early:
In high school I was a tomboy, I hated wearing skirts, I went to a big public school,
there’s a thousand kids. I petitioned to get shorts in and my school principal said
no, you know. I spoke to my year coordinator and she helped me survey girls in
one year of every class so from Year 7 to Year 12. I did as much survey and I
presented the results before the principal who still said no. I took it to the P&C and
so I was leaving school, at the end of that year I was leaving, changing schools for
Year 11 and 12, but the P&C pushed to get shorts in. So the year after I left they
got shorts in. I’ve always been that kind of person. And again, that’s personality
based as well and I think that’s a lot of – one of the challenges we face is that it’s
really – there are different types of leadership as well. It’s not just the push back
kind of people like myself. (S. Finlay, personal yarn, August 4, 2016)
Ms Finlay illustrates in her comment her experiences in providing a framework around an act
of resistance, and an attempt at a young age for being an agent of change. Ms Finlay has
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continued to be that agent of change as she has travelled along in her trajectory towards
leadership, evidenced by her activism and advocacy in areas such as the Just Justice campaign
focusing on Indigenous Australians.
As we live in a new era of understanding that goes beyond previous activism towards a more
constructed online environment, many ideas around resistance have shifted. Whilst there is still
a strong element of ‘people power,’ such as the 2015 nation-wide protest against the closure of
Indigenous communities in Australia. With these powerful protests that attempt to influence
change, we now have both the challenge and the opportunity that postmodernism brings us. The
opportunities lie within a further reach of issues through new media, online petitions and
campaigns as well as more citizen journalism that can regularly set the story that others may
not have otherwise seen. The challenges conversely lie within the same; more voices hearing
the dissent mean more opinions, more attribution of meaning. The leadership thus required to
bring about further change must also be adapted.
Pat Anderson highlights how leadership in resistance brought about more prominent
investigations into the Stolen Generations:
We’re here. You did this shit to us. Say sorry and let’s move on. We never
mentioned money. Black fellas, they did it a bit later, but I was part of organising
the very first Stolen Generation – I didn’t organise it but gave resources. It was in
Darwin and it was the brainchild of Barbara Cummings, another leader who
doesn’t get recognised at all. Barbara – it was her idea and she came up with Stolen
Generations… no one remembers but she – herself and a young woman, [Jackie
Caturn] who went to work with her – and they organised – the first Stolen
Generations conference was in Darwin and we mounted the legal challenges… we
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lost every time and in hindsight going through the courts may not have been… but
we never… we weren’t motivated by money. It was nothing to do with money. We
just wanted the story told before all them old ladies, our mothers, died. We wanted
Australia to know and understand this story. (P. Anderson, personal yarn, May 27,
2016)
These acts of resistance were pivotal in our understandings of political struggle towards today’s
perceptions, culminating in numerous acts and campaigns we now see in online environments.
Organisations in a broader sense such as Get Up work in what some have coined as ‘slacktivism’
or ‘click and forget’ opinion polling and petitions that garner support. Critics of these forms of
activism suggest that it “requires minimal time and effort, often without mobilisation and/or
demonstrable effect in solving a social issue” (Glenn, 2015, p. 82). However there have been a
growing number of Indigenous academics such as Carlson (2016) and Sweet et al (2013) that
determine Indigenous usage of social media for activist or journalistic means as “helping to
amplify the concerns, interests and conversations of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples, and is also creating new channels for engagement and exchange between Indigenous
and non-Indigenous Australians (Sweet et al., 2013, p. 105).

8.7 Future Directions
Concerning future leadership for Indigenous women, the future possibilities in areas of
governance appear to be quite positive. With the growing leadership and development courses
on offer there are many opportunities available. However, the issue is rather that these courses
need to be built upon to provide more effective understandings of leadership as a process which
heavily incorporates specific elements for Indigenous women. This will in turn build upon great
entrepreneurship and a richer Indigenous economy for communities. Professor Marcia Langton
suggests the way forward for Indigenous women’s leadership lies in the ways in which
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Indigenous women leaders imagine alternative ideas and pathways for others, reformation and
empowerment of those within the Indigenous sector to become a different model of what has
been seen in the past:
We could actually make some real great breakthroughs... and if women’s
leadership has a role to play it’s in that area of innovation, reform in the Indigenous
sector. So the key question for me is how do we get people out of the gutter, this
system of government patronage and being sufficiently empowered to run their
own lives, to send their kids to school, to operate businesses? That’s what I’m
thinking. We see in the statistics last time I looked that Aboriginal women, once
they get an education are employed at higher levels than other women in Australia
in some categories, so actually they close the gap, and I think that’s a message to
get out there. (M. Langton, personal yarn, February 20, 2016)
Perhaps a more effective approach then, lies in integrating educating Indigenous individuals
and empowering them to use their voices to develop leaders. Summer May Findlay highlights
her aspirations in trying to assist those who may have been rendered silent within the Indigenous
sphere:
What I really want to do is start – well there’s an educational component to it, so
educating people that are ignorant on the issue, that are open to be educated as well.
I don’t force people who aren’t ready. But also, I would like to create a dialogue
which introduces Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander concepts. So I also want to
see – I’m pushing to have Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people’s voices
present on our issues. So that again is helping other people create a space and
facilitating a process where they then can speak. So I guess that’s what I’m trying
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to do. And again, from a policy cycle I’m hoping to – with a whole heap of other
people because this is not something I can do by myself, but I’m hoping to be
involved in a process whereby Aboriginal people’s voices are present in the policy
space as well. (S. Finlay, personal yarn, August 4, 2016)

8.8 Summary
This chapter detailed Indigenous women leading within governance structures (both
institutionally and at a community level) incorporating processes in governance, education,
compliance and resistance. It highlights how Indigenous women are undertaking leadership,
and identifies what the pivotal role of education, and governance has on leadership outcomes.
These themes were highlighted within participant interviews when discussing overall
Indigenous women’s leadership and ‘ways for the future’. The negotiations of leading and
learning in these domains is one of a complex nature, mixing multiple modes of leadership
across a myriad of contexts.

***
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9 Followership
The resonance Truganini’s story creates is one of mammoth proportions. With a dearth of
narratives from her story, ponderings and possibilities loosely based on minimal historical
archives and peppered with the perspectives of colonialism, the multiple representations you
see now of Truganini’s name is just one demonstration of her resonance. Whilst some revile
Truganini’s story as one of a woman who betrayed her people (Ellis (1976), others see her life
to be something of a journey of mythical proportions, creating a following of her journey.
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9.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter on Governance, I demonstrated how the structures that embody
Indigenous organisations, and the education required to master them, pertains to Indigenous
women’s leadership. The processes of governance, and the ways in which Indigenous women
both utilise and advocate for governance to occur, was pertinent. I also discussed that
Indigenous women heavily proliferated the governance space, showing acts of both resistance
and compliance to lead. My interviews revealed that women’s’ leadership was characterised by
much more than just learning to navigate and master organisational structures. In understanding
what it means to be an Indigenous female leader in the present day, it is important to unpack
how the followership of these women is incorporated to build on their leadership. Followership
as an element of the leadership discipline emerged within the literature collected for this project,
and the participants were prompted to think about followership in their experiences as
Indigenous women leading in the current context. The participants elaborated and re-imagined
Followership within the parameters that exist within Indigenous perspectives in Australia.
The theme of followership emerged from the participant interviews when asked ‘Do you have
a sense of people watching your leadership?’ and ‘Do you feel others following you in terms of
where your leadership has taken you?’ The participants spoke in general terms regarding
followership, with terms such as ‘watching’, ‘looking’ and ‘seeing’ used with this theme. This
chapter will allow a brief overview of the themes that have emerged, giving theoretical
constructs of these terms, and participant views and statements connecting to those themes. As
followership is discussed heavily within the discipline of leadership studies, this component
was deliberated throughout the interview/yarning process between the interviewer and
participants. The yarning that took place with the respondents was relaxed, and the ways in
which they individually discussed the nuances of followership were varied. Responses to this
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line of questioning were at times scarce, with some participant’s not initially comprehending of
the term followership, or not wanting to admit they were ‘followed’. I believe this is connected
to Indigenous women not claiming ‘leadership’ as a mantle they would suggest of themselves.
Through continued conversation of the issue of followership and discussions around
community expectations and perception, a greater comprehension of followership began to take
place. The interviews with the 12 women discussed in this chapter yielded important insights
into the concept of followership from the leader’s perspective. This enabled a reframing and
redefining of the concept of followership in the Indigenous women’s leadership context’.
This chapter contributes to the overall argument throughout my thesis that the ideas within
leadership (and subsequently followership) must be broadened to suit an Indigenous context.
The domains of followership within this chapter explore followership within a new digital era
of social media following, and explores some young, digitally engaged women in this area. It
also examines other Indigenous women in administrative domains where followership is
witnessed.

9.2 Followership Identities and Relationships with Leaders
Throughout the Theoretical Approaches to Leadership, discussion on followership was
discussed using a lens of foundational texts and more recent observations from a cultural
perspective. Followership has risen in significance as being a vital element of leading, with
theorists debating its many virtues and pitfalls in its connection to leadership behaviour
(Hollander, 1992; Kelley, 1998; Rost, 1991). The term followership was first discussed in 1933,
when a scholar of management addressed the notion that more importance should be placed on
the part of followers (Parker-Follet, 1949, p. 41). It has since evolved into a burgeoning element
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of the leadership discourse and incorporates what I see as many facets from an Indigenous
standpoint that must be investigated.
The study of followership regularly moves into the realms of psychological frames and identity
processes. A question asked within the followership arena is, do leaders shape the identity of
their followers? And is the mutuality that exists between leader/follower relations a shared
space?
Recent studies in followership have built upon the discipline of leadership, such as Uhl-Bien et
al.’s comprehensive review of followership theory, asserting that “confusion and
misunderstanding about what followership constructs are and how they relate to leadership
abound” (2014, p. 83). Investigating both leader-centric and follower-centric concepts, UhlBien et al posit that there is a redistribution of responsibility on followers in constructing
leadership processes.

Shared Leadership and how it Relates to Followership
The shared components of a leader/follower relationship are important in the development of
Indigenous leadership within Australia. Whilst there is still some focus on the individualisation
of leaders, something seen within political arenas where emphasis is placed on the leader of a
party and not the party policies themselves, Ah Nee-Benham & Napier explains that a different
approach can be seen within Native or Indigenous areas:
Moreover, Western leadership theories tend to focus on an individual named the
leader who acts in such a way to influence others, called followers, to change their
attitudes and/or behaviours. This atomistic view of leadership can be contrasted to
the Native view, which regards leadership as a process within a cultural and
community context that is place and time bound. As such, this shifts emphasis
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from a single charismatic leader with followers to the community and its leadership
practices, as well as its leaders. (2002, p. 134)
It must be considered that within an Australian context, there appears a hybrid of what Ah NeeBenham defines as a ‘Western’ view and a ‘Native’ view of leadership, and therefore also for
followership. If Indigenous Australians are living with a footprint in both worlds, and dancing
between the two, then this must influence the way in which leadership is created. The followers
then are the beginners in this leading process, attending to what those who lead choose to say,
or to what change they intend to make.

(Svieby, 2010, p. 302)

Above is a diagram representing a framework for shared leadership illustrating aspects of
respect, conduct and action. Martin (2003) has powerfully articulated how respect factors
heavily within Indigenous culture, and codes of conduct – or more culturally specific, ways of
being– are integral to successful or effective outcomes. Building and maintaining a followership
however, is a difficult task for a leader to achieve, with ever-changing values and attitudes
amongst one’s audience. One may ask how the followership of past Indigenous leaders may
have been affected in more contemporary times given current societal issues (e.g. economics)
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and the mobilisation of public opinion through social and traditional media outlets. Svieby’s
diagram denotes that within this framework, aspects of conduct, respect and action are central,
creating mutuality within the relationship of leading and following (2010, p. 302). When this
mutuality is disrupted, the chain of leading/following is broken.
Sinclair (2005) identified power as a corrupting influence that can affect the following of
Indigenous leaders (see Theoretical Approaches to Leadership). The argument that so-called
legitimate power is assumed and therefore easily contaminated can alter future leadership
positions for Indigenous Australians. Within a Foucauldian understanding, power relations are
unequal in their interplay between individuals, which is contributory to follower relationships
being strained between the leader and those attempting to follow. The transactional nature of
relationships also influences the power balance; power becomes unequal when a leader for
example appears to have more value than a follower. However, a follower, or indeed a group
of like-minded followers, can impact greatly on this transaction of power, tipping the scales
towards their value in determining who leads, and subsequently how they lead. The power
therefore of a follower, or a group of followers, can impact on leadership success.
These shared domains of leader/follower relations are seen prevalently within community
settings, whereby access between both the follower and the leader can be more readily available.
It is also in the collective nature of community and communal, often intentional living within
that community that strengthens that shared relationship, and conversely creates a tension also.
The tension here is in the closeness of that shared relationship, as many Indigenous women for
example work in community organisations that can impact heavily on those that may follow
and applaud their leadership prowess.
Participant Katrina Fanning, a previous government employee who has worked in various
positions such as Indigenous-specific areas of Centrelink and as part of the Aboriginal Hostels
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organisation, situated the concept of followership/leadership as a shared and distributive idea
when talking of the similar visions both must have to fulfil the leading and following
relationship:
I think the people who I would follow or who would follow me are because they
have a similar vision for what things could be, or what they should be. They’re
also people who at different times were leading and at different times were
following, and I don’t see myself as out in front and everyone’s following… that’s
just not always like that. I think I’d get too tired if it was like that. It is like that
sometimes I would get into something, like not so much the topic but because of
the people. I wasn’t really sure of (working with) the Hostels but Joy (Savage,
CEO) was here and how many times am I going to get to work for an Indigenous
CEO? I went to Centrelink because there was Pat Turner and Barb Corser and I
could work for them – that was what made me go there. I didn’t particularly want
to work at Centrelink, it was more some of those other things that lined up that
were once in a lifetime, more if you’re lucky but for me how many people would
get that opportunity (K. Fanning, personal yarn, February 7, 2015)?
An aspect that appears in Fanning’s statement is also one of the relationships that must occur
between the leader and the follower. These relationships are built upon the shared values and
identity between both parties. It is through the support of these leaders that others begin to
realise they are shifting in and out of the leader/follower paradigm, viewing their own potential
and move towards equal footing, and at times surpassing those that were initially leading them.
Cross-cultural leadership studies (Grisham & Walker, 2008) highlight that followership takes
different forms in different regions and cultures. While in the US an individual-centred focus
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dominates, the European tend towards a class-oriented approach, while the Japanese
hierarchical culture is regularly employed within leadership models, this too impacts on the
model of followers. Indigenous individuals who chose to follow leaders can be seen to do so
because of past histories of struggle. This is evidenced by the previous information given
regarding Governance, and in the chapter on Colonisation, Resistance and Structures of Power
in Australia which outlined the evolutions of Indigenous leadership in Australia.
Giddens prior work on ‘structuration’ suggest that how a class of people operate is of interest,
as is the practices with which they conduct themselves (1973, pp. 104–107). For Indigenous
Australians, the ways in which they operate can vary; although for many, the desire to build
upon years of resistance and advocacy has given rise to the building of both agentic behaviours
and certain structural domains. This has impacted greatly on Indigenous leadership operations.

The Follower Identities
Within the post structuralist ideas of follower identity there exists three different followers; the
conformist follower, the resistant follower and the dramaturgical follower (Collinson, 2006).
The ways in which they follow are ingrained within the leadership paradigm, and for the
Indigenous leader/follower relationship, connect deeply with their cultural identity beliefs also.
The conformist follower behaves with followership norms such as honesty and integrity.
Collinson asserts that previous post-structuralist studies on followership “promote conformist
follower selves through their focus on codified blueprints of the perfect follower” (Collinson,
2006, p. 183). The Resistant follower is suggested by Collinson as having strong connections
to Foucault’s assertion of power producing acts of resistance, stating, “post-structuralist’s point
to the construction and protection of self as an important motivator for follower resistance”
(2006, p. 184) Collinson’s last contention in follower identities is that of the dramaturgical
follower, categorising that within online environments, “users may dramaturgically self-censor
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and strategically monitor their on-line practices, aware that messages can be monitored,
recorded and stored” (2006, p. 186). The dramaturgy is seen outside of these online
environments also, and the active and resistant followership occurs regularly, interchanging
between all three depending on the message of the leader. The dramaturgical follower identity
is highlighted in this chapter within the online space.

Dramaturgical Followers and Audience
A follower is to a degree part of an audience. Within communication logic, I see a connection
between audience theory and followership, as the person holding the message requires an
audience to listen to that message, which thereby creates the follower. In the ‘challenge of a
moving target, and hence a changing subject matter’ that is audiences (Livingstone, 2004, p. 2),
one could argue that followership is indeed an extension of audience theory in an active sense.
Followers choose to make sense of the information received pertaining to their own values and
perceptions when ‘reading’ a leader. The relationship of follower/leader then becomes
dependant on those views being fixed, determined and within the realms of their mutual values
being aligned. However, studies from theorists such as Seaman (1992) suggest that audiences
come with their own biases and value systems, and therefore eliminate the opposing views of
an opposing side. Therefore, in essence, a follower in terms of the mediated audience is
someone ready to absorb information they are ready to believe to be true.

Social Media Followers in a New Media Age
One context of contemporary leadership practice occurs in the domain of social media. The
following of Indigenous individuals on social media is of interest when discussing leadership
and Indigenous women. There are a plethora of women creating strong social media voices
online in what Lattimore et al has suggested in ‘Reassembling the Indigenous Public Sphere’
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(Latimore, Nolan, Simons, & Khan, 2017). Both Indigenous women and men are contributing
to new media, including Luke Pearson of @IndigenousX, the Facebook group Grandmothers
Against Removals, And Celeste Liddle’s Rantings of an Aboriginal Feminist blog and
Facebook account.
One must only look at social media in the modern age to see that there is strong followership,
and the negation of following, through the discourse that may occur around a specific topic in
Australia’s current history.
Eugenia Flynn is an Aboriginal/Chinese woman who identifies as a Muslim Australian. Her
work within community settings and online exemplifies a new intersectionality connected with
her Indigenous heritage. Miss Flynn offers a unique perspective both in her blog, her work in
different spaces in connection to identity and her mix of identities which she discusses regularly.
In our participant interview, Flynn highlighted that creating a voice on social media was not
about leading or gaining followers, but rather building a discursive space for what she deemed
as a missing point of view:
When I first started my Blog, there were not many people writing and everything
was still the traditional media. The American blogging had taken off, but there
were racial issues on the Blog that was all about Pop Culture and Race in America
which I guess builds on the legacy of bell hooks really and in Australia there was
nothing. So I went ‘actually, I’m never going to get published in traditional media,
so I am just going to start blogging with anything new and all that sort of stuff.’ I
did that because I couldn’t see myself reflected and I just wanted to provide active
resistance to challenge a different point of view that we don’t normally see, and I
guess that is the way I have operated across the past fifteen years. (E. Flynn,
personal yarn, April 6, 2017)
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I argue that in doing this, along with many other Indigenous women across the country who
have created online presences and built strong advocacy spaces in the digital age, Flynn and
others are carving out a new leadership space for women rarely given opportunities for their
voices to be heard. In creating a new media space where previously there was none, Flynn and
others are re-framing topical Indigenous society and its issues. They are subsequently,
contributing to the broadening of what it means to be Indigenous, a female and a leader in the
modern day.
Summer May Finlay is another young Indigenous woman digitally connected to the online
arena, building a leadership profile online in social justice issues. Finlay discussed specifically
her social media work on leadership:
I wrote a blog about leadership, about all the different types of leadership that I've
seen in my life, so those that are leading from behind, because they're pushing
people ahead or it's the people that are you know. I see a lot of different types of
leadership, but you often only see the ones that don’t work. And in one way they're
really good role models at least for me, because I know I don't want to be like them.
They showed me what not to do. (S. Finlay, personal yarn, August 4, 2016)
By contributing to the dialogues regarding topical Indigenous issues, we are beginning to see
new understandings of Indigenous identity, contemporary racism, and leadership for
Indigenous people. A new generation of engaged individuals has emerged, with Indigenous
women publicly active in this environment. Women such as Amy Maguire and Nakkiah Lui are
also contributing to the online commentary of Indigenous issues. Ms Finlay discusses that in
terms of audience reach, or followership, her digital presence is attempting to provide insight
to all who will listen, and those who are intent on social justice and health matters:
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I think I have both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal audiences. Privately I say very
blatant things about whiteness and white culture. Publicly I tend to try and bring
people along with me. I think my audience tend to be people within the health
space that take a social determinant approach. (S. Finlay, personal yarn, August 4,
2016)

9.3 Listening and Influence
Listening is a vital contributor to the process of leading, and in turn followership. Referring to
the Dadirri model discussed in the Research Methodology chapter, this active listening is not
only imperative to the research functions of the project, but also in understanding how following
of leaders occurs for Indigenous people. Using West et al (2012, p. 77), the principles of Dadirri
in this context are utilised as “involving knowledge and consideration of the community and
the diversity and uniqueness each individual brings, ways of relating and using non-intrusive
observation, or quiet, aware, watching”. In the act of listening and reflecting on what a leader
may say, knowledge is gained that imparts on the listener the tools they need to choose whether
this information warrants consideration, action or lack thereof.
One could interpret the listening and observation as being integral to the relationship between
the Indigenous leader and follower as West suggests it is founded on what is learned, and
thereby becomes a resolute design to act cognizant by wisdom and the responsibility that comes
with knowledge (2012). These principles are congruent to the values of Indigenous people’s
beliefs and contribute not only to the comprehension of leadership and followership, but also
to an overall comprehension of our ways of being as we exist in the world.
As a research methodology, Indigenous Australian academic Judy Atkinson has described
Dadirri as bringing “ways of relating and acting within community; a non-intrusive observation,
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or quietly aware watching” (Atkinson, 2002, p. 16). Using these definitions, one can make
connections between the observation, reflexivity and readings of non-verbal cues in
communication that links to the Dadirri model to the leader/follower association.
I draw on comparisons of listening and hearing from communication theorists in discussing
media discourse. I see a connection between the ‘audience’ of listeners that exist in media and
the ‘followers’ of voices in Indigenous Australia. When interviewing Indigenous women from
a variety of areas, including that of politics and public affairs, governance structures and
community leadership arenas, these women are working within frameworks of who is listening,
following, attending to and observing. To what extent are they being listened to? In the
discussion surrounding the apparent invisibility of Indigenous women in the public sphere,
investigation into followership and listening must take place.
Bickford (1996) argues there is a responsibility to listen:
Just as speakers must reflect on how to speak (and what to say), listeners must be
self-conscious about how they listen (and what they hear). Taking responsibility
for listening, as an active and creative process, might serve to undermine certain
hierarchies of language and voice. If feminist theorists are right that ‘silence and
silencing begins with the dominating enforcement of linguistic conventions’
(Alarcón, 1990, p. 363) – that is, if oppression happens partly through not hearing
certain kinds of expressions from certain kinds of people – then perhaps the reverse
is true as well: a particular kind of listening can serve to break up linguistic
conventions and create a public realm where a plurality of voices, faces, and
languages can be heard and seen and spoken. (1996, p. 129)
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That responsibility is felt strongly with Indigenous individuals in whether they choose to follow
a leader within Indigenous society and relates back to the Identity and Agency chapter in
discussing identity process and what is perceived as Indigenous values. The responsibility is
also closely linked to identity beliefs, values and practices of the follower in how they align
with a leader. Listening is actively participating in a process of engagement, and for a follower
to begin to follow, this active listening must occur.
How one influences in a leader/follower dynamic impacts vastly on a follower’s decision to
join a leader. Here, the art of persuasion and ability to mobilise becomes paramount.
Mobilisation demonstrates how a ‘common good’ begins the journey of shared leader/follower
relations (Wills, 1994). In an example of behaviours that build followership influence for
Aboriginal people, Professor Tracy Bunda explains how she builds her sphere of influence:
Am I aware of my sphere of influence? For sure, and because I am aware then I
also recognise the responsibilities associated with that leadership. Now, you can
conduct your leadership as a singular autonomous entity and not – and basically
couldn’t give a shit about what you do, where you say it, who you say it to, how
you say it and just let that sort of behaviour back on the people who are within
your sphere but I do think we have a great responsibility to be able to share our
knowledge and share our skills with the next generation coming forward. (T Bunda,
personal yarn, February 12, 2016)
By re-framing the conversation around influence, leadership, and responsibility, Bunda
suggests that collaborative relationships are the most important functions of successful
leadership and can benefit both the leader and the follower in that function. The collaborative
or shared elements involved in leadership enable the follower to invest and build on the
relationship.
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Followership and influence are two different ways of investigating the relationship between an
individual that leads and one that is being led. What resonates with someone when listening to
a leader? Is it the actions of a leader, the words that leader says, the way the leader says them,
or the values they hold dear to? These questions have significance for Indigenous Australia in
matters of building capacity and creating authentic comprehensions of the ways in which can
further nurture strong and empowered Indigenous people and community.
What resonates between the leader’s ideas and actions connects the follower, capturing shared
ideals and propels the act of leadership forward. Walker relates resonance and connectivity,
aligning himself with beliefs from his Chinese heritage:
The concept of resonance captures a widely held belief that every event is related
to every other event, and that change in one part of life will inevitably touch
another. Interconnection, resonance and harmony are foundational beliefs in
Chinese societies. They guide the theory and practice of anatomical understanding
and medical treatment. Accordingly, a person’s health is dependent on the balance
of forces in the body and psyche, and the relationships between the elements that
comprise them. Each and every element is connected to each other. Therefore,
treatment of illness is not predicated on focusing on bits, but on the whole. (2012,
pp. 238–239)
Walker’s reflection aligns itself with my own heritage of Chinese and Indigenous Australian,
and the beliefs highlighted above are common within Indigenous Australian society. The
interconnection between health, resonance and harmony is in keeping with these values, and
research into transgenerational trauma provides evidence for this (Atkinson, 2002). Therefore,
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what resonates with Indigenous people has lasting effect, and in observing leaders this
resonance provides the beginning elements of the leader/follower relationship.
How one creates a resonance in their leadership can be difficult when considering the domains
with which their leadership may fall under. The constraints that come from working within
institutions also encourage leaders to question their delivery of the message, which in turn
assists in further creating that resonance. Rachelle Towart, former CEO of the Australian
Indigenous Leadership Centre states:
Am I doing the right thing? Is it something that she can’t control, or he can’t control?
Is it coming from the top down and she’s just the messenger? I think I hopefully,
will continue to change the stereotype of managers and get some more you know
peacemaking happening, but peacemaking internally as well. (R. Towart, personal
yarn, March 5, 2015)
For women working within government departments affecting policy directives and working
within strict boundaries, the essence of leader/follower can be disjointed. Within political
settings, those leaders endure critique from constituents – their followers – and their influence
can loom large in mobilising of public opinion. Hollander’s suggestion that, “Followers can
affect and even constrain leaders’ activity in more than passing ways” (1992, p. 71) is
significant in understanding the push/pull effects of leadership relations. Within Indigenous
community this push/pull is ever present and is dealt with great brevity when positioning
oneself in the role of a leader. The potential for the follower to then embody a leadership
function is then displayed, and includes decision making, goal setting, communicating and
adjudicating of conflict (1992, p. 71).
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What resonates for a follower begins at a micro level for Indigenous individuals and relies
solely on the relationships between the leader and follower. Participant Jo Chivers highlights
that resonance begins at this micro level, with younger, often familial connections being the
start of emerging leadership journeys:
My youngest son Patrick… I remember being a little bit taken aback because last
year on ‘NAIDOC on the Peninsular’ Natalie Housen from the ACT government
had come along to say a few words. Patrick was having a really long conversation
with her and I wasn’t paying much attention. But when she got up to speak she
said, “Oh I’ve had a really good chat to Jo’s son Patrick and one of the things he
told me was that everything his mother does whether it be with NAIDOC or
whatever, inspires him and he wants to do that when he’s older.” So, I think it’s
just a case of if you just pursue and keep at it, then people can sort of see that. (J.
Chivers, personal yarn, February 27, 2015)
While this micro level of followership may appear small, it is this element that begins one’s
trajectory towards undertaking a leadership position. This connects to the act of observation,
listening and the Dadirri process mentioned previously in this chapter. Learned behaviour for
those witnessing others in their acts of leadership, feeling connected to their ways of influence
and garnering support and mentorship from those leaders starts the journey of the follower
towards potential leadership.
The power in leadership discussed in this context differs from other leadership domains in the
sense that when someone is prominent in the public view, the construction of their leadership
is observed intensely, and from numerous sources. The judging of one’s leadership in a visible
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space occurs differently from a more intimate relationship between a leader and a follower. It
would naturally flow then, that the followership of such may occur differently also.
Rachelle Towart suggests that within an institutional framework of leadership, followership is
about the relationships you build and how you invest in that relationship that creates followers:
I think to operate in organisations, it would not be able to be highly effective
organisations without a thing called a relationship; with their staff, with their
shareholders, with their customers, and that’s how you have to treat it. Its customer
and relation, customer service and relationship with your team, again sits at
probably number two. We have to take it back to the relationship piece, how you
operate. (R. Towart, personal yarn, March 5, 2015)
In a working team capacity, leadership moments can be at times fleeting when dealing with
upper management or funding constraints; however, the investment of a team when working in
a leadership position is vital to obtaining productivity and work loyalty towards the business
and to whatever industry that business encapsulates. This is possibly why many Indigenous
women take roles in organisations that show some intrinsic value, such as those working with
children, the aged, social justice or community service domains.
Rost suggests, “Leadership is an influence relationship among leaders and followers who intend
real change that reflects their mutual purposes” (1991, p. 102). If this influence relationship
exists there are some nuanced differences when considering the ways in which it occurs
whereby the leader in this equation is in a visible role, seen from afar and critiqued for their
leadership on a different level to those that may not appear in the public view. This therefore,
also brings into focus discussion on power relations.
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The following of a leader may not specifically be due to one certain domain of which they lead.
Participant Robyn Forrester spoke of her desire to see others follow her in her dual roles and
responsibilities of leading within community and governmental environs:
I intend to hopefully know that there's going to be good people that can come into
mine and other roles around, not just ACT government but the community sector
and the Commonwealth. If I've had any opportunity to be able to just influence a
little bit, then that will be a job well done for me. Then I can just sit back and I can
be the old Auntie that... I don't want to be an Elder. I've told people I don't want to
be an Elder, and when people say to me, “You're over 50 now. You're an Elder,” I
go, “No, I'm not”. Eldership comes with responsibility. I’m happy to be an Auntie,
but we'll sit down and have the good yarn and give you the advice. (R. Forrester,
personal yarn, April 11, 2015)
The discussion regarding who is a leader and who is an Elder has been something that, in writing
this thesis, has come up quite frequently in my conversations with those interested in Indigenous
leadership. It is one I distinctly chose to not discuss, as I feel it clouds the leadership discipline
and conflates two similar but different ideas in the Indigenous space. However, as the yarning
process continued, the issue of Eldership and leadership was reiterated by the participants. Ms
Forrester’s comment helped explain how I positioned the matter of Eldership within this
research project. Ms Forrester’s comment regarding Eldership, leadership and following is of
interest however, as this is about the language and meaning behind terms we use in the everyday.
Indigenous individuals feel uncomfortable discussing themselves as a ‘leader’, with numerous
participants saying they simply get things done. ‘Mentoring’ as a term had been adopted into
the vernacular of Indigenous society; however, participants such as Bond suggest it is not
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mentoring but helping out. ‘Advice’ in Ms Forrester’s statement may be seen to some as
‘Eldership’.

Inspiration and Aspirations
Inspiring others to take up the mantle of leadership, and aspiring to undertake leadership, also
relate to followership. Followership also extends individuals to become leaders themselves, and
then surpass those they were following initially to become the frontier makers in matters of
Indigenous leadership, as Nova Peris suggests:
It took me to be the first Aboriginal… not only the first Aboriginal woman in
Parliament but the first Aboriginal woman elected in the Labor Party at the Federal
level. So I was a glass ceiling breaker you could say, and now you’ve got Uncle
Pat Dodson, you’ve got Linda Burney going into Federal, and then you’ve got
about five or six Aboriginal people who are candidates. So what happens in society
is that people want to do something, but it takes a lot of guts and effort to be the
first. For me, I’ve always been a risk taker. (N. Peris, personal yarn, June 20, 2016)
The notion of following in someone’s footsteps can also be described as the ‘aspiration concept’
– the ability to see someone ahead and aspire to be able to follow. However, this following can
only begin when someone first embarks on the trajectory to leadership. Both the first leader and
the first follower, therefore hold great significance and weight for taking the risk that enables
this to occur. Ms Peris discussed the idea of risk within both her previous parliamentary role
and her roles within the sporting arena:
If I hadn’t of been a risk taker I wouldn’t of gotten on the plane when I was a 21year-old mother with a two-year-old daughter and taken a leap of faith, get over to
Perth and play hockey for Australia and play for medals and all that. But people
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are scared of taking that risk, I think people are scared of failure, and you remove
those two things and say ‘well I’m going to take the risk because I’m a lead, and
whatever happens, happens. I think that’s the most that good leadership should
have, and it should be full of risk takers. I’m just glad that I’ve… all my trials and
tribulations, my fashion in the media and all the rest of it has paved the way for
others. And if that’s what me going into parliament has done for other people then
I would like to think I’ve done my job. (N. Peris, personal yarn, June 20, 2016)
It is interesting to note that shortly after this interview Senator Peris made the announcement
not to contest her seat at the 2016 Federal Election. Upon making this announcement, a chorus
of both followers and critics voiced their opinions on her time in Parliament, and her decision
to leave. Ms Peris then made an impassioned speech, declaring, “Until you are an Indigenous
person, do not criticise me for the decisions I've made” (Australian Broadcasting Corporation,
2016).
This observation is an integral part of the process of following as it can encourage further
analysis of what the leader has said, which may then lead on to aspirational elements of this
symbiotic relationship between the leader and follower. Once that investment in aspiration is
made, mentorship continues and encourages that investment to grow. Pat Anderson goes on to
say:
Someone will write to me afterwards and say I was at this and I heard you speak
and I just wondered if I could talk to you about this, something you said. So I get
emails like that as well. I ring them up and have a conversation. I think all of that
what might be perceived to be little insignificant things I think they’re really
important. (P. Anderson, personal yarn, May 27, 2016)
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Pat Anderson stated that in matters of followership, she often bears witness to many of the
younger generation observing her actions in leadership, and wanting to acknowledge the impact
it has had on them:
Young women do come up, especially if I talk at universities or other sort of
professional forums and what have you. It’s not unusual for two or three young
Aboriginal women to sort of hang around a little bit, and I can see them there, so I
wait for the first opportunity to go over to them. What they want to say is how
much they enjoyed me speaking to them and that it sort of inspired them or that it
started them thinking about something else. You know they’ve heard you at many
levels and it might be able to help them with the work that they’re doing or
changing an attitude or suggesting that they might look at something in a bit more
wider terms. So that’s really, really satisfying. (P. Anderson, personal yarn, May
27, 2016)
The seemingly insignificant things such as a follow up conversation between a leader and those
that have invested in their leading attributes is substantial in that the seeds of inspiration and
aspiration are being further developed. This is not simply something that occurs for the follower
however, as the leader then becomes inspired and buoyed by the interest in those that are
embarking on the trajectory towards leadership. Ms Anderson discussed in her interview the
role of mentorship in Aboriginal communities to build stronger capacity:
I get inspired by that and I think, that’s pretty good, they’ve bothered to sort of
take the time either to speak to me or if they didn’t want to do that, they might be
shy or there’s too many people, they just send me an email and I think that’s really
good. I think that there should be more of that. I think Aboriginal people who speak
should be prepared to have discussions with other younger Aboriginal people who
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contact them. I don’t know whether it happens a lot, but it has been a very
satisfying experience for me when young people do that. (P. Anderson, personal
yarn, May 27, 2016)
For some participants, the idea that someone may be following them or aspiring to emulate their
trajectory in life was not something they were conscious of, as Krystal Hurst stated in her
interview:
I guess people I may meet they could be excited by what I’m doing and be like
‘that’s really interesting’ and they just show an interest I guess. But even here at
Uni I see people and I get inspired by them. (K. Hurst, personal yarn, June 10,
2015)
Whilst it may not be something recognised by Hurst, she is actively in the process of the
leader/follower dance by which people follow her, and she follows people in return. These
macro and micro levels of leading, and of following, are pieces of the puzzle that culminate to
create resonant leading and stronger capacity for Indigenous Australia.
Associate Professor Bronwyn Carlson highlights that some followers become inspired by
leaders, following them because of the work that they do:
A few weeks ago, there was this young guy sitting at the front who had my book
on the table. I said, ‘Oh you didn’t need to buy the book for the subject,’ and he
said ‘no I wanted to buy the book. I can’t believe you’re my tutor’. And I said
‘What?’ and he’s like ‘I’m so nervous about being here because I’m in your class’.
And I was like that’s funny, thank you – it was a young Aboriginal boy – and he
was just saying ‘One day I really hope that I can be an academic too’. It was so
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cool. Then last year I had two students that were like ‘I want to be like you’, and
I’m like, really? I know I still have to wash the dishes. My PhD students, they
chose me to be their supervisor because of the work that I do here, and the
reputation, and they ditched their other supervisors and asked if I could be their
supervisor. That’s what I think when Aboriginal people say to me you’re doing a
good job that’s when, that means more to me than when the manager says good
job. (B Carlson, personal yarn, September 12, 2015)
Carlson’s comments regarding the measure of who shall follow and how they follow is a
pertinent one for other Indigenous people choosing to work in areas where leadership is a factor.
While being recognised for the work that you perform is obviously important within an
educational institution for example, for an Indigenous individual there is more importance
placed on whether ‘cultural peers’ feel resonance in their work and acknowledge it accordingly.
Those within the sphere of culture observe others from a different lens than those from outside
of it and are measuring what they deem are various cultural values of respect, inclusion and
reputation when interacting within that sphere. Therefore, the approval of such bears more
weight than that of mainstream determinants within the role of educational leader. One is also
unaware of the resonance they are creating in their leadership, and it is when those followers
discuss the ways in which the leader delivered the message, that they begin to see the resonant
leadership that they are conveying.

Role Modelling and Mentoring
Observing someone and aspiring to be like them occurs so frequently within Indigenous
communities that it largely goes unnoticed. This aspiration begins on a micro level when
witnessing family members that embody leading at a grass roots level. Early academic and
social media activist Summer May Finlay highlights:
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My mum is probably my best role model, she is constantly working. She’s a 62year-old woman or 62 this year and I look at someone like my mum who does
community based work supporting children – she works one day a week, but she
really works five days a week to support children in the Hunter area, teenagers.
She organises career days, she teaches them how to drive… but you know I’ve
been mentored by a lot of women, academics in particular and they are at the local
level, but then they also do things on the state or national level as well. (S. Finlay,
personal yarn, August 4, 2016)
Jo Chivers, a government employee who also works tirelessly within a community environment
spoke of the importance of this dual partnership in leading and following, suggesting that it is
a leading by example process:
I think that that’s something really important to instil in younger girls, that you can
achieve it but it’s a journey, it’s not going to happen overnight. And especially if
you’re in a community, like having moved here from Tasmania I’ve been here for
2 1/2 years but it’s about building trust and connections. That’s one of the really
important things to instil in younger people. And I think often it’s just leading by
example as well. (J. Chivers, personal yarn, February 27, 2015)
The concept of Eldership is vastly different from what this research project is about. There are
discussions on community-based leading scattered throughout the project. It appears with the
participants interviewed, there was a strong desire to reinforce those distinctions between
Eldership and leadership, as Ms Forrester stated:
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We’ll look after the kids or do what we’re doing, but I’m not an Elder, and I won’t
have anybody put the Eldership on me. That’s something that my community
would have to say, “Okay, now it’s your turn”, because Elders are chosen; they’re
not claimed, which I think is one of the problems that we have. If I can make sure
that I support and provide advice and mentoring and be a role model. I wait for the
day where I’ve got young people that go, “I just want to be like Robyn”. (R.
Forrester, personal yarn, April 11, 2015)
As suggested by Ms Anderson in the previous section, Ms Forrester mentions the mentoring
element and its importance in the Indigenous space, also using the phrase ‘role model’ to which
these ideas of inspiration and aspiration come from. Inspiration and aspiration, role modelling
and mentoring have strong implications for the leader/follower union also, regardless of
Indigeneity. These elements contribute and accumulate within this union, creating a mutual
connection to the shared message and give fulfilment and encouragement to both parties to
endure in their chosen fields with their leadership.
Dr Chelsea Bond highlights that whilst the following of a leader may be largely unseen, the
sense of a leader creating followership through networking and opportunity is a large
component of the follower/leader relationship:
I’m not sure about people following me but there are some where I’m going ‘That
one’s got a skill, I’m going to line this one up to apply for this position going here’,
or an opportunity to go ‘that one needs to do that,’ so I’ve actually had a few
Indigenous people go into RA positions that at the health service where I used to
work and I’ve been friend/mentor to them in where they’re going, and lots of
people who yarn me about ‘Oh I’m thinking about further study or I’m thinking
about maybe doing further studies’, and I’m always keen to have those yarns with
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people and say yeah you should do it, these are the things to be thoughtful about.
I’m always keen to be a critical friend and I have a lot of people that I have that
relationship with. I think it’s really important because I was a beneficiary of that
myself, but I wouldn’t say followers, but I’ve invested in a lot of people, I have
my audience on twitter but and there are people who are watching me that I don’t
know about. (C. Bond, personal yarn, July 16, 2015)
Followership is not necessarily recognised clearly within the role of these leaders yet happens
organically and in terms of mentorship, investment, and overall nurturing of empowered entities.
Followership can be given to the leader who then sees the potential in that follower for greater
leadership; this then leads on to a stronger investment in the follower to grow that relationship
past that of someone aspiring to someone leading. Aspiration and inspiration are vital to this
relational process as Dr Bond states:
I think when we’re in a community we are watching what other community
members are doing and we’re inspired by different people in different kinds of
ways without necessarily being in their group or following exactly what they’re
doing but taking little bits from it, and I do that all the time when I’m in community
I go ‘I like that or that’s motivated me.’ I know people come back to me and say,
‘I remember that happened and you did that on that’. (C. Bond, personal yarn, July
16, 2015)

9.4 Summary
This chapter discussed the themes of followership in Indigenous female leadership. Through
various participant interviews, the women in this project were asked whether they have a sense
of people watching, observing or following them in their trajectory in leadership. Some of the
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participants mentioned situations where they were listened to, some mentioned where
individuals felt inspired by their journey, and some highlighted followers specifically stating
they aspired to being like them. Participants Katrina Fanning and Tracy Bunda highlighted the
shared components of leadership and followership, while Rachelle Towart displayed elements
of the importance of relationship building. Pat Anderson discussed self-awareness and Nova
Peris illuminated taking risks to bring people along in the journey of leadership and
followership. Eugenia Flynn and Summer May Finlay, two digitally engaged Indigenous
women, talked of the ‘audience’ (i.e. the follower) and how to work for them, scoping out new
opportunities in Indigenous women’s leadership in a digital era. Chelsea Bond spoke of actively
creating followership in her work, and Jo Chivers emphasised the significance of role modelling
in building followership. The participants in this chapter identified a unique definition of
Indigenous women’s leadership, as they are actively working with followers by listening to
them and working alongside of them, which further shapes the ways in which they lead.
This is what I interpret as the beginnings of a followership construct, whereby deep and active
listening and observation are vital components to a leader/follower relationship. They also
spoke of situations where their leadership had been acknowledged and recognised.
This too, suggests that a relationship must be felt and recognised for the investment of that
relationship to continue. For a leader to create a relationship with the follower, shared values
and beliefs must be at the forefront of that relationship, and the message clear for the follower
to adhere to and be inspired by the leader.

***
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10 Representation and Performativity
The variety and density of these representations, locally and internationally, has not only
accorded Truganini legendary status, but has also ensured that she is a resilient figure in
debates about the future of Australian Aboriginals today. From the moment she entered
colonial discourse, Truganini has been revered, rebuked, sensationalised, sensualised, vilified,
mocked and politicised in a variety of historical settings, including colonial settler narratives
of inevitable demise in the mid-nineteenth century, scientific narratives of inevitable extinction
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and narratives of genocide in the midtwentieth century (Ryan, 1976).
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10.1 Introduction
The previous chapter on Followership found that the a leader’s followership begins with
building relationships, active listening and aspiration, I now position Performativity and
Representation as being additional elements required to demonstrate leadership for Indigenous
women, for the ways in which they represent themselves in Indigeneity can determine the
leadership they undertake. The ability to perform and be represented are essential elements
required to demonstrate effective leadership, but more importantly, they demonstrate what it
means to be an Indigenous woman leader in the present context.
This chapter details representation as an active ingredient in leadership for Indigenous
Australian women. What does representation mean for Indigenous Australians? What is
witnessed of Indigenous women in leadership spaces, and what influence do the media have on
creating positive or negative representative voices and arenas for Indigenous Australian women?
Drawing on the theorising of British media studies scholar Stuart Hall (1980), this chapter
draws on participants’ insights into what it means to actively perform one’s leadership, at the
same time as being the subject of a history of colonial representation.
The chapter focuses on the themes of Representation and Performativity, traversing across
crucial areas within leadership. It first begins to investigate why performativity is so necessary
within a leadership context, and whether this performativity is leadership itself, or if these
performances are simply a component of leadership. Does this performativity go towards a
perception of capability in leadership, fitness of the leader, and is gender fluidity in matters of
performance an element in understanding female Indigenous leadership?
Concentrating on the views and experiences given by the participants, information relating to
these themes are explored through the lens of what it means to be an Indigenous woman in a
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leadership role within Australia. Through yarning with the participants, it emerged that the
women did not perceive themselves to be overtly performing when it came to leadership, and
their understanding and performance of representation was often within specific circumstances
where it was apparent to them that they had to show some representative qualities.
Conversations with the participant assisted them in broadening their ideas of performance and
representation as women, as Indigenous and as leaders.

10.2 Representation
How an Indigenous woman represents herself within a leadership space must also be taken into
consideration. Representation can refer to formal political representation, or symbolic
representation through mediated forms. Media studies theorists have focused on the study of
various forms of representation (e.g. Hall,1996), however for the purposes of this research
project, I will highlight representation within the parameters of both culture and gender. These
lenses are intertwined within this chapter as they demonstrate how they interact with leadership
processes.
Three paradigms emerged relating to the representation of Indigenous women. Firstly, one
could highlight how an Indigenous individual represents herself within a political setting
through such notables as Nova Peris AO and Linda Burney MP. Secondly, one could also view
representation as that of a purely symbolic nature, or conversely focus on self-representation.
These three paradigms will be further explored and drawn out within the participant interviews.

What Representation Means for Indigenous People
In the representations of Indigenous women throughout history, there has been conjecture
between what White states as important roles in traditional life (2007, p. 26), nurturing and
raising children, to that of more forceful representations the ilk of Truganini (Ryan, 1976).
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While these apparent binaries of representation continue, it will further contribute to the notion
that women must only nurture or perform roles within a therapeutic environment. It also
determines that there is such a thing as ‘hard’ or ‘soft’ leadership; a standpoint that suggests
therapeutic leading environments such as health (caring) and education (teaching) are minimal
in their delivery and therefore less in the leadership prowess they possess. These binaries
undermine leadership for Indigenous women and make the choosing of non-traditional leading
roles difficult. This has overarching impacts on Indigenous representation in general, as
unpacking the ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ concepts enables greater discussion on the strength and
capabilities of Indigenous women within Indigenous society.
Representation can come in varied ways. Stuart Hall wrote extensively on representation,
suggesting:
Identification is in the end self-hiding inside the many other, more superficial or
artificially imposed ‘selves’ which a people with shared history and ancestry hold
in common and which can stabilise, fix and guarantee an unchanging ‘oneness’ or
cultural belongingness underlying all other superficial differences. It accepts that
identities are never unified and in late modern times, increasingly fragmented and
fractured: never singular but multiply constructed across different, often
intersecting and antagonistic, discourse, practices and positions. They are subject
to a radical historicisation, and are constantly in the process of change and
transformation. (Hall, 1996, pp. 3–4)
The representations Indigenous women inhabit come from a range of identity processes, and
while some representations may appear to be fixed, it is the performances of these
representations that suggests a fragmentation between the fixed and a fluidity of the self. For
example, representing as an Indigenous individual within the academy requires one to stand
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within an institution where they can be a lone voice demonstrating culture. While Universities
are shifting in their understandings of Indigeneity, there is often a feeling that Indigeneity and
the performance of such is on show. Indigenous women must represent a group of people on
one hand, yet if those performances are considered inappropriate by community, you are then
considered to have somehow sided with the ‘other’.
Participant Eugenia Flynn has also expressed the various representative hats that she has worn
in her working life, and how the differing identity frames within have merged and overlapped
in how she has been represented:
I practise my leadership across a number of different spheres, so not just
Aboriginal but also, my Chinese heritage. I work across multiple communities that
aren’t explicitly Aboriginal. I think implicitly, people don’t think that I have as
much traction in the Community as other people who do this same work… Coming
across to Victoria, my husband is very visibly Aboriginal, he is a Country Musician
so doors open for him and the community loves him, but with me, I’m a woman,
I’m not visibly Aboriginal and I’m very vocal about that. (E Flynn, personal yarn,
April 6, 2017)
While self-constructed representation conveyed to followers plays a large role in the shaping
of leadership theory, it plays an additional role within Indigenous Australia. To those who are
listening, observing and following these leaders, the critique of whether their performances are
effective enough to follow is ever present, as is the converse critique of whether they are ‘bignoting’ without any real substance, or simply a ‘flash black’ in the outward manifestations of
their leadership performances.
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Political Representation
Academic discussion of greater Indigenous engagement within politics has often been based on
parliamentary representation and the matter of reserved or dedicated seats in parliament.
Maddison's (2010) work in this area has been the most insightful, demonstrating a broader
stroke to Indigenous representation and the complexities that lie therein. Chesterman (2006) &
Lloyd (2009) have also deliberated over reserving seats in parliament; however, it appears that
the matter for full engagement in political action has been either overlooked, or separated into
specific grass roots endeavours, campaigning, or within the parliamentary arena.
Associate Professor Bronwyn Carlson reveals that once you are recognised and acknowledged
for the work you have done in creating strong leadership, there are critics to tear you down:
I had people say, ‘what gives you the right to write a book about this topic?’ and I
said, ‘Every damn right!’ That’s what I think like when Aboriginal people say to
me you’re doing a good job, that’s when that means more to me than when the
manager says good job. It’s the best performance review. (B Carlson, personal
yarn, September 12, 2015)
For the issues currently being played out in Indigenous Australia on Constitutional Recognition,
those Indigenous representatives that are in favour of it appear to go ‘against the grain’ of other
Indigenous people who wish for a treaty. There is some conjecture over who in this argument
the majority are, or who specifically speaks for a consensus view. Pat Anderson suggests that
regardless of the individual view, the leaders in this area must listen and report while staring in
the faces of community that have had decades of broken promises and policy directives:
The level of powerlessness and disappointment and distrust and voicelessness
that’s so entrenched in these last ten years – and that is why people are out there
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saying no, we don't want the constitution. You've got to negotiate a treaty with us
now, and I don't have any problem with that. If we go out there as a referendum
council, and we work – I’ve done a lot of work on this model but if our mob say
to us listen, you bugger off back to Canberra because we want a treaty that’s what
we tell the Prime Minister and say here you go, you sort it out now. That’s our job,
is to just report. (P. Anderson, personal yarn, May 27, 2016)
Ms Anderson has come under scrutiny from those that oppose Constitutional Recognition as
her representative role on the Referendum Council suggests to those in opposition that she is
‘not representing me’. In an online article written for nationalunitygovernment.org, Michael
Ghillar Anderson has stated:
Now Pat Anderson works with a group of very suspect people on the Referendum
Council, who choose to manipulate against Aboriginal grass-roots interest,
frequently calling any opposition ‘violent protesters’… her ability to manipulate
is a control factor, which she is obviously very adept at. (2017)
Whether Ms Anderson’s role is one of symbolism or a genuine desire to have ‘skin in the game’,
it is apparent that being any type of representative comes with it a degree of difficulties
representing a broad range of issues within a particular identity group.
The stereotypical notion that Indigenous Australians compete well on the sporting field elicits
various performances and has been seen prevalent within media reports highlighting Indigenous
sporting achievement. It is one area where Indigenous leadership has been strongly encouraged
and demonstrates Indigenous leadership in a space that can be transposed elsewhere, such as in
the circumstances involving Adam Goodes or Cathy Freeman.
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Self-Representation
Hendry (2005) has commented that Indigenous cultures around the world are reclaiming control
of their own identities and the representations that define these. Self-representation has best
been seen through the lens of artistic and museum exhibitions. Indigenous responses to these
exhibitions have shifted in society, from depictions of ‘the other’ connected to colonisation
towards approaches that show self-determination and collaboration with a wider audience.
Brown (1996, p. 162) refers to performance as ‘self-presentation’, as it demonstrates a way to
create new identities, convincing us that we have improved on ourselves. Therefore, it appears
that performativity and representation within these frames should go hand in hand.
How we present (and represent) ourselves in any area is imperative to getting certain messages
across to others. Within a leadership context, presentation of the self, and representation for
others is an aspect that needs some consideration. In the book ‘The presentation of the self in
everyday life’ (1959), Goffman discussed how all the ‘actors’ adapt their presentation when
interacting with others; all the world’s a stage, and we all perform to it. This does bring into
question whether this act becomes counterfeit in its representation of leadership. How does one
best convey the genuine in a charismatic fashion? Goffman himself alluded to this in his
introduction, stating:
The perspective employed in this report is that of the theatrical performance; the
principles derived are dramaturgical ones. In using this model, I will attempt not
to make light of its obvious inadequacies. The stage presents things that are makebelieve; presumably, life presents things that are real. (Goffman, 1959, p. xi)
This statement suggests that in the discourse on dramaturgy, one can muddy the waters in
understanding the authenticity of one’s ‘performance’ of leadership. The stances one may take,
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the verbal and nonverbal communicative actions that were undertaken, can all appear as both
representing of that individual’s true self, and a portrayal of that representation contoured to
appeal to the listener or follower.
Goffman discusses a fundamental position that individuals have both expressions (i.e.
mannerisms, language, actions) that they give and those that they give off (1959). There is
intention in the expressions we give as people, and conversely, this would suggest that
unintended expressions are also given and can be critiqued by an audience.

Indigenous Representation in Parliament
How Indigeneity is performed within Parliament is another area where leadership, and the
complexities Indigeneity in leading create, should be examined. Maddison (2010) discusses
these complexities by deconstructing ideas of representation and identity, highlighting the
disproportionate level between black and white representatives, as well as the argument about
the importance of a politics of presence versus a politics of ideas. The politics of presence vs.
that of ideas is best described by Phillips (1995):
In this major reframing of the problems of democratic equality, the separation
between ‘Who’ and ‘What’ is to be represented, and the subordination of the first
to the second, is very much up for question. The politics of ideas is being
challenged by an alternative politics of presence. (1995, p. 5)
The politics of presence (i.e. more representatives speaking on issues relevant to their identity
and culture) is a way of elaborating on representation as it depicts those individuals as speaking
on behalf of their community. Combined with the politics of ideas (i.e. those representatives
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providing significant thoughts and processes) enables the leader or representative to
comprehensively lead with authority.
The act of speaking up and making your voice heard is both a performance and a representative
function, as Nova Peris OAM demonstrates:
I’ve got to a stage where I’ve let rip a few times in Parliament, and I think I can’t
soften the blow even if I am in Parliament. If anything, I say it just how it is, and I
think I’ve gained a lot of respect from a lot of people, you know even nonIndigenous people have just bailed me up down the street and sort of said ‘What
you’ve done in parliament is awesome.’ That speaking up, that’s why I’m there
because I want to speak up and give those people that don’t have a voice, you know
give them a voice. (N. Peris, personal yarn, June 20, 2016)
Ultimately if one shows integrity in their representation, and performs their leadership with
authenticity, then the individual follower assumes their leadership is valid. The criticisms can
come from opposing voices, however, as Ms. Peris highlights, a leader must reconcile these
with a sense of acting with honour:
I think sometimes we do get bogged down with the criticism, but as I think at the
end of the day if you can put your hand on your heart and know that you’re doing
a good job, I think that’s all that matters. (N. Peris, personal yarn, June 20, 2016)
Representation as an Indigenous woman, and as a leader, can become so fraught with a myriad
of semantic issues that can further convolute the function of leading itself. Ms. Cheetham asserts:
What did I hear someone say yesterday? It’s a great saying; I’m still drilling down
to the bottom of it. I’m not sure whether I can subscribe to it, but it sounded great
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when she said it. A Canadian woman I was talking to yesterday at this conference,
and she said, “Right wing, left wing. It’s still the same bird.” I’m going to drill into
that to see what that really means when it’s really played out. That’s what, in one
sense, we’re saying, it is the same bird, same functionality. (D. Cheetham, personal
yarn, October 3, 2016)
It appears that with some Indigenous women holding roles that embody leadership performance
and representation, there is still an inner dialogue concerning opposing perspectives and where
one sits within those perspectives. The performance of one’s leadership can, therefore, be
altered.
Linda Burney MP discusses in her yarns, that as an Indigenous representative, one has to
negotiate their performance of Indigeneity within critiques that suggest working within the socalled ‘mainstream’ is an act of going against a value inherent within Indigenous society:
There’s certainly a small group of Aboriginal people that would see any Aboriginal
person stepping up into a mainstream representative role as a sell-out, that you’ve
compromised your independence so your view, that you’re part of the mainstream.
That’s been levelled at me on many occasions. Luckily, I’m old enough and mature
enough to deal with it now, but that wasn’t always the case. It’s painful for young
people. (L. Burney, personal yarn, August 20, 2015)
It is in this statement that Linda continues to explore the ongoing issues regarding representation
for Indigenous people. While we are told to build capacity, stronger futures for ourselves and
those around us, we are at the very same moment criticised for doing so in any arena where
sections of our own culture are deemed ‘unfit’. These issues can make the representation within
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the political arenas complex. In the leadup to the 2013 Federal Election, there was an insurgence
of Indigenous Australians attempting to undertake politics as a representative of their
community. Candidate Barbara Shaw (Lingiari) for The Greens noted:
I felt there was a need to start putting Aboriginal issues, or First Nations issues on
the agenda of politics because we’ve come this far over 200 years and we’re still
on the list, you might as well call it the ‘black list’ that really does not get discussed
in Parliament. (2013, p. 14)
Ms. Shaw was essentially choosing to stand as a potential leader of the Greens, but also as a
representative of Indigenous issues. The ‘standing up’ is important for Indigenous people in
matters of social justice issues, a way to gain prominence in the public sphere and speak for the
community, yet this ‘standing up’ can also cause great challenges in dealing with lateral
violence.
In a 2008 interview Burney said that the idea of adequate representative views of the Aboriginal
community may not be achievable; however, it was still vital to have that representative voice
in parliament, as it ‘makes people think about what they say, it gives people a point of reference’
(National Indigenous Times, 2008, p. 18).
Female Indigenous leaders who hold themselves in high profile spaces must adhere to various
portrayals in visible areas where critique can be swift, blunt and regularly misguided in their
response to what they perceive to be inauthentic. But for the women leading in these visible
spaces, their ability to weather these critiques has been built up over time, and the demonstration
is one of flexibility and toughness.
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Media Influence on Black Female Representation
The representation of Indigenous Australians through mainstream media agencies is deeply
problematic. A cultural blindness exists in media coverage of Indigenous Australians whereby
the reporting has been largely of disadvantage and deficit, and Indigenous women are regularly
portrayed within negative constraints that are difficult to break through. The deficit discourse
in Indigenous reportage is ever present and impacts largely on the building of Indigenous
representation. If media representations of black women show either a deficit, or essentially
render women invisible in relation to men, we begin to lose sight of the effectiveness of women
as leaders.
We become who we are due to the multitudes of relationships and discourse in which we live.
Contextually we grow to represent a version that is formulated by those we interact with, the
circumstances we find ourselves to be in, and how we choose to enact what we believe to be
ourselves. Leaders must become and perform as leaders’ due to the truth and knowledge given
to them. Representation in leadership is therefore not something you are born with, but
something that grows over time, context and relationality.
Summer May Finlay is yet another Indigenous woman working across a multitude of areas such
as within communities (both social media specific and outside of the online space) and in the
building of a visible profile. In her interview, Ms Finlay discussed the value of representation
in a social media space:
We wanted to actually give community and research and all the other people that
work in the space that doesn't have mainstream media attention a voice. And also,
community members as well a voice in the space and really kind of propose
alternative solutions or raise issues that weren’t being raised. With the media stuff,
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sometimes we’ve shadow written articles, so we’ve actually written articles that
it’s the person’s story, so again no one even knows that we’re doing it. And again,
it’s just making sure that it’s about an issue and people. (S. Finlay, personal yarn,
August 4, 2016)
This statement connects to the text in the Theoretical Approaches to Leadership regarding
media representations of Indigenous women, or rather, lack thereof. Providing new space where
essentially there has been none previously, allows leadership to be further developed and
nurtured. Miss Finlay exemplifies young Indigenous women’s leadership and innovation by
creating digital spaces for her leadership. She adds to the academic space in her own PhD work,
and contributes greatly in her scholarship, community work, and work in the online space with
Croakey.com, the JustJustice campaign, and We Public Health campaign. This is yet another
development for Indigenous women’s leadership in Australia, as younger Indigenous women
are embracing social media to carve out new modes of leadership.
These individuals can proactively debate issues within society that may have been largely
ignored by mainstream media agencies. Once traction to these stories develops, often
institutional media will then choose to report on these matters. Voice in leadership is also
heavily prevalent in the above statement, as Ms. Finlay suggests that those not wanting to be at
the forefront of the story pass the representative banner onto others that may present a stronger
performance and representation of the issue at hand. Ms. Finlay went on to highlight that other
interested parties were the catalyst for her decision to begin a blog, which began her trajectory
in leadership:
An Indigenous blogger and activist pushed me into blogging actually, and also
going on Twitter. He knew I had a voice, he knew I had opinions, and he felt that
I needed to share them, and I wasn’t sure that anyone would care. And that’s how
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I came to Croakey, it was because of my blogs. Without him, I probably wouldn’t
even be talking to you. We do it for a cause and we’re promoting the cause, and I
think it’s a balance for me personally - like I found that higher the profile, my
profile as it’s increased, I have the profile of the work I’m doing. So it’s kind of
this Catch 22, and I don’t necessarily want to be profiled. But I recognised the
value in it. (S. Finlay, personal yarn, August 4, 2016)
Associate Professor, Bronwyn Carlson light-heartedly mentioned the audience as contributing
to subsequent performances in leadership once the leader is recognised, suggesting her
reluctance to perform as somehow inauthentic to her true self:
My student said to me ‘Oh you’re on the radio; you’re on TV, what the hell? Are
you famous?’ And I said yes in my own lunch box. She said, ‘Are tutors famous?’
and I said, ‘hell yeah I'm famous, don’t you know who I am?’ But yeah you just
don’t ever see yourself like that, and I don’t want ever to get to the point where I
do. (B Carlson, personal yarn, September 12, 2016)
This statement goes to the reluctance of being recognised as a leader or representative, but also
that the lens of scrutiny and media profile can also have connotations to it which suggest the
performance of Indigenous women’s leadership becomes altered.

10.3 A Discourse on Performativity
The underpinning element of performativity is that of discourse, as the language and the
symbols of language determine and reinforce how one performs each individual’s role in the
everyday. In Foucault’s writings on discourse, it has been stated that the act of discourse is
“constructing a history of what we have done, and, at the same time, a diagnosis of what we
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are” (Foucault, 1971). The discourse we use develops the performances we hold and further
assists in the construction of how our identity is portrayed to the outside world. Foucault’s “the
philosophy of the subject” (1989; 1993) is one way of interpreting the overall representations
of individuals. Another way is of his conceptualisations around ‘positioning’ (1972).
To Foucault, discourse was a:
Complex beam of relationships that function as rules: prescribe what must be set
in the relationship, in a discursive practice, so that it refers to this or that object, so
that it brings into play this or that statement, so that it utilizes this or that ensemble,
so that it organizes this or that strategy. To define in its singular individuality a
formation system is, then, characterized by a discourse or statement group of the
regularity of a practice. (1972, pp. 122–123)
These regularities of practices are seen within Indigeneity, and with regards to leadership and
identity, it is magnified to display an array of statements and strategies that are utilised (and
minimised) to produce the ‘Indigenous leader’.
Discourse is the central concept when highlighting performance and representation. Kerin
highlights:
Discourse plays a role in wider social processes of legitimation and power;
emphasising the Constitution of current truths, how they are maintained and what
power relations they carry with them. (Kerins, 2012, p. 26)
Scholars have highlighted deficit discourse within an Aboriginal context as being connected
and encompassing representation, policy, and expression. This discourse is occurring within
non-Indigenous and Indigenous Australia (Fforde, Bamblett, Lovett, Gorringe, & Fogarty,
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2013). Historically, Indigenous women are represented primarily through the frames of
disadvantage - family violence, poor health, and socio-economic conditions - and radical
activism. While one cannot ignore that there exists a standpoint of disparity and disadvantage,
the lack of healthy representation of Indigenous women throughout media agencies should also
be highlighted. The ramifications on future Indigenous women's leadership are dire if there is
little acknowledgement of the work many Indigenous women are doing to change the discourse
and narrative that is demonstrated in Australia's media coverage.
The tendency from early colonialism, to ‘continually disseminate two common rhetorics on
Aboriginal women and their sexuality; as powerless victims or lascivious prostitutes’
(Humphreys, 2008, p. 2) still pervades in our media culture today. This propensity to broadcast
this rhetoric is conveyed in media coverage of issues of sexual violence in Aboriginal
communities. Humphreys notes that “Indigenous academics, like Tuhiwai Smith (1999) and
Aileen Moreton-Robinson (2000) argue that the “penetration of victim and promiscuous
discourses in media and academia ignores the active agency of Aboriginal women in owning
their own future and power” (2008, p. 8).
As language or discourse is used as well as signs and symbols in the act of representation then
such discourse and symbols in Indigenous Australia create meaning around the actors that
perform these representations. The words often used in Indigenous language that determine
who is authentic and who is not perpetuate a notion of identity that can conflict with various
leadership roles, and certainly some leadership models. The statements given by women
participants who lead from within government or institutional environs must contend with these
complexities in representation on a regular basis. The language used in relation to their identity
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from those who oppose their leadership roles can be dismissive, with accusations of ‘selling
out’ or being a ‘turn coat’ thrown at them.
Others that work within the areas of both community-based work and institutions suggest that
these performances do not have to be that different, as Katrina Fanning has stated:
Working that closely with the community in which you live, can be quite
emotionally tiring, and wear you down a little bit and I wear my heart on my sleeve,
so I got to a point where I thought for me to be a more effective person in the public
service I need to do something that was a little at arm’s length removed from the
front line. (K. Fanning, personal yarn, February 7, 2015)

Performativity in Leadership
The way in which a leader conveys their message determines how that message is heard. As
discussed in the chapter on Followership, various followers or listeners want different
performances from different leaders, such as an ‘Elder statesman/woman’ performance, a ‘hardnosed activist’ performance or an ‘every man/woman’ performance that appeals to their
understanding of how a leader should represent themselves. One need only look at government
election campaigns to see that performativity is vital in persuasion, and many studies have been
produced to best demonstrate active performativity, perceived fitness and capability in
leadership roles.
Butler’s theory that performativity cannot be understood outside a process of iterability implies
that the regularised and constrained repetition of norms is carried out by individuals in a manner
that builds upon it a foundation, a presentation that becomes commonplace to that individual
(1990, p. 95):
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(S)uch acts, gestures, enactments, generally constructed, are performative in the
sense that the essence of identity that they otherwise purport to express becomes a
fabrication manufactured and sustained through corporeal signs and other
discursive means. (1990, p. 336)
Associate Professor Bronwyn Carlson, an Indigenous academic and notably, a research
participant for this project, has worked in negotiating identity. Her thesis and subsequent book,
‘The politics of Identity: Who counts as Aboriginal today?’ (2016) documents the many
tribulations associated with confirmation of Indigenous identity in Australia. Carlson’s work
details how the mechanisms of proving one’s identity can work against those attempting to
belong to a specific group. I argue that the repetition of performances of identity over time
builds up a strong identity focus. In a leadership sense, these performances also build credibility
on how best to be Aboriginal as encouraged by their followers, and as demonstrated in their
leadership.
Similar to Carlson’s work on Aboriginal identity I feel it pertinent to employ the works of Butler
into my writings as somewhat of a rejection of an essentialised identity. A fluid mix of identity
based on circumstance, values, beliefs, and geography equate to the complete performance of,
in my study, an Indigenous woman leading. ‘How you carry yourself’ in any circumstance
becomes an element of identity, and within Indigeneity this can be seen in numerous phrases
that at times work towards greater understanding of one’s role, and simultaneously against a
further investment of representative roles.
When an Indigenous person suggests someone as ‘big-noting’ in the way in how they
communicate, they are making assertions that they are boasting about their achievements or
placing themselves at the forefront of the conversation to gain some form of credibility. It
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derives from what The Australian National University’s meanings and origins of ‘Australian
Words and Idioms’ states as, “To exaggerate one’s own importance and achievements… bignoting arose from the connection between flashing large sums of money about and showing off”
(2016). This term has been used colloquially throughout Australian life as early as 1912, and
largely adopted by Indigenous Australians. Fijn mentions the term in connection to an interview
given in discussing hunting Dugong: “The Rangers disliked the notion of ‘big-noting’ yourself
for hunting” (2012, p. 276).
Just as ‘big-noting’ is used in a derogatory way, so is that of the term ‘Flash Black’, which is
often used to describe an individual who has become more educated, earns more money and
lives a lifestyle far removed from where they once began. These terms are incorporated into
language and frequently heard when an Indigenous individual is critiqued regarding their
performance in a representative role, Vaccho (2017); In a more positive sense, the term ‘Talkin’
up’ is used to demonstrate an individual’s ability to represent in a strong and effective manner.
It is important to place these terms in language at the forefront of this discussion before further
elaboration on participant’s responses.
Whether performativity is leadership in its portrayal, or a reiteration of everyday performances
used specifically to engender followers is of interest in this conversation. Peck et al. discuss
this argument within the setting of an organisation consisting of “Ways of characterising the
organisational settings in which ritual performances take place” (2009, p. 32). The question as
to how performances of leadership play out within different settings and to what effect becomes
a large component of what Indigenous leadership may embody. In more formal settings, the
performances may appear different and nuanced. Peck et al. then highlights performativity as
leadership:
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While explicitly recognising the constraints that the predominant institutional
forms engender… explore the performative repertoires –with which individual
leaders attempt to (re)-cite and (re)-iterate the images and stories that are deployed
to create or maintain the commitment of those around them. (2009, p. 32)
It appears that the ritual of leadership performance becomes a central element in the
constructions of leading, within both organisational settings and those that may appear to be
more informal. For Indigenous women, the gendered elements also bestow on the way in which
they lead. While some women within informal situations may not be cognisant of their nuanced
ritualistic performances, they play out within the interactions between followers, and in the
conveying of messages within the everyday.
Goffman's presentation of the self is within this statement, as the dramaturgical influences of
leadership, performance is played out not only in verbal communication attributes but
appearance also. Being a leader instils in an individual the ability to move from one outward
presentation in one environ, to something different elsewhere.

Performativity in Followership and Adaptive Forms of Leading
In investigating the previous chapter on Followership, no mention was given on their
performativity. Geier (2016) suggests that it is the follower’s performance during extreme
events that can create adaptive behaviours within the leader. This pertains to the previous
chapter, Followership, where followership was discussed and imparts on this chapter the notion
that performativity is everywhere amongst the leader/follower relationship.
When we consider the bodily performance that leadership enlists, one can see the distinctions
between that of the masculine and the feminine. Peck et al. had been noted within the
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Theoretical Approaches to Leadership at length, highlighting the embodiment of leadership in
performance and as performance (2009).
The importance of the study of performativity and leadership is in how both leaders and
followers enact each performative function where leadership can thereby flourish. Different
elements play out in these functions, as Sinclair states:
The accomplishment of leadership is often highly dramatic and full-bodied; there
is intimacy, titillation, sometimes mystique. The bodies of followers or audiences
are central also in the accomplishment of leadership. There is bravura, feats of
great endurance and withholding to seduction that are recurring features of
accounts of corporate leadership. (2005, pp. 388–389)
There exist varying performances within genders also, and in matters of leadership the complex
understandings of gendered performance have moved to incorporate gender fluid constructs
within a broader sense in society.
The overriding concern of fitness and capability in leadership plays into the notion of
performance as ‘perception is everything’. The way someone perceives a leader in their
capability can alter their choice in whether they choose to listen to the message that leader is
conveying. In the demonstration of perception in leadership lie the examples of previous
Australian Prime Ministers where we see this issue regularly. Images of former Prime Minister
John Howard running each morning, or Tony Abbott cycling for a cause, are examples of
performance through the portrayal of fitness in leadership. The health of one who holds a
leadership position is scrutinised heavily when that leader is in a visible position, and one that
requires a performance suggesting the leader is always ready to take action. When there has
been an incident regarding the health of a leader, their leadership comes into question. Examples
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of this have been seen with Hilary Clinton’s campaign for the U.S. Presidency in 2016 and
suggestions of her ailing health (McGeough, 2016). What is different in Indigenous Australian
leadership, is that regularly we as a population carry numerous health issues as well as
responsibilities for assisting other family members in health matters.
When witnessing Indigenous Australians in high profile positions, our perceptions are such that
we create a narrative based on how the individual looks in front of the camera. Performances
of identity are expected and played to, as well as performances showing strong leadership – in
their stance on certain issues which can be aligned with values of respect, connection, and
community.
The reputation of a leader also and the performance of principles and values must also be
discussed. Sanders states, ‘Being a leader requires one to look after one’s own reputation, for
which it is important to be known, heard and viewed by those from whom one seeks to support.
Reputation becomes a kind of resource’ (2009a, p. 53).
Within Indigenous Australia the notion of ‘big-noting’ is widespread in the performance of
leaders and those in self-appointed leading stances, and ‘talkin’ up’ or presenting oneself as the
all-knowing leader can bring unfavourable perceptions, thereby nullifying the leadership
message. The perception that an Indigenous individual is leading in a ‘cultural’ way appears to
be an unwritten law within Indigenous society, whereby certain performances of Indigeneity
occur. If you don’t speak some of the language, talk of country and ‘grass roots’ beginnings,
are you therefore accepted as being Indigenous enough? Conversely, if you talk of eradicating
welfare dependency or victimhood, as Noel Pearson (2007) has previously, are you considered
to have less connection to your Indigeneity?
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10.4 ‘Skin in the game’ and Symbolic Representation?
Performance and representation of leaders within institutional settings can be at times
constrained within the parameters that exist of the institution itself. It is far too simplistic
however, to suggest that representing and performing as an Indigenous individual within these
settings can somehow lessen the reach you have in representing as an Indigenous individual in
the broader community.
The growth of Indigenous studies in the academy demonstrates what Hendry notes as a product
that serves to educate non-Indigenous people, disrupting stereotypes and forming more
effective cross-cultural understanding. The potential is also there for viewing cultural
knowledge as having economic viability, which in turn can lead to stronger Indigenous
communities (2005). Associate Professor Tracy Bunda, who has worked in Academia for many
years, highlights that the investment involved in community performance is unique and
therefore separate to that of institutional leading norms:
It needs to incorporate that sense of the individual belonging to a community, and
the community profile is just – has as much value if not more than the performance
of the individual and it’s the performance of the individual and the investment
within that, when you only see that you see – you only see white leadership. It may
be wrapped up in a brown skin but its white leadership or what counts for white
leadership within this country. (T Bunda, personal yarn, February 12, 2016)
Ms Bunda’s comment applies directly to the self-representation of Indigeneity. It is here that
Goffman’s theories are best employed, as the mask referred to previously can at times become
melded into what lies beneath for an individual. Indigenous women may argue that their level
of authenticity in being their true self is paramount in working within a leading area. However,
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this may be due to both the reluctance of being named as a leader, and the levels of credibility
one must reach to be considered so.
The review of performance happens regularly in Indigenous affairs, from the review we as
Indigenous Australians give the myriad of policies we have seen throughout our lifetime, to the
scrutiny we give our peers and cohorts working across our fields or in our communities. We
review performances of identity, cultural competency, and leadership prowess within when an
individual is catapulted into a visible position, critiquing whether they have ‘authority’.
For the issue currently being played out in Indigenous Australia on Constitutional Recognition,
those Indigenous representatives that are in favour of it appear to go ‘against the grain’ of other
Indigenous people who wish for a treaty. There is some conjecture over who in this argument
the majority are, or who specifically speaks with a consensus view.
As representatives in roles where policy for Indigenous Australians is a consideration, a leader
must attempt to negotiate how they convey information without a hint of influence or persuasion.
Regardless of their efforts, one must be able to shield themselves from the personal criticisms
that appear to go hand in hand with the message given. Some leaders working within
institutional leadership settings have developed mechanisms for that, as Robyn Forrester stated:
I thought, “Why do I want to work for the government?” There were other things
that I wanted to do, but how could I as this little black girl make any difference in
working in the government? Until I got in the government and started to move up
the ranks and started going, “Okay, hang on a minute. Just by me being here I can
effect change. I can educate people. I can try and put things in place that will assist
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people. I can try and change an attitude”. (R. Forrester, personal yarn, April 11,
2015)
The performance of leadership within these contexts, therefore, becomes representative of an
attempt to effectively ‘work from the inside out’. This argument is not a newly developed one
and spoken of anecdotally within Indigenous environments. However, the notion that
Indigenous public servants can affect any change seems to many within grass roots arenas to
be somewhat of a contentious one. Robyn Forrester discussed this in her interview, mentioning
younger Indigenous employees in their attempts to navigate through this process:
This person got up and said, “You people that work in government, you’ve got no
idea what it’s like for us working in community organisations. You should be out
here”, Then I said to them, “Could you imagine, they advertise those jobs, so
there’s a whole lot of people that work in government that apply for those jobs
who’ve got some really good skills and expertise and they may get the jobs.” I said,
then the complaint will be, “Oh, those ex-public servants have come and taken our
jobs”. (R. Forrester, personal yarn, April 11, 2015)
The argument Ms. Forrester is making here has connections to insider/outsider understandings
of Indigenous society and working as part of an institutional structure. To gain the experience
and knowledge of such things as government policy, one must work inside of the structure to
fully comprehend it. Once those insiders have acquired the knowledge, they can be reprimanded
for leaving an Indigenous-specific structure behind, thereby enabling a dichotomy to exist.
Representation, therefore, can become a multifaceted conundrum for those that traverse
‘insider/outsider’ terrain.
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As language or discourse is used as well as signs and symbols in the act of representation then
such discourse and symbols in Indigenous Australia create meaning around the actors that
perform these representations. The words often used in Indigenous language that determine
who is authentic and who is not perpetuate a notion of identity that can conflict with various
leadership roles, and certainly some leadership models. The statements given by women
participants who lead from within government or institutional environs must contend with these
complexities in representation on a regular basis. The language used from those that oppose
their leadership roles can be dismissive, with accusations of ‘selling out’ or being a ‘turn coat’
thrown at them.
How one chooses to represent themselves physically as a leader can also determine how their
leadership is critiqued. Rochelle Towart discussed how the presentation of leadership could
change from one leadership arena to another:
One day you might be at a black-tie function, to being in community out in remote
Borrorula where it’s stinking hot, and I’m here in Canberra today where it’s likely
to be in two digits and going from a corporate meeting, to a community meeting,
to facilitating, which I do… and some teaching as well when there is nobody left.
So I suppose my wardrobe goes with the way that I need to be. I like to always tell
the staff even though we’re in a community organisation, its dress for the job that
you want not the one that you’ve got. (R. Towart, personal yarn, March 5, 2015)

Black on Show: A Symbolic Representation Perspective
The performance of Indigenous women’s leadership while in the public eye has other
connections to theory based on communicative action, social movement and political and
media-based philosophy.
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To perform one’s role as a leader within a highly visible arena, one must adhere to the notion
of persona and the management it requires to effectively lead with the spotlight fixed firmly
upon them. Goffman discussed the mask as a means for deception in face-to-face interaction
(1959, p. 57) As ‘a mask of manner can be held in place from within’, an individual can choose
to enhance or diminish themselves, which can concurrently marginalise them from others. As
Park (1950) argued and Goffman later illustrated (1959) both the mask worn and the face behind
it are elements of the same individual.
Professor Marcia Langton highlights that in a representative area, there are many Indigenous
women who are affecting the way in which women are seen. Be it in the art space which has
far-reaching impacts towards those that don’t regularly have contact with Indigenous Australia,
to areas of the academy, representation is growing. It is also exhaustive work:
You’d be amazed at how many Aboriginal women filmmakers there are, did you
know that? I think that’s got a lot to do with it… storytelling. People imagine
academics sit around all day on their asses doing nothing, no idea. No idea about
how much hard work is involved. (M. Langton, personal yarn, February 20, 2016)
The artisans that show leadership by portraying Indigenous stories have an ability to convey
cultural issues, contemporary stories, difficult narratives and hero’s journeys in such a way as
it is deemed appropriate by the more mainstream areas they may work in. However, leadership
within the Indigenous arts should not be misconstrued as somewhat of a soft target by which
gentle stories can occur. To be Indigenous and lead within these spaces, one must alternate
between the understandings of the institutions that exist outside of an arts-based area that at
times have nothing to do with the arts, and work as well within more artistic arenas. That could
suggest that the performance of such must move between the two. To lead within the academy
as Professor Langton states, requires an exhaustive amount of work.
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As Evans posits the three understandings which shape this leading as living with change,
ambiguity and a commitment to articulating during the process of creating (2008, p. 4). A
requirement of leadership within the arts must involve adaptability and flexibility, as well as
collaboration. At a time when Indigenous-specific arts are enduring issues of authenticity and
intellectual property concerns, the leading that occurs must manage a vast area that extends
beyond artistic endeavours alone.
Within academic settings, performance in leadership is a necessary component of building your
academic profile. In the era of Twitter and other social media, there is an expectation that not
only will you perform and build that profile by using commentary and promotion of your
institution, but that you will also produce products within this space such as articles on media
blogs and other social media outlets. Adding this type of output to other academic requirements,
and to the unofficial output of community engagement, illustrates the energy an Indigenous
individual must have to perform as a leader within this setting.
Representation can actively work against you as an Indigenous leader when those that witness
your performativity of such assume that your leadership is pitted towards a group of individuals
other than themselves. In her participant interview, Marcia Langton stated:
A lot of these blackfellas think I’m some sort of traitor because of all these white
people like me – no more than ten. Who are they? I’d like to meet them. Do you
think I get an easy ride at University (M. Langton, personal yarn, February 20,
2016)?
If as Goffman suggests, the world is a theatre of front and back stage performances (1959), then
we further understand how performativity of leadership, and of identity, is paramount. In efforts
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to project a powerful leadership image, we view Goffman’s actors in their contrasting
behaviours. The actor (i.e. the leader) in front of stage, is aware that they are being scrutinised
by the audience (i.e. the followers), thereby impacting on their performance, and will observe
certain rules and social conventions. Going against these conventions would mean that they
would lose face and the persona they wish to display would lose credibility. Backstage, the
actor may behave differently to the way in which they behave on show. For those leaders who
hold visible presences in Australian Indigenous society, the dramaturgy involved in such
performances and the identity processes that are upheld create a multitude of implications for
their leading roles. Could this be another reason as to why Indigenous women prefer not to be
called out as leaders?
Performativity and representation can also mean a variety of things for different people. For
Deborah Cheetham, her performativity has many levels – in a creative sense, she is essentially
always adopting a persona on the stage, and yet in another arena that performativity requires
something else. When you are an Indigenous performer, leadership becomes an expected
element in your work. Being Indigenous and working within areas not determined as
Indigenous-specific creates an issue regarding what is defined as mainstream, as Ms. Cheetham
suggests:
I have a real problem with that word “mainstream”. I think we live in an oligarchy,
and I don’t actually think there is a mainstream. I think we think we have a
mainstream in Australia, but I don’t think we actually do. I think it’s leadership by
a few. It could be even fewer with the changes to the voting procedure. Not that
I’m a great fan of the Shooting Party, or the Motor Enthusiast Party, or whatever.
Representation should be just that. (D. Cheetham, personal yarn, October 3, 2016)
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Here, Ms. Cheetham is further exploring representation suggesting that ‘mainstream’ is a term
overused in discussing what you represent.

Community Performances and Representation of the Self
The way in which leadership is performed with Indigenous women in community settings can
also vary from other environs and is important to discuss regarding representation and
effectiveness. Many of these women do not want to be considered leaders; do not like the
connotations involved in the term leading regarding community areas and therefore shield
themselves from harsh community scrutiny but also, from further opportunity and recognition
of their work.
Ms Finlay suggests that representation on social media allows for conjecture and debate,
however the experiences she has had have been of an intellectual nature:
I have had some disagreements with people about stuff I’ve put up, but it’s been
that kind of intellectual disagreement, which is fine. I think we’re a heterogeneous
group, we have varied opinions, and as long as we are respectfully engaging in
debate, I’m good with that. (S. Finlay, personal yarn, August 4, 2016)
While there have been previous statements within this project that have suggested great
challenges when connected to positioning oneself as a leader, it appears that for Ms Finlay the
comments encountered through a digital space have been cordial, and she has not encountered
difficulties. Audiences (or followers) are also a factor, and the way one represents themselves
in dealing with possible ignorance or acrimony illustrates strength in leadership:
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I think I have both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal audiences. Publicly I tend to try
and bring people along with me rather than just roll my eyes at their stupidity. (S.
Finlay, personal yarn, August 4, 2016)
In matters of representation within community environs, the urgency becomes something which
individuals feel they must go above and beyond to try and assist those around them seeking
support. Natasha Davis asserts:
Yeah, they do ask a lot more of you because my job is really a referral service, but
I don’t like to refer them on. I’d rather help them myself and show them myself
what they have to do instead of sending them to another organisation and then they
probably refer them to someone else and so I’ll try and do as much for them as I
can. (N. Davis, personal yarn, August 3, 2015)
The struggle to represent from an insider position can be multifaceted, and in community
service conditions one of those struggles as an insider can be in being both a representative for
a community – whilst also being a member of that same community. Ms. Davis states:
My boss has pulled me up a few times, and I’ve said, “I can’t help it getting too
close because I’m the only one here they want to see, and they’re not going to go
and see anyone else”. Even if they do have to go and see someone else, they’ll ask
me to go with them, so I’m still involved in it. It gets a bit iffy at times, but I do
what I got to do. And for most of them, because I know them so well I know there
are a lot of other issues that they won’t come forward and talk about. They know
I know, but they won’t say anything, and I won’t say anything unless they mention
it either. (N. Davis, personal yarn, August 3, 2015)
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Being an integral part of the community and working within community spaces highlights how
representing and performing can be problematic and require in the leader a deft hand at
managing relationships, work outcomes and conflict.
Katrina Fanning has worked in representative roles within sport before her work in both the
public service and in community festivals. Indigenous representation within a sporting arena
has nuanced differences to that of leading within other areas, such as symbolism, fitness and
role modelling behaviours.
Representation for Elsie Hiess has been firstly about her culture however, her religious beliefs
have followed. The ways in which she performs in representative arenas is firmly placed within
her Aboriginality:
We’re people first. This is what I’ve always been taught. We’re people first. We
are Aboriginal first. Then our religion follows us. We are baptised Catholic, or
we’re baptised Lutheran, or we’re baptised Church of England. We were born
Aboriginal first. So they’re the people I concentrate on; my own people. (E. Hiess,
personal yarn, May 20, 2015)
Ms Hiess went on to say that ‘standing up’ in matters of her Indigeneity intersected with
representing her spiritual identity also:
In 1988, we did a big march from Redfern Park. I was out at Larpa (La Perouse)
when all the Northern Territory people came. They arrived in a convoy from
Northern Territory. My daughter, Monica, happened to be in front of them, and
she led them all down to Yarra Bay House. I was standing there seeing this convoy
of Aboriginals coming all the way from Northern Territory down to Yarra Bay
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House. And I knew they were Catholic. So I thought this is my stance now. So the
1988 march I wore my cross outside my clothes and all my kids, and we marched
as Catholics as well. I thought, “I can wear my cross out because this is the day
I’m going to do it.” Peace and justice. We marched for peace and justice. This is
it. And I don’t care who knows I’m Catholic. (E. Hiess, personal yarn, May 20,
2015)
Representation can come in a myriad of forms and has multiple functions. Ms. Hiess
demonstrates in the above statement the strong sense of representation that comes with being
of a particular faith in connection with her Aboriginality. When you feel a sense of standing
strong within those identities, you feel authentic and representational of the self, of a group of
people, and of a symbol such as peace and justice in this circumstance.
Participant Eugenia Flynn has also expressed the various representative hats that she has worn
in her working life, and how the differing identity frames within have merged and overlapped
in how she has been represented:
I think because I practise my Leadership across a number of different spheres, so
not just Aboriginal but also, because of my Chinese Heritage… I work across
multiple Communities that aren’t explicitly Aboriginal, I think implicitly, people
don’t think that I have as much traction in the Community as other people. I’m a
Woman, I’m not visibly Aboriginal and I’m very vocal about that. (E. Flynn,
personal yarn, April 6, 2017)

10.5 Summary
The themes of Representation and Performativity were discussed in this chapter as an emerging
element of Indigenous leadership for the women interviewed. Within those themes the
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participants spoke of representation in areas of political, symbolic and self-representation. The
women interviewed also highlighted various forms of that representation in matters of
resistance and advocacy, working within institutional environments and working ‘with their
own mob’ as part of community organisations. Performances of these representations was also
discussed.
One cannot deny that how representation is constructed and conveyed to followers plays a large
role in the shaping of leadership theory, yet it also plays an additional role within Indigenous
Australia. To those who are listening, observing and following these leaders, the critique of
whether their constructions are effectively ‘talkin’ up’ for them enough to follow is ever present,
as is the converse critique of whether they are ‘big-noting’ without any real substance, or simply
a ‘flash black’ in the outward manifestations of their leadership performances.

***
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11 Challenges and Opportunities
The challenges that Truganini must have faced would have been enormous. To have seen
colonisation take hold, face terrible traumas of sexual and physical violence and oppression,
and have a strong desire to survive what was happening around her at the time. She also
managed to turn challenges into opportunities, when she was moved with her husband Woorady
to Flinders Island with up to 100 other Aboriginal people, the motivations for which appear to
have been to save them. With a number of other Aboriginal people succumbing to influenza,
Truganini and Woorady were lucky to survive. Following the move to Finders Island, Truganini
assisted Robertson in the establishment of a settlement in Port Phillip, Victoria in 1838.
While some people view this act as one of betrayal, Truganini saw an opportunity to help other
Aboriginal people avoid some of the traumas she had endured and survive.
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11.1 Introduction
The intertwined and merging currents of gender, whiteness, agency, institutional constraints
and identity are integral parts of this chapter, listed under the banner of challenges and
opportunities. This chapter explores the rise of various themes that participants identified when
discussing such matters as barriers, restrictions and possibilities that encompass leading as
Indigenous women within Australia. The cultural challenges that one may face in determining
their leadership roles first emerged, stemming from initial conversations regarding identity and
having agency in their lives. Within these challenges, discussions on the perils of leading within
community and dealing with insider and outsider influences arose, as did the nuances involved
with working within institutions. The issues of gender, feminism as a white construct, and the
generational concerns that may arise for younger emerging leaders were also components of
the participant interviews. The theme of challenges is essential to an understanding of why
Indigenous women may not choose to position themselves in leading roles and is a key finding
of the thesis.

11.2 Challenges – Cultural, Gendered, and Generational
The women interviewed shared many insights into the challenges faced when undertaking
leadership environments, and their words informed the graphic below which presents both
challenges and opportunities involved in Indigenous women’s leadership. As evidenced by this,
the challenges can provide some detail as to why some Indigenous women seem to hold
themselves back from leadership positions (Fredericks, 2003; Saunders & Evans, 1992).
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Figure 13 Challenges and Opportunities

Racism and Discrimination
Indigenous women undertaking leadership roles can be greatly impacted by racism and
discrimination. The opportunities that are available to these women are hindered by past
instances of racism which affect self-belief in their capabilities in order to push themselves into
developing their skills further. Within Australian society there exists forms of racism and
discrimination that exclude people of colour from completing education, gaining employment
and housing, or aspiring to reach beyond what is offered to them. While there have been
9

“Challenges and Opportunities” by Andrew Arch and Tess Ryan is licensed under CC BY 4.0
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attempts to address institutional racism within education and workplace environments, there
remains areas where more is needed. A degree of casual racism in general society is still evident,
with the 2016 Australian Reconciliation barometer stating that, “57% of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait islander Australians now agree Australia is a racist country, compared to 48% in 2014”
(Reconciliation Australia, 2016). There is still racism in the broader society, with reported
instances of Indigenous people having been denied trips in public transport (Galvin, 2013), or
not been given effective medical treatment due to racial assumptions placed upon them
(Davidson, 2016).

Navigating Culture and Dealing with Race
The cultural challenges faced by Indigenous individuals in a community environment have long
lasting effects for those that choose to move into leadership roles. The echoes of these events
in early life are still felt many years on and contribute both constructively and otherwise towards
appropriate leadership traits. Elsie Hiess sets a backdrop of her experiences in childhood
growing up in the 40s that situate some of the challenges faced, as well as illustrate how the
need for substantial inclusion was born within her:
Aboriginal kids had to apply to go to a white school and it had to be passed by the
parents and citizens of the school, which was an insult really. There was five of us
at the school. There was a couple from Condobolin, the Goolagong’s; the Nadin’s
from Condobolin as well, and two Wiradjuri women; that was us. But they were
all Wiradjuri anyway; Condobolin Wiradjuri. So we five of us went to the school.
It was a nightmare. White school was a nightmare because no one wanted you
there.
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The principal told us immediately the first day, lined us all up and said, “If any of
you play up, you’re out. You’re here at the permission from the parents and friends
and citizens of this school and if you play up you’re out.” Now, it was maybe 60
per cent of Italian kids went to the school because it was Riverina, all the Italian
farmers. And we thought, “Well, we’re below them; below the migrants!”. (E.
Hiess, personal yarn, May 20, 2015)
This lack of such inclusion experienced in her formative years points to a strong motivation in
her efforts to lead. As Hiess’ leadership exists both in a community setting with her involvement
in the La Perouse community, and in her roles within the Catholic church as an institution, she
crosses a number of areas that require a basis for inclusion. This lack of such inclusion
experienced in her formative years points to a strong motivation in her efforts to lead.
Participant Associate Professor Bronwyn Carlson also spoke of the conditioning experienced
from a young age to lower expectations and not work towards success:
Historically that’s what we’ve been told, in school I was told to go and be a cleaner,
so historically Aboriginal women were never given any kind of platform of success
and we’ve had that too where all the supposed leaders are apparently men. (B
Carlson, personal yarn, September 12, 2015)
For Carlson, the low expectations and conditioning of herself as an Indigenous woman was
something she actively refused and had the opposite effect on her belief in her abilities. To
resist the low expectations placed upon oneself as an Indigenous woman, one must push through
barriers that contribute to a lack of self-belief in order to achieve success.
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Krystal Hurst also talks of divisions she saw in her childhood, between the Indigenous
community and that of non-Indigenous people in her area of Taree, New South Wales:
It wasn’t until I grew older that I started to see that division and just the horrible
racism that was occurring in this small town. There’s just a really big division
between the community because of the historical dispossession and they had been
pushing people outside the town, on the mission, so many k’s out of town. A lot
of the mob had to come into town to do their shopping, so I think a lot of blackfellas
just think ‘we’ll just stay on the mission where they put us all those years ago’,
and they just don’t want to see us around. Even when I go back home you’ll have
a security guard following you and your family, and even when we go up there,
and we just want to do shopping, we just want to get groceries so we can eat. It’s
just absolutely ridiculous, it’s still a shame to see that going on and you kind of
accept that in a small town because they’re not very progressive in their ideas and
in their outlook on the world. I think they are very narrow minded in the way they
see the world I guess and moving away from that and I see how much it hasn’t
really changed at all. (K Hurst, personal yarn, June 10, 2015)
Low expectations of women within the Indigenous community can also have a burdening
impact. Those women that have high expectations of themselves must contend with a competing
tension between the building of one’s confidence over the big-noting of one’s achievements.

Cultural Impedance
There are numerous barriers within a cultural perspective that impede Indigenous women from
undertaking leadership positions. Internal divisions between what Indigenous women should
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do within a cultural sense, and what they want to do to help their communities, can be vastly
different.
Another difficulty lies in the ‘walking between two worlds’ position that is often placed in the
way of Indigenous individuals, which then translates to that of working within Indigenous
leading roles. This refers to Indigenous academic Nerida White’s statement that, “I reminded
myself and the women that I was coaching that we need to walk in both worlds, retaining our
Aboriginal culture, our ways of being, our special sense of humour whilst functioning
successfully in a predominantly white world” (2007, p. 19). Kenny has also discussed this as
being able to navigate between that of white or more mainstream endeavours and that of ‘talking
with the mob’ (2012). These themes identified by male Indigenous leaders emerged throughout
the interviews with some women that held positions within government-based institutions, such
as those working within government departments and educational establishments.
The issues of community leadership within cultural circles are somewhat different to those of
institutional leadership domains. As seen in the interviews with participants that follow, there
are issues regarding obligation, pressure from outsider and insider influences and nominations
thrust upon those that may not feel ready to undertake such a task. As Cranney and Edwards
discussed in the Theoretical Approaches to Leadership, the grooming of potential leaders and
the peer pressure associated with filling voids of leadership are regular issues faced by
Indigenous people in the community (1998).

Fluid and Static Cultural Constructions
Within the challenges faced by Indigenous women choosing to work in a leading capacity, there
are various issues that can be seen through the perspective of Indigenous culture. Cultural
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identity can be both a challenge and an opportunity, for the value that cultural identity holds
within can be incorporated to create obstacles for one individual and opportunities for another.
As the concept of community-based leadership is broadened to encapsulate both people
working for specific Indigenous community organisations, and those simply filling an
unofficial capacity in a community where gaps in leadership occur, the complexities within a
cultural sense become broader also. In discussing what may be considered the macro levels of
leadership (high level, highly paid, great responsibility, high profile), one must also consider
that the micro levels of leadership vary from working in organisations to simply working unpaid
in a community setting. The leading in this instance is about doing what you can to enable a
change within the community or influencing those that can develop into leaders affecting that
change.

Overburdening
When presented with opportunity there is a tendency for women to take on more than their
capacity permits, thereby rendering them less able to effectively carry out tasks. As Academic
Dr Chelsea Bond posits:
I’m not sure if it’s a gender thing or not but I know that I struggle with saying no,
and that saying no is somehow a reflection on my own professionalism or lack of
capacity. I think some of us are raised as women to serve others, and if you’re not
nurturing or serving others there’s something wrong, so I have to check myself
sometimes about going ‘Yeah, no its ok, you can look after yourself too.’ I think
we probably don’t take care of ourselves well enough, so we don’t have the ability
to think beyond because we’re just in survival mode. Because we’re doing
everything, I think sometimes we may struggle with saying no because we let that
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obligation override our personal wellbeing, which then can prevent us from
looking at moving into different spaces of leadership. (C. Bond, personal yarn,
July 16, 2015)
The inability to say no for some women can have a snowball effect when connected to
leadership, as the possibilities for promotion or development can be hindered should these
leaders appear incapable of fulfilling a task that they have agreed to.
Dr Bond discussed that the overriding issue facing Indigenous leadership is deeply connected
to changing the health statistics of our community:
Sometimes that leadership responsibility is not something that we put our hand up
and say we want to do it, there’s no choice because someone’s got to step up…
you lose people in all kinds of different ways, but you know that’s the one
challenging part around looking at our health statistics is that we lose people who
are culturally recognised as leaders far too early. I’ve got four sons and one
daughter, and they don’t know a grandfather. (C. Bond, personal yarn, July 16,
2015)
Within the context of a modern age, new opportunities have arisen and therefore new players
are bringing their expertise and entrepreneurship into the arena and should be recognised for
their attempts to forge new areas of industry. Those that exist within these areas often juggle a
multitude of both ideas and activities, and this can contribute to burnout and exhaustion in their
leadership. As Deborah Cheetham explains, the sense of urgency to succeed can be
overwhelming:
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We're just stretched too thin in what we have to do. For me, I can’t tell you how
many fingers I have in how many pies. It’s because you feel this great need. Some
people take up the challenge, and others are not in a position to. You just have to
do what you can do. (D. Cheetham, personal yarn, October 3, 2016)
When there are needs from the community that far exceed one’s capacity, the matter of leading
becomes even more difficult. From the perspective of Indigenous women, the expectation to be
mother, aunty, warrior, soother all combine and often leave little for the family left behind.
Here Hiess describes a moment where she had to re-evaluate her position and choose to draw
back from leadership roles to concentrate on her family:
My husband was getting to a stage where he was saying, “You’re never home.
You’re working for the church. You’re working for the community. You’re never
home and it’s not fair to the rest of the family, you know, and it’s not fair to me”.
He’d say, “It’s not fair to me”. (E. Hiess, personal yarn, May 20, 2015)
Regardless of race or culture, the issue of work-life balance for women has been regularly heard
when discussing women’s representation in society. With the over commitment and burdening
mentioned previously, and pressures of community-based leadership and the ever-increasing
demands this brings, it can become evident that the decision to work as an Indigenous woman
within a leadership role becomes quite a conflicted one.

White Feminism and Black Women’s Lives
Within the constructs of black feminism lies concerns that reach beyond dominant white
feminist theory. The discussion regarding black feminism focuses on the intersection of sex,
class and race that intertwine within black women’s lives, and distances itself from a white
feminist ideology. Amidst the literature surrounding feminism hides in plain sight the matter of
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what Moreton-Robinson describes as ‘Talkin’ up’ and seen as somehow less than that of a white
woman. This has a historical connection as she posits:
White women participated in gendered racial oppression by deploying the subject
position middle-class white woman both unconsciously and consciously, informed
by an ideology of true white womanhood, which positioned Indigenous women as
less feminists, less human and less spiritual than themselves. Although the
morphology of colonialism has changed, it persists in discursive and cultural
practices. (2000, p. 24)
This relates to bell hooks discussing previous feminist work that ignored black women (1984,
p. 1). White feminism does not regularly extend ideas beyond well-educated white American
women to daily issues regarding the shade of your black skin, the many funerals you may have
attended in a year, or how to ensure funding doesn’t stop in your community for vital service
delivery. When considering this inequality between women of differing colour, one can
examine the differences in how both white and black women are perceived within higher level
leading roles. Feminism has had a long history of dealing with the negative connotations
surrounding firm and forthright women, from notions of acting ‘too masculine’ and being a
‘killjoy’ for speaking up about gender inequality. Sarah Ahmed states, “The ‘angry black
woman”’ for instance, can be described as a killjoy; she may even kill feminist joy, for example,
by pointing out forms of racism within feminist politics.” (2010, p. 257). The idea that any
woman be deemed as dangerous or ‘angry’ by society is an issue that feminists have been
discussing for many years. Whilst there are some theorists who choose to make clear divergence
between black and white feminism, evidence from the research gathered suggests that there are
those choosing to walk together to create strong leadership.
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Institutional Barriers of Leadership
One of the tests faced in Indigenous leadership relates to managing the tug of war between what
needs to be done as a priority for the Indigenous community and what is expected under
government run obligations and accountability. Former President of The Walgett Aboriginal
Progressives Association Harry Hall’s suggestion (mentioned in the Theoretical Approaches to
Leadership) that leaders are there to answer the questions that the government don’t want to,
relate to those that have links to government-based institutions such as departmental affiliations
(Peters-Little, 2004). Hall’s connection to the 1967 Freedom Ride illustrates the organic
burgeoning of leadership for change that led to a new generation of Indigenous leaders
emerging in the 1970s. The other challenge Hall documents are that simple administrative
concerns within organisations demonstrate to some in the community that “they look like
they’re doing a lot of work, but they are spending most of the money on just running the
organisation and not the services” (2004).
A common theme among women in discussing leadership related to Hall’s insight suggesting
leaders are sometimes brought in to tell communities what governments don’t want to, display
the complexities of cultural forms of leading when having to transfer knowledge from
government towards the community. For those that work under the banner of government
constraints, you become as Hall highlighted, enemies with everyone, glory without power. This
requires an individual to move fluidly between the perspectives of government and the
perspectives of community expectation, which can often nullify the work one is attempting to
do. Another issue is that of community expectation – what are the parameters involved within
this notion, and is this idea of what is deemed valuable in the community changing?
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These historical issues impact greatly on Indigenous women’s ability to strive for leadership,
and to make leadership within one’s own community a priority is a complex and laborious task
some choose not to take on.
Tracy Bunda discussed that within Indigenous Australian society, the various numbers of
identity representation can alter the way in which leadership is carried out, ensuring respect for
personal and individual understandings, or sit diametrically opposite to the norm:
The logistics of being able to lead a diverse group of people who come into a centre
with their own senses of Aboriginality is – it will teach you about leadership quite
quickly and one of the things that you need to be able to do is at the same time as
being respectful of everybody’s position is also to be able to have a vision that
draws on those common understandings of who we are as Aboriginal people and
then you’ve got people on board and then you’ve got some cohesion to be able to
move forward. (T Bunda, personal yarn, February 12, 2016)
Leadership that exists within institutions creates a range of challenges for Indigenous women.
These institutions include government offices and universities, and invariably contain positions
where one’s Indigeneity is a focal point of the positions held. Conversely, that Indigeneity can
be a concern when connected to the conveying of a policy that sits as a counter to that of
Indigenous community. In discussing the challenges faced within a leadership construct while
working within institutional environments, Anne Martin, head of The Australian University’s
Tjabal Indigenous Education Centre, spoke of ways to navigate around those challenges to find
ways of collaboration with others:
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What I think when I’m working with people, I don’t want to work in a way that’s
confrontational with people. A lot of people just don’t know. So what do you want
to do? You want to bring them on the journey. And you don’t want to have to invite
them on the journey, you want them to come and join you on the journey. So if I
look at what we’ve been able to do, that’s the way I think about it. You know that
you’re only going to change people’s attitude if they are a part of a journey. (A
Martin, personal yarn, February 20, 2015)

Cultural Gender Misconceptions
The misconceptions that occur with regards to gender roles within Indigenous culture obstruct
the view for Indigenous women attempting to take on leadership behaviours. Historical
references to Indigenous women have predominantly been that of the teacher, nurturer and
supporter, rather than the warrior-like leader profiles. An Indigenous male gender bias can also
be present as Professor Marcia Langton highlighted in her Griffith Review essay entitled “The
End of ‘Big Men Politics’”:
I was approached by many young women, mothers, grandmothers... One woman
pushed me to confront the core of the problem: ‘You and I know that the problem
is big bunga politics.’... for those of us who have spent our lives fighting racism,
agitating for change, for evidence-based policy, it describes something we know
too well – the real politic of power in our world – power that is all too often used
against women and children, power that takes many forms, and has too frequently
been used for personal aggrandisement. The big bunga way – a scatological term
used to refer to the ‘big man’ syndrome – works to the advantage of a few and has
become normalised, and even glorified, in some circles. (2008)
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The reluctance of ‘big men’ to allow Indigenous women a seat at the table is prevalent and is
witnessed in the many grand standing moments of leadership we see portrayed by these men.
Recent examples of this can be seen in the air time Indigenous men are given over women who
are present in high level discussions regarding Indigenous society.
To reference one example, the ABCs ‘Q and A’ program entitled ‘1967 and Mabo – Moving
Forward’ (Australian Broadcasting Corporation, 2017) highlighted the 50th Anniversary of the
1967 Referendum, which coincided with The Uluru Summit to discuss Constitutional
Recognition and reform. Five Indigenous guest panellists, including thesis participant Pat
Anderson, were on the program. Three of the guests were women - Nakkiah Lui, Megan Davis
and Anderson. Noel Pearson and Stan Grant made up the rest of the panel, discussing how best
to move forward and make changes in Indigenous society since these momentous occasions.
The analytics on this program are listed on the ABCs website, showing the share of discussion
– Noel Pearson (founder of The Cape York Institute) held the greatest share of air time, with
25%, and Journalist Stan Grant had 20%. Nakkiah Lui (actress, playwright, and commentator),
Megan Davis (an academic, Pro-Vice Chancellor, lawyer and Chair of The United Nations
Permanent Forum on Indigenous issues) and Pat Anderson (with a long list of achievements
listed in the ‘Profile’ section of this thesis) had the lowest amount of air time, with 19% for Lui
and Davis, and 17% for Anderson. When you consider the life-long achievements of these
women compared to the men, against the air time that they were given, it represents a snapshot
of the issue of Indigenous women and the some of the challenges faced in their leadership
development.
Historically we have seen women left off the pages also. Dodson referenced many leaders
throughout Indigenous history previously, highlighting numerous Dreaming stories which tell
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the tales of Aboriginal men who have led, such as Pemulwuy, Jandamuura, Dundalli and Yagan,
who in the days of first contact rose in protest against white invaders (2003, as cited in
Maddison, 2009, p. 96). The absence of women within this statement is glaring. White has
conversely discussed the important role in traditional life that was not acknowledged or
understood by Europeans, who attempted to align Aboriginal women’s status within patriarchal
frames (2007, p. 26). However, this misconception of the roles Indigenous women have played
within their own communities has been challenged through theoretical discussions focused on
Truganini and of Aboriginal women and whalers in Tasmania (Ryan, 1986).
Within a contemporary perspective, Indigenous women have had to contend with past concepts
of the ‘big men’ (Langton, 2008) who are there to do the work, whilst the women lead from
within the shadows.

Female Lateral Violence: Black Women Against Each Other
Another difficulty explaining why some Indigenous women are held back concerns women
within their cohort perpetuating lateral violence towards them. The re-enforcement of trauma
from both colonial and feminist prisms dictates that some black women must endure criticisms
that focus on culture and connection (or lack thereof). A ‘waiting for your turn’ mindset that is
conflated with generational and Eldership ideas, and a sense of privilege brought on by
dominant women who do not wish to relinquish or share their leadership power also exist. While
this form of lateral violence also occurs outside of the perspectives of Indigenous women
against each other, it is pertinent to highlight the various lenses that this occurs from within
Indigenous culture. The juxtaposition of Professor Marcia Langton and activist and blogger
Celeste Liddle featured previously highlighted some of the ways in which Indigenous women
may view each other in competing spaces. The women interviewed for this research project did
not talk at length of this form of lateral violence, and it remains within an unwritten theoretical
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framework. Young leader, Krystal Hurst, did however call out this issue when she suggested,
“it’s really hard to try and lift everyone up or try and encourage them to do the things they want
to do. They’re like ‘oh who is she; she hasn’t been back here for ages. She can’t just walk back
in and say whatever she wants’, or things like that” (K. Hurst, personal yarn, June 10, 2015).
Anecdotally, the issues of lateral violence exists within conversations between Indigenous
women regarding others they may feel have stepped out from their status in a particular
environment, or away from the notion that younger women must show respect for older women.
Bell hooks posited in her writings on feminist theory that:
It is sexism that leads women to feel threatened by one another without cause.
While sexism teaches women to be sex objects for men, it is also manifest when
women who have repudiated this role feel contemptuous and superior in relation
to those women who have not… Sexism teaches women woman-hating, and both
consciously and unconsciously we act out this hatred in our daily contact with one
another. (1984, p. 47)
Lateral violence impacts greatly on those entering leadership positions who appear to stand
outside of so called cultural norms and values. An individual who was not born on their own
cultural country for example may have to endure remarks from others that their leadership is
less valid than those that have grown up with a highly developed and stronger claim to culture.
If an individual has left their country to better educate themselves, the issue of whether they
still have the right to represent or lead that country becomes apparent. On discussing this Hurst
states:
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I think there was a lot of that jealousy; some people didn’t like me getting out of
Taree and doing what I wanted to do and not just stay and be there and do what
they wanted. And I think it’s because they wanted to do that, I think it’s because
they wanted to go and do what they wanted to have that success. That’s been really
hard because, I think from that they still have that perception of ‘she thinks she’s
too good for us. She’s uptown black, she thinks she’s all that’- but it wasn’t that.
It was because I didn’t want to be stuck in that cycle. I wanted to make my own
pathway and do something for myself and my family. So there’s definitely that and
I think wherever we go and whatever setting there is, there is going to be that. (K
Hurst, personal yarn, June 10, 2015)
Comments made by fellow members of the community have long lasting impacts on the
emotional health and well-being for Indigenous people. Hurst adds:
I think that gives you doubts in yourself. You still hear those voices in your head,
and it used to get me down and I’d stop myself from doing things because you
don’t want to be perceived as though you’re being too good for everyone. (K. Hurst,
personal yarn, June 10, 2015)
This form of violence is seen amongst women regardless of cultural identity. However, it is
when the issue of one’s strong connection to culture is added that we begin to see the full effect
of how challenging it can be to attempt to create leadership and change within these circles.
Whether this form of violence is a symptom of the trauma from colonialism and feminist
perspectives, or whether it is an issue of competition within a modern-day society, this
behaviour can be detrimental to one’s further development as an individual, and as a leader.
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The Negation of Women’s Voices
Being overlooked is something that women in leadership roles regularly deal with. The
perception that women have family matters that take priority over their abilities to lead exists,
albeit less than in previous years when equal rights was not as prominent. Topically this
conversation is still present regarding remuneration that appears to discriminate on gender.
There also exists behaviour that enforces gender roles and further diminishes the important
positions of power that women hold. Combined with the cultural aspects of leading and
Indigenous culture appearing to acknowledge more masculine efforts, the opportunities for
Indigenous women to be considered for positions of leadership are minimised.

The Double Burden of Gender and Aboriginality
The feminist struggle of all women in terms of equality has undergone numerous waves and
been seen in diverse contexts from within the movement. Within Western cultures from the
second wave of feminism in the 1960s onwards, there has been a concerted push for more
equality in the modern era, and in today’s climate it is manifested through the desire for equal
representation in ‘non-traditional’ areas of industry, the right to be heard and the freedoms to
be safe regardless of one’s presentation to the world. Yet more than 50 years on from Friedan’s
‘The Feminine Mystique’ (1963) there remains a culture of the glass ceiling and the ‘boys club’,
seemingly impenetrable for most women to break through. The 5050 by 2020 project
advocating for equal representation of women in corporate environments, is one example of the
further work that must be done to achieve parity in representation.
Tracy Bunda highlights that even when processes and protocols are set in place by institutions,
the difference between policies set to contribute to ongoing leadership and actions of that
institution can be vastly different:
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So, in spite of the fact of the skill-set, the ability, the capability, or the capacity it
was still very much geared towards a white patriarchal model of leadership and it
may disavow what it actually does but it becomes quite apparent to Aboriginal
women very quickly what that white patriarchal model is saying. (T. Bunda,
personal yarn, February 12, 2016)
Patriarchy within modern society still exists and impacts on leadership development of all
women. An article in The Age Newspaper reported that there is only one profession where the
salary for women is higher than that of men in Australia, that being for female judges. Ting
reported, “The gap favours men in every other top-earning occupation included in the analysis,
by between 3.2 per cent for magistrates and 75.6 per cent for pathologists” (2017, p. 1). These
universal experiences show the overall gender bias and discrimination inherent within modern
society. For Indigenous women, the prevalence of this discrimination is further exacerbated.
Indigenous women endure the same lack of representation in leadership roles and face gendered
challenges, and distinctions are made between expected roles that both male and female
Indigenous leaders may hold. This analysis is formed by research and theoretical discussion
contained in the Theoretical Approaches to Leadership. There is a strong faction of feminist
leadership studies documented, including Indigenous academics such as Fitzgerald, that
highlighted assumptions made of male leadership, thereby positioning female leadership as
embodying expected characteristics:
These power dynamics have created assumptions regarding the normative role and
position of the male leader and reinforced causal hegemonic links between
masculinity, hierarchy and leadership. The ‘other’ side of the picture is the
inference that qualities such as nurturing and caring are necessarily feminine and
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that these qualities are in some way inferior to normal leadership traits. (2003, p.
12)
Therapeutic-based leadership such as in areas associated with caring and nurturing are not the
only domains with which Indigenous women lead. Further to this, it appears that the women
interviewed do not view these therapeutic domains as inferior, as Fitzgerald highlights.
Education for example, is an area where Indigenous women excel and at times appear
overrepresented within the academic space. Yet this normative aspect in leadership contrasts
with what is happening in many areas of industry, and examples of this can be found in the
Indigenous women leading in law, economics, science and governance spaces.
The misconceptions surrounding Aboriginal women and their status in society stem from
historical misconstructions around what White states were the newcomers’ attempts to
accommodate Aboriginal women’s status within European patriarchal frames of references
(2007, p. 26). Behrendt has also mentioned the devaluing of Aboriginal women’s significance
in traditional society (1993). These misconstructions have accumulated and led to an overall
perception of Aboriginal women holding roles that, whilst contributing to the ongoing nurturing
and upbringing of children and society, do so in only therapeutic terms (Fitzgerald, 2003). This
concept therefore held limited weight in terms of leadership matters; however, this perception
of only therapeutic ways of leading completely ignores the strong and determined women
working in other more modern areas of industry as stated above.
Together with the way in which Indigenous women are represented by media agencies, and by
some institutional agencies’ apparent attempts to diminish their capacity, the choices these
women make to move further into leading roles becomes even more powerful. Fitzgerald
contributes to this argument by highlighting the discourses producing troublesome narratives
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privileging feminine values in women’s leadership. Fixing specific narratives around what is
deemed feminine values in leadership creates issues surrounding diversity for those Indigenous
women undertaking uncommon leading roles. This in turn enables whiteness to inhabit a
benefiting paradigm that is determined differently across gender (2003, p. 10).
Tracy Bunda discusses an important issue relating to the burden of these issues, and how one
must work with ineffective leadership processes as a result:
I can remember a time when I worked at one particular University and I had a
difficult relationship with my then online manager, not because – I mean, he was
a difficult person for a number of people within the university, not just myself, but
he physically assaulted me, and I reported it. That person was eventually removed
but not after creating quite a lot of havoc across the University, but was never sort
of publicly shamed, and I think that’s one of the things that differentiates between
the two forms of leadership, particularly when that leadership is not working
effectively. (T. Bunda, personal yarn, February 12, 2016)
The intersectionality between the marginalisation of women in general and the cultural
impedance that occurs for Indigenous women can be two-fold. While these challenges exist,
Indigenous women must be resilient in scaling the barriers that are thrown at them from all
sides. The under-representation of women in political life is one area where Australia needs to
work on as Ms Cheetham further elaborates:
I think given that the situation is still so difficult for women in general, Aboriginal
women will bear a double burden of their gender and their Aboriginality. We still
have a long way to go in the culture of Australia. In fact, I think we’re pedalling
backwards in many areas in terms of recognition of women’s value and strength.
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Just recognition. Look at any political party. We’re not at 50 per cent
representation. Women need to take their power and wield it in a way that
strengthens the whole nation, and not ask to be invited to do that. (D. Cheetham,
personal yarn, October 3, 2016)
For non-Indigenous women, this under-representation can seem to be a difficult mountain to
climb. For Indigenous women, it appears ridiculous in the face of the number of Indigenous
women working within structures and organisations where they over-represent men.

Generational Dissonance
Within this discussion on women and leadership within Indigenous Australia, one must also
discuss the generational challenges that exist. Yarning with the younger Aboriginal women
demonstrated a strong need for this discussion, and participants discussed generational
leadership within our conversations. When dialogue focuses on the Elder positions held for
Indigenous women, it is commonplace to ignore that younger women are beginning to carve
out spaces for themselves which lend to stronger leadership roles in the future. They may be
less experienced in their leadership pathway, and yet they are full of the self-belief that is
required to build on the foundations they have created for themselves. They also feel a great
sense of respect for past leaders that have impacted on the social changes within Indigenous
Australia, and through their strong identity feel a sense of responsibility towards what they can
contribute in the future.
It is the long-held belief within Indigenous culture that Elders, and Eldership, sits at the
forefront of our cultural lore and practices, and the respect paid to these positions should be
held in the highest regard. The generational challenge we face in contemporary society is in
allowing younger voices to be heard in a respectful manner also, and to enable these individuals
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the opportunities and guidance they need to fulfil leadership roles and further assist Indigenous
Australia.
Evidence of this can be seen within the numerous Indigenous youth leadership programs and
forums both within Australia and internationally, that work to guide and support younger
individuals towards building strong leadership pathways. The hard work that has occurred for
these programs to exist has largely come about since the 1980s, where Indigenous students
entering higher education started becoming more prevalent. I postulate that with this push for
self-determination came a stronger component for confidence in many of our younger
Indigenous peoples that, coupled with the desire from family and Elders to push these
individuals even further and demand more of and for them, new seeds of leadership were
cultivated.
However, with this new push for younger blood within Aboriginal Australian leadership is also
a new set of challenges that exist for younger people in emerging leadership roles. The lack of
legitimacy and credibility within less experienced leaders can inhibit the process by which they
learn, which in turn contributes to issues discussed in the chapter on Identity and Agency.
Founder of @Indigenousx, a twitter account focusing on Indigenous issues, Luke Pearson spoke
of this, stating:
I was once tapped as a ‘young Indigenous leader’ and have been invited to various
equivalent programs over the years to talk to the next generation of ‘young leaders’
and it has never really sat that well with me that the opportunities provided to our
‘young leaders’ don’t seem to continue very well after we turn 25. What is the
point of focusing on recruitment if there is not a similar focus on retention and
promotion (2016)?
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He further adds that those reluctant to cultivate and support younger leaders past this golden
age “bring into question the sincerity of the intent to bring in more Indigenous staff over the
long term” (2016). This cultivation appears vital when discussing why Indigenous leadership
is so important and the lack of support and guidance flies in the face of long held beliefs of
knowledge transfer within Indigenous culture. Beyond the ATSIC years there came a new
generation that were told of opportunities (and the inherent challenges) as well as seeing first
hand of the ways in which their Elders came through and forged pathways for leading. But has
that come to fruition? With that has also come the decimation of such empowering movements,
and some hope lost that there can be genuine change for the future. The reluctance of nonIndigenous individuals (and companies) to invest beyond this ‘golden age’ is highly significant
in matters of building capacity and Indigenous economy. This contributes to younger
Indigenous people feeling disadvantaged and disempowered overall and may steer some away
from pursuing leadership positions or contribute to the poor retention and burnout that is
currently experienced.
The threat of competition for older, more established Indigenous people in positions of power
also impacts on younger individual’s ability to meet their potential within a leading space. It is
when this competition becomes verbally abusive that lateral violence can occur.

The Need for Appropriate Mentorship
Referring to the dialogue on generational challenges, emerging leader Hayley Maguire
discusses some of the challenges that culture, gender and age can create in the workplace here:
My last CEOs or Managers, who are both Indigenous, weren’t supportive of young
people in my view at all. One was a male and he was just a misogynist, threatened
by younger women and openly said things to bully young women, and it was quite
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blatant in the workplace how he treated the men versus how he treated the women.
I remember one of the initiatives that I wanted to do was, with the board have a
youth advisory group that kind of branched off. Because there’s so many young
people in media and we needed those perspectives. The response that I got was
why would you create a youth board, a youth advisory group over say an Elder’s
board? So it felt like he was trying to use culture as the way of putting down an
idea. (H. Maguire, personal yarn, March 15, 2015)
It is apparent in the above statement that Maguire is reiterating what Pearson states, “The
conflict of being given responsibility without the necessary support and opportunities to do it
in the ways that it needed to be done was a challenge that I know many Indigenous teachers
have faced” (2016). As well as this, the privileging of older entities over that of younger groups
of people is witnessed. With the scarcity of resources within Indigenous organisations,
individuals working within feel an ever present and existential threat to their livelihoods, and
both lateral and structural violence can then occur.
Sexism within the workplace and the structural violence exacerbated by these views can hinder
the progress of younger Indigenous women on their trajectory towards leadership. Within
Aboriginal politics, there still exists a push for ‘big men’ as Langton has suggested (2008)
enacting force upon Indigenous women, and this is none more obvious than in Maguire’s
statement above.
When ideas that build on leadership are suggested by younger individuals, these can be negated
by the difference in age between the teller and the receiver of the message, thereby rendering
the message invalid. Here, Maguire highlights an instance where the potential for encouraging
the foundations of leadership were thwarted due to this:
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I wanted to roll out youth leadership workshops, specifically youth. I had already
spoken to the department, they wanted to do a pilot – this was when I was nineteen
years old and I had already been working there for six months. Not once did the
CEO come with me to the initial meetings, only after I got into the pilot stage.
Rather than building young people up and supporting their ideas, he was like
feeling threatened. I don’t even know how can you be that threatened by a
nineteen-year-old? (H. Maguire, personal yarn, March 15, 2015)
The perceived threat however seems very real to some in higher echelon roles within Indigenous
organisations where the fight for every dollar and every ounce of recognition is a constant battle.
When regular government funding cuts occur, recruitment is regularly cut to offset the lack of
funds before funding to the service is eliminated altogether. Therefore, the fight as to who is
the most productive overrides any tangible and sustainable attempts to nurture effective young
leaders. It can also become an argument over privilege and entitlement, as those that have been
long established in an organisation, with a stronger sense of cultural identity and a stance that
appears to demonstrate a ‘staunch and tireless grass roots worker’ may feel threatened by
younger, dynamic individuals as they begin their trajectory into leadership.
As well, the inability for many incumbent leaders to further mentor and mould young and
aspiring individuals in their efforts creates vacuums in leadership that needs to be addressed.
This also goes against long held beliefs that Indigenous culture respects knowledge, and the
transfer of such from its Elders to those that take on the role and responsibility of carrying that
knowledge further. Building capacity, creating opportunity and guidance in these instances
becomes important. Maguire discusses how effective mentorship builds on the existing skills
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of Indigenous people, and conversely how the lack thereof inhibits Indigenous selfdetermination:
I think maybe that was just a management style or leadership style, because I know
I have mentors in my life and they say a good manager, or a good leader, is
someone that builds someone else so that they can take their role, so the person
can move onwards. I can see that the effect that those two people have had on me
and my self-confidence. It was really disheartening and even my mentor saw it as
soon as I left my job. (H. Maguire, personal yarn, March 15, 2015)
The absence of healthy mentoring can be in part attributed to some of the challenges mentioned
in the diagram at the start of this chapter. Generational differences, cultural issues and sexism
can all play a part in the effectiveness of mentoring processes. Along with those challenges,
attention can also be given to individuals being placed in mentor roles without understanding
the function of such. Without leaders having succession plans in place and being precious about
holding onto their own position, they in turn damage further opportunities into leadership roles.
The lack of appropriate leadership is a vital component in some of the challenges that are faced
by Indigenous people. There is also an issue with whether management equals leadership and
vice versa. This refers to the leadership in management literature evidenced with the Theoretical
Approaches to Leadership chapter. One cannot deny that there has been a history of ineffective
leadership within Indigenous organisations, with media reports of some groups rorting the
system (Mc Donald, 2016). It is however, mismanagement of these groups, lack of education
and monitoring that contribute greatly to this issue, and this does not remove legitimacy of those
individuals and groups that work with drive and integrity towards change for their communities.
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11.3 Opportunities in Leadership
The concept of opportunity is apparent when discussing with participants their trajectories
towards leadership. These opportunities exist in numerous ways, including those opportunities
for the self as well as the ability to pass those opportunities onto others. One may define this as
mentorship; however, opportunity best constitutes overall what the women interviewed were
discussing for both themselves and for the people they pass those opportunities onto.
Leadership literature regularly features elements of challenges and opportunities in the apparent
pitfalls in leadership development, as well as being open to the acquiring and giving of
circumstances that lead to the further development of a leader (Bennis, 2007; Johnson, 2017).
It is in this way that collaborative forms of what I posit as a ‘leadership circle’ exist for
Indigenous women. Whilst numerous Indigenous women that were interviewed spoke of the
collaborative nature they witness in their respective leadership circles, assisting each other with
a network of common traits and goals, some also spoke of the restrictions one faces in their
leadership arenas.

Opportunities of the Self
The opportunities that exist for Indigenous women can appear scarce; previous information
listed in the Problem Description chapter and Theoretical Approaches to Leadership
demonstrate the overall lack of opportunity for Indigenous Australians as a whole. For the
women who have entered into leadership roles, however, there exists opportunities for further
self-development. It is in the knowledge sharing of these women that further enables these
opportunities to flourish. The networking involved in their leadership builds these opportunities,
and women in turn continue to build on these networks for other women they see emerging in
the leadership space.
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Affirmation and Self-Realisation
One needs to couple the discussion of opportunity with that of success or achievement, as it is
those experiences of success for the women that allow them to recognise themselves as leading
or making an impact within their chosen fields. It appears that when the women interviewed
spoke of their successes or achievements, they were affirming in themselves the self-realisation
of leadership, which became an evolution from the beginnings of the interviews where
participants regularly stated, “I don’t really see myself as a leader” (N. Davis, personal yarn,
August 3, 2015). That affirmation then led to the participants effectively realising that they
create opportunity by their actions, or as Martin highlights as ‘ways or being’ (2003).

Opportunities Building Recognition of the Self
For some of the participants interviewed, the opportunities that have arisen from their work has
been invaluable to their ongoing growth as proponents for change, influence and education.
Elsie Hiess mentioned the highlights of her leadership career, including that of further education
and experiences that have effectively bolstered her motivations to continue:
I never regret the fact that we set up the Reconciliation Church. Well, I set it up
in ’98 and then I went to Rome in ’98 for the Synod of Oceania. I spent three weeks
working in the Vatican. I met John Paul II over there and had lunch with him. It
was a great experience. It was a wonderful highlight of my life. Then I met Pope
Benedict here in Sydney for a brief moment where we did acknowledgement to
land. One of the men did a welcome to country, we did acknowledgement. So I’ve
had some really great highlights in my life. I got an honorary doctorate from Notre
Dame for my work; 25 years of working for reconciliation and working within the
church. And I acknowledge that because you know what; at least they recognised
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what I’d done all the years, and the time that I spent. (E. Hiess, personal yarn, May
20, 2015)
Hiess’ affirmation of that recognition is a valuable statement when referring to Indigenous
women and leadership. To be acknowledged for the investment that these participants have
given throughout the years is a component that, as an Indigenous researcher, was the driving
force behind my motivations for this project. The tension between acknowledgement,
recognition and the concept of a ‘big noter’ is commonplace when investigating how as
Indigenous Australians, we contribute positively towards representation of us as individuals,
and change the discourse concerning Indigenous Australia.

Opportunities in the Community
The community opportunities that occur when Indigenous women lead is enormous. Previous
discussion in the chapter on Colonisation, Resistance and Structures of Power in Australia, and
in the Theoretical Approaches to Leadership chapter, demonstrate the importance of the women
who have worked tirelessly in advocacy-based roles, and the impact this has had on
communities big and small in Australia. The Indigenous women interviewed discussed various
ways in which opportunities have been created through leadership in the community, and what
they feel Indigenous women contribute in creating better outcomes for all Indigenous people.

Harnessing Possibilities
Associate Professor Carlson discussed in her interview 'ways of being' that require the
observation and investment in manoeuvres of opportunity, and how best to create further action
from that:
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I see those opportunities and I work out how they can happen. I met the Provost of
International Education in New York and I was like ‘this is somebody that could
really move and shake the space for Indigenous people,’ so I organised a student
exchange with the University of Albany in New York and Wollongong and am
sending the first Indigenous student over there next semester. So, one thing I really
hate is discrimination, it just shits me no end, and so I just want to see more and
more Indigenous kids taking up these advantages, so I guess that in that way I lead,
I see an opportunity, I seize it and make it happen. (B. Carlson, personal yarn,
September 12, 2016)
This harnessing of opportunity has two components in that Associate Professor Carlson is
essentially creating future pathways to leadership for students, but together with this pathway
she is generating individual opportunity for others to see the leadership prowess she can perform.
This has long lasting impacts for Indigenous Australia – a move beyond some stereotypical
notions that we as a culture are disempowered, apathetic or unmotivated to change the
conversation of disadvantage towards something more strength focused.

Mentorship
Through opportunity a large degree of mentoring takes place, in both direct and indirect ways.
Direct one on one mentoring has an integral component in the leadership processes of
Indigenous Australian women and has been discussed further throughout the thesis. Indirect
mentoring occurs through a process of observation, modelling and collaboration which appears
consistently important to the participants interviewed. These organic forms of mentoring lead
on to create opportunity for Indigenous women, build confidence in their abilities and contribute
overall towards stronger and more effective leading. Participant Eugenia Flynn highlighted:
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I have had a lot of good role modelling and a lot of support from people and I am
finding more and more of that with Aboriginal women who aren’t threatened by
me, who want to succeed and who have taken on a bit of a mentorship role. I find
that most often with older Aboriginal women. (E. Flynn, personal yarn, April 6,
2017)

Support and Reassurance
Concerning the collaborative nature of women in leadership, Jo Chivers highlights that it is not
solely Indigenous women giving opportunities to one another, but also that of non-Indigenous
women seeking to include those individuals who stand out:
I am currently selecting pre-selection with the Labor Party for the Legislative
Assembly this year, so we have the left pre-selection ballot last night. I had been
nominated for the 2015 ACT woman of the year awards and Yvette Berry who is
the minister for women was there. I got a call from her saying do you have time to
have a coffee and that you should put your hand up for it. And then I’ve had some
other people phone me up who have also been encouraging. So you sort of go from
not really seeing that you have the leadership style or skills or capacity that they
see, and then when you see them going ‘oh yeah, we think you could do this’ and
I can’t quite see that. (J. Chivers, personal yarn, February 27, 2015)
This shift in the understandings of leadership is an important element of this thesis, as the
broadening of the term leadership also suggests that more Indigenous women may be beginning
to see what they do in leadership spaces.
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Cultivating Networks
Nurturing a strong network of women is also an inherent part of leadership for these women
which further adds to the collaborative nature as a common trait of Indigenous women’s
leadership. Carlson spoke of the significance in building one’s community and the opportunities
that arise from having linkages to others on a similar path:
I actually think it’s important to build those networks, so I look around at the
women that I keep connections with and they are strong women. You know I’m
not challenged by them at all; I’m thrilled with it and get inspired by it. Sandy
(O’Sullivan) is a great advocate for me too, she’s like ‘You could really do this’,
and I’ve had some international Indigenous women too – like Canadian and Maori
Aboriginal women – who have done the same. They say to me ‘You know this is
great stuff, this is too easy for you’. I do have some men in that space who do that
as well. So mostly it is just the people that I hang out with that really believe you
can do it and post awesome things that are really good for your self-esteem. (B.
Carlson, personal yarn, September 12, 2016)
These forms of informal support are just as important in the building of leadership development
as those of a more structured design. Emira states that in a study on supporting staff leadership
within an educational environment, “The three most important aspects of leadership which were
agreed upon by over 90% of the respondents centred on the support received from workplace,
colleagues and their engagement in decision-making” (2013, p. 31).
Anne Martin illustrates that by being inspired by other leaders, you are propelled towards
making further change towards stronger leadership:
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It’s like with Mr Mandela when we were doing the Native Title debates back in
the late 1990s and we were at a huge crossroads here. And I remember an
Australian journalist saying to all of us, that it’s dead in the water. And I remember
I said I never accept a ‘no’. There’s always got to be a way. I remember Mr
Mandela hadn’t come out and spoken on the issues here in Australia. You know
what I did that night? I went home and wrote a note to him. I spoke to his secretary;
she read it and said, Anne I’m going to get this to Mr Mandela. He got the note.
You know what he did next? He came out and did a door stop. He offered to come
and help Mr Howard with reconciliation and other issues here in Australia. If I
look at somebody around leadership, you look at Mr Mandela, he saw something
in that note that struck a chord with him. (A. Martin, personal yarn, February 20,
2015)
Once again, support can come in the manner of inspiration and from irregular sources. When
someone witnesses strong and evocative leadership being enacted for change, they are further
encouraged in their efforts to create change also. For Aboriginal women, the relationality of
experience and stepping up to make things happen can be the precursor to further change by
instilling in those a seed of motivation and hope for better outcomes.
Anne Martin’s philosophy in tackling these issues is one of a positive nature, thinking laterally
to resolve matters rather than focusing on that which can be deemed to further detriment
relationships and in turn build a strengths-based approach:
You look for solutions, you don’t look for barriers. If we start looking for solutions
instead of throwing our hands up, then we work a new and innovative way of doing
things. It can even be personalities as I said, ‘we can’t make everyone happy in the
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world’. But if we can look and see, this side outweighs this side in whatever it is
we’re doing, we’re doing alright. (A. Martin, personal yarn, February 20, 2015)
Elsie Hiess demonstrates through her experiences that building towards strong leadership
occurs over time, where opportunities are created through people witnessing your potential and
expanding upon that:
I was 14 years working in the community as a diabetic educator, because I got the
job through going to TAFE. I worked at – I got trained at the diabetes education
unit at Prince of Wales, by the – the endocrinologist said to me one day, he said,
“Elsie” – I was going up there just to have tests and that done. I was pretty bad in
the early days. And he said, “Would you like to come and work for me and train
as an Aboriginal educator?” I said, “I don't know if I could do that.” He said, “Yes,
you can. You’ve had your college education.” He said, “It doesn't matter – you’re
a community person.”. (E. Hiess, personal yarn, May 20, 2015)
Ms Hiess was unaware of her abilities as an Indigenous woman within the community sector
who could influence other people by showing them numerous ways of doing things. For
Aboriginal people to witness a way of being Aboriginal, female, and someone with a chronic
illness who could assist them in managing their own health indicated to them that management
of health was within their reach. It also displayed to them the self-determination of one
individual to work in an area where they could show Indigenous leadership by building an
Indigenous space, thereby inhabiting both the institutional domains of the health system and
that of assisting community. It is important to note also, that without the foresight of another
person in her network to see Ms Hiess’ abilities, she would not have realised them herself.
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Re-Framing Challenges to Opportunities
Within the sphere of Indigenous women leading as identities in Australia, opportunities can
seem scarce. There are numerous leadership and governance workshops within the leadership
sector, set up to specifically assist Indigenous women. This however does not appear to translate
towards Indigenous women being recognised as leaders within mainstream Australia. Professor
Langton highlights that more opportunities would exist for women within Indigenous
communities if the communities themselves worked harmoniously for better outcomes in
leadership:
We could actually make some real great breakthroughs if we dialled down the
women-hating in the Aboriginal community, we could make some great
breakthroughs and if women’s leadership has a role to play it’s in that area of
innovation, reform you know in the Indigenous sector. So you know the key
question for me is how do we get people out of the gutter, this system of
government patronage and being sufficiently empowered to run their own lives, to
send their kids to school, to operate businesses. (M. Langton, personal yarn,
February 20, 2016)
The conversation around building of these opportunities is imperative to creating strong
capacity for Indigenous communities, and Langton highlights the need to move towards more
innovation, reform and self-agency when it comes to leadership for Indigenous women.
Langton also states that there are great positives in the gathering momentum that Indigenous
women’s leadership creates:
The truth is we’re doing better and better in some areas. That is only going to come
about through people getting out of the Indigenous sector, and becoming less
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dependent on government assistance, far less dependent. While we have the
politics of Indigenous dependence on government funding, we will have poor
styles of leadership. You know they’ll be the majority forms of Indigenous style
leadership. As people go more and more into the private sector and less on
government funding we see other styles of leadership, and mostly they’re not
reported in the media, mostly the politicians are not interested, but they are
interested in for example entrepreneurial leaders. (M. Langton, personal yarn,
February 20, 2016)
With this statement Langton highlights how the deficit model and reliance on government
funding can impact on leadership development. The crisis we see within Indigenous Australia
drives the responses both government and Indigenous people give, and therefore becomes a
cyclical beast of which there is no end. When Indigenous Australians have autonomy over
decision making, and given opportunities to develop, they can move away from deficit ideas
and succeed. Government funding chases this crisis and organisations exist to assist changing
the disparity between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australia. Through innovation, Langton
sees a shift into different leadership processes rather than something based specifically within
a mainstream leadership perspective. Her statement suggests this as one way to break that
reliance and while there may be other voices that do not adhere to this concept, it is worth
positioning within the investigation into Indigenous leadership.

11.4 Summary
This chapter explored the themes of challenges and opportunities that emerge within a
leadership construct. Through discussions with various Indigenous women, it transpired that
numerous issues can impact on leadership, and whether one chooses in their continual efforts
in leadership. Cultural challenges one may face, including that of structural and lateral violence
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and community expectation was discussed with participants, as was gendered and generational
challenges in leadership.
Opportunities were investigated within participant interviews in relation to both the
opportunities leading has given them and those that they have contributed to for other women
embarking on work that builds their own leading capacity. It was discussed that the sharing of
these opportunities and the network that it builds, leads to women being acknowledged for their
leading abilities. This builds a stronger network for Indigenous Australians. As mentioned
previously in this chapter, a shared vision regarding cultural norms and values can act as a
collaborative tool in breaking down some of the challenges within leadership between
Indigenous women and those that are not Indigenous, suggesting another opportunity to view
Indigenous female leadership through a new lens.
This chapter draws conclusions and offers ways forward for Indigenous women’s leadership,
as will be discussed in the final chapter.

***
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12 Conclusion
12.1 Discussion: Understanding, Representing and Conceptualising
Indigenous Women’s Leadership
I have attempted to convey within this research project a series of findings and conclusions
where I feel Indigenous leadership intersects with a variety of other theories. Investigating
identity, both cultural and gendered, was significant to the process of understanding where the
participants situated themselves and the contexts of the era they have found themselves in.
The primary research question of this study is ‘What does it mean to be an Indigenous woman
leader in the present day?’ To respond to this question, the Yarning method of listening, and
speaking back has been employed to understand the various moments in leadership that the
study participants have experienced. The subjective positioning of myself as an Indigenous
researcher has allowed elements of interpretation, connection and comprehension to occur in
the yarning with these women. To reiterate what was stated in the Research Methodology
chapter, my Indigenous interpretation regarding the research journey has been:
•

Influenced by Subjective positioning and Qualitative inductive analysis
approach

•

Guided by an Indigenous construct, Using Yarning and Dadirri as my method.

•

Filtered through an Indigenous standpoint

Through the overall analysis of leadership studies, together with an understanding of
Indigenous issues within the current Australian context and the data collated from the
participants interviewed, I determine that Indigenous women’s leadership focuses on some
specific criteria:
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•

A strong underpinning and overarching parameter of cultural identity and
individual Agency.

•

The current contexts of time and circumstance, both in an overall societal view
and for the women interviewed.

These criteria have stemmed from the following conclusions that I have come to in perceiving
the data collected and analysed:
•

The identity process and the agency required to lead as an Indigenous woman is
paramount in their choices to affect change.

•

The term ‘leader’ is contentious and mainstream definitions needs to be
broadened to fit with Indigenous women’s lived realities.

•

The challenges one must face in choosing to become a leader in the current era
has many facets; however, some women are reframing these challenges into
opportunities.

•

The continued work on acknowledging Indigenous women in the governance
sector must be encouraged, and more education processes structured to suit
Indigenous women across a variety of areas.

•

How an Indigenous woman represents herself, and performs her leadership,
determines how well her leadership is received.

•

Followership begins by aspiration from a micro level. New Media is giving new
opportunities for followership.
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I have offered a review of numerous theoretical perspectives in leadership across a variety of
disciplines, including that of US focused views within management, towards more specific
views in less mainstream arenas. I have also included Indigenous-specific theory based on
leadership in matters of Indigenous art within Australia. I have provided from the participants
own stories a view of what Indigenous women’s leadership entails within the current constructs
of this era.

Understanding Indigenous Women and Leadership
Indigenous women in Australia are not a homogenised group, therefore individual and
collective traits govern how their leadership has evolved. This then determines that there cannot
be one assumed model, either within mainstream, US focused, Eurocentric or ‘Western’, that
encapsulates Indigenous women’s leadership in Australia. There can however, be
understandings of Indigenous women’s leadership as an element with which to build upon an
answer to the question “What does it mean to be an Indigenous woman leading in the current
era?”
This thesis has endeavoured to understand Indigenous women and leadership within Australian
contexts across a variety of areas. It has not focused on one domain of leadership; rather it has
explored different spheres where Indigenous women employ leadership elements, such as
within community, on social media, in the university academy and in government departments.
The aim if this research was to explore how a variety of leadership modes are used with
Indigenous women and investigate how these modes of leadership work and for whom.
I argue that Indigenous women have long been the backbone of Indigenous Australian life, and
the concepts around leadership studies are fully integrated into their lives in organic or informal
ways. The notions we hold of leadership must therefore be broadened towards those women
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that see an issue that needs addressing and effectively begin their own strengths-based programs
to find solutions. This broadening of the concept of leadership or of getting it done, further
strengthens Indigenous representation by broadcasting the many skills Indigenous women use
in their daily lives, ones that filter through to their work regardless of what domains they work
in or in what capacity, and encourages active audiences or followers that aspire to lead in similar
ways.
There have been examples illustrated of the work many Indigenous women undertake that
create a form of leadership. A brief discussion regarding Truganini provided information as to
the many traits that were then reverberated throughout the project (Ryan, 1976). This early
representation of an Indigenous woman situates itself as a standpoint of women’s Indigeneity
within an Australian context from the time of colonisation (Ellis, 1976). One cannot fathom
how Indigenous women were prior to this in matters of early leading, influence and mobilisation.
A more contemporary example of Indigenous women’s leadership was demonstrated by
discussing the late Patricia Davis-Hurst, an influential Elder and leader from Taree, New South
Wales, who for many years demonstrated various modes of leadership in the roles and tasks she
had undertaken (Davis-Hurst & Nield, 1996). These women are used as representations of how
leading can be understood, not as a role or position with title and status but arising out of a
necessity to overcome. These two women may not be officially considered leaders, did not head
large corporations or hold visible profiles during their lifetime. However, they led, mobilised
and influenced against huge odds. If we are to truly make headway in creating strong and lasting
change for Indigenous Australia, then the representation of effective, healthy and at times
informal leadership needs to be witnessed, both for the Indigenous population and that of nonIndigenous Australian society.
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For the conclusion of this research project, I have determined a representation of Indigenous
women’s leadership through which I can explain my research findings.

The Coolamon Representation of Indigenous Women’s Leadership
The Coolamon is a very important symbol and functional tool of Indigenous Australian society.
While historically it was made by men, it has a multitude of uses for women, and basically used
as a carry all in their everyday lives.

Figure 14 (Hurst, K. 2017. Gulaman (Gathang/Kattang language), Gillawarra Arts)

Participant Krystal Hurst describes her making of the Gulaman here:
In the Gathang/Kattang language, the language of the Woromi and Biripi people,
a Coolamon is widely known as a ‘Gulaman’. A large Gulaman is also known as
a ‘Githi’. The old people used Gulamans to carry and rock babies with possum or
kangaroo skin inside for warmth and comfort. They were also used to dig, collect
and process food resources and carry fresh water. On the back of this Gulaman, a
goanna has left its tracks, a reminder of the connection between this animal and
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the gum tree. This Gulaman was harvested with my family, south of Purfleet
Mission (previously known as Sunrise Station) in Taree, New South Wales. (K.
Hurst, personal yarn, July 10, 2017)
The artist who made the Coolamon pictured was one of the participants interviewed for this
research project. Krystal Hurst is a Woromi woman from Taree in New South Wales. She is
what I describe as an emerging leader; the daughter of Elder Patricia Davis-Hurst mentioned
previously as a more contemporary exemplar of Indigenous women’s leadership. Krystal is an
artist and advocate for Climate Change with Seedmob, an Indigenous climate change movement
involving young Indigenous people. She also runs her own arts based company, Gillawarra Arts.
The Coolamon carried foods, water and children - it is a symbol of both intangible and tangible
culture, an extremely purposeful tool with which to use in a myriad of ways. I have concluded
that, like the Coolamon, Indigenous women carry with them a ‘carry-all’ of knowledge and
ideas that alter through varied spaces and time, and in leadership it is no different. For
Indigenous women’s leadership, the women carry with them a strong perception of their own
identity. Who they are, and in what time and context they are Indigenous women plays a pivotal
role in how they carry themselves as leaders. Together with a sense of both personal and
collective identity and agency, the Coolamon provides the platform with which everything sits
on top, and wraps itself around them, interacting in their lives daily. In terms of a culturalist
form of leadership such as adaptive leadership (Heifetz, 1994), or that of transformational
models (Evans, 2008), I conclude that the Gulaman represents a culturalist way of being in
relation to Indigenous women leading.
The context of space and time is of huge importance, as these women in the current era face
unique issues from some of the past. Participant Pat Anderson mentioned the differences in the
struggle in the present day (P. Anderson, personal yarn, May 27, 2016). The modern age allows
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them certain freedoms in expression; however, there still exist many issues that need great
leadership and advocacy from the women to change the outcomes for Indigenous society. In
matters of what leadership they may perform, this is also varied, and different models of
leadership may be demonstrated, such as adaptive and collaborative models of leadership.
Determined by the domain of leadership the women are in, these women may take out of the
Coolamon some traits and behaviours that will assist them in the influence and mobilisation of
people, and the management of such to make change in their environment. For example,
working from within a more mainstream institutional structure suggests that the women, in the
context of this era, would adopt performances that hybrid between the dominance of that
structure, with the resonance of community and the history of what has gone before them.
Dancing between these worlds and building connections between them is a hybrid form of
leadership that these women embody. Within community settings, women are leading in an
organic and informal way, devoid of status and title but charging through and developing strong
environments by demanding change. Informally, Indigenous women lead by showing, telling,
standing up and sometimes shouting down.

Conceptualising Indigenous Women’s Leadership
In 2017, Indigenous people face some similar issues to that of the past; the disparities in health,
life expectancy, education and employment remain. Racism and discrimination is ever present,
and negative discourses on Indigenous Australian issues continue. Access to information is
readily available online in this digital era, and Indigenous individuals are using new media to
disperse knowledge and discuss current political and social contexts in Australian society. Talk
of Treaties, Makarratas and recognition into Australia’s Constitution are ongoing, with
associated discussions on who leads, and how they lead, embedded into the zeitgeist. As
Indigenous people, our understandings of identity have developed beyond that of the past. How
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we locate ourselves as Indigenous Australians has changed from deficit standpoints towards a
confidence that demonstrates we can walk in many worlds, lead, and be Aboriginal. The
impacts of post-modernity fall heavily on Indigenous women leading, with some having
witnessed numerous eras of social change, and some just beginning as leaders (Ryan, 2017).
Evidence in this research project has been gained from the participants’ accounts of their own
experiences of leadership. These women have given information of how they utilise different
approaches, ways of being, that have given rise to impacting on change for Indigenous
Australians. That change had been within government structures, community settings, changing
conversations online and affecting discourses around Indigenous Australians in modern society.
While many Indigenous individuals work in areas where leadership is demonstrated, the overall
concerns of the lives of Indigenous communities seem to focus on crisis and disadvantage.
Ivory’s research on Indigenous men and leadership highlights leadership from a male
perspective (Ivory, 2009). There are notable Indigenous men seen performing leadership within
more mainstream arenas of society, and yet few women that are openly recognised for their
leadership. Or rather, the women are there, yet choose to work without much acknowledgement
of the work they do and are not reported as such.
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Figure 15 Conceptualisations of Indigenous Women's Leadership

To fully answer the question of the research project, it is important to review the themes that
emerged from the interviews with participants. The graph above is a representation of how these
themes work within the project. The graph depicts building blocks, with five different
components included. Each block is illuminated a different colour to denote a different theme,
with Identity and Agency the base foundational theme. This theme reverberates within the
remaining themes and is integral to explaining Indigeneity and leadership for Indigenous
Australians overall. The theme of Challenges and Opportunities sits alongside all other themes,
as elements of such exist within the act of Identity and Agency, Governance, Followership,
Representation and Performativity.

Unpacking the Graph – What Does Each Theme Mean?
I firstly see the theme of Identity and Agency as both the underpinning and the overarching
theme of Indigenous women’s leadership in Australia. This project is as much about the identity
discourse around Indigenous women in leading positions as it is about Indigenous women’s
leadership itself. Self-location of the women interviewed was significant in the telling of their
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stories, thereby allowing their cultural interface and that of Indigenous women in general to be
privileged. The familial and community connections the respondents discussed were
foundational points in their understandings of identity, both at a collective level and on a very
personal and individual basis. As participant Linda Burney stated:
When I go to a community event I don’t expect anything. I expect to be treated
exactly the way others are treated and that’s what happens. I do not put myself
above people. I would not dare to even think that I could be considered something
other than who I am as an Aboriginal person, and that is the key. (L. Burney,
personal yarn, August 20, 2015)
The collective versus specific binaries are an important element in both identity process but
also in matters of cultural forms of leading. The location of oneself as Indigenous and then as
a woman far outweighed the location of being a leader. This connects strongly to connotations
of what it means to be a leader for Indigenous Australians within a historical context, as
described within the Theoretical Approaches to Leadership chapter. The reluctance of
Indigenous women to consider themselves as leaders contains differing and sometimes
competing reasoning, from those historical connections to the term leader as well as the current
matter regarding speaking for a collective when essentially there is no consensus for that
collective. There is the added component of the responsibilities that go with being called out as
a leader, as well as the simple notion that many of these women have no need to be called out
– they simply carry on with the work that is needed to enable stronger Indigenous capacity
building.
The theme of Governance represents how the structures of both institutional governance, and
those built up in community environs have given rise to Indigenous women’s leadership in
Australia. The respondents did not specifically state these themes regularly throughout their
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yarning stories, and yet there were moments where governance was strongly implied.
Community controlled organisations, grassroots movements and direct contact with
government service delivery was prominent throughout these stories. Within these
conversations there were smaller moments where compliance as a notion was discussed, and
resistance in matters of leadership was also highlighted.
My argument is that without governance, both institutionally and within community
frameworks, Indigenous leadership cannot grow to a degree where it can make great social
change. Indigenous women are over-represented in the areas of community controlled health
organisations, Indigenous employment services and other areas where they have built
something from nothing and developed their structures to advocate for others. The digital era
also illuminates how Indigenous women have developed small structures and specific protocols
to help community, such as Grandmothers against removal. Without these women undertaking
these roles and developing their education further to continue in these areas, there would be a
reliance on government-based policies to influence change. Within the government arena,
Indigenous women are working also for change, believing their ‘skin in the game’ can greatly
contribute in this area. To reiterate Deborah Cheetham in her participant interview:
Women who are achieving outcomes for a community, whether it be a local
Indigenous community, the community they belong to, or the broader Indigenous
community, or, in fact, the broader Australian community, I think that there’s an
inclusiveness to the way in which women set out to include and approach each task
in a holistic way, but that’s not always possible either.
One cannot discuss leadership in any context without that of discussing Followership, and this
theme emerged within respondent’s stories of their leadership trajectories as well as the people
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they followed or aspired to whilst working towards their goals in creating change. As participant
Tracy Bunda suggested:
Am I aware of my sphere of influence? For sure, and because I am aware then I
also recognise the responsibilities associated with that leadership. Now, you can
conduct your leadership as a singular autonomous entity and not – and basically
couldn’t give a shit about what you do, where you say it, who you say it to, how
you say it and just let that sort of behaviour back on the people who are within
your sphere but I do think we have a great responsibility to be able to share our
knowledge and share our skills with the next generation coming forward. (T Bunda,
personal yarn, February 12, 2016)
In discussing followership, the concept of resonance was explored.in order to understand how
effective leading of Indigenous people can occur. Resonance is a contemporary idea that
embodies characteristics of aspiration, influence and inspiration.
I have argued that followership is strongly connected to active audience processes and functions.
Should one lead in an environment where the mobilising of people plays a large part in creating
change, it is therefore as though those leaders must convey messages that hold the audience
captive to ideas, and ideals, to build momentum for that change to occur. If it is as respondents
have stated, that it was their family that they first followed, then this suggests that they
themselves were the active audience learning the beginning elements of leading. The women
interviewed regularly discussed those other women that came before them, from the community
women who worked within their own Aboriginal Health Services without any fanfare, towards
those standing alongside them in the early years of grass-roots campaigns and government
centred policy initiatives, these women were buoyed by their passion and success.
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How one individual performs their leadership and represents themselves as both separate
entities and that of a collective group of people was also heavily discussed. Within the matters
of leadership Representation and Performativity, the discussion around language and discourse
was also apparent in yarning with the women, in that the way in which language was interpreted
impacted heavily on how the women saw themselves, and others, in their leadership.
How and where one represents leadership requires adaptability, as participant Robyn Forrester
stated:
I thought, “Why do I want to work for the government?” There were other things
that I wanted to do, but how could I as this little black girl make any difference in
working in the government? Until I got in the government and started to move up
the ranks and started going, “Okay, hang on a minute. Just by me being here I can
effect change. I can educate people. I can try and put things in place that will assist
people. I can try and change an attitude”. (R. Forrester, personal yarn, April 11,
2015)
The Challenges and Opportunities chapter allowed the participants to extend their stories of
leading by discussing the ebb and flow of their leadership trajectory. Within the challenges
component there was a division between that of cultural, gendered and for some, generational
obstacles that presented themselves in the paths to leading. The notion of having to move
between identities of Indigenous and not for those that worked within more mainstream arenas
of government was fascinating, as was the navigation between what Indigenous community
may see as a priority and what needs to happen within their chosen fields on a day to day basis.
Managing the expectations and accepting a degree of ownership over government policy
directives created issues for some respondents working in government based service delivery
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areas. The ‘walking between two worlds’ concept regarding being Indigenous and working
within frameworks that some saw as failure of government to address endemic issues was
addressed within interviews, and these women argued that these challenges only strengthened
their resolve in working harder to affect change in their work. For the women working within
community environs, the challenges existed within the realms of burnout, knowing personal
details of family and community that they worked with, and dealing with lateral violence
spreading into their workplace, thereby making leadership trajectory difficult.
The gendered challenges were that of being seen as somehow therapeutic in nature when
connected to leadership. As one participant stated, “it was still very much geared towards a
white patriarchal model of leadership and it may disavow what it actually does but it becomes
quite apparent to Aboriginal women very quickly what that white patriarchal model is saying,”
(T. Bunda, personal yarn, February 12, 2015). For many of the respondents it appeared
Indigenous men were regularly asked to lead or were catapulted into leadership roles while the
women working at the same level simply got on with the work behind the scenes.
Cultural and gendered opportunities also created conversations with the women interviewed for
this research project. Belonging to a community of like-minded individuals working towards
common goals enable mentorship in both official and unofficial capacities, moments where
shared knowledge and ideological positions combine to provide the encouragement of ideas
and development to grow. The issue of cultural challenges was exemplified in Chelsea Bond’s
comments:
Sometimes that leadership responsibility is not something that we put our hand up
and say we want to do it, there’s no choice because someone’s got to step up…
you lose people in all kinds of different ways, but you know that’s the one
challenging part around looking at our health statistics is that we lose people who
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are culturally recognised as leaders far too early. I’ve got four sons and one
daughter, and they don’t know a grandfather. (C. Bond, personal yarn, July 16,
2015)
I posit the challenges that actively work against Indigenous women from undertaking leadership
can also drive what makes them leaders, as they work to overcome some of the obstacles that
lay before them.
The modes of leadership witnessed with the participants interviewed were not fixed or
determined. Whilst there was a tendency towards these women to demonstrate quite adaptive
qualities in their leadership patterns, and a form of situational leadership did occur, it was very
nuanced in matters concerning context and identity. Individually, how the women interviewed
viewed themselves in terms of their cultural identity was paramount, as their ever-present
perception of their performance as both being ‘Indigenous’, ‘female’ and a ‘leader’ was
regularly questioned.
Indigenous Australian women have throughout history contributed to our society in subtle and
overt ways. Throughout this research project, the story of Truganini has illustrated just one
example of what could be deemed leadership attributes in her quest to survive during a time of
great hardship. Other Indigenous women during the 1930s displayed similar attributes, working
with the Day of Mourning campaign for recognition. Women such as Joyce Clague and Eleanor
Harding were part of the 1967 Referendum to change the constitution and the 1970s was also
an era when Aboriginal women influenced and mobilised others to create social change within
this country. The 1980s saw lands rights legislation come to fruition after years of activism
leading up to this pivotal moment. The ATSIC years (1990-2005) enabled many Aboriginal
women to move into pivotal roles and showcase the tireless work that many people perform to
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build strength and capacity in communities. These strong women who have infiltrated history,
have utilised varying modes of leadership theory. The contexts to which these have been
employed has been an element in how this was displayed (and documented) in history. The
chapter titled Colonisation, Resistance and Structures of Power in Australia highlighted the
impacts of colonisation and structures of power in an Australian context, and Indigenous
people’s responses to power relating to resistance, advocacy and leadership. Indigenous women
have not been silent in those responses.

A New Term for Indigenous Women Leaders
There has been discussion throughout this project of the use of language and discourse as a
barrier, or impediment towards Indigenous women’s leadership. When confronted with the term
‘leader’, participants interviewed for this study reacted in ways that suggest the term does not
fit the ideal for Indigenous women. Langton (2008) and Pearson (2016) have written regarding
‘big men’ and ‘young leaders’ in critical ways. This posits the question therefore: Do we need
a new word to describe Indigenous women’s leadership in Australia? One issue regarding the
choosing of such a word is that an Indigenous-specific word contributes to the pan-Indigenous
idea that adheres to a representative stereotype in this country and cannot then be utilised
without conjecture and a degree of controversy. As Hurst noted in her participant interview, “I
think the word leadership is really… I think it’s used really loosely and I guess it’s a really
funny term to use to describe our mob,” (K. Hurst, personal yarn, June 10, 2015). The active
rejection of the term ‘leader’ is itself a significant justification for a new label to be given to
Indigenous women, and the denial of ‘leader’ as a term is one of a rejection of non-Indigenous
constructs and a fitting in to a normative, mainstream ideal of leadership.
In the Gathang/Kattang language of my own cultural country, there is no word that could be
claimed to fit an Indigenous woman who leads. The word ‘Katambi’ is listed as meaning leader
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in the book ‘A Grammar and Dictionary of Gathang’ (Lissarrague, 2010), yet on further
investigation this word also denotes ‘father’ and ‘master’. The other concern with using
Indigenous -specific language to describe the current context embodying this leadership lies in
the changing nature of language and time.
As many of the women posited the issue of moving between different representative spaces and
connecting to theories discussing the ‘two worlds’ issue of adapting to Indigenous and nonIndigenous surroundings, I see this as a dance of sorts, with footprints shifting between the two.
The women interviewed stated they weren’t leaders in the more mainstream understandings of
what leadership is defined as. They did not want what the word leader could suggest, and the
language associated within leadership perspectives seemed to be an issue. They also preferred
to remain in the shadows, working hard and impacting on change but without fanfare as such
and without title. The Indigenous women interviewed danced in the shadows of the many
moving representations of leadership. They were largely unnoticed, unnamed and unseen. I
connect them to the term ‘shadow dancers’ therefore, as these women want to simply get on
with the job of ‘doing’ rather than leading. Perhaps this is a way forward for a new term in
Indigenous women’s leadership?
This term could be used to bring these women out of the shadows and into regular and visible
discussion, creating a changing discourse on both the representations of Indigenous women,
and of the work they do which is integral to a sustainable, equitable and inclusive Australian
society.

Truganini’s Story
Throughout this research project, the story of Truganini’s life was scattered within, each snippet
demonstrating elements of representation and leadership that were conveyed in the thesis from
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a contemporary context. The narrative thread that has been documented from archives – mostly
from the perspective of the white settlers/colonisers of that era – serves to display how
Indigenous women’s leadership, the way in which one may influence, assist, mobilise others or
create action or change is no different. The difference between what we see of Indigenous
women in modernity is that we can now name what we see and funnel it through various
theoretical concepts. This is thereby intellectualising the concept of Indigenous women and
their ways of being, of creating agency and action in their lives, and of attempting to assist
community, be it in compliant or resistant ways.
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Tying the Strands Together

11

Figure 16 Tying the Strands Together

Another way Indigenous women’s leadership could be represented is by using a weaving of
rope, as the many strands that incorporate this leadership must be threaded together to form a
strong and determined leader. The thread of identity is a strong element of all leadership, and
for Indigenous women, this is a fundamental and binding strand where leadership can begin to
occur. The need and desire to lead is apparent; Indigenous women have a long history of passion
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and drive in their desire to enact change within Australian society, and the need for such a
change has been highlighted previously in the Problem Description chapter of this thesis.
Without this need, the desire to change and the individual agency that drives that change would
not exist. The strong governance (discussed in the chapter on Governance) these women also
embody has been an integral part of the leadership process, as without the building of these
structures and adhering to them, the ways in which they could lead would be minimal.
Indigenous women are craving more of this governance in communities where they require
protocols for real outcomes in areas of employment, criminality, and housing issues, and in
more mainstream institutional governance where they demand more than empty policy to fix
these issues. These strands enable leadership for Indigenous women, in both less formal means
and in leadership that is regularly named and claimed as their own.
The strands of rope that are less highlighted demonstrate the varying domains where Indigenous
women lead. The education and health sectors are areas heavily populated with Indigenous
women, and the government policy and political representation domains demonstrate areas
where Indigenous women are becoming more prevalent, inhabiting space where representation
and policy are at the forefront of institutional change for Australia.
This thesis set out to investigate what it means to be an Indigenous woman leader in the current
context. Using a qualitative inductive analysis perspective and contextualising information
through an Indigenous construct, I have captured qualitative knowledge from 20 Indigenous
women leaders across three different spheres – women leading in community, women leading
institutionally, and women leading in public areas. By yarning with the women and using
Dadirri as a way of deeply listening to their individual experiences, I have demonstrated an
Indigenous women’s standpoint of leadership across these varied domains within the context
of the present day.
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My study reveals some interesting discursive points regarding Indigenous women’s leadership.
I have made four main conclusions in the research project that pertain to Indigenous leadership
and identity, women involved in active aspiration and mobilisation of others, and the
effectiveness of leadership and Indigenous women has, or could have on Australian society.
These include:
•

Identity being a driver for their leadership,

•

The need for leadership studies to broaden theory to capture informal ideas of
Indigenous women’s leadership, and

•

The possibility of a new term given to the study of leadership in respect to
Indigenous women in Australia.

•

Indigenous women use a ‘carry-all’ approach to leadership, adapting to different
styles of leadership in different contexts and domains.

From analysis of the women’s stories of leadership in general it is apparent that there is no one
leadership model to which Indigenous women ascribe from the US-centric models of leadership,
one could argue that these women ‘cherry-pick’ from various theories to embody their own.
However, it is more complex than that.
Indigenous women don’t just raise children, are not simply mothers, partners, grannies or
aunties. Indigenous women keep communities afloat by keeping these things together, because
if they don’t do it, who will? They keep local football clubs going so that the young men in a
community aren’t idle or lose connection with their community. They advocate for mental
health, youth suicide and criminality issues in their own times of grief or crisis because
‘someone has got to step up’. They become members of political parties because they want to
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see more Aboriginal faces making tangible solutions happen for this country, and work at
building up an academic dossier that rivals many other intellectuals because that is their act of
resistance. Indigenous women, young and old are influencing current discourse, identity and
representation in Australia, from creating Indigenous Opera performances, or working with the
United Nations, or giving over 40 years of service to Indigenous affairs.
Indigenous women lead from the shadows, in secret, quietly but fiercely, or openly but without
recognition. They remain unseen and unclaimed as leaders, are not given legitimacy in their
roles and not understood as leading within more mainstream constructs of what leadership is.
Once we begin this conversation on Indigenous women leaders, we can seek to enact more
Indigenous women coming out of those shadows and lead openly to impart their knowledge
and leadership on Australian society.

12.2 Summary
This thesis began with some brief reflections on my own life, my motivations for undertaking
this mammoth task and my emerging and continual path through my own cultural identity and
how that works towards and against leadership aspirations. I tell the story of my own cultural
heritage, my connection to the women in my family and my uncovering of my history as a
mixed heritage Indigenous woman. It also highlights my understandings of community,
belonging and identity through numerous lenses including that of being within a University
community and having an Indigenous community to belong to.
The Introduction chapter initially set the scene of the research, including the outline of how the
objectives and disciplinary approach framed the project. The disciplinary method used in the
thesis was predominantly within leadership studies; however, it had also employed elements of
feminist studies, Indigenous narrative and political studies approaches. In terms of the
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significance of the study, the desire was that by investigating the women’s experiences of
leadership, including their ascension and trajectory and the performance of leadership, this
allowed for a strengths-based perspective to the issues involved with Indigenous Australia. The
significance is also in where the resonance lies with Indigenous female leadership.
Understanding who is watching these leaders, and how this translates into aspirations for
individuals to then become a leader themselves, can be imperative to building stronger
programs that harness potential Indigenous female leaders in Australia. Through the broadening
of our understandings of leadership, the way in which Indigenous women work and change can
be better explored, and a conversation regarding new discourses in Indigenous women’s
leadership can begin.
The Problem Description chapter identified issues that affect contemporary Indigenous
Australia and therefore illustrates why the need for strong and effective leadership is necessary
to address these issues. Various issues were discussed, including that of the disparities between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians in areas of health, education and employment.
Systemic social issues continue to have lasting impacts on Indigenous populations throughout
the world, and Australia is no different in the fight to quell these issues by using several
initiatives, with a mixture of successes and failures in their delivery. One issue highlighted was
that of domestic and family violence, of which the statistics were high for Indigenous
individuals affected. As Indigenous women make up a large proportion of that statistic, it was
important to specifically mention this in terms of creating future aspirations and options for
women, a way for them to find a sense of agency and empowerment to look beyond a narrative
of trauma and towards one of resilience.
It was important to also make the distinction between leadership and Eldership within an
Indigenous Australian context within this chapter. As leadership can be determined through a
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myriad of lenses and in a multitude of contexts, it has a different reach to that of Eldership
which consists of spiritual and familial cultural connections. The distinction made between the
two allows the research project to focus solely on leaders, and not discuss more multifaceted
and complex concerns of Eldership and community.
Exploring why there was a lack of acknowledgement in academic literature for what Indigenous
women have accomplished was of interest, as was why few Indigenous women were given high
regard in public or private spheres. Whilst there has been much written regarding what
Indigenous women historically have done by way of a therapeutic nature, this has not regularly
been placed under the banner of leadership.
A context of Colonisation, power and race within Australia has then been explored to situate
the trajectory of Indigenous Australia, from conflict and resistance during the time of
Colonisation, towards advocacy, governance and leadership today. This is important to unveil
before the Theoretical Approaches to Leadership, as it standpoints much of what is ‘unsaid’ in
discussing leadership with Indigenous women, and something that regularly is framed as ‘the
struggle’.
The Theoretical Approaches to Leadership chapter discussed at length the many iterations of
what leadership studies can offer, from a strong foundational base investigating individualist
and rationalist models of leadership from a US-centred perspective, towards more
contemporary notions and explanations. The wealth of literature available within leadership
studies is vast, therefore, parameters of US-centred leadership ideas was placed within the
Theoretical Approaches to Leadership. A more culturalist view of what contemporary
leadership may look like has also been explored. Leadership studies are an evolving
conceptualisation of theories intertwined with numerous other factors. Depending on the
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domains in which leadership is witnessed and presented, it can also incorporate business
management, role modelling, mentorship and politicisation.
From the literature collected, my understanding of Indigenous women’s leadership within
Australia is greatly determined by identity, both one’s own self-perception and those
perceptions of others around us. It is also determined by the contexts with which these
Indigenous women are in. There were sections of Indigenous women’s leadership discussed
that demonstrated work within politics and the public sphere, the arts and academia. There was
also a focus on Indigenous women who have worked within community frameworks and
contributed greatly to social change within this country. However, there were many other areas
that were not discussed at length, such as areas of business management. The decision to
concentrate more on the areas mentioned previously was due to the wealth of information
leadership studies has to cover.
The overall methodological approach was fully explored, firstly giving an understanding of
Indigenous research methodology and privileging this information as pivotal to the research
project. It was important to first situate Indigenist research as the main driver for this project
before discussing the specific methodological approaches given. Nakata’s Indigenous
Standpoint Theory (2007) approach was highlighted and is mentioned both within the Research
Methodology chapter and throughout the research project. As my political and social standpoint
from my Indigeneity and mixed heritage is conveyed to others, it interfaces with the participants
and their own standpoint. Moreton-Robinson’s Indigenous women’s standpoint theory (2000)
stemmed from this and was used within the project also in honouring the participant’s stories.
By using Bessarab’s and N’Gahndu’s Yarning method (2010) the research was collected as part
of a conversation regarding Indigenous Australia, leadership and followership. The
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observations of the participants and the yarning process used to obtain research and the shared
understandings of Indigeneity as part of the data gathering method.
The data produced from this project provided fundamental information of various modes and
patterns of leadership. It also enabled the participants to perceive themselves as leaders, for this
was a label numerous participants had difficulties with. The difficulty in naming oneself as a
leader is a problem of language, discourse and representation. As the connotations of the word
‘leader’ in Indigeneity become intermingled with historical contexts of Colonisation, and
modern-day contexts of adhering to the ‘mainstream’, the term leader is in itself a difficult
barrier to leadership. When participants suggested that they weren’t leaders, but rather they
‘just got stuff done’, they were positioning themselves also within their Indigenous identity, of
being someone who works tirelessly for change and for ‘the struggle’, and as someone that
doesn’t profess to claiming space often seen as a denial of one’s grass roots or community
identity.
This issue with the discourses around leadership is apparent when also discussing followership
– one would not profess to having followers if one does not see themselves as a leader – and to
a lesser extent in discussing mentoring. Therefore, the re-framing of leadership discourses is an
imperative element of the understandings of Indigenous women’s leadership.
Some of the leadership witnessed from participants was in direct response to failed policy
directives from years of government attempts to fix many of the disparities between Indigenous
and non-Indigenous Australia. Rather than focus solely on the deficit base of associated with
these issues, there have been new and alternative approaches adopted to create a more positive
model towards formative answers. This is another way in which Indigenous women re-frame
what is happening in the current era and attempt to think differently about issues as a way of
providing tangible solutions to them.
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The women that lead from within the structures of mainstream government agencies have a
degree of difficulty that is nuanced from women that lead elsewhere. When working in direct
contact with government policy attempting to assist those within their own communities, there
is a constant moving negotiation between these women as being Indigenous and having what
some of them described as ‘skin in the game’. Supporting the community can at times seem to
be going against government policy, and vice versa. Therefore, the leadership that they must
provide can be ever changing. Hybrid or adaptive models of behaviour in terms of their
leadership is then undertaken to affect change in their environments.
The contribution this study has made lies in providing researchers with insights into best
practice Indigenous leadership and provide a platform for future research.

Theoretical and Policy Implications
The theoretical implications for this study exist in the building further of knowledge around
Indigenous women and the ways in which identity interplays with their performances of
leadership. The constructions around identity in the modern era for Indigenous Australians are
vast, with numerous meanings attributed to our understandings of what it means to be
Indigenous. So too are the constructions around what it means to lead, and as an Indigenous
woman within these confines, the negotiations of both impact on their choices in leadership,
and the way in which they lead.
The Coolamon Representation of Indigenous women’s leadership can be used to assist
Indigenous leadership aspiration by modelling ways of being. It can also enable younger
Indigenous women to bring with them in their Coolamon varying ideas, underpinnings of their
identity, and ways of leading within the current and future contexts they find themselves in.
The scholarly work of Indigenous women’s leadership can be built upon to create a stronger
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theorem in the discipline of leadership studies and bring about more dialogues on the subject
as a broadening of leadership begins to occur.

Study Limitations
The limitations of the study are predominately due to sample size. With 20 women interviewed
for the research project, from varying areas and with differing levels of leadership achievements,
one may ask what makes these women leaders and others not included. However, the research
question asks what does it mean to be an Indigenous woman leading in the current era, which
allows for a myriad of reflections and experiences across a range of participants. The project
did not specifically include one domain where these women were leading, but rather worked to
start a discussion around different ways of leading as Indigenous women in Australia. The
reader of this thesis may not share the view that these individuals lead them specifically, and
therefore the question of what is deemed effective leadership may occur. Another limitation is
one of the lack of participants that could be classified as followers of the leaders interviewed.
This perhaps is an area where further study is warranted. I bring to attention the matter of this
research project being from a subjective position, and because this subjectivity requires a degree
of interpretation, the conclusions of the reader and the author may differ. Some of the
participants stories on leadership were worthy of 100,000 words in their own right. As such,
some topics within this thesis had to be constrained within the parameters of a PhD word limit.

Areas for Future Research
Rather than provide a model of Indigenous women’s leadership, I wanted to further understand
whether these women looked at specific models, or patterns of leading which suited them in
more ways than others.
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In 2017, my scholarly work placed me with The Poche Centre for Indigenous Health Leadership,
working as a co-facilitator on a leader/mentor program with Professor Shaun Ewen and Dr
Jennifer De Vries. The program consisted of Indigenous fellows who were working across
different domains, including front-line service delivery in community health, the university
academy and health data analysis, and ‘mentors’ who created a network of influence and change.
As a contributor to this program, I began to see that more conversations needed to occur in the
space of Indigenous leadership for both men and women, including the dismantling of existing
models based on what more mainstream theorists would see as legitimate or official leadership,
towards a legitimised, informal leadership paradigm. More must also be done in furthering the
scholarship of Indigenous women’s leadership by examining whether international perspectives
offer us any ideas that can be incorporated into our frames of reference.
There is a greater need for the acknowledgment of Indigenous women for the work they do in
mobilising, influencing, and motivating other individuals to create change within Australia.
Further research in enabling women’s empowerment and understanding the representative
spaces with which we as Indigenous women find ourselves can greatly assist in the leadership
discipline.

***
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